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a picture paints athousand words...

We all know the wisdom about
the man who represents himself
in Court — he has afool for a
client. Recently, we carpeted
our large cinema room and paid
more for the fitting than the
carpet! In this way, the carpet
will look straight, never stretch
and last for at least twice the
time. Increasingly, part of the
audiophile pursuit is the thrill
of the chase, DIY, and the
perception of money saved.
Vendors of high-end, from the
casual to the professional, are
well aware of the vast reserves
of sub-standard product from
un special editions, B-stock,

and grey-imports with unsuited
power supplies to used models
which are barely working
and certainly lacking in the
performance respect.
The world-wide web is ahuge
benefit to mankind, but has
definitely divided the whole
world of high-end audio.
Make no mistake, for ten
years or more reviewers have
been manipulated and many
manufacturers are skilled in
pulling and placing comments
and commentary.A lot of
our business serves remote
customers, and our primary
resource — which is based on 25

years of integrity and expertise
—is to offer clients the insider
track and areatistic view of highend audio. Bargains are usually
not the cheapest option!
"High-end shops cannot have
branches," Mark Levinson told
me when Istarted the business
in 1979 and he is right. In aday
and age of MP3 and multi-room,
we are busier than ever with
two-channel audio because there
are few, if any, high-end shops
consisting of enthusiasts selling
stereo to fellow-enthusiasts and
following the Biblical injunction
of doing unto others ...

In return, we only ask people to
respect our time and resources!
If and when you are ready to
invest in your music, travelling
to hear the world's very best
state-of-the art is worth your
time — and ours.We offer many
supporting services in addition
to our spacious and pleasant
demo facilities, including ahighly
respected repair and calibration
engineer and anetwork of
specialists; dedicated finance, see
Hi-Finance.com ; Buy and Sell
on our hi-fiShop.com website;
audiophile web-based forum; and
perceptive advice.

...listening saves athousand pounds!
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Welcome
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ythe time you read this the new year will have been well
and truly rung in, and it's time to look ahead. With this

Editorial staff
Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • Rene Andrew
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Liz Briggs

month's AVTech special [ following page 50], we're

assessing products at the cutting-edge of home entertainment,
which point to the future in many ways. And as Paul Miller
explains, AVTech is about to launch into independent life

Editorial contacts
tel • 020 8726 8311
fax • 020 8726 8397
e-mail • hi-finews@ipcmedia.com
HiFi News. IPC Media, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon. Surrey CR9 1HZ

online, so watch this space.

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

music systems we know and love.

We have allowed ourselves alook back, though, in this issue:
Barry Fox [ page 60] celebrates 50 years of commercial stereo
recording with the story of recorded sound up to and
including the development of the two-channel
After all these decades of development, you
might think there'd be some general agreement on

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

how to get the best sound. But in fact there's now a
greater diversity of approach than ever.
Our cover story proves the point. Generations of

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler

audio engineers have accepted that ahi-fi
loudspeaker needs at least two drive units of

Advertising
Group Sales Manager • Nick Lee
Senior Sales Exec • Michael Brown- Fraser
Classified Sales Exec • Gemma Bown
The Market ( Reader ads)• Carole Molloy
Production Manager • Clare Lordan
Publisher
A:i

suitably different size and character: Eclipse flies in
020 8726 8322
020 8726 8324
020 8726 8323
020 8726 8321
020 8726 8315

the face of such wisdom. So is there areal and overriding benefit in the ' Time Domain' approach, or are
the designers just fighting alosing battle with the
laws of physics? Find out on page 18. Also tested
are less unconventional speakers from Castle,
Revolver and Audio Physic [ pages 33, 41, 46].

jCEd

There are still
enthusiasts for
whom asingle
triode valve from
the 1920s can
light the way to
hi-fi heaven...

As to amplifiers, there are still enthusiasts for

Group Art Editor
Patrick Mornssey

whom asingle triode valve from the 1920s can light the way to hi-fi

Chief Photographer
Roger Phillips

heaven, and will put up with hiss, hum, limited bass, distortion at
high levels and restricted dynamics for the sake of those moments
where themusic suddenly achieves amagical tangibility. In this

Contributors
Ciassica/Music:Christopher Breunig
Jazz: Ben Watson Rock:Johnny Black, Ken Kessler
Allcock, David Berriman, Tony Bolton,
Christopher Breunig, John Crabbe, Ben Duncan, Barry Fox,
Alvin Gold,lonathan Gorse, Ian Harris, Keith Howard,
Jimmy Hughes, loor Humphreys, Paul Miller, Howard Popeck
New subscriptions

0845 6167178
e-mail: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

Subscriptions queries

01444 415675
e-mail: ipcsubs@qss-uk.com

Back issues

020 8532 3628

Hi Fi News magazine incorporates: Stereo. Tape & Tape
Recorders, Audio News. Record News, Audio Record
Review, The Gramophone Record, Which CO' and Music
Business. HiFi News is a member of the Audit Bureau of
Circulations ( ABC) and of EISA ( www.eisa-awards.org).

issue we don't have asingle-ended triode amplifier, but we do have
a300B- based push-pull valve amp from Consonance [ page 30],
contrasting with ahighly-evolved solid-state amplifier in the
American high-end manner [ page 24]; yet another no-nonsense,
technically well-specified and well-behaved package from Musical
Fidelity [ page 42]; and cheapest but not least, an effective ' digital'
amp module from Flying Mole [ page 36]. The choice is yours.

Steve Harris,
EDITOR

HiFi News is published on the first Friday of the month preceding the cover
date by IPC Focus Network, part of the IPC Media Group. It costs £ 3.80 per
issue (£44.40 for 12 months) in the UK; 93.70 in Europe; $ 126.10 in North
America; £ 78.73 for the rest of the world. Rates are for airmail delivery. See
the subscriptions order form page or call 0845 676 7778 latest special offers.
IPC Media. 2005, an rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is
forbidden without permission, in writing, of the publishers. Distributed by
Markefforce. tel 020 7261 5555. Typeset by Planart. London SEl. Printed in
England by B R Hubbards, Sheffield, and Benham Goodhead, Bicester.
ISSN 1472-2569.

Hi-Fi News

Pop singles and radio were still mono when the late Miles Henslow, founder
of HiFi Newsand still its Editor, wrote: 'We have played no small part in the
campaign to publicise the virtues of stereo, believing as we do that it is one
of the biggest single advances in the whole history of music reproduction;
but this does not mean that the last step on the road to perfection has now
been taken... some honest listening to live music can have achastening
effect on the hi-fi enthusiast.' February 1965's cover story ( by John Crabbe,

COUNTRY
& LEISURE
Distributed by MarketForee

soon to take over as Editor) was avisit to Boosey & Hawkes' musical
instrument factory, while the only product reviews were of the lobo 2800 S,
an undistinguished Dutch turntable with asloppy bearing, some LO ( Loewe
Optic) speakers— and the new Stereo Reviewtest LP from America.
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18 Definitive Test:
Eclipse TD712z loudspeaker
Welcome news to fans of the outrageous

David Allcock on anew digital amp that's,
compact, runs cool and has the potential

TD512 with afurther sophisticated single-

to be the perfect amplifying device

lab report by Keith Howard

41

24 Krell KAV-280p/
KAV-2250 pre-/power amps

Ian Hams finds alot to recommend this

Power, poise, liquidity

with all the Krell

hallmarks, Alvin Gold reckons this latest

28

components kicks off with Ken Kessler's

Hand- built from scratch, this intriguing

Barry Fox

Hi-fi, your home, and the PC invasion

59

John Crabbe

Elucidating standing-waves and harmonics

take on the amplifier heart of the system

m-cfrom South Africa is avery welcome

45

Acable loom and mains block that Tony

30 Consonance
M100S Plus amplifier

17

An overview of MF's X-Series range of

addition to the high-end cartridge set,
says Ken Kessler

The lowdown on all the latest hi-fi happenings

British-designed standmounter whose
punchy bass is sure to please rockers

42 Musical Fidelity
X-Pre V3/XP-200 amplifiers

Blue Angel Mantis
moving-coil cartridge

Sources

Revolver RW33
loudspeaker

brand even wider appeal

pre-/power combination will give the

Re ulars

36 Flying Mole
DAD M100 Pro amplifier

as Eclipse builds upon the success of its
drive unit speaker. Review by Alvin Gold,

7

Ken Kessler

From mono LPs to SACD - KK reckons he has
found the connection

Bolton finds smooth yet high on insight
and aboon to harsher-sounding systems

46

Ian Hams gets emotional over low- power

Lab Test: Audio Physic
New Tempo loudspeaker

thermionics as the controversial 300B

If clarity and detail are your thing then

power tube appears in anotably

David Berriman recommends you give

cost-effective push-pull design

this redesigned Teutonic transducer atry

33 Castle Richmond 3i
speaker/REL Stampede sub

52 The ' right' stuff:
Accuphase/SpectraV
PCVNagra system review

An old favourite is revoiced by Karl- Heinz
Fink, sounding smoother to Alvin Gold's

Howard Popeck is stunned by the sheer

ears. He also pairs this compact

synergy of acomplete system assembled

stand mount speaker with REL's new and

by importer, RI Services. But such sound

affordable Stampede subwoofer

comes at aprice...

Guarantee your copy of HiFi News every month. Call our subscriptions hotline now on
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Black Rhodium cable set

0845 676 7778
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Krell KAV-280p/
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Blue Angel
Mantis moving- coil
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Accuphase/Spectral/PCI:

e

system synergy to astound

42

Consonance
MlOOS Plus amplifier

73
Elton John:

Castle Richmond 3i
loudspeaker/REL Stampede sub

back to his
roots with

Musical Fidelity's X- Pre v3 and XP- 200

Peachtree

amplifier, plus system overview

Flying Mole
DAD M100 Pro amplifier

Road

Revolver RW33 loudspeaker
Musical Fidelity
X- Pre V3/XP-200 amplifiers
Black Rhodium cable set
Audio Physic
Tempo loudspeaker
Accuphase DP-67 CD player
Spectral DMC-15 pre-amp
Spectral DMC-100S power amp
PCI Princess loudspeakers

AV Te ch
Picture

AVTech is your definitive audio/visual
technology guide with tests on: Philips

new front

and Pioneer plasmas, Denon DVD with

estyle' KAV amp

HDMI, InFocus ScreenPlay projector,
Mordaunt Short Genie speakers and
the latest Sky+ decoder/recorder.
You'll find AVTech following page 50.
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Barry Fox tracks 50 years of stereo sound, from
an early French pioneer otransatlantic rivalry

66 Classical

73

Lucerne Orchestra re-forrned. Mozart in Norway,

Sir Elton returns with aset sure to delight devotees:

Boston Pops on parade, Nigel Kennedy's new take

pearls of pop perfection from Brian Wilson's

76

on Vivaldi, Beethover's Triple Concerto and more

re-recorded Smile; Erasure return with re-found zip

The story of stereo

The feature

Hold the noise! Keith Howard has the lowdown
on dither — does it always prevent distortion?

81

Manchester show report

All the news from Home Entertainment 2004 now the north of England's biggest audio event

71

Jazz

Rock

75 Audiophile

Improv from The Jeff Kaiser Cickodektet, sounds

From blues to powerhouse punk-metal, decade-old

from the soul by Dallas Boner, Wilber Morris and

acoustic recordings to modern-day kletzmer, here's a

Reggie Nicholson, MOM< ano Dollar Brand reissues

selection of discs on CD, XRCD, DVD-A and SACO

Get the copies of reviews at www.testreports.co.uk
www. hif inews. co. uk
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for the love of music...
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MD-108 FM Hybrid Tuner

MD- 208 FM Receiver

MD- 90 FM Tuner
MD-106T FM Valve Tuner

Magnum Dynalab
Magnum Dynalab — pure analogue FM
tuners and essential ancillaries. They
never fail to present your favourite radio
programme in an entirely natural and
highly musical manner.
F-205 FM Signal Amplifier

Acustica Applicata (DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas
conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente • Harmonix • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab
McCormack • Muse Electronics • Phonomena • Reimyo by Harmonix • Tri Planar
Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

B&W adds diamond to Nautilus 800 range
other revised models, the 801D also receives a

Diamond tweeters are the biggest news in B&W

noticeably larger cabinet, which is said to improve

Bowers & Wilkins' complete revision of the

bass performance.

Nautilus 800 Series, writes Andrew Harrison. The

Billed by B&W as the ' most domestically sized

changes to the company's high-end range - in

model of the " headed" products', the new 802D

production now for six years- aren't all obvious

costs £8000/pair. It retains 8in bass drivers, albeit

from the outside, as most of the improvements

with sandwich cones, and a6in FST midrange unit,

have been made to internal components, while

and also receives the new diamond tweeter.

maintaining the distinctive dress of folded- ply

The range diverges with the 803, with two

cabinet, rounded- head unit with yellow Kevlar

versions now available. The 803D is an all- new

cone, and tapered-tube tweeter housing.

design with diamond tweeter and three 7mn

But the most notable upgrade - applied to the

Rohacell bass drivers, while the 803S is an entry-

top four floorstanders and two centre-channel AV

level three-way using two 6. 5m

speakers- is the substitution of anew synthetic

bass drivers and

an alloy dome tweeter. Smallest of the range

diamond tweeter dome for the existing alloy dome.

is the 805S, replacing the Signature 805.

Diamond is an uncommonly stiff material, well-

For home cinema there is a

suited to the role of ahigh-frequency diaphragm,

range of centre, surround and

but has been both difficult to craft and prohibitively

sub- bass speakers. Nicknamed

expensive until recently. Working with Element Six,

the Hummer, the HTM1D

asubsidiary of South African diamond giant De

employs amid/top domed head

Beers, B&W has created ahigh-frequency driver

unit like the best 800 Series

that does not suffer from the main problem of

floorstanders, mounted on top of

metal dome units- namely the severe resonance

acabinet housing three 8in

and break-up mode which typically occurs at

is, the use of aNeFeB

ultrasonic frequencies, out of the nominal audio

(neodymium/iron/boron)

band, but whose influence is said to reach down

magnet with ashorter

into the audible spectrum. Until now, synthetic

col, and this driver's

diamond has only been seen in afew, very

meta chassis has also

speaker, using two 7in Rohacell

expensive units such as the £35,000/pair Avalon

been revised for

woofers and acabinet- mounted

Eidolon Diamond. With prices now starting at

greater strength.

£5500/pair for the Nautilus 803D, B&W has

The HTM2D is amore
conventional- looking centre

6in FST mid unit. Both these

Heading the new

dramatically slashed the entry price for

series is the 800D ( seen

loudspeakers using this man-made gemstone'.

here), this one model

Other changes include the use of asandwich

Rohacell bass drivers.

replacing the outgoing

centres use adiamond tweeter,
while the HTM 3S has a
traditional alloy dome HF with
two 6.5in bass drivers and FST
midrange. The HTM 4S is

cone material for bass drivers, not unlike that of

800 and 800 Signature.

Focal, using an aerospace foam with awoven

Priced at £ 16,000/pair,

carbon-fibre skin applied to both sides. But where

the 800D gets two 10in

such sandwich cones have hitherto been around

(25Clmm) Rohacel bass

mid/bass driver and Iin alloy

1or 2mm thick, the B&W application of Rohacell

drivers, aSin Kevlar FST

dome tweeter.

foam is 8mm thick, aiding in the suppression of

midrange unit, and 1in

sound from within the cabinet itself through the

(25mm) diamond dome

bass cones. The crossover has been altered, and

tweeter. The original

now sees asingle capacitor in series to create a

flagship cf the range.

more straightforward first-order-style electrical

Nautilus 801, now

filter. To compensate for altered signal phase, the

becomesthe 801D

tapered tube tweeter has been brought forward

(£10,500/pair),

slightly on the midrange dome unit. And across the

with a15in

range, the FST ( fixed suspension transducer)

Rohacell woofer

midrange driver gains the same improvements

and diamond

applied to the 800 and 805 Signature models, that

tweeter. Unlike the

designed to complement the
805S, and has asingle 6.5in

For situations where an 805S
must be wall- mounted, B&W
offers the SCMS. While similar
to the 805S, this model is flatter
and comes with wall
brackets that allow
the speaker to be
adjusted vertically and
horizontally.
B&W, 01903 221800
www.bwspeakers.com

Wilson Benesch's precision low end for the high end
Truly subterranean iow

that uses an unconventional

amplifier will be included,

frequency reproduction and

push-pull driver. Acarbon and

although aseparate box is

huge power delivery are

Kevlar diaphragm is powered

planned to house the digital

promised from Wilson

by two motors sited either side

control electronics. Wilson

Benesch with the development

of the cone, a ' completely

Benesch is advertising a

of anew subwoofer product.

unique solutior' that claims to

launch date o FebrJary, to tie

The Sheffield- based audio

eliminate third-order harmonic

in with the season's Bristol

brand has tapped the DTI for

distortion and ' eliminate all

SOLI rid & Vision show.

funds to help progress its new

the problems associared with

Wilson Benesch,

Precision Bass system, an

dynamic driver. MDF box

01142 852656

un powered low- bass speaker

subwoofers'. No power

www.wilson-benesch.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Shorts

Denon broadcasts new multi-format DVD

JVC sales slump

Boasting broadcast-quality video processing, the

The Victor Company of Japan

DVD-AlXV is amulti-format high-end DVD player that

(JVC) has announced it

plays nearly all digital disc audio formats. Denon is said to

registered consolidated sales

have packed it with what would previously have been

of V410.1bn for the first half

$60,000 worth of video processing technology from

of Fiscal 2005 ( the period

Silicon Optix, in the form of an HQV processor ( Hollywood

from April 1to September

Quality Video), branded with the Teranex name.
Weighing over 18kg ( 40Ib), the DVD-AIXV is amassive

30, 2004), 11.4% down
compared to sales in the

unit, featuring alloy fascia and side panels, sintered

same period of Fiscal 2004,

aluminium transport, and acopper internal construction.

which stood at V462.7bn.

Inside, components are laid out with separate blocks to

processing; Multi- Direction Diagonal Filter ( MDDF) to

JVC attributes the figures to

help isolate video, and digital and analogue audio circuits.

remove stair-step artefacts and jaggies via a true 10- bit

the steep drop in the sale of

Outputs on the rear include HDM I
and DVI digital

diagonal interpolator'; and noise- and motion-adaptive
noise reduction on apixel- by- pixel basis. True 10- bit video

digital video cameras, the

video, FireWire, Denon Link 3, Component, Composite,

decline of CD sales and the

S-Video and RGB SCART analogue video. Multichannel

processing is said to enable the rendering of over 1billion

postponement of CD releases,

analogue audio is also available on six phono sockets.

colours. Price is not announced at time of press, but is

The video technology within promises to turn standard

although expanded sales of

expected to be under £2500.

digital products such as LCD

DVD video discs into High- Definition level pictures, using

Denon UK, 01234 741200

TVs and DVD recorders

professional quality de- interlacing with four-field

www.denon.co.uk

increased growth in the
consumer electronics division.
www.jvc.com

Cambridge stages phono breakthrough
Adding appeal to Cambridge Audio's

problematic with budget turntables.

Nimbus on DIS

stylish Azur range of audio and AV

Meanwhile, the 640P uses apassive

Nimbus Records, the UK

separates are apair of affordable

EQ network, said to benefit from a

specialist classical music

phono stages. The 540P is a

complete lack of phase distortion.

label which championed

moving- magnet step-up device,

RIAA accuracy is specified to within

Ambisonic, is releasing a set

allowing aturntable fitted with m- m

0.3dB up to 50kHz with multi-

of music DVD-Audio titles

cartridge to be used in conjunction

paral lel capacitors. Asubsonic filter

Apple Computer opened its first

featuring DIS surround

with any line- level input, while the

on the 640P can be bypassed.

(suitably stylish) retail outlet in

sound. Nimbus used the new

640P is switchable to also work with

Pro Series Surround Encoder

low-output moving-coil cartridges.

to create the DIS

The two units differ in electronic

Both units come in asturdy allmetal case and are powered by an

Apple opens in W1
Europe in November. The shop is
situated on two levels in Regent

external wall- plug transformer. The

Street, London, and sells the

540P costs £40 and the 640P is

complete range of iPod and Apple

soundtracks from Ambisonic

design, with the 540P employing an

originals. A British- invented

active RIAA equalisation circuit and

priced at £ 70.

Mac computers, as well as alarge

system, Ambisonic technology

integrated sub-sonic filter, the latter

Richer Sounds, 0870 9001000

collection of accessories to

records a 360' soundfield

designed to remove the rumble of

www.cambridge-audio.co.uk

accompany the iconic portable

using a single point'

low-frequency

music player. Asecond shop is set

microphone with four

motor noise and

to open in the Bluewater shopping

capsules that is then UHJ-

warped records,

centre in Kent during 2005.

encoded' as atwo- channel

which generally

Apple Store Regent Street,

signal. Nimbus is initially

tends to be more

020 7153 9000

releasing five discs in the
series, comprising selected
CDM-4 transport, identical to that used in the Mark

recordings of Elgar,
Beethoven, Schubert and

Levinson No 31 Reference transport, partnered with

Rakhmaninov, and an

eight Burr Brown PCM1704K D/A converters, with four

American Classics

paralleled per channel for single-ended operation and

compilation with works by

two per leg in balanced configuration. An NPC SM5847

Sousa, Copland and Barber.

is used for oversampling and filtering together with 12

www.wyastone.co.uk

Burr Brown OPA627 op- amps for IN conversion. Four
Russian EH6922 valves supply the valve output while

Set-top recording

an outboard power supply is used to ensure aclean,

Panasonic has announced the

stable power supply while minimising potential

launch of its first Freeview-

electrical interference with the delicate analogue output

which offers two tuners and

Beam us up, Shanhng

boasts an integrated 80GB

Shanling, the Chinese manufacturer best known for its

Aprecision aluminium chassis is used with both

hard- disk recorder. This

radical looking CDT- 100 and SCD-T200 SACO players,

constrained layer damping and athree-point floating

enables recording directly on to

has turned heads again with its latest sci-fi styled player,

suspension system to ensure the transport is free from

hard drive within the set-top

the CDT-300, writes David Allcock. At aprojected price

deleterious mechanical interference from the outside

box, with no need for external

of around £ 4000, the CDT- 300 represents acalculated

world. The CDT- 300 also comes fully remote controlled.

devices to be used.

assault on the high end. It is based around aPhilips

Real Hi Fi, 0870 9096777

enabled PVR, the TU-CTH100,

8
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stages, with both balanced and single-ended outputs
together with acoaxial S/PDIF digital output.

www.hifinews.co.uk

All will be revealed
January 15th 2005
The new 800 Series
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6 key elements to Contemporary Ar

SERIES

es
C)

CP.

1

Dimensi

The Six:
. Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
• Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time .phase coherency.
• High-grade mirror- imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
. High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
. Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
• Designed by Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

"2004

CM@ Dice:12

Ulki9 Stereo TumeuUÉU,

"2004 Editors' *hoice

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Te1:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053

Sources

Management buyout at Arcam

Shorts

A&R Cambridge Ltd has been bought

new company and look forward in

the imagination of all those who love

DAB on tap

out by ateam comprising its present

playing an active part in helping to

music and movie. Iand the whole

A cost-effective ' plug and

managing and operations directors,

deliver asuccessful future for all

team here at Arcam look forward to

play' device that enables

plus aformer financial director

employees, customers and suppliers

the future with confidence.'

consumers to add DAB digital

from Tannoy.

who have contributed so much over

Arcam, 01223 203200

radio capability to an existing

the years.'

www.arcam.co.uk

hi-fi is on sale now at your

Said John Dawson, Arcam's
co-founder and former chairman:

Dawson will remain at Arcam,

local Dixons and Currys.

The founding directors of A&R

taking the position of president,

Cambridge Limited are delighted to

while Cross will take the role of IT and

unit is compatible with any

announce that there has been an

special projects manager.

audio device having an ' AUX'

agreed and amicable management

Additionally, Dawson will continue

input socket — so punters can

buyout of the company.

work on new technologies, alliances

even upgrade ' lifestyle'

and future planning, with investment

systems, PCs and CD/cassette

in R&D said to be ramped up.

players. It costs £ 59.99.

'It has long been Jacky's [
former
financial director Jacky Cross] and
my intention to attract atalented and

Dubbed the DAB Adaptor, the

'We have ateam of exceptionally

The case for iPod

experienced management team that

talented people in place right across

can build on the commitment and

the company', commented

Arcam's new management, from

Total Impact Industrial has

enthusiasm that has been the core of

managing director Charlie Brennan,

left to right: Michael Sheridan,

announced the launch of the

the company since it was founded in

and we have spent and will continue

operations director; Charlie

new ( and rather provocatively

1977. We will continue as

to spend heavily on new products and

Brennan, managing director; Alan

named) SLAPPA HardBody

shareholders and employees in the

new technologies that will capture

Wylie, financial director

iPod Case, for, you guessed
it, the ubiquitous Apple iPod.
Available for pre-order now,

From ' monster' to ' super' for Musical Fidelity

SLAPPA is the first of the
new Elements series of

February sees the release of Musical Fidelity's kW750

a240V mains voltage, the kW 750 delivers 800W into 8

storage cases for personal

super amp, a ' budget' version of the much- lauded kW

ohms and about 1225W into 4ohms. Noise is said to be

digital gadgets. The HardBody

1000 watt monster amp, which cost afair few quid and

about 125dB down, with power supply transformers

iPod case includes EVA -

was limited to just 75 units. Developed from the

housed in aseparate package to minimize their

moulded hard body shell,

monster's technology, the super model chips in at what

hysteresis effect.

Musical Fidelity euphemistically terms an
'approachable' price... that's £ 5999 to you and me.
Although not as powerful as its monster forebear, the

MF claims the kW 750 sounds just like a ' small,
nimble, agile, single-ended triode amplifier — except

NeoGrip pod sling player
stabiliser, etched alloy clasp
and flexi-pane clear front

that it has no power limitation whatsoever. It has

window covers screen &

massive bandwith, sweet neutral sound and what you

wheel. Price is $ 29.99.

of more than 200A peak current. Musical Fidelity

hear is limited only by the dynamic range cf the

www.slappa.corn

claims it is'impossible to overdrive or clip it' and it is

recording and power handling of the loudsqeaker'.

super offers more than 750W per chanel, and is capable

engineered to ensure that it can never limit current or

Musical Fidelity, 020 8900 2866

voltage. Distortion is typically less than 0.005% up to

WWW.musicalfidelity.com

Track your tracks
Launched last November,

40kHz, and the signal path between the output

Songprotector.com is a new

transistor and its related capacitor is very short;

service designed to protect

MF has opted here for banks of small and

songwriters' original material

efficient capacitors near to the output

from being stolen, tampered

transisitors, creating low resistance, low

with, licensed, reprogrammed

inductance and low capacitance. Typically, with

or reworked. It's billed as a
'fast, cheap and simple way

T+A ramps up AV amps for sound quality

to protect songs using the
latest technology' and aims to
remove any likelihood of any

T+A has launched two new bits of kit, the SR 1535 R

Pro Logic I
lx and Dolby Headphone. The company

copyright infringement. By

receiver and DD 1535 Ramplifier, aiming to to prove

intends that software downloads will availab eto

registering for free,

'beyond doubt' that AV products should be able to also

upgrade the receiver for any future formats.

songwriters will be given a

play music. The new models decode every current

T+A insists that converters and analogue stages

membership account which

popular surround-sound format, generate atotal of

grouped around the decoders also play an exiremely

can then be used to upload
songs and view ' transaction

750W of audio power and offer astandard of build

important role in determining sound quality, and has

quality that is, according to the somewhat prolix press

provided Crystal CS5394 24- bit A/D and five Wolfson

history'. For afee, tunesmiths

puff, ' simply peerless'. All multi-channel sound

192 kHz /24- bit D/A converters. These are supported

will be able to prove the exact

formats up to 7.1 channel are supported, as well as

by special audiophile op-amps made by Burl Brown

date and time that they

and Analog Devices, plus high- precision WIMA FKP

uploaded their song to

(polypropylene) and ELNA Cerafine capacitors. The SR

SongProtector.com, lending

1535 Ris priced from £3999.99 ( depending on finish

potentially vital support in the

options) and the DD 1535 Rstarts at £3599.99.

event of a legal dispute.

BBG Distribution Ltd, 020 8863 9117

www.songprotector. corn

www.bbg-ay.com

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Patent problems halt DualDisc releases

Shorts

Patent disputes are now

logos may be used on or in relation to DualDiscs, and

One Gig on the go with
Sony NW Walkmans

holding back the

'urges' a ' prominent' warning that playing them ' may

long-awaited European

cause damage'.

Sony has launched two new

launch of the hybrid

Although Sony's Music division sold DualDiscs on trial

Network Walkman models,

'flipper DualDisc, which bonds aDVD Audio or Video Disc

in February ' 04, Sony Electronics' web site now explicitly

the NW- E95 and NW- E99,

back to back with aCD, writes Barry Fox. AEuropean

warns against using them with Sony's players.

which will allow consumers

launch news session had been planned for the DVD Forum

the freedom to transfer

in Prague early in November— aweek after acommercial

ATRAC3plus and MP3 files.

launch for DualDisc in the US.

Both of the new models are

'Some players and drives may read and interpret...
while others may not,' explains aquestion and answer
briefing note. ' DualDiscs may become jammed in

But the Prague session was scrapped at the last

the slots... the DVD side of aDualDisc may be scratched

loaded with built-in memory —

moment by backers EMI, Sony BMG, Universal, Warner

512MB and 1GB respectively.

and independent label 5.1 Entertainment— upsetting the

They will offer music lovers

230 delegates who had seen atrip to Prague as the best

issued aConsumer Alert on possible damage to a

the ability to store up to 23

way to get the latest news on DualDisc, and learn whether

Playstation 2console, as well as the disc, if the console is

CDs on the NW- E95, and up

the new format can save DVD-Audio from oblivion.

in the vertical position because ' there is agreater

to 46 CDs on the NW- E99

The patent dispute is with German audio engineer

when using ATRAC3plus
compression format.
These two devices offer

or abraded.'
Sony Computer Entertainment America ( SCEA) has

likelihood that the Dual Disc will come into contact with

Dieter Dierks, who is already promoting his own flipper

the mechanical parts of the console.'

system called DVDPlus. Dierks claims that 90 DVDPlus

www.us.playstation.cominews

titles, and atotal of 3million discs, have been sold in

70 hours of battery life, and

Europe since 2001, with areturn rate below 0.5%. Dierks

weigh in at 40 grams. They

has European patents on DVDPlus and has threatened to

also include funky neck

sue the US major labels and trade body the Recording

straps, making them the

Industry Association of America ( RIAA) if they try to sell

perfect partner for music on

DualDiscs in Europe.

the move.

In Prague the DVD Forum called for stringent checking

www.sony-europe.corn

of all flipper discs to ensure that none exceed the

Hub of all things

standards. Oversize discs can jam and damage players,

maximum 1.5 mm thickness allowed by the DVD and CD

Too many AV devices and not

leaving the music and video companies open to

enough inputs on your TV or

compensation claims.

multi- channel amplifier?

Two of the DualDiscs launched in the USA by the

Tech+link has the answer

Warner Music Group ( WMG) quickly showed compatibility

with the launch of its AV5OR

problems with existing players, and one has been

five- input AV controller. Part

withdrawn. Sony, Philips and Pioneer have now all issued

of the company's Switch2

official warnings. More warnings from other hardware

range of AV switching and

companies are expected, to avoid compensation claims

control devices, the £ 69.99

from consumers with damaged discs or players. In aletter

Still delayed: the first US DualDiscs, including Poncho

AV5OR boasts four RGB scart

to CD licensees Philips has warned that none of the CD

Sanchez and Robert Cray, have yet to appear in Europe

sockets, s- video input and
simultaneous switching of
digital audio streams such as
Dolby Digital and DTS.

Monitor unveils 'compact' Radius 5.1 system

www.techlink.uk.corn

with the powerful and compact

Widening the web

channel configuration. Each is

Audio T, the large South- East

available in Beech or Rosemah real

England hi-fi retailer, has a

wood veneers, video silver and black

new website up and running,

or white lacquer finishes. Ahigh

which for the first time allows

quality, die-cast metal wall bracket

R360 active subwoofer in a5.1-

customers to buy online.

is supplied with each satellite,

www.audio-t.co.uk

together with black and silver grilles
to customise the speaker's

CJ solid-state price cut

appearance and its match with room

Following the success of its

décor. The system configurations

solid-state Premier 350

Monitor Audio's latest ' Radius'

them in your living room, and you'll

have been selected by Monitor

power amp, Conrad- Johnson

multi-channel loudspeaker systems

get asystem capable of delivering

Audio and are priced between

is encouraging audiophiles in

are now available, and are,

full- range sound but which,

£1000 and £ 1300. The R180AV

the UK to try aC.1 solid-state

according to the PR blurb, ' styled

apparently, ' blends into its

system ( pictured) weighs in at a

pre-/power combination by

and engineered to appeal to alove of

surroundings with avanishing

round £ 1000 and comprises three

offering a substantial price

space and design as much as aneed

subtlety that doesn't devour

R180 satellites in the front three

reduction on the Premier

for high quality music and movie

valuable living space'.

18LS FET line pre- amp, from

sound'. The compact speakers

The Radius systems range

positions, two R90 satellites for
surround duties and the R360

£3895 to £ 2395.

incorporate Monitor's signature

comprises four systems of

Audrofreaks, 0208 948 4153

build quality and advanced

magnetically shielded Radius

Monitor Audio Ltd, 01268 740580

driver/crossover technology, so put

satellite loudspeakers, combined

www.monitoraudio.co.uk
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active subwoofer.
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Go on,
you deserve it.

KEF's legendary Reference Series has always been different',
As the name implies, it's about an absolute standard.
Objectively verifiable performance, not marketing hype.

The latest range raises the benchmark higher than ever. With a
performance envelope that extends way beyond the limits of human
hearing, they're crammed with technologies found nowhere else.
Radical new Uni Q' point source arrays, with elliptical dome
tweeters. Titanium dome Hypertweeters'. Ultra- low distortion
motor systems. Adjustable boundary control - the Reference Series
bristles with high end technologies like ahand- built GT. As accurate
as aSwiss chronometer. Exquisitely crafted like aSavile Row suit.
None of them cheap, admittedly - but in terms of
pleasure, worth every penny.

The Reference.

UNI-Q'

Created by KEF because only KEF can.

..■1111111111.•

(1)

R EFERENCE

SERIES

ADAMS AND JARRETT ST LEONARDS ON SEA TEL 01424 431165

MUSICAL IMAGES EDGWARE. MIDDLESEX TEL: 0208 9525535

CYMBIOSIS LEICESTER TEL 0116 2623754

MUSICAL MATTERS LTD BIRMINGHAM EFL 0121 4292811

GLOBAL HI Fl CENTRE LTD NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE TEL 0191 2303600

SEVENOAKS SOUND 8 VISION

HOME MEDIA LTD MAIDSTONE TEL 01622 676703

SEVENOAKS SOUND 8 VISION SEVENOAKS TEL 01732 459555

KIMBERLEY HIFI CROYDON TEL 0208 6541201

SEVENOAKS SOUND 8 VISION WITHAM TEL: 01376 501733

LOUD AND CLEAR GLASGOW TEL 0141 2210221

STRATFORD HIFI LEAMINGTON SPA TEL 01926 888644

MUSICAL IMAGES BECKENHAM TEL 0208 6633777

UNILET SOUND 8VISION LTD NEW MALDEN TEL 0208 9429367

PETERBOROUGH TEL 01133 891697

MUSICAL IMAGES COVENT GARDEN, LONDON TEL 0207 4971346

www.kef.com
KEF AND UNI Q ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS UNI Q IS PROTECTED UNDER G8 PATENT 2 236929 AND U.S. PAT NO 1548.657 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENDING.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT KEF AUDIO UK. DEPT V, FREEPOST MAI 332. ECCLESTON ROAD.TOVIL MAIDSTONE. KENT ME'S 68R FREEPHONE 0800 7315620

Il KEE L

The
Directors
Cut.

(* CHORD *)
DSP 8000 R AV PROCESSOR

d1 s

CHORD HP 8000 R
7.1 Au PROCESSOR

The Chord DSP 8000 R
AV Processor.

W

hen Managing Director, John
Franks, decided Chord needed

amore cost-accessible home cinema
processor, he started with our awesome
DSP 8000 and simply cut out some
non-essential parts. The result?
The truly amazing DSP 8000 R.
Capable of controlling the same demanding
formats as it's more expensive brother
(Dolby Pro Logic II, Dolby Digital EX,
DTS, DTS ES and CEQ), this controlled
7.1 channel processor brings real cinema
to your home as the maker intended.
After all, Skywalker Sound use Chord
amplification to score their soundtracks —
so what they hear, you'll hear.
It doesn't stop there. The DSP 8000 R
also provides auto-calibration, lipsync
adjustment and direct analogue pre-amp
control. And, when teamed with the new
SPM 2400 multi-channel power amplifier,
provides the stunning audio performance
you expect from Chord.
To find out more about our exquisite
hand-crafted audiophile products,
please contact us on 01622 721444,
email sales@chordelectronics.co.uk,
or visit www.chordelectronics.co.uk

*CHORD())
Chord Electronics Limited

Sources

French Focal extends Sib and Cub
French speaker firm Focal has added to its
successful Sib and Cub products to

vdH power cord

of reproducing deep bass frequencies and to cover a

We all know how dirty UK mains

range of 55Hz to 35kHz (±3dB) w•th asensitivity of

can be. But van den Hul's Universal

create the Sib & Co' range. Focal

90dB/W and apower handling of 120W. The Sib XXL

13A to I
EC Power Cord for CD/DVD

hopes small, or at least slimline,

has, we are told, ' all the technical assets and aesthetics

players and pre-amps promises to

will be beautiful, and has used the

to be the reference product of its category'.

open up the soundstage and render

expertise gained from creating

For this range, Focal developed anew 5in driver with a

DVD pictures steadier and cleaner.

high-end in-car audio to design

Polyflex membrane and equipped with alarge diameter

The £ 125 Mainsserver offers two

dedicated in-house components

magnet, and avoice coil using four layers of copper. The

way filtering and uses ' high-

for arange of slimline products,

result is an ' incredible' force factor ( BI) for a5in driver of

performance' silver-coated

with, it is claimed, all the

almost 9N/A, and the long voice-coil, using copper wire

MC-OFC mains cable. Optimised

performance of full-size speakers.

more than double the thickness usually specified, makes

for low power consumption

The product range includes the

it possible to reach exceptional sound levels despite

components ( up to 500W), it

Sib XXL ( pictured), the Sib XL, The

relatively small cabinet volumes.

Sib, The and the Cub 2. The Sib
XXL is acompact two-way floor
standing column equipped with
the new OAL tweeter and two
5in ( 130mm) high energy
woofers. It is said to be capable

The 5in woofers also use anew and improved

utilises all of van den Hul's highend technologies including the

shielding which removes the risk of any magnetic

unique [ SC carbon.

leakage affecting the TV screen. And by using identical

van den Hul, 01235 511 166

drivers in both the Sib XL and Sib XXL, sound coherence

www.vandenhul . com

is maintained even in systems that mix the two speakers.
www.focal-fr.com

¡-Chord cable poised for portable playback
More canny supply-and-demand

ordered in multiples of 1m long and

business sense from the Chord

with speciality connectors. The

Company, which has unveiled the i
-

lead is designed to be used in

Chord cable, optimised for playback

potentially cable- unfriendly

from portable music players'. Clearly

situations; it is very rugged and

Chord is after its own slice of the

unlikely to suffer from damage - even

Apple iPod pie.

when used on the move. It's also
heavily shielded to ensure the best

The i
Chord has been designed,
apparently, to improve playback

results even in RFunfriendly

Events
13 FEBRUARY

performance of portable music

with agold-plated 3.5mm jack plug

environments. The i
Chord is

Audiojumble 2005, annual sale

players when connecting them to

and either two gold-plated phono

available now from Chord stockists

of vintage and modern hi-fi, The

hi-fi systems, and comes as standard

plugs or asilver-plated locking 5- pin

ata RRPof £49.95.

Angel Leisure Centre, Tonbridge,

in one- metre lengths terminated

DIN plug. The i
Chord can also be

www.audioplus.co.uk/chord.htm

Tivoli's PAL comes over all, er, feminine...
Feel you're not quite macho enough

Kent. Admission 10.30 to 16.30,
£3.00. Early entry 9.30, £ 10.00.
Stalls £ 25, call 01892 540022.
www.audrojumble.co.uk

resistant, making the PAL useable
25-27 FEBRUARY

for aTivoli PAL? Well, fear not, for

in all conditions. Inside the PAL

Tivoli Audio has announced anew

there's an environmentally friendly

Sound & Vision Bristol 2005,

addition to its popular Model PAL

rechargeable nickel metal hydride

the 18th year of this popular

line-up of rechargeable portable

battery pack, which provides up to

radios with the introduction of a

20 hours of playback from one

pink-finished model.

charge. The intelligent small green

Aimed at the female market -

power and battery status indicator.

introduction of the mad madder

The PAL borrows the same geared-

rose PAL means the model now

down 5:1 ratio analogue tuning dial

Model PAL ( Portable Audio

www.bristolshow.co.uk
20 MARCH
Vintage Valve & Vinyl Fair,

as used in the critically acclaimed
accurate tuning. And now it's pink.

Tivoli Radio Model One's trademark

Did you get that? Pink!

beautifully compact and tactile

cannot be bought in advance.)

Westgate Hall, Canterbury, Kent

Tivoli Model One table radio for

Laboratory) is designed to provide
sound quality and reception in a

Lower Castle Street, Bristol.
Adults £ 7, OAPs £ 3.50. (Tickets

LED on the front serves as both a

although not exclusively- the

comes in ten finishes.

show. Marriott City Centre Hotel,

Also on tap is an auxiliary input to
connect aCD, MP3 player, or other

CT1 2BT. Admission from 10.00
to 16.00, £ 5.00 Early admission
from 09.00, £ 10.00.
to be used as ahigh-quality

www.vintagevalvevinyl.corn

outboard tuner for your hi-fi system.

portable unit. With asmall footprint

device, and aheadphone socket,

It will retail at £ 129.99 and

31 MARCH- 2 APRIL

the PAL can be sited almost

which provides full stereo output for

includes aNiMH battery pack, AC

AES UK Conference

anywhere and the custom-designed

private listening pleasure. This

adapter and one-year warranty.

'Convergence, the Impact of

2.5in magnetically shielded driver

same output also serves as a

Ruark Acoustics Ltd,

Computers and Networking on

and rubberised cabinet are weather

recording output, or allows the PAL

0702 601410

Future Audio Technology', New
Hall, Cambridge University,

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
www.hifinews.co.uk

(Public day, Saturday 2 April).
AES UK, 01628 667002
www.aes.orWukconference
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20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

20 years

of love and care for our customers

20 years

of guaranteed quality ( Life- Long Warranty)

20 years

of ground- breaking technological innovation

R.T. Services 32 Rawthey ,Avanue, Didcot , Oxfordshire, OX -11 7XN

www.silteçhcables.com
-

www.rts'audip.co.uk

Opinion

Barry

Fox
T

he relentless drive by the computer industry to muscle in
on the hi-fi and home entertainment market is gathering
momentum. The latest push came from Microsoft with a

new version of Windows Media Center 2005 — acomputer with
aversion of Windows XP that turns it into an audio, video, TV,
radio and recording centre.
The invitation was to see over 20 Different Form Factors
Join Together for The Future of Entertainment'.
'Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005 starts delivering on
the dream of digital entertainment today...' promised Alistair
Baker, Managing Director Microsoft Ltd.
The venue was the plush Titanic bar near Piccadilly Circus.
Deafening music and large screen video made serious
conversations difficult. Many of the PCs on show were
cosmetically designed to resemble audio and video systems,
some of them stylish cubes.
No Microsoft event is now complete without agushing
speech by Cynthia Crossley, an

What happens when
the PC gets avirus
from the Internet that
deletes all the stored
music or dials out to
a premium chat line

line could become avaluab'e sales feature. So could good
old-fashioned wires instead of wireless connectiors, because
even the cellphone companies are now getting in on the audio
video act. Motorola wants to turn apocket phone into an
essential part of ahome entertainment system. Irstead of the
WiFi radio system, Motorola will use Bluetooth.
Bluetooth is an industry standard for wirelessly connecting

American Microsoft executive
living in Britain who likes to tell

and to add-ons like printers. Bluetooth also converts sound to

how she uses Media Center to
entertain her family.

digital code for headset links, using its own SBC ( Sub Band
Codec) system which splits the audio signal into four or eight

'Media Center was launched a

phones and computers to each other by digital wifeless link,

frequency bands and then codes them with Adaptive PCM at

year ago and we have sold one
million units... Now we want to
move into the living room

whatever bit rate is available. Music phones transcode MP3 to
SBC for transmission over the wireless link. The final sound is

experience. You can record two TV
programmes at the same time, or

to the Bluetooth standard to try and make it work better for
hi-fi. New Class 1circuitry is more sensitive than the current

often very poor. Motorbia is using three recent improvements

record one and watch another,

Class 2, and this increases range from 10 metres to 100

with rich support for 7.1 sound,

metres. Version 1.2 of the transmission standard lets devices

and burn TV recordings onto DVD,

hop frequencies to avoid interference in the crowded 2.4 GHz

and Instant Message while watching TV... and with Portable

band shared by Bluetooth, WiFi and microwave ovens. The

Media Center it can be done on the go, too. This is anew

new A2DP ( Advanced Audio Distributon Profile) lets a

category of PC, with stereo, TV, photo and PC functions. We

Bluetooth link carry stereo at 700 kbps for near-CD quality.

have 20 hardware partners, launching 11 new MC machines.

Early next year Motorola will launch the new DC800 Home

Online partners like Tiscali and Napster are offering rich

Gateway which incorporates all three Bluetooth improvements

experience, and taking advantage of MC functionality.'
The choice of venue, the Titanic, had some people

and sits alongside aconventional hi-fi to receive SBC digital
audio which is being ' streamed' fron aBluetooth phone. The

sniggering. But whereas the Titanic hit an iceberg and sank

Gateway converts the Bluetooth digital audio to analogue

permanently, Microsoft and the partner computer companies
will go on relentlessly re-vamping and re- launching Media

audio and feeds it into the amplifier's conventional analogue
inputs. There has been no chance yet to hear the audio

Center, making exotic promises and demonstrating Center PCs

quality though Motorola claims ' near CD quality'. We shall

that have been set up earlier and tuned to perfect working.

see. One further point: the digitally distributed near-CD
quality music will be free for anyone in the home to copy.

Never expect Microsoft to show how long it takes to switch a
Media Center PC on, or switch it off, or what happens when
there is conflict with other hardware or software that the owner

How will the music irdustry take to this idea?

has added, or what happens when the PC gets avirus from the

issue with DRM' but assures that ' it will be dealt with in the

internet that deletes all the stored music, surreptitiously dials

devices'. Yet Motorola does not say how.

out to apremium porn chat line or makes the PC behave as if
it is full of treacle. Microsoft certainly won't ask music and

Motorola's Fred Zimbric acknowledges that there 'will be an

Meanwhile, my tests with Motorola's BI.Jetoot wireless
headsets and speakers have shown incompatibility issues, for

movie lovers whether they want to keep upgrading the software

instance with Nokia piones and Windows XP PCs. The phone

on their player every few months to fix problems, add new

and computer industry may be happy with supposedly
standard equipment that doesn't work together. But not the

features, and all too often create completely new problems.
A hfi and video system that does not connect to aphone

www.hifinews.co.uk
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loudspeaker

Is this the ultimate minimalist: musician's loudspeaker? Or just the
ultimate style statement? Or both? Alvin Gold reports, with lab test
and interview by Keith Howard
voice-coil transplant, and the construction of the enclosure has
PRICE

been

£ 4000/pr including stands

mproved, with the result that the TD712z is more the

full- range loudspeaker its original ancestor was meant to be. It

S

ingle drive unit speakers llave had along and, it is only fair to
say, largely inglorious history over the last 30 years. But its still

goes ceeper down, and higher up, the frequency band; and it

widely appreciated that a single drive unit loudspeaker can

- indeed

can do so at higher levels. It is just as egg- shaped as it ever was
it

is

just

as

outrageously

purist

and

as

offer a kind of musical insight net available from multi- driver

uncompromisingly original as the original. But it now comes with

systems. Examples already seen have included ellip7ical drivers

a purpose- designed stand, which certainly adds something

with small weights stuck strateg cally to the cone to damp

valuable to the properties of the speaker.

resonances,
Precision's

and

more

Eikos with

recently ( for
its

novel

example,

expanded

Acoustic

And this isn't quite all - or rather it won't be in the future.

polyurethane

Recognising that while the TD712z is a ' full- range' speaker,

,enclosure) using small aluminium cone drivers, often from Ted

even now it is not all that full- range, Eclipse is developing a

Jordan, intended to be as near full- range as could be contrived.

dedicated subwoofer ( an early prototype was shown at the last

In most cases, however, the bay has been thrown out with

AV & Expo show at Heathrow). There is an obvious problem here

the bathwater, and the resulting loudspeaker has sulered gross

which is that in doing so, Eclipse appears to be losing the

failings. The most successful single drive unit speakers have

speaker's ace card, its Dirac impulse response [ see Lab Report,

been those from from the venerable Lowther range and more

over] arising from the lack of phase problem associated with

'recently Rehdeko, but although these avoid electrical crossover

crossovers. But because the transition is at alow frequency, the

networks, they do use separate ' whizzer' cones to help large

problem is mitigated. However, as part of this test, serendipity

bass cones reproduce high treble frequencies.

got together with blind chance to throw up a subwoofer that

Technologies such as the Tannoy's Dual Concentric and ICT,

could almost have been designed to match: the football- shaped

KEF's Uni Q, and panel designs like the Q.iad panels and

B&W PVI, which has avery similar surface finish and is just as

MartinLogan CLSIlz ( now sadly deceased) use alternative

curvy as the Eclipse. More to the point, it also goes along way

approaches, but these are another story.

to meeting the speed and integration requirements of the

It was Eclipse that took the bull by the horns afew years back

Eclipse. Right now, there is no more obvious match than this.

when it introduced the TD512 - the egg- shaped one. The story

Like the TD512, the new TD712z is in essence a nearfield

is that some enthusiastic engineers with a vision in Japan

monitor, designed to be placed near at hand in a busy studio

managed to hitch

up the Fuji:su-Ten organisation ( chief

environment. Here we are discussing its use i a domestic

business: mass producing car stereos, headquarters: Japan,

environment, but it is worth pointing out that the Eclipse TD

capitalisation: 5.3 billion Yen) to indulge their ideas, originally
with just one model, the TD512, which was promptly put on sale
in Japan and the UK. Quite why the UK was favoured is moot,
but it seems that this market was ceemed sophistica:ed enough
to take on board the off-centre thinking involved, where other
markets might have proved less receptive. The outcome was a
company that has achieved a measure of success in both
markets.

The TD512 was followed

The TD712z should come as
welcome news to fans of the
arcane and the outrageous

by two scaled- down

iterations, but in my view the original model best epitomised

range has made its greatest impact so far in the world of small

what Eclipse was all about. But no longer: the new TD712z is

studio, with musicians ( famously including Brian Eno) who

from the same mould as the TD512, but with bells cn.

favour musical integrity and analysis over cruder matters of

The TD712z should come as welcome news to fans of the

bandwidth, clout and extreme sound pressure levels.

arcane and the outrageous. Here is a speaker that is clearly

The TD712z is an alarmingly purist design, one in which

strongly related to the TD512. Both the enclosure and the single

almost every design point can be related back to function. Its

Fostex drive unit are identical in size, and although many

aesthetic qualities derive from the way it addresses its technical

important details have changed, the fundamentals of the two

brief, and inevitably it is going to polarise opinions. But love its

designs remain identical. The new model has had acone and

looks or hate them, you cannot fail to notice the meticulous

www.hifinews.co.uk
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attention to detail, or
the amazing finish.
For the purposes cf this
test, the Eclipse speakers were
used with the company's TD- A502
amplifier, the same model Eclipse supplied to
accompany the TD512 when it was reviewed in these pages in
March 2001. It is atwo-part unit with the power supply housed

tuned in to, ard then effectively forgotten. This is also aclearly

in the base section, and the amp'ifier proper sitting in arecess

mid- forward design, which tends to highlight or to underline the

using three blunt supports in a symbiotic relationship that

midrange, and to produce adryish, lean balance.

reca Is the Apollo moon lender. On top is the massive rotary
volume control, which is illuminated from below, throwing a

What you won't be able to ignore is the exquisitely transparent
midband. There is a pellucid purity and transparency here, a

cone of light up towards the ceiling. This is a single- input

layering effect and an ability to convey complex textures that is

solic-state amplifier, as purposeful as they come, and as radical

really quite special. The api.ity of the speaker to start and stop

a design statement as the speaker itself. But it is available

more quickly than others is more than apparent in its sheer

only as an option, and by no means shows any special

responsiveness. The bass also appears to he cast from the same

übercompatibility with the TD712z.

bedrock as the midband. Ils stature in terms of weight and depth

As suggested in the introauction, it is asimple matter of fact

appears to be asignificant improvement on the TD512, to the

(or at least strongly held opinion) that most speakers with an

extent that for the most part it was able to cope manfully with full

idea Dirac impulse response, which in practice is synonymous
with single drive unit designs, have been excruciatingly awful. It
seems that the cure that they promulgate for the ills of multi-way
speakers is worse than the disease. This s not to suggest that
Eclipse has uniquely managed to overcome the usual pratfalls.
As Keith Howard's lab report shows, the TD712z has its
strengths, but there are some obvious weaknesses too, not least
a lack of uniformity and increasing directionality in the treble,
which can lead to aless-than- ideal interaction with the listening
room acoustic. And of course there are
the obvious problems associated with
using asmall cone to reproduce bass,
namely alack of extension and power
handling ability. So inevitably this is a
flawed

design,

but

if you

were to

conclude ultimately that it is a failure,
then

it is a magnificent one. Another

probable reaction from a musically aware
listener is that it will teach how to listen in
arather different way.
Aerofoil section
columns filled
with Chinese
sand!

Lab Re ort
FujitsJ Ten's central design aim with all its
Eclipse ' time domain' speakers is to achieve an
impulse response that resembles asharp, narrow
Dirac pulse. Most loudspeakers don't have an
impulse response like his because their
crossover networks introduce phase distortion,
and there may also be time misalignments
between the various drivers.
As Fig 1shows, the TD712z's impulse
response is true to its guiding design principle.
To achieve this result, asingle full- range drive
unit is used, thereby sidestepping the crossover
phase distortion and time alignment issues
inherent in multi-way speakers. The prices paid
for : his approach are principally ( 1) it becomes
impossible to eliminate diaphragm resonance
from the audible frequency range, and ( 2) the
speaker will become even more than typically
directional in its output at high frequencies. Fig

So yes, the Eclipse is colored. There is a
rawness that
midband

and

runs through
much

of

the
the

upper
treble,

From left: Fig 1, impulse
response; Fig 2, frequency

presumably related to cone resonances that

response, near-field and 1m

are strongly hinted at in the uneven

combined, on-axis; Fig 3

measured frequency response shape. This

frequency response, on-axis,

is something that is obvious from the start,

15° and 30° off-axis; Fig 4,

but although more than just noticeable, the

pair matching. Note >6dB

effect is ultimately less intrJsive than

difference above 7kHz

expected. Like many ( but not all) static
colorations, the effect can be
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Acting on impulse

11

The fundamentals of the TD712z design
at moderately

are discussed in KH's report, but the

high volume levels in a largish room.

orchestral

material

short version is that it's intended to

This is still arelatively small speaker, and
of course no 100mm drive unit is ever going

provide an

and is made from BMC

ideal impulse response,

to fill aroom with life-size output at 20Hz, no

just in the frequency response, but in time:

Moulding

matter what kind of magic dust has been used

hence 'TD', for Time Domain. Everything about

injection- moulded material

(or ingested). But the bass performs startlingly

the design is intended to start quickly, and stop

whose properties are said to

well nevertheless, not because of its depth

quickly once the impetus has passed. This is

Compound),

an

mimic artificial marble. As

addressed with anew driver cone, made from a

before, the shape of the

ability to hit and hit hard, without any

new and extremely light woven glass-fibre;

enclosure not only reduces

holding back as the note starts, or

radially stiff ( so that it moves pistonically) and

internal

with a high modulus of elasticity (to damp

maximises stiffness. It also

warmth and overhang when

resonances). The flux density of the motor

minimises diffraction and

the music stops that is an
important component of

system has been increased, allowing the

secondary radiation.

frequency response to extend to near 20kHz,

The other major change is

even the best conventional

and sensitivity is improved. The main change is

the introduction of the stand

that the cone starts and stops quicker.

- included as standard. The

per se, but for its dynamic qualities: its

•
the

subliminally

perceived

loudspeaker. If you prefer,

awe

(which stands for Bulk

where input is mirrored by the output - not

resonances

but

the bass is very much part of

Inside there is a similar anchor to absorb

the whole, but what else would you expect when the same drive

reaction forces when the system is under drive,

stand's main column has a
near-aerofoil

unit is involved in its creation?

and a similar diffusion stay, that locates the

section in abid to

In its musical endeavours the TD712z it is aided by imaging

drive unit within the enclosure, and which

restrain

that comes as close to audio holography - in two channel stereo

forms the only rigid contact between the driver

reflections, and is

no less - as you will hear from apair of loudspeakers. It lives up

and the enclosure. It is designed to transmit

filled

to its nearfield monitor billing by sounding more comfortable,

reaction forces downwards, away from the

damping purposes. Not any old sand mind, but
4kg of high- density sand sourced from the

with

sand

A,

for

distinctive and better focused when listening at relatively close

enclosure to inhibit the latter's ability to 'sing

quarters - say acouple of metres or so away - but in practice

along' and muddle the sound through delayed

Min river in Fujian, China. The base is fitted

the sound appears to have a longer reach than when heard

resonances. The drivert surround is resiliently

with

through the TD512, with considerable presence at the far end of

decoupled from the main enclosure, while

intended to provide the point contact of a

anine- metre- long listening room.

spike- on- insulator

feet,

which

are

remaining airtight. What has changed is that

traditional spike without marking the floor.

You will need to choose your listening axis with some care, not

internal metalwork has been switched from

Point contacts are also used at the top, and

necessarily to focus the stereo image, though this is afactor, but

aluminium to adenser material, zinc, to help it

adjustment is possible up or down, up to 15in.

also to help smooth out the treble. About 5° or so off- axis worked

behave as abetter energy sink. The eggshell

This is welcome as the listening axis is more

best on test, but this is partly a matter of taste. The good news

has been improved in construction and finish,

than usually important with this speaker.

2shows the on-axis frequency response of one

response is akey determinant of speaker sound

controlled at high frequencies, but multiple

712z, created by combining anear-field bass
response with a 1m time- windowed far- field

quality, so the TD712z is clearly at adisadvantage

resonances are visible between about 600Hz and

here. This will matter less when the speaker is

2kHz. The cause of these is probably cone breakup

response, stitched together at 200Hz. Points to

used, as it often is, in anear-field monitoring role,

in the full-range driver. Unfortunately the frequency

note are that the bass alignment is underdamped,

where the room's early reflections and reverberant

resolution of this measurement was insufficient to

resulting in apeak around 50Hz, that the speaker

sound make less contribution. Conversely, the

reveal whether the egg-shaped cabinet and its

has adistinctly mid- forward balance, with
plateaued output between about 1and 6kHz, and

further away from the TD712z you place the

decoupling achieve their aim of banishing cabinet

listening position in atypical domestic room, the

resonances, which might be expected to occur

that, as advertised, the 712z has amore extended

greater the audible consequences of the poorly

below 500Hz or so.

extreme treble than the 512, being flat-ish to

maintained off- axis response are likely to be.
Because the speaker cabinet is axi-symmetrical,

to have anominal 6ohm rating. Apart from the two

made by Fig 3, which combines on-axis, 15° off-

the 712 has essentially the same off- axis behaviour
horizontally and vertically ( the responses in Fig 3

notable feature is the rise in impedance towards

axis and 30° off- axis responses for the second

were measured horizontally). Eagle-eyed readers

HF, caused by the driver's motor impedance ( voice

speaker of the review pair, all measured at 1m.

will already have noted from Figs 2and 3that the

coil inductance). In amulti-way speaker this is

Note here than the vertical graph divisions have

two review samples had somewhat different on-axis
output at high frequencies. Pair matching is good

often cancelled by placing Zobel ( resistor-capacitor)

to 7kHz, beyond which the largest, albeit narrow-

there are no electrical components other than the

range, departure exceeds 6dB.

speaker cable between the amplifier and single

almost 20kHz.
The point about curtailed off- axis response is

increased to 10dB. As anticipated, the fall-off in
treble output over these quite small angles begins
earlier and is significantly larger than is typical of

speaker's cumulative spectral decay, is quite well

established that the maintenance of off- axis

o

LF peaks associated with reflex loading the only

networks across the drivers, but with the TD712z

drive unit. For fans of minimalist crossover

Resonance behaviour, as revealed by the

multi-way speakers. Research at Harman has

The TD712z's impedance plot ( Fig 4) confirms it

networks, this is the ultimate. KH

1
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Hiroshi holds forth
Hiroshi Kowaki is manager of product planning

'We use an eggshell—shaped cabinet to
eliminate the standing waves and edge

in the audio business division of Fujitsu Ten in
Japan. We spoke about his company's
trademark Time Domain design philosophy

diffraction waves of conventional box cabinets.

huddled around alaptop displaying a
PowerPoint presentation on the subject,

of chopped glassfibre strands, fillers and a
thermosetting resin], the material used to

complete with illustrative sound clips. Ihope

make artificial marble. The eggshell shape also

It is made of bulk moulding compound [ amix

Mr Kowaki won't be offended if Isay his

has higher inherent stiffness but we still don't

English is limited ( although infinitely better
than my non-existent Japanese), as a

want to transmit drive unit vibration to the
enclosure, so we use felt and other compliant

consequence of which 1have been fairly liberal
in my interpolations and extrapolations within

'Our concept is that the speaker should

materials to isolate the cabinet from the

reproduce aperfect impulse, then the input

ground anchor.

the quotes below.

and output signals will be exactly the same.

'Every company's speakers have almost flat

But this is hard to achieve — an impulse is the

'This time we developed the speaker with an
integral stand because we found that in many
retailers our earlier models were being used on

frequency response but they still sound

most difficult signal to reproduce.

different. Our concept is that the output
should match the input waveform, which

full-range drive unit. Small is important

important to reproducing good bass, so we

means that phase response is important too,

because it minimises the moving mass. In the

not just amplitude response.' Mr Kowaki then
illustrates the point with two sound clips of

TD712 the moving mass has been reduced by

designed speaker and stand together this time.
We've reduced their overall height by about

about 10%. The cone material is glassfibre, as

10cm compared to the 512 on its optional

Brian Eno's voice ( Eno, as you may know, has
lent his weight to the promotion of the Eclipse

in the TD512, but we have changed the voice
coil from copper to aluminium. The magnetic

stand, because many users now have

range), each of which has been convolved with

circuit has also been improved by increasing

adifferent impulse response. The amplitude

the size of the [ferrite] magnet and narrowing

different seating heights. The combined spike

versus frequency response is flat in both cases,
but the impulse response applied to the

the magnet gap. This gives a20% increase in
shove [speaker designer slang for the BI
product]. These changes have increased the

and insulator arrangement allows us to use
spikes — which is important — without

second clip has adecaying pattern of repeated
spikes, as you might see from boundary
reflections within aroom. So Eno's voice now
sounds as if it is in areverberant space.
'Each speaker has its own ' reverberation' as
aresult of reflections and resonances within it.
One of the biggest issues here is the
enclosure...', apoint which Mr Kowaki
illustrates by producing amusic box
mechanism to demonstrate how much louder it
sounds on aresonant surface.

'To achieve it we use asmall diameter

sensitivity by about 2dB. The 712 also has a
narrower impulse width than the 512 because
we have extended the high frequency response
from 17kHz to 20kHz.
'The ground anchor is very important to the
design as it resists the reaction forces

projection televisions. You can adjust the angle
of the 712 by 10° vertically to cater for

damaging wooden floors.
'1 have afriend who's atuner of Steinway
pianos, one of the best in Japan. He has
listened to our speakers and he says that with
them he can distinguish New York and
Hamburg Steinways, and sometimes he can

generated in moving the cone. We used

even tell the piano's serial number. If you
remove the attack portion of the note, he says,

aluminium originally but in the 712 we use
zinc because it is heavier and so stabilises the

he can't do this. Because of their good impulse
response, our speakers faithfully reproduce

drive unit chassis better.

that part of the sound.' KH

is that stereo does not collapse when listened to off- axis, even at

its subtle discrimination told reams about musical expression,

much more extreme angles.

and about the way individual notes are voiced.

Below: the

It should go without saying that what really counts Is not what

dedicated

the various parts of the frequency band do in isolation, but how
it all stacks up together, and it is the Eclipse's consistency and

A502 amp

top of other speakers! The stand is very

A reaction from amusically aware
listener is that it will teach how to
listen in arather different way
sense of common purpose that makes it all work as well as
it does. And it really does work. It might sound incongruous
on paper, but Ifound myself listening to long, complex large
scale Mahler symphonies and Wagner opera, even Messiaen's
demonic Turangalila symphony on one occasion, with utter
absorption. Iquickly became oblivious to most of the
objective shortcomings thanks to the Eclipse's ability to
reproduce the essence of the music, and to suggest its
inner structure better in many cases than much
larger speakers — and with that unrivalled sense of
place and transparency. But as expected, the
Eclipse was at its best when handling acoustic

Idon't want to gloss over this speaker's shortcomings, which
are considerable. But in away that's the whole point of the TD
series generally, and the TD712z especially. It represents anew
paradigm, a different set of compromises that casts music
reproduction in aremarkably different and revealing light. There
is aprocess of adaptation, an acclimatisation procedure required
to make the best of this remarkable speaker, which is in every
sense the best that Eclipse has delivered so far.

It is

considerably more expensive then the TD512, but it is a
considerably more complete loudspeaker; it comes with apair of
extremely fine stands — and it clearly sounds better. II
Alvin Gold

Supplier
Eclipse TO UK
020 7328 4499
www.eclipse-td.com

Hi-FiNews

verdict

Completely revised, this 'super' version of Eclipse's egg- shaped
single- driver 512 delivers even more musical immediacy. There are
trade-offs, and you might need asubwoofer, but on the new stands the
speaker looks amazing too.

material — lieder, chamber, solo piano — where
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KAv-2e 5°

Krell

KAv-280p/KA11-2250
pre-/ power amplifier
With all the hallmarks of the brand, this
combination will have wider appeal than ever
Krell KAV-280p/KAV-2250
PRICE

£3299/£4490

T

here sno single supplier that owns the
high erd, or even a small group of
suppliers of whom the same could be

said. The audiophile community tends to prize
individual ,ty, and often looks for components with
aparticular personality, which on the whole is not
something that mainstrem products have in
abundance. This said, the one high-end name
that always comes up in discussion with almost
monotonot,s regularity is Krel. Such is Krell's
ubiquity at this ena of the market that this in

24
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itself has for some become amatter of criticism,

The KAV series opens out acompletely r.ew front.

almost as though by aiming and often hitting that

For the most part the series has been aimed at

sweet-spot beloved of audiophiles, it necessarily

the quality end of the multichannel market,

cannot be regarded as being entirely credible.

headlined by the Showcase pre/processor and the

My personal take on this matter is that Krell
started on ahigh note with its original amplifiers,

matching power amplifiers. It may be gop'rig too

the KSA-50 and KSA-100 in particular, and then
went through a dip in subsequent product

far to attribute lifestyle elements to these: this is
definitely Krell, tut with a lighter and more
approachable mood.

generations before recovering in style with classic

The entire range features a new and highly

products like the ( now sadly discontinued)

individual aesthetic scheme which is also a

KPS-25 — which is one of the finest CD players

departure structurally,

ever developed as well as being a world class

describes as the 'Architect set of mechanical

pre-amplifier — and of course the FPB series of

design parameters'. Smooth satin aluminum

heavyweight power amplifiers.

panels on all six surfaces, as well as the wide

based on what Krell

www.hifinews.co.uk
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amplifier
integrated

small proportion of real-world systems will have

multichannel amplifier.
If anything, the centre of gravity of the KAV

compromise, if that's what it is, is a perfectly

range is drifting in the other direction. The two

practical one.

yet that smells remotely like an

components reviewed here are stereo: one, the
KAV-280p, is apre-amplifier, the other, the KAV-

more than a single balanced source, so this

Outputs include fixed ( tape) and variable

2250, is a stereo power amplifier that can be
bridged for high power mono application.

(main) outputs in single ended form, and a
balanced- mode pre-amplifier output. The last two
are mirrored on the power amplifier, which also

However, these units do not completely turn
their backs on the world of multichannel. The

features one input of each flavour, with shorting
links in the XLR sockets that are to be

KAV-2250 for example is one of two identically

removed before use, and replaced if the single

powered power amps, the other athree-channel

ended input is used. Switchable balanced/

version of the same thing, which combined with

unbalanced circuitry would have been nice, but

the KAV-3250 makes aformidable back end for a
discrete three- box multichannel amplifier.

this is aminor point.
Operationally, the two components could hardly

The other reference to home cinema operation

be more straightforward. The power amplifier is

is in the pre-amplifier. This has a Theater

equipped with a single standby power switch,

Throughput' mode in which the volume control is

surrounded by a circular indicator that shows

bypassed, allowing an external processor to

operating status, and afull power switch on the

Krell started on ahigh note with
its original amplifiers, the KSA-50
and KSA-100 in particular
control the gain of all channels in amultichannel

back, plus two 12V trigger sockets, one an input,

system. Input switching is by sealed relays.
It is Krell practice to provide balanced as well

the other an output. The pre-amplifier is just as
purposeful. Each input has its own selector and

as single-ended in and outputs and, unlike some

LED indicator, and another control button takes

brands, to use afully- balanced internal topology.
This ensures that the balanced interface is more

care of muting. A rotary encoder provides a
volume or balance control (the latter only via the

than just a convenience ( or inconvenience,

remote handset), with a numerical scale on an

depending on your point of view) and has the
wherewithal to deliver direct sonic dividends. The

adjacent LED display. Further LEDs indicate
power and standby status. Around the back there

KAV-280p has five inputs, all at line level, one of

are two 12V trigger outputs, one of which could

which is balanced and the remainder — three line
inputs and a tape circuit — single ended. It is
highly improbable that more than a vanishingly

be used to switch the power amplifier, and an
RC- 5input for an external remote infra red sender
or a hard-wired system controller (AMX, Niles,

radius rounded corner extrusions with their
contrasting polished finish, give the components
alight, contemporary feel completely at odds with
the dark and rather sharp-edged monolit'is of old.
The KAV series is also less expensive and to a
degree less highly specified than many previous
Krell products. BLt by normal standards these
remain exotic components, still very highly priced
and specified, and in mary cases drawing on the
same technology, though they don't :use Krell
SPB ( Sustained Plateau Bias) or CAST interface
technologies. Yet ir is hard to tell where corners

4410

have been cut. Despite the preponderance of
multichannel for example, there has been nothing
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The entire KAV-280p audio chain from input to output
is fully balanced, with awide operating bandwidth
direct coupled Class A circuit, and it uses KCT
(Krell Current mode Technology) gain stages. This is
also true of the balanced mode volume control,
which sets gain by aseries of fixed resistors under
microprocessor control.

Meanwhile,

there are

separate fully regulated discrete power supplies for
analogue and digital circuit sections. Much of the
pre-amplifier uses surface mount technology, and all
power regulation is discrete.
The power amplifier is rated at 250W/ch into
8ohms, doubling in traditional Krell fashion to 500W
into 4ohms. In bridged mode, 8ohm power output is
1000W monaural. The output stage operates in Class
AB using 14 bipolar output devices per channel in
parallel. The amplifier is powered by a massive
2000VA toroidal transformer, which is amajor reason
for the 29.5kg all- up weight. Negative feedback levels
are said to be very low. With the whole exterior
structure of the amplifier acting as aheatsink (there
are no ribbed heat exchangers), the KAV-2250 runs
moderately warm rather than hot.

ICAL-aBOp

6apee›,or.og›Og96:
1111111,

Crestron, etc). Completing the package is aslim
membrane-type system- remote handset, which
has controls for an FM tuner and adisc player.
SOUND QUALITY
I confess that the Krell KAV-280p/KAV-2250
combination is peculiarly difficult to read, in the
sense discussed in the introductory comments
about the character of high-end components.

•

There is adistinction to be drawn here between
the pre-amplifier and the power amplifier. First
impressions of the KAV-280p are of a product
with arather lean, even cold tonality, which tends

The KAV series boasts acontemporary look
thanks to its smooth satin aluminium casework

to make for a listening experience that is
informative, but which is not always very likeable.
Ihave heard this quality with some older Krell

recedes, and the whole effect becomes more

The warmth referred to earlier is more implicit

equipment, but here the problem appears to
recede after some hours, and stays so as long as

open, expensive and trarsparent. There is even a

trail explicit, it is there as astructural part of the

it is kept under power. Leaving the pre-amplifier

touch of warmth to the sound — not much, and
certainly not as much as with some of its more

music rather than as an overlay or overhang.
All this is old news for Krell watchers. The only

in standby goes along way to keeping the sound

obvious rivals, but just enough to ensure that

real surprise was to find the balance cf qualities

in top form, but the amplifier needs to be in full

extended listening is comfortable and reward'ng.

so finely judged at this price level. It brings to

operating mode with the blue power LED showing,
to keep the sound on song.

whole. Tonally the sound is cool and alittle dry.

(rind Krell's fabulous KAV-400xi integrated
amplifier, and sure enough when Iwent back to

The power amplifier appears to be less
sensitive to warm-up traumas. It does need to be

Detail resolution is very strong, but don't imagine
for one moment that it lacks guts in the engine

my old notes for that amplifier, i: really does seem
to have very similar voicing, the big differences of

This is a lean-sounding combination on the

ccurse being power output and price.

Detail resolution is strong, but don't
imagine for one moment that it lacks
guts in the engine compartment

Coming from the direction of other comparably
priced hardware, both the Krell integrated and the
pre/power amp combination are exquisitely
detailed, exceptionally refined, but they don't
suffer inadequate systems gladly. If your speakers
are bright or your source components grainy,
Krell provides no camouflage, and my guess is

on for an hour of so before it sounds at its best,

compartment. When the occasion demands, the

that the KAV-280p and KAV-2250 ( and indeed

but even from cold, the sound never offends. It

Krell is more than capable of stoking Jp astrongly

the KAV-400xi too) were developed with much the

simply doesn't sound as good as when it is

corporeal and muscular quality, aphysical itpa'ity.

same systems that were used to develop the

thoroughly warmed up. And that is the difference

You don't get that slightly droning unaertone that

company's flagship products.

between the two: from cold, the KAV-280p is a
much less appetising experience. But it certainly

some solid state amplifiers seem to specialise in,
or arelated quality, aslightly slurred warmtn and

previous

becomes one. The cold steely quality quickly

overhang that you will often hear from valve amps.

pre-/power amp responds unusually well to
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With one exception perhaps. More than any
Krell

hardware

I can

recall,

this
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amplifier

The KAV-280p offers five line- level inputs, one
of which is balanced, plus atape circuit

withstand any reasonable use over the long term.
It certainly made short shrift of demanding
loudspeakers like the B&W Nautilus 800, whose
potentially powerful and well- integrated, but
sometimes understated

bass was beautifully

controlled, producing exciting results when the
occasion demanded.
At the same time small-scale material that
doesn't stretch the capabilities of the speaker
retained astrong sense of poise and control. And
the single word that most nearly encapsulates the
qualities of the Krell is that last one: control. The
KAV-280p and KAV-2250 are supremely
disciplined, and notwithstanding any lack of
likeability

in

the

KAV-280p

pre- amplifier

especially when first fired up from cold, the

Detail resolution is strong, but don't
imagine for one moment that it lacks
guts in the engine compartment
available during the test period, at least one of
wide-bandwidth, high resolution material from
DVD-Audio and SACD. In all probability, the

which costs considerably more than the Krell
combinatior here.

Balanced connections between pre- and power
KAV-280p/2250 were designed around Krell's
own SACD Standard or something quite similar. I amplifier yielded a more dynamic, expressive
sound, and although noise was inaudible in
did not have one for this test, but Idid have
practical situations when wired with single ended
access to a Denon DVD-Al 1 universal SACD

musical essentials quickly triumph thanks to the
Krell's ability to handle the reins — very much a
house quality — and its transparency. Any of the
occasionally sterility or heavy-handedness of
certain older Krell designs seems to have been
banished, and the test combination has superb
timing, and a refined liquidity and grace in the
way it handles complex and simple material alike.
Bigger Krell amplifiers have more power and an

player, which with its Pure Direct video bypass
feaftre engaged performed well as a CD player,

connections, the balanced combo nevertheless

but was clearly on adifferent plane with some of

greater internal controls.
The same cable type. téordost Valhalla, was

even more solidly architectural quality, more

used in both cases, and the source components

probably little if any more resolving ability or

[DeLtsche Harmania Mundi] is an unusually

(Denon, Advantage, etc) were unbalanced as no

refinement, and little more control.

colourful recording on CD, but from SACD it is

balanced mode player was available.
In the end the Krell has an unusual, and

Tying up a few loose ends, the two Krell
components do appear to belong together. They

perhaps unique, set of attributes. First, it is
exceptionally we built, and appears qualified to

side, but in both cases very disciplined and open,

my better SACDs. The recently released Nikolaus
Harroncourt Mozart Requiem for example

sharper, cleaner and more dramatic still, and the
singing more expressive and immediate in away
that was not egalled through other amplifiers

appeared to provide a more forceful result and

substance and structure to the sound,

but

have broadly similar voicing, which is on the lean
with real refinement, and allow the kind of
propulsive timing that is such a central
component of many jazz recordings. Iwas able to
interchange the Krell units with ( more costly)
counterparts from Hovland (the Radia power amp

•

and HP200

pre-amp), but in both cases the

native combinations in their quite different ways
were more convincing. U
Alvin Gold

Absolute Sounds Ltd
020 8971 3909
KAV-2250

•

fe,

www.absolutesounds.com, www.krellonline.com

iii-FiNews verdict
Control is the key word here, with characteristic Krell
bass grip, but without heavy-handedness. The 280p
is the less immediately likeable of the two, but this
duo combines power with poise, liquidity and grace.
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Blue Angel

Mantis

cartridge

Ahand-made moving-coil cartridge
from South Africa that's sweet, Clean
and dressed to impress
Blue An el Mantis
PRICE

£ 2000

C

onditioning dictates that if someone
claims to have made something from
scratch, odds are it's aspeaker. With all

due respect to speaker builders of repute,
there's nothing easier than shoving drivers in a

single part of this product has been made by

that the manufacture of ultra- fine components is

me in my workshop at home, except for the

very time-consuming, so recently Ihad talks with

packaging, which comes from my friend, Rodney

an outside firm with CNC and mould- making

Gold, and the stylus/cantilever assemblies, which

facilities. The problem, however, is that most

Iimport from Fritz Gyger in Switzerland.

local firms with specialised facilities instantly

'But before Icould even think of making a
cartridge, Ihad to acquire a metal- turning lathe
and amilling machine, and teach myself how to

lose interest when they see the size of acartridge
body and learn the limited production numbers.
'Somehow,

I will

probably come to some

box and calling one's self ' amanufacturer.' But I use them. After this came the purchase of literally
genuinely cannot remember the last time Iwas
hundreds of other specialised tools.'
told by someone that he had made an all- new
André explained that many tools required for

arrangement with a local firm as, basically, I

phono cartridge. And from South Africa, to boot.

cartridge making cannot be bought ' off the shelf,'

measurements.' For the time being, though, every

Let's qualify this: André Hanekom, in addition

so he had to make them himself, as he went along

Blue Angel MC is hand- made by the designer.

would

prefer only to wind

the

armatures,

assemble the components and be involved with

to being a music lover and audiophile, has a

— talk about a sharp learning curve. But, he

What strikes you first about the Mantis is the

background that lends itself to fashioning his own

admitted, ' Ibecame fed- up with trying to get an

sheer professionalism of the product, from

cartridge.

For many years the South African

distributor of a handful of watch brands, with
mechanical skills of his own, André was not put
off by micro- mechanics. And herein lies atale, as
much inspirational as cautionary, for all you
would-be Joe Grados.
André describes the origins of the Mantis with

Tracking ability was fine, its output no
problem. Stereo width? Side to side in
Cinerama glory

an experience familiar to many entrepreneurs; it's
not unlike Ferrucio Lamborghini deciding to make

outside firm to anodise things for me and here

packaging to finish. It comes in asmart wooden

his own car when faced with an unreliable Ferrari.

started another " adventure". A special anodising

box with the name and logo burned into the lid.

'Exactly four years ago, Ibought aSupex SD900

installation for small components had to be built

Inside the cover is a metal plate listing the

Super II, and found that it was damaged upon

and Ihad to become proficient enough to do this

specification, while the lower section holds a

arriving at home. Imanaged to repair it myself,

job myself, as well.'

fitted plastic assembly with the cartridge bolted

and this caused

what may

be termed an

obsession to make my own moving- coil.
'To try and copy aSupex or aKoetsu cartridge

This

preamble

goes

some

way

toward

in place. Also supplied is aset cf headshell wires,

explaining why the Blue Angel Mantis will always

spare screws, an Allen key and even amagnifier

be arare beast: André insists on making each one

with built-in tweezers.

would be easy, but this would be immoral and a

and doesn't anticipate being able to make more

Upon removal of the Mantis, you are first

severe insult to the late Sugano-san. So, every

than five per week — probably less. ' It is certain

shocked by the lack of a stylus guard. So be
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How the Mantis is made

Z
3/I./e
-0•Ur

André admits that, ' There is nothing

standard

radically

accept

new

in

this

design.'

tc

Comp lance is provided by astrong

stainless-stee

nine- strand material while damping

half- inch
special

spacing

Instead, he looked toward the finer

Allen screws. It was pointed ou:

is applied with a butyl derivative,

points of cartridge design. He uses

Mat these small screws could nor

developed acceding to André's

a special grade of aluminium' for

te bought ready to use,' so almost

sneci'ication by a local firm.

the bodies, which are milled in two

all of them are modified by to Andre

The coils are copper as

parts, due to the difficulty of fine-

'to fit the puroose.'

Andre prefers this.
He's

secretive

He designed the body to be as

neodymium magnet and very small'

about

what

light and rigid as possible, with

cross-shapec armature structure,

he uses
but did

finishing asingle piece chassis.

Inside is aplastic caner for the

straight sides and a narrow nose'

together

ta make set-up as easy as possible.

mechanism.

with

I was

The

the : ensicning
carrier

is

a let .slip

Ortofon's

complicated, one-piece cylinarical

that

Concorde, and its sheer simplicity

milling, made from a special,

review

for lining up the body within the

resilient, low-moisture-absoibent

salt ple

gridlines of a set-up device. The

engineering plastic.' The armature

itself

Mantis

and coils are close-couoled to the

something close to

mounting plate to ensure solid

inlled and recessed magnet, thus

my heart: wire from a rare

coupling to the headshell, with

eliminating separate poles.

Long nes electric clock!

reminded

also

of

features

a large

the

used

careful when handling it. And it's a little jewel,

Its build quality, fit and fnishr are the equal of any

the Bugatti blue anodizing absolutely perfect and

established cartridge, and the Gyger fine- line tip

looking elegant once the cartridge is mounted in

on ahollow aluminium cantilever boast apedigree

the discreet comfort of an SME Series V arm.

that encourages albwing it to make contact with
your precins vinyl. Assurffing that the review

Set-up was ludicrously fast, and . twas up and
running — at 2g downforce — in minutes. Where
the fun came in was with the loading.
Although the output was high enough to drive
the 47k ohm phono stage of the McIntosh

C

sample was run in, it worked like athoroughbred,
with some minor reservations.

experienced guests who listened to the Mantis,
one of whom called for an Amanda McBroom LP
of 25 years ago, which he knew intimately. His
verdict? A bit dark sounding, but overall an
impressive presentation.

Packing ability was fine, output no problem.

Blue Angel is the new kid on the block, the only

Stereo width? Side to side in Cinerama glory. Bass

access is through mail, phone or fax, and Ts not

C2200, the volume had to be cranked up and the

is deep ano very well-controNed, handling the

something you'll get to hear first. Unless, that is,

dynamics were suffering. Iprefered it with the

thwacks of Dave Clark's drums ir the rare stereo

you vacation in South Africa. André hasn't ever

Audio Research PH5 phono stage, but which

'Glad All Over' and ( in mcno) of the percussion in

put aprice on the cartridge yet, but Iexpect it to

setting was better has yet to be resolved. Thank

both Mortor Gould marches and Mickey Katz's

sell for something around £ 2000 A lot of money,
true, but it is pretty much the hi-fi equivalent of

It handled the thwacks of Dave Clark's
drums with amass that came damned
close to Decca like in its authority

aBristol: you won't see one in every car park. Or,
in this case, hear one in any stores. But, should
some plucky distributors investigate it further, it
could have asolid future.
Ken Kessler

Supplier

goodness, the PH5 has aremote that allows you
to change the load setting from the listening seat,

'Roisele Fun Texas' with a sense of mass that
came pretty damned close to Decca like in its

Tel: + 27 21 762 2953

because some recordings favoured 100 ohms,

autnority. Some could argue that a shade more

Fax: + 27 21 761 7692

others were best with 200. So there's room for

weight would be desirable. At the other extreme,

experimentation; I'd love to try this with aManley

the sound was sweet and clean, with only the
slightest hint of edginess.

Build quality, fit and finish are the equal of any

If there's an area to tweak, it's the mid- band,

established cartridge while bass depth and grip are

Steelhead. Also used were the McIntosh MC2102
power amp and Wilson WATT Puppy 7.
Forget the newness of the brand, the untried

Blue Angel Analogue Audio SA

Hu-FiNews verdict

where the sourd is a shade congested and

up there with the best. Majors oil sweetness and

nature of the beast. This may be only the fourth

ever-so-slightly ve,led. During the test period I

clean highs with only the slightest lint of edginess.

cartridge made so far, but nothing suggests this.

was forteate enough to play lost to aparade of
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Consonance

MUMS Plus

valve amplifier

Consonance WOOS Plus
PRICE

iii

£1595

ust what is it about 300Bs? Imagine walking
into your local watering hole around closing

time to find agroup of hardened audiophiles
in deep discussion over their cups. Now just try

Beloved of the single- ended-triode fraternity, the
300B power tube appears here in acost-effective
and practical push-pull design

extolling the virtues of your favourite valve. Yep,

The Consonance MlOOS Plus seemed to fit the bill

you're in big trouble. First, an ominous chant of

plain black source and volume knobs. The result is

in three important

'You're going to get your (cloth eared) head kicked
in' will emanate from the solid-state enclave. Next,

design, it has enough power to drive my Spendor
S8e speakers, meaning Iwouldn't have to factor in

so pleasing that Ican't see the functional, but
plain, CE safety cage being used very much.

you'll sense the pungent, ale-loaded breath of the

the effects of an unknown speaker; secondly, the

single-ended-triode crew, as they gather behind
you, inviting the transistor boys out to the beer

areas: first, as a push-pull

amp has an attainable, ' real-world' price-tag of

The M100S Plus is a pure class A, push-pull
design, yielding aquoted 22 watts per channel. In
addition to the four 300B power valves, two
12AX7s and two 6SN7s complete the valve

the flowerbed'. And you're slap bang in the middle.

£1595; thirdly, Iliked the look of it. Iknow that
third reason doesn't really hold much water, but
with competition from manufacturers like Shanling

Well, OK, maybe things wouldn't be as bad as all
that, but the pros and cons of low- powered

and Unison Research, visuals are always going to
play some small part in the buying decision. It

thermionic amps and high sensitivity speakers

may lack the 'retro sci-fi' charms of Shanling's

definitely spark off highly emotional responses, and
the 300B tube seems to be about the most

ohms. Output impedance is not quoted, but there
is aselector switch to match speakers of 4ohms or

creations, but the Consonance has a wonderful
geometric purity, with the cylindrical power and

emotionally-charged subject of them all. Never
having auditioned a300B-driven amp at length in

8ohms. Three line level inputs are provided and the
amplifier comes supplied with asimple-but-classy

output transformer casings forming one isosceles
triangle, perfectly intersected by asecond, formed

looking metal volume-only remote control.

garden for aquick game of ' pick your teeth out of

my own listening room, Iwas keen to get my hands
on a suitable subject and see which side of the
fence ( or, indeed, the beer garden) Iwould land.
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by the power and driver valves. The stainless steel
front panel is simplicity itself, with asingle bayonet
type on/off switch, a blue power indicator plus

complement. THD is quoted at < 1% ( 10W, lkHz),
frequency response is claimed to be 8Hz-60kHz
(-3dB, at 10W) and input impedance is 100k

The review system consisted of Spendor S8e,
Revolver R33 or KEF QI speakers, with aMusical
Fidelity TriVista CD/SACD player as source.
Interconnects were van den Hul First Ultimate and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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;

Push-pull power
_
.
With apush-pull amplifier, such as the NI1OCS Plus,
one or rrore pairs of output valves per channel are
driven in opposite phase to each other. As well as
offering more power than asingle- ended ama, there
is afurther benefit in that even- order distortion is
cancelled out. The combination of increased
power and reduced distortion gives pusa-pull

4,31)

amplifiers aclean, punchy sound compared to
their single ended brethren. The WOOS Plus
runs in pure class A, meaning in simple terms
that the power valves are running at full tilt,

speaker cables Consonance Joplin. With the 89dB/
1W/m sensitivity Spendor S8e in place and starting
gently with some popular classics plus some
contemporary acoustic tracks, the first impressions
were of asurprisingly neutial sound. Perhaps Ihad
preconditioned myse'f to expect, arich, romantic

zone Imoved onto Tchaikovsky's Violin Concerto,

irrespecive of the audio output level. As well as
eing inefficient in terms of electricity consumption,

courtesy of David Oistrakh. Here the amplifier

his means that the amplifier gives out alot of heat,

demonstrated ar excellent grasp of micro dynamics
in its portrayal of the solo violin. Perhaps more

nd leaving the amp on between listening sess ons

surprisingly, the M100S Plus also

ortunately, sonically speaking, the Consananc e
arms up quite speedily, so switching off when not in
se is not too much of ahardship.

Staying within the Consonance's perceived safety

endowed the

midband overpowering the frequency extremes, but
what Iheard was exquisitely clean and balanced.

full orchestra with real weight and power,
dispiaying a level of macro dynamics that Ihad

The midband was hugely atmospheric; the surprise

really not expected from 22 watts. Most users,

was that the high ard low-frequency performance
was similarly accomplished.

however, will want an amp to offer ahigh level of
competence over awider range of musical styles,

Playing Rebecca Pigeon's ' Spanish Harlem' from
the Chesky SACD The Raven, the plucked double

so it was time to widen the musical brief.

bass had awonderful balance between tightness
and body, while the vocal was crystal clear,

Starting with Stealers Wheel's ' Stuck In The
Middle With You', the Consonance returned areal
foot-tapping performance, effortlessly merging the

sibilance free with asolid and palpable presence in

different time signatures into a rhythmically

ill also wear expensive power valves out qtic'ker.

rl

Ihad unconsciously preconditioned
myself to expect, arich, romantic mid,
overpowering the frequency extremes
the room. Keeping things mellow, Itried the
Carpenters' We've Only Just Begun. The detail the
MlOOS Plus pulled out of the performance was

irresistible whole. The amplifier displayed an
inherent speed that really brought the track to life.
Moving the emphasis onto bass performance, I

stunning, with even something as low-key as the

tried acouple of tracks from The Human League's

backing tambourine reproduced with such finesse

80s Classic Dare. This is where the merest hint of

that you could hear ndividual jingles moving out of

an Achilles' heel was revealed. First, the good

phase as the instrument came to rest.

news: on ' Seconds' the synths had a wonderful

Finishing my contemporary vocal selections, I texture and depth that Ihaven't heard through any
but the most expensive solid state electronics and,
spun uo Eva Cassidy's ' Kathy's Song'. The solid

it nailed the thundering bass line, it brought a
whole new level of subtlety to Jaz Coleman's vocal.
Not to put too fine apoint on it, it nailed the track

vocal presence and lightning fast transients that

as

the

full stop. So what went wrong with the Human

brought the guitar to ' ife marked the point at which

Consonance pulled out all the track's rhythmic
drive. On the downside, the transient edge of the

League tracks? It would be nice to think that the
Consonance just has the good taste to turn UD its

thudding drum machines seemed slightly softened.
To be fair, this seemed very speaker-dependent; via

nose at drum machines, although amore realistic
answer is that, while the S8e provided asublime

I became a 300B ccnvert. The intimacy and
atmosphere the Consonance provided marked it out
as something quite special, despite the low price.
The amp with removable CE safety cage in place

with

the

Stealers

Wheel

number,

the Spendors, any softening was pretty marginal,

match for gentler material, a more sensitive

via the Revolvers or the extremely tough-to-drive
KEFs it was more pronounced. Ididn't have any

speaker still wil: maximise this amp's potential.

90/dB/1W-plus speakers to hand, but it may be
that amatch with something like one of the Living
Voice Auditoriums. or Consonance importers Alium

Supplier

Audio's own New Audio Frontiers range would

Aliurr, Audio
01273 325901

extract yet another level of performance.

www.aliumaudio.com

Having found a slight chink in the amplifier's
armour, it was time to try and explore it further, so

•

Ian Harris

Hi-FiNews verdict
Sublime performer with contemporary vocal, acoustic

Ispun up some funfair music par excellence in the
form of Killing Joke's ' Love Like Blood'. Few tracks
are less valve-friendly than this bass-driven epic

and classical. Choose the right speakers aid it will
also surprise with its genre- hopping ability. Ahoney

but, once again, my expectations were overturned.

of an amplifier and, in 300B terms, astonishing value.

The MlOOS r.lus nailed the snare shot transients,
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Much more than

This is the award- winning Room
Correction System ( RCS) that has
taken the hi-fi market by storm.
The system will measure the response
of your room, then correct time and
frequency problems without introducing
phase anomalies.
The result is a dramatic improvement
in bass articulation, soundstage,
imaging, clarity, dynamics, scale and
musicality.

Functionality

Configurability

The system starts at £ 1750 and
includes a digital remote controlled
preamplifier, upsampler, 12 band
parametric equalizer, powerful digital
tone/shelf controls, room correction
system, microphone and software.
Further options include analogue- digital
and digital- analogue convertors and
another two channels with variable
digital crossovers for an unmatched
2.2 stereo system.

The RCS is an extremely versatile component
and will integrate with any stereo system,
digital or analogue.

Flexibility
As stated earlier; the RCS will bring
dramatic improvements through
neutralising your room. It does not
stop there though, as the RCS also
allows you to tailor ( voice) the sound
of your system to your taste. Choose
a front row seat where the sound is
dynamic and extended, or a more laidback seat where the music is supremely
powerful yet smooth. Tailored settings
can be stored and activated according
to the music being played or even the
hour of night.

1. Pure Digital. The simplest ( and purest)
solution is to link a CD transport to the RCS
which in turn feeds one of our digital
amplifiers. This avoids the need for DACS,
preamplifiers, numerous cables, platforms,
space etc etc.
2. Analogue. The RCS will also accept
analogue inputs and drive analogue
amplifiers. It can be connected to solidstate and valve power amplifiers, replace
or supplement preamplifiers and DACS.

TacT

Phone or surf to learn or hear
more about our range of room
and theatre correction systems,
digital amplifiers and speakers.

"(111)1()

0870 9 100 100
www.tactaudio.co.uk
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loudspeaker
Castle Richmond 3i
PRICE

£320/pair

An old favourite finds anew voice and
impresses with asmoother, more neutral
and better- balanced sound

and tweete's, and this has not changed. The new
Richmond sone of the very few at this price level

been increased slightly to 330 x 170 x230mm
(hwd) to improve the alignment with the bass

that doesn't use off-the shelf drivers from outside

unit, which now features adouble magnet system.

astle says that the first Richmond was
introduced about 20 years ago and they

(often Far Eastern) sources.
The Ricimond remains a compact, inverted

The tweeter has also been improved, in the area
of its consistency. Combined with changes in the

should know, Isuppose, though Ihad

thought it could be longer. It was always one of

design that s suitable for use on fairly short
stands while the path lengths from the two drivers

crossover network, sensitivity has been boosted by
auseful 1.5dB to 88.5dB which is impressive for

the better compacts. My recollection is that in its

to the listeqer remains roughly equal. The tweeter

original form it was slightly smaNer than the new

is also offset. which is common to most current

such acompact loudspeaker. Nominal impedance
remains at 8 ohms, and power handling is

version here, but designed to take advantage of

Castle designs, and which helps disperse cabinet

officially 15-75 watts. It was comfortable with

boundary reinforcement. As with most Castle

edge diffraction effects.

C

more powerful amplifiers, even aKrell KAV-400xi,

loudspeakers, the unique selling point was that it

But there are a number of differences that

which is rated at 200 watts per channel, though

was completely home grown, with real wood

cumulatively make the Richmond 3i significantly
different to earlier versions. The cabinet size has

coarse as the Krell approaches full throttle. The

veneered enclosure and home- spun bass units

www.hifinews.co.uk

understandably it begins to sound strained and
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•
Whest Audio PS.20 phono stage.
Aradical low noise circuit which
enables the RIAA network to resolve

Sugden Masterclass phono

information up to 6okHz, which many

amplifier. Very lucid, sonically on a

modern MC cartridges are capable of.

par with some valve phono stages

The result is much more information

but with noise free high gain £ 1299.

from your LPs and amore three
dimensional soundstage. Excellent
value with separate power supply
at £ 1250.

Clearaudio Emotion turntable.
Beautiful looking, non-suspended
design with the Satisfy unipivot
Final Electrostatic loudspeakers.
All the transparency and imaging that
only comes with this type of speaker

tonearm. Incredible value, including
cartridge at £655. Also demonstrating
the Champion Level iturntable.

design. Model shown is the F500
panels with S200 3oowpc active sub.
All inclusive price of £ 34g5. Also
demonstrating the yooi package
at £ 2000.

Rogue Audio 90 power amplifier.
SME Series

M2

The new go wpc stereo valve

tonearm. Wondei tul

A.R.T. V6 loudspeaker. This new

Amphion Xenon loudspeakers.

engineering for this price. Amuch

amplifier offering remarkable

Fast and articulate with neutral

better sound than we expected at £613.

sound and value at £ 1995.

tonal balance. Slim floorstander

Cartridge shown is the excellent new

low bass. Well worth alisten. £ 3250.

which does not mind walls £ 2500.

Lyra Argo at £ 849-

Model shown in ebony £ 3500.

ACCUSTIC ARTS

AUDIO

sound and capable of good quality

AMPHION • ART • AUDIO PHYSIC • AVALON • EEL CANTO • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD-JOHNSON • DALI

EARYOSHINO " EXPOSURE I> LYRA • MCINTOSH • MONO PULSE • NORDOST ` NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE
ROGUE

model has avery open, transparent

"

SME

PAGODE • PATHOS

DARTZEEL

QUADRASPIRE

SHANLING • SHUN MOOK • SUGDEN • TRANSFIGURATION • UNISON RESEARCH • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • WADIA • WHEST AUDIO

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 8JA

from either Junction 12 on the My or junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T

0118 981 9891

E info@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays 20:00 to 28:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

AC/MiN/20
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Plus asub
As part of the test, we thought it would be interesting

overhang in the voice. Similar results were noted in

to try the Richmond with a compact subwoofer, for

Laura Claycomb's plaintive Sehr Behaglich from

which the REL Stampede seemed an appropriate match.

Mahler's 4th [ Michael Tilson Thomas/San Francisco

The choice of the REL was not arbitrary. Its small size,

Symphony on SACDI. The point to extract Iron this is

and ability to hide away in the corner of the room

that although adding asub to astereo speaker is often

means it does little to compromise the unobtrusive

dismissed as an anathema that serves no musical ends,

character of the Castle Richmond itself. Its internal

and which pollutes the essence of good music making,

filters are effective, meaning minimum pollution of the

here is proof that this generalization can be just plain

midband. More importantly, it neatly fills the lower

wrong. The Castle/REL combination is a 2.1 channel

bass that the Richmond doesn't possess, and when

package whose sub is visually innocuous and which

adjusted with a modicum of sensitivity, it does so

adds all the benefits that the added bass means without

without obvious audible loss of articulation, excessive

trading the advantages of the small main speaker

bloom or other losses. Furthermore, its dynamic range
is an good fit for the Castle, as it works over the sanie
kind of volume range without compression. But it
doesn't just turn asmall speaker into abig one. The
almost go-kart like agility of the Castle which derives
from its compact, well controlled enclosure and well
controlled bass driver motor system is retained, but
the music becomes richer and more varied tonally.
Beyond that, the changes are interesting, and not
altogether easy to explain. With many recordings, the

cabinet is typ:cally excellent Castle fare made

sound became riper and more relaxed, and with music

from 15mm MOP, fully veneered and with an

with alot of internal tension ( one excellent example

internal balancing veneer on the inside, and

being the DGG recording of the overture from ' Der

available in the usual wide range of ( mostly)

Fliegende Hollander' from Bryn Terfel's Wagner aria

sustainable wood veneers. Internally it is damped

disc), the music became more fully fleshed out, more

wlth acoustic- grade

developed structurally and varied tonally. It became

BAF wadding and with

bituminous pads. The bass unit is a 130mm

easier to hear into and around the various instrumental

carbon fibre cone unit with a cast aluminium

parts, yet with the introduction of Byrn Terfel's voice in

loudspeaker, which is likely to degrade other aspects

cnassis, and the tweeter is a 19mm polyamide

subsequent tracks there was no excess pluminess or

of sound reproduction even as it opens out the bass.

enclosure. The alternative solution would be abigger

dome unit which takes over around 3kHz.
The crossover is acompletely new design, said

sound coarse and untidy, lacking in sophistication

the speaker images more precisely. On balance

to offer a smoother response as well as greater

if you will. The need for improvement was clearly

the slight loss of ' body' is an acceptable tradeoff.

consistency and

higher sensitivity. The low

there, and the key came when Castle engaged

The new Castle is designed to be alittle more

frequency am n is second order network with

Karl- Heinz Fink, freelance speaker designer, who

relaxed and less system fussy than some ultra

compensation for the inductance of the four- layer

has been responsible for the design and voicing of

compacts, and it is. It is still a finely detailed

voice coil and with an RC network to compensate

anumber of loudspeakers over the last few years

speaker with an open, explicit balance, and can

for the ' baffle step' — the nariowing of in

from Marantz, Tannoy, Mission, ALR and others.

even sound atad forward in some surroundings.

cirectivity and apparent increase in sensitivity at

Karl- Heinz has done atypically excellent job.

higher frequencies as dispersion narrows, and to

Castle claims the Richmond is better balanced

latter's rather obvious warmth but it goes louder

tweak the response to achieve better drive unit

than its predecessor and that it is easier to listen

with no signs of holding back. It is less seductive
for sure, especially when driven hard, but it is also

Roughly the same size as an LS3/5A, it lacks the

integration. The high-pass arm is third order with

to, and these things are true. The rather wooden

compensation for the inductance peak of the

and strident quality of the older Richmond has

asurprisingly articulate transducer, which brings

tweeter. The main LF inductor has alarge silicon

been banished, and it certainly does sound

out much of the structure in arecording. The bass

steel laminated core chosen on the basis of

smoother and more neutral than its predecessor.

in particular is fast, tuneful and alive, and is

listening tests, and not just for its ePectrical value,

The voicing no longer explicitly takes advantage of

presented in avital, expressive way.

The new Castle is designed to be a
little more relaxed and less system fussy
than some ultra compacts

The new Richmond is easier going and more
transparent than its predecessor, and while being
relatively smooth and easygoing, is also clean and
explicit.

It's a very welcome addition to the

compact class of speaker — but not before time.

•

Alvin Gold

Supplier
end the main capac.tor in the HF arm consist of

boundary reinforcement, but the design is flexible

Castle Acoustics

two dissimilar value components in parallel,

enough to be useable close to arear wall, as long

01756 795333

which Castle claims reduces its sonic signature.

as the rear facing port has room to breathe, yet for

www.castle.uk.com

Finally, the bi-wire terminal panel at the back is

most purposes it passes muster as a full range

stiffer. Castle explicitly recommends bi-wiring and

speaker when used well clear of room boundaries,

the Richmond 3i sounds considerably more open

with a strong mid bass that drives rock music

and vital when used this way.

along nicely, and within

From the author's viewpoint, the Castle range

limits even sounds

Hi-FiNews verdict
Articulate, transparent and yet with a sound that's
smooth on the ear, the re- voiced Richmond receives

moderately full blooded with orchestral material

the thumbs up, even if it can sound forward in some

has been beginn .ng to show its age, with most of

Acompromise distance of about ahandspan or so

surroundings. Bass is particularly taut and tuneful.

the models ( Richmond included) beginning to

from the rear wall works well, but used further out

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Flying Mole

DAD
M100
pro
amplifier

Flying Mole DAD M100pro
PRICE

£329 per mono amp

F

or a long while digital amplification has
promised improvements over conventional
analogue amplification in a number of

ways. Who wouldn't want an amp physically

Thanks to new amp technology you might one day
be driving your speakers with abox little bigger
than acigarette packet. Flying Mole is on the case

smaller than its analogue counterpart, that offers

and subwoofer applications due to potential HF
distortion issues. There have been exceptions:

greater efficiency with less heat dissipation, is

TacT

more affordable due to its sheer simplicity and
which has the potential to be an almost perfect

manipulation to avoid this problem; and the
Tripath Class ' T' digital amplifier module has had

Audio

has

used

sophisticated

DSP

The size of the amp means it is small
enough to be attached to the back of a
speaker, or installed in aceiling cavity

amplifier technology. But then these examples
employ large transformers and power supplies.
Enter

the

bizarrely- named

Flying

Mole

company with its DAD-M100pro monoblock
power amplifier. It's a tiny affair, measuring a
mere 132 x43 x240mm (whd) and weighing just
650g. Indeed, astereo pair weighs only slightly
more than abag of sugar. On the front panel is a
power switch and a level attenuator, and while
this has insufficient range to function as avolume
control it does allow you to match the DADM100's sensitivity to other amplifiers. On the rear
is asingle RCA input (abalanced input version is

amplifying device — the straight wire with gain?

increasing success, with products from ESLab, in

also available), a pair of speaker binding posts

[See Keith Howard's digital amp feature, Nov
'04]. The reality has been that Class ' D'

the shape of its DX-S80 [
HFN July ' 04), and

and an IEC power input. Build quality is sturdy, if

prototypes from Townshend Audio showing that

amplifiers have relegated themselves to car audio

these designs can take on traditional

not exactly luxurious, but there are no rattles or
poor fit lines around the panels that make up the

36
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casework. The size of the amp means it is small
enough to be attached to the back of aspeaker, or
installed in aceiling cavity for aceiling speaker,
and six of them can be fastened together with a
bracket to make a six-channel surround-sound
amplifier. The 100 in the amp's name is
indicative of its power output, which is 100W into
8ohm, said to rise to 160W into 4 ohm speakers.
The Moles joined my regular reference line up

Three versions are available, providing RCA

of Basis Gold Debut/Graham 2.0/Lyra Argo
turntable, with CDs played from an Inca Design

or XLR input, and 4min posts or Speakon output...

Katana SE CD player, Shanling CD-T200 SACD
player, with Musical Fidelity Tri Vista 21 and

extended and powerful, it seemed to lack the
while wide and deep, was slightly opaque, lacking
control Iknew could be heard from the GB1. I in both solidity and focus, the edges of each
exchanged the regular mains cables for Isotek
performer overlapping subtly with their neighbour.
Elite and immediately heard improvements in
With Isotek Elite power cords in place, this focus

Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A Signature
outboard DACs. On hand were my regular Bryston
3B-SST and 14B-SST amplifiers and a Musical
Fidelity X-150 integrated. Speakers used

bass control and image focus. What's more, some

became much sharper, far more akin to that of the

high-frequency air was restored to the sound.

Musical Fidelity X-150 integrated and close to the

included Martin Logan Aerius I, PMC GB1, Elac

Using the standard power cables the imaging,

Bryston 3B-SST reference. Now in the depth

207.2, Rocket RSC 750 and Audiopax Reference

High frequencies were incredibly smooth
yet still detailed, the amp bringing out
subtle low level information in the music

100. All equipment was powered through an
Isotek Substation and 2K Qube while audio
cabling was from Chord Company and Townshend
Audio, and Isotek Elite mains cables.
Starting with a pair of DAD M100pro amps
connected to the

Krell pre-amp via Chord

Chameleon Silver Plus interconnects and driving
PMC GB1 loudspeakers, the sound was a little
harsh. Bass was slightly restrained and, while the

plane there was clearly defined space between
the musicians, while the stage became far wider,

soundstage was large and spacious,

images

extending right to the room boundaries and far

lacked focus. Fortunately, after around ten hours
of use, things began to sound far more musical
with nothing to betray the fact that these amps

time occupied with solid three-dimensional

employed a form of digital technology.

beyond the outer edges of the speakers, all the
images in real space. Monoblock amplifiers have

High

frequencies were incredibly smooth and refined

apotential advantage over stereo designs thanks
to independent power supplies, and physical

yet still detailed, the amp bringing out subtle low-

separation of audio signals in separate chassis. In

level information in the music and proving highly

this case the advantage is fully realised, resulting

resolving while at no time throwing the detail in

in ascale of sound unexpected at this price.

your face. However, Istill felt that the high

Ithen turned my attention to the interconnects
between the pre- amp and the Flying Mole units,

frequencies were missing alittle air and freedom,
and that the GB's were not imaging as tightly as
Iknew they could. Also, while the bass was

introducing the Townshend DCT-100. This cable
...here's the basic version with RCA phono input

boasts a degree more openness in the high

Chasing the digital dream
When it comes to delivering real power

Bitstream Class ' D' circuit. Technically

positive

from relatively tiny boxes Flying Mole is

this means that the Mole is not atrue

waveform, controlling whether power

group

certainly delivering on one promise of

digital

flows to the speaker or not, to effectively

company. But the team realised that the

digital amplification. The amp's small

analogue pulse- width modulation ( PWM)

re- build the analogue waveform.

technology had a future and in 2000

size is made possible by the fact it's

amplifier, as it neither accepts adigital

85% efficient and draws less than 20W

input nor uses an AID converter on the

are

of power when idle. The result is that it

analogue inputs. Rather, asingle hybrid

once

needs far less heatsinking to dissipate

IC integrates a high-speed DC amp, a Yahaha where they

digital

wasted energy, which translates as

high-speed

that exploited

smaller casework.

chopping

Both the amp's size and efficiency are
a direct result of Bi

amplifier

hut

a so-called

comparator

and

the

waveform ( running

at

The

and

negative

people

engineers
worked

found

who
for

themselves

working on digital

400kHz). This assembly outputs aPWM

amplifier design

Phase Fusion

signal that is then fed to asecond IC for

as far back as

Technology. The concept behind this is

bi-phase conversion which divides the

the mid ' 70s.

simple: the power output stage and

signal

At that time

power input stage are coupled together,

modulation and time- width that only

into two signals of identical

Yamaha

with the AC power supply converted to a differ in phase. The module bridges the

didn't

OC then back to an AC supply at high

gap between the input power and the

want

frequencies — in this case 200kHz,

output stage, regulating the floating

which allows the use of much smaller

power supply for two output transistors.

transformers and capacitors. The actual

These transistors are operating as a

control of this power is via a PWM

simple

hifinews

behind

switch,

one

each

for

parts

Flying

of the

Mole

to take the technology further, and the
was

re- assigned

within

the

Flying Mole was established, for these
designers to realise
their

idea

of

a

amplifier
the

advantages
compact

of
size,

high efficiency
and low cost.
Plus

sheer

quality of
sound.

the
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frequencies while sacrificing a little body in the
lower midrange. The difference was again
immediate: now these amplifiers hinted at the
best SET valve amplifiers I've heard which, given
the backgrounds of the design team at Flying
Mole [ see panel p29], should be expected.
Once equipped with quality power cables and
interconnects, the bass with both the GB1 and
the Aerius Isounded solid and extended. While
not quite as extended as when powered by the
Brystons,

there was

still

real

drive,

with

Anastacia's ' I'm Outta Love' from Not That Kind
[Epic 497412 2] possessing apower in the lower
registers that belied the amplifier's size.
The kick drum sounded tight and very fast,
which is no small achievement given that the

Standard binding

Aerius can sound untidy and suffer with poor bass

plugs, spades or

definition if the amplifier is not up to the job of

bare wire

posts take banana

dealing with its vicious impedance curve, while
the components of the kick drum's sound — the
beater hitting the skin followed by the skin's
resonance — were now obvious. Bass guitar had

any amplifier there is always the question of

performers at arelatively bargain basement price.

whether to go for unbridled accuracy, or to

They can be used with passive pre-amps like the

considerable weight and power, but this was not a

sweeten the upper midrange and highs — in a

Music First or the Creek OBH-22, while their

case of brawn without finesse as the sound was
also full of texture, making the difference in

manner so typical of SET amplifiers — to give a

adjustable sensitivity allows them to be easily

sound that is less prone to offend or turn

matched to bi-amping schemes with dissimilar

structure between an

individual string being

aggressive on sub-optimal recordings. The DAD

partners. EMI/RFI screened mains cables brought

plucked and abass chord very clear, regardless of

M100 walks the fine line, allowing true brilliance

out the very best from them, while good levels of

the loudspeaker being used.
The midrange of this amplifier was incredibly

in

transparency allows you to hear the benefits of
nigh quality interconnects.

transparent and pure, possessing aliquidity that
was not only unlike digital, but also unlike most
solid-state amplifiers. While not as incredibly
vivid and detailed as the Bryston or Musical
Fidelity A308CR integrated, the sound was
astonishingly smooth, with female vocals like

a recording

to

shine

through

without

spotlighting faults too harshly, with only the
slightest diminishment of detail in the upper
midrange and high frequencies as atrade-off.
As for those high frequencies, while they
couldn't rival those delivered by my reference
Brystons, these were richly textured and detailed.

Their compact size, light weight and cool
running operation makes them ideal for use where
space is limited, and various mount .ng options
al:ow them to be used in multi-room, home
cinema and bi- or tri-amping configurations,
either in racks or directly attached to the

those on the title track of Alison Krauss's solo

Cymbals sounded cohesive, focused and realistic,
with the initial transient from the cymbal, to the

album Forget About It [
Diverse Records DIV002],

shimmer of the cymbal's decay being portrayed

extended and controlled bass and good midrange
transparency, make them an oovious partner for

It allows afull pre/power combo to be
implemented for under £ 000, and do so
with sound far beyond its price- point

the PMC GB1 or DB1+, while useful output power

speakers. Valve- like smoothness, coupled with an

allows them to be used with the more demanding
speakers like the MartinLogan Aerius.
These Flying Moles aren't going to compete
with designs like the Musical F.delity KW 500 or
Brystonl4B-SST, but what they do is to allow a
full pre/power combination to be implemented

sounding utterly convincing and realistic. Even

with a full envelope. Meanwhile, the acoustic

credibly for under £ 1000, and do so with sound

with CD recordings, which can possess a slight

guitar on Norah Jones Don't Know Why' from

edginess when it comes to vocals, the amp

Come Away With Me [
Classic Records JP5004]

quality far beyond their low priepoint.
As afive-monoblock rack for home cinema, a

seemed to subtly remove that edge without

had real tactility and space.

damaging the detail and textural information to

While these amplifiers need alittle bit of care

the detriment of the recording, aiding rather than

and attention to get the very best from them the

abetting the music's journey into the room. With

effort is well worth it — they are excellent

compact second amplifier for bi-amping or a
straight pair of stereo monoblock power
amplifiers, they are great value, and Istrongly
recommend

an

audition.

But

leave

your

preconceptions at the door.
The front panel has

David Allcock

alevel attenuator,

Su. ' lier

not intended as a

PMC Ltd

volume control

0870 4441044
www.flyinginole.co.jp

Hi-FiNews verdict
Apointer to the future certainly but even as 3resented
the technology that makes up the F'ying Mole makes
for arevealing, musical, powerful and highly flexible
product with many plus points — price being just one.
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L- Series - A Solid Foundation
What Hi Fi Sound Sz Vision Product of the Year - Full size speaker packages
"

Authorised Stockists
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The new Quad L-series subwoofer offers the finest bass
performance of any subwoofer in its class.
Technological breakthroughs in every aspect of design
ensure the L-Sub delivers the kind of reproduction expected
from the most respected name in audio.
A revolutionary ' trilam' cone, using carbon fibre
sandwiched between two woven glass-fibre sheets, ensures a
truly pistonic response even under extreme conditions.
The powerful 300WRMS amplifier section is fed through our
new microprocessor controlled fourth order filter stage, with
switchable low pass filters.
The remote controlled operation with digital display and
four memory settings allows different levels for home
cinema and for stereo use.

112121 * Oxford Audio T, 01865 765961 * Preston Sevenoaks, 01772
825777 ' Reading B&B HiFi, 01189 583730 * Rugby Sounds Expensive,
01788 540772 * Salisbury Salisbury HiFi, 01722 322169 * Scarborough
Zen Audio, 01723 350850 * Sheffield Moorgate Acoustics, 0114 25 6048
*Shrewsbury SMC Sound and Vision, 01743 232317 * Solihull Music
Matters, 0121 7420254 • Southampton
Sevenoaks, 02380 337770
*Staines Sevenoaks, 01784 460777 • Stourbridge Music Matters, 01384
444184 * Sutton Coldfield Music Matters, 0121 3542311 * Tunbridge
Wells Sounds of Music, 01892 547003 . Warrington Doug Brady, 01925
828009 * Watford Fli-Fi City, 01923 226169 • Weybridge Sevenoaks,
01932 828525 * Wigan Adventures in HiFi, 01942 234202 * Witham
Sevenoaks, 01376 501733 * Wolverhampton

Sevenoaks, 01902 312225

*Worcester Worcester HiFi, 01905 612929 * Wrexham
Audio, 01978 364500•York Vickers HiFi, 01904 629659

Acton Gate

QUAD
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd, IAG House, Sovereign Court, Ermine
Business Park, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE29 6XU
Download brochures and reviews from www.quad-hifi.co.uk
Tel :- 0845 4580011, Fax :- 01480 431767
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Are you someone who is not easily satisfied? Someone who demands the very best, the
latest or perhaps the purest? Then you are going to love seeing what Unilet have in store.
Whether you are looking for a turntable or a state-of-the-art

For a copy of our latest

home cinema set up, or perhaps that elusive speaker cable

price list please call:

that you read about in an American hi-fi magazine, you are

020 8942 9567

likely to find it at Unilet. For years Unilet has been the place
for the serious audiophile.
So why not come in and see us? You'll find us

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.

Waitrose in New Malden, Surrey. We're
acouple of minutes from the A3.

or check us out on the web:

www.unilet.net

tucked away off the High Street, opposite
just yards away from the BR station and

13/\1_3)‘
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sNlithol of se, twits

35 High Street,
New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820
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Auditionsl
loudspeaker

The quality of the real wood veneer is excellent,
though some details of the speaker's construction
leave a little to be desired. For example, the
speaker's radiused edges expose the texture of the
structural MDF and, while this has been colourcoded to the veneer, there is still some visual
mismatch. Similarly, while the grilles appear
admirably sonically transparent, their attachment
to the speakers is alittle insecure.
Experimentation revealed that the Revolver was
alittle more fussy about location than either the
KEF Q1 or the Spender S8e but, once the correct
width spacing and toe- in ( mild) was achieved,
bass weight and soundstage depth could be quite
nicely balanced by moving the speakers to and
from

the

rear

wall.

I felt

that

minimum

comfortable spacing from the wall was about
300mm, with the optimum balance between bass
and image depth being somewhere between
300mm and 1000mm. Give the Revolvers aclear
metre or more from the wall and the soundstage
becomes impressively cavernous. The sound was
free of overt box coloration and this, along with
impressive image separation and focus, spoke
well of the speaker's construction.
The

aluminium

dome

tweeter gives

the

Revolver anicely detailed sound and, to its credit,
this never becomes overly strident and sibilance is
well controlled. Combined with an impressively
punchy bass performance, this marks out the
RW33 as atalented performer with rock music.
Integration between the disparate driver materials
is also of the highest order, with even the most

Revolver

RW33

demanding

loudspeaker

Competition is stiff, but this standmounter's detail
and punchy bass sound make it areal contender
Revolver RW33
PRICE

£ 599/£499

F

ounded back in 1978 by the late Colin
Highams, Revolver was originally known

for turntables rather than speakers. But

the 1980s were not afruitful time for record deck
manufacturers and the company remained afairly
small-scale player in a shrinking market. Fast

Revolver has caught the crest of a wave rather
than finding itself in the doldrums. But the RW33

music

having a fine

sense

of

coherence. Overall there is a good sense of
balance to the sound, with the smooth and
transparent midrange
extremes seamlessly .

linking the frequency

The RW33 is apunchy and detailed performer
that, with careful placement, can provide an
excellent balance of spatiality and bass weight.
Competition from the major manufacturers is
fierce but, particularly for those who are looking
for aspeaker that rocks, the Revolver is well worth
an audition. While the midrange might lack that
last iota of transparency compared to competitors

faces some pretty tough competition at its price

like the Spendor S3e, the speaker's strengths

point of £ 599 — though acloth-finish version is
available for £ 100 less.

bode well for multi-channel use. This time the

With dimensions of 389mm x 201mm x
278mm ( hwd) and aweight of 8.5kg, physically
this speaker can be categorised as a mediumsized standmounter. The driver line up comprises

The RW33 is apunchy and detailed
performer that can provide an excellent
balance of spatiality and bass weight

company seems to have judged the market just
right. While on aroll, and with Pro-Ject's new-era
vinyl spinners apparently taking over the world,
perhaps Revolver ought to return to its roots and
bring out aturntable to match. •
Ian Harris

Supplier
The Acoustic Partnership
087 0047 0047
www.revolveraudio.co.uk

Hi-FiNews verdict

forward to 2002, and the brand was resurrected

a26mm aluminium dome tweeter and a 165mm

Accomplished British- designed-and- built standmount

by Mike Jewitt ( ex Heybrook) and Charles
Greenlees ( ex JPW) as a manufacturer of

woven glass fibre mid- bass unit. Configuration is

that's sonically hard to fault at its price- point, even if
detailing falls short of the best offered by the major
league competition. Great with rock music.

speakers. With a growing demand for systems

bass reflex, with a tubular port exiting to the
rear of the cabiret. Sturdy, gold-plated bi-wire

using five or more speakers, perhaps this time

terminals cater for bananas, spades or bare wires.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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X- Pre V3 and YR-300

amplifiers

PRICE

£ 7991899

S

oaggravatingly prolific is Musical Fidelity
that it's hard to know what has and hasn't
been reviewed. The excuse for such a

These little boxes could be the start of something
very big, so here's asystem overview of MF's XV3
series, starting with the pre/power amplifiers

fiL.0 of products? Antony Michaelson argues that

You gotta love the X- Pre V3, aremote-controllable

speaker to the two positive terminals and switching

it's the only way to keep everyone watching his

gem with amotorised volume control, gorgeous tiny

the amp to bridged mode through front panel

brand, to ensure that his company will survive the

blue LEDs shining at you, three line inputs, tape

buttons. You can also bi-amplify with the XP- 200

bleakest sales period in audio history. And his

and main outputs and an m- m phono stage.

with throughput circuitry; the back of the amp has

latest mid-field offerings are so effin' good that he's

Moreover, you will sigh with relief at its dimensions

asingle set of outputs in addition to the two pairs

kicking his opponents while their down.

of only 8.6 x3.9 x14.7in ( whd). It was designed

of inputs. The XP- 200 is adirect descendant of

Let's dispense with something right away. The

with vast overload margins, low feedback, ultra-

and evolution from the original Nu-Vista M3,' one

latest MF products, like most other affordable,

quiet operation and superb stereo separation, the

of the finest amplifiers of recent times. And it's no

so-called UK products are made off-shore. But
time for areality check. First of all, companies in
the West not making cost- no-object products have
to do it if they're to survive. Secondly, gone are the
days when Asian countries produced shoddy
products. There,

I've said it and it sounds

traitorous. but this is the 21st Century.

The sound of the pre/power pair is so
good that it can see off gear with price
including an added zero

So it's no wonder that Musical Fidelity has, in
the X- Pre V3 pre-amplifier and the matching

later effected by dual- mono circuitry including

mere boast: as one who used every Nu-, Tri- or Mu-

XP- 200 stereo power amo, acouple of seriously

separate power supplies for each stage and

Vista at some point, Ican attest to the family

covetable products with or ces of, respectively, only

isolation of each gain block.

resemblance. Despite the dearth of glassware, this
is one tubeysounding amplifier.

£799 and £899. Fit, feel, function and finish are

Housed in the same chassis is the XP- 200 rated

impeccable. And the sound is so good that the pair

at 120W/ch, but it's bridgeable into mono for

I used the two pieces with the matching

can see off gear with price inc:uding an added zero.

260W. This is accomplished by wiring a single

X- Ray V3 CD player, the matching X- Series
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What strikes me as so appealing about the X V3

to sway you with words: listen to it, and seen if you

hand, Antony is convinced that the X-DAC V3 is the

series is the upgrade path. Three of the five

can live without it. Odds are, probably not.

best DAC on the planet. And you do get ahelluva

accessories are purchased solely on aneed-to- use

That leaves us with two of the small- chassis

lot for the money, a compact, great- sounding

basis, so that's entirely moot, while the fourth and

add-ons to consider. And, clearly, the XPSU V3

device that AM believes to be so close to the sound

fifth - the outboard DAC and phono stage - are

(£249) is amust if you have more than one of the

true upgrades of existing elements rather than add-

of the now-collectible Tr- Vista 21 DAC that he's

X modules because it powers all four of them,

even amazed himself. The unit is fitted with the

on facilities. Here's the list of options, housed in

saving you three sockets by ridding you of the need

latest Burr- Brown chips ( the DSD1792 and

the smaller 7.1 x3.5 x8.2in ( whd) boxes:

for the supplied wall wart' mains adaptors. Trust

SRC4192/3), its specs actually improve on those

The X- LP V3 (£ 249) is obviously only necessary
for vinyl users ( shame on you if you're not among

me, even if you only use one of the four - X- LP V3,

of its dearer predecessors, and an A/B of the

X- Cans V3, X-10 V3 or X-DAC V3 - you will be

X- Ray V3 versus the X- Ray V3 via X-DAC V3 is

them) who demand more than the X- Pre V3's basic

rewarded with precisely the sonic gains you'd

shocking. The X-DAC V3 is more analogue- like,

m- m capability. And it's an absolute cracker of a expect of apower supply upgrade. Then again, you
phono stage - versatile, affordable and great don't buy the XPSU V3 if you don't already have
sounding - so it is atrue upgrade as well as an one of the other boxes. So this leaves the other
add-on. However, the built-in stage is so good, that small-chassis unit, the latterly- named X-DAC V3.

more dynamic, sweeter at the top, faster - it turns
the X- Ray V3 into the sonic equivalent of a £ 2500
CD player. For atotal price of £ 1398.
What we have in the new X range is an

the X- LP V3 can wait. The X-Cans V3 (£ 249) is

But there's the rub. Should one go for the

aimed solely at the headphone aficionado, so this

X-DAC V3 or... asecond XP- 200? Icalled Antony

look at the purchase of X- Ray V3, X- Pre V3 and a

is something you either need or you don't. Again,

single XP- 200 not as system in and of itself, but as

the device is abargain, the best I've used below

Michaelson and he was adamant that, ' provided
this is not an issue about cost - after all, an

the AudioValve headphone amp. As for the X-10 V3

X-DAC V3 costs £400 less than asecond XP- 200

allocation for the next couple of years, up to a

valve buffer (£ 299), that's more of a religious

-then I'm convinced that the sonic rewards are far

consideration than apurchase, and Iam not about

greater running a pair of XP- 200s.' On the other

grand total ( with two XP- 200s) of £ 5041. Damn,
that Michaelson's clever...

excruciatingly ' more-ish' pile of audio goodies. So

an almost insidious way to pre- spend your audio

MUS/CAL FICKIJTY
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XP- 200
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o

accessories ( see The Upgrade Path), the SME 30/2
turntable/Series V arm and Decca Super Gold

and extension. This was mirrored by the line stages,
so the X- Pre V3 easily dealt with big band

controlled

cartridge, and speakers including LS3/5A, Quad

crescendos from Jackie Gleason

ESL- 57 and ' 63, Sonus Faber Guarneri and Wilson

some vinyl

WATT Puppy 7. Yes: Wilsons at £22,000. And not

acoustic guitar work from Antonio Forcione CDs
and LPs, close harmonies by the Judds on CD,

one pair hassled the XP-200. In fact, Inever got

- and Iplayed it offensively loud. The XP- 200s

mono Judy Garland. It rose to the occasion every

never let me down.

the volume control past the three-quarter mark.

time - even complementing the McIntosh MC2102

While Iimmediately discovered that the line

LPs, subtle

all-valve power amplifier.

without

too

much

damping,

the

soundstage is massive. Idug out Kodo drummers,
blockbusters like the

Billy

May

Orchestra on Capitol, hard rock via Green Day

So what you have here is the heart of asystem
offering embarrassing good value, with the bonus

stages were superb - the X- Ray V3 showed them to

As much as Iadore the X- Pre V3, it was the

be as quiet and widely dynamic as promised - Iwas

of classy looks. ( I'm asucker for that matt silvery

XP-200 which impressed me even more, if for no

finish.) And you'll find yourself listening for hours

The sound of the pre/power pair is so
good that it can see off gear with price
including an added zero

longer than you might deem normal. U
Ken Kessler

Supplier
Musical Fidelity
020 8900 2866
www.musicalfidelity.co.uk

Hi-FiNews verdict

not prepared for the sheer goodness of the phono

other reasons than its unflappability and brute

stage. Nowadays, any phono stage is agift as most

force. Hey, Iabused this amplifier, even when I

pre-amps come in line level form. But this was no

Ashift of production to the Far East sees MF ahead of

mono'ed two of them to cope with Guarneris and

the game with two serious- sounding amps boasting

compromise beyond the lack of m-c step-up

the WATT Puppy 7s. They never even grew warm,

smart looks and the ability to punch above their

capability. It suited the Decca perfectly, matching

after six- hour-long sessions. The transient attack

its speed, stage width and depth, and bass control

price- tags. Bonus of phono stage and upgrade path.

is breathtaking, the bass deep, rounded and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Attention!

All hi-fi and home cinema lovers
Music and Movies at Home

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE 2005

From Audio T and Audio Excellence

latton

Flat Screen TVs

HI-FI Systems

Hi -Fi Separates

Home Cmema

Loudspeakers

kluitt-room Systems

Order the original FREE hi-fi & home
cinema guide before you turn the page...
Whether you're looking for asingle component for
Please send me my FREE copy of
The Ultimate Guide 2005
NAME
ADDRESS

your hi-fi system, a full home cinema system or a
complete custom installation service, our impartial
88 page guide has the answer. Inside is all the help
you need to make an informed purchase.

POS 7 CODE
Music and Movies at Home HFNO5a, Freepost NATW946,
(UK Only; Cheltenham, Glos. GL52 2BR

L.

Simply call Freep
or vis'
Please qú
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Auditions
cables
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beriefitted from asmooth and calm presentation.
Treble was noticeable in having an almost creamy
texture to it. Icouldn't describe it as rolled-off in
any way, but neither was it projected at the
listener in an obvious manner. Hie frequency

Black Rhodium

cable set

'Insight' is Black Rhodium's watchword, and these

PRICE

£300

Super Mains 25 Power Cable 1.25m
PRICE

£80

Concerto interconnect 1m
PRICE

£135

S300x2 bi-wire sI
eaker cable

The compliment to the Super Mains 25 was the
PSF 01 power management unit. It proved
excellent at removing stray pops and clicks from
the mains and allowed a deeper shade of
blackness to inter-track silences. Bass extension
benefited from the presence of the latter two
components, gaining considerable body, speed
and clarity. Plugging the television and video into

cables prove highly revealing yet easy on the ear
PSF 01 Power Management System

extremes were there, with cymbals ringing rather
than having aclattery feel.

tne unit brought afar clearer picture while colours
had greater depth. Meanwhile, sound quality,

Sonically it was well balanced, erring on the
laidback side, but revealing plenty of detail when
it came to the texture of sounds and ambient
background information in recordings. Also
apparent was the micro-sounds of avocalist's lips
moving just before singing aphrase.
The Concerto interconnect complimented this
sonic character with a calm presentation that

even

through

the

TV's

on- board

speakers,

improved in all the expected areas of bass depth,
tack of mid- band coloration and treble hash.
As a combination, this set of cables gave a
totally fatigue- free rendition of music, though
with soft- sounding equipment Ifelt the effect
could be abit too gentle. An examp'e of this was
when Itried the cable kit with Icon Audio's Stereo

seemed to serve up detail from a recording
without thrusting it at the listener. The

40 valve amplifier. Here the results were certainly

soundstage was good, it being satisfyingly deep
and wide, and this was populated with detailed

Given full- bandwidth components, such as NHT
active amps and speakers, the Black Rhodium

cables for this magazine back in 1999.

images of the music. Ifound the cable worked
particularly well with digital sources as it revealed

cables and Super Mains were in their element

The company was then known as Sonic Link and

musical detail without putting some of the harder

its S300 was one of my preferred designs from

sounds of digital to the fore. With analogue as a
source music was presented in an ear- friendly

room without ever being intimidating. All in all
these cables are very good, though they work best
with quite vibrant-sounding equipment. al
Tony Bolton

PRICE

£40/m

I

first encoumered Black Rhodium cables
when undertaking a group test of speaker

no fewer than 18 on test. Ihave now had the

This set of cables gave afatigue-free
rendition of music, but with soft-sounding
equipment could be abit too gentle
opportunity to live with the bi-wire version of this
cable — the S300x2 — along with other products
from the Black Rhodium range.
Despite its bulk the S300x2 proved to be
flexible and easy to install in confined conditions.

www.hifinews.co.uk

manner, excessive lushness being neatly avoided
with strings and piano having afull-bodied sound
Moving onto the Super Mains 25, Ifound an
inky

black silent

stardard

mains

background
leads,

while

compared
again

te

pleasant, but a little too cuddly for my taste.

allowing up to akilowatt of power to flood into the

Supplier
Black Rhodium.
01332 361390
www.blackrhodium.co.uk

Hi-FuNews verdict
Could be just the thing for those seeking to tame the
presentation of harsher- sounding systems without
losing air, ambience or detail. Analogue sources
benefit too, though valve kit can sound over warm.

music
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Audio Physic

lempco

loudspea ker

Se

First introduced in 1984, the German- made tempo
has been completely redesigned, but rest assured
that detail and fine looks are still to the fore

46
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Lab Test
loudspeaker

Audio Physic Tempo
PRICE

£2200/pair

T

his Audio Physic Tempo carries
forward the Tempo name, but there is
little else this speaker shares with
its earlier namesake. The new Tempo is,
in essence, acompletely new design from

only assume Audio Physic went with a
similar grille shape for visual continuity.
However, the principle is the same. The
magnets almost touch in the middle and
are separated by asmall damping pad. By
firing in opposite directions, vibrations
due to Newtonian reaction are largely
cancelled. This largely prevent vibrations
from the magnet chassis entering the

this innovative German loudspeaker
producer. Indeed, all it retains from the
previous design is the 7° angled front

cabinet (which should lower cabinet
coloration, and make the type of floor the

baffle, which equalises time delays
between midrange and tweeter.
Audio Physic is still little known in the
UK, but it deserves greater recognition
here for designing speakers that address
very real issues in loudspeaker design and

feet — less crucial). Equally, it permits a
very narrow frontal cabinet dimension of
147mm to improve midrange dispersion.

deliver not just agood technical outcome,
but amusically satisfying one also.
Looking over the new Tempo, it's clear
that designer Manfred Diesterich has
trickled down technology that Ifirst saw
in the Virgo. Indeed one could be excused
for mistaking this for arather sharper and
more modern-looking Virgo. It has the
same tell-tale oval grilles on the sides and
the same aluminium-coned midrange
unit. But the tweeter is not the same: the
Virgo 3 [which Ireviewed in HFN May

loudspeaker sits on — and the supporting

peripheral rubber damping ring, said to
control resonance break up.
Many metal cones have severe 'ringing'
problems, which manifest themselves as
harshness and muddle in the upper
midrange and treble — even when the
resonance is out-of-band above the
crossover region. In the Tempo this seems
to be kept under control by acombination
of mechanical and crossover design. On
the rear is a field-bucking magnet, which
should allow placement next to CRT
televisions. It should also provide a tad

The midrange unit is similar to that
used in the Virgo 3. This has an

higher sensitivity. It looks as though
Audio Physic has one eye on the home
theatre market — awise move these days.
Needless to say, like the tweeter, the

aluminium cone with an effective
diameter of 100mm on atruncated circular

midrange driver sits on rubber grommets,
for isolation, in its own sealed deep,

chassis with overall width of 134mm
across the ' flats'. Clearly, much work has

enclosure. This includes wool-like fibre 10
or 12mm-thick bitumen pads on the inside

The Audio Physic philosophy — in fact
its motto and design standard — is ' no
loss of fine detail'
gone into perfecting this unit. For astart,
there is no dust cap to vibrate — just asolid
metal pole piece protruding from the

of the side panels to damp mechanical
resonances. Considering that the cabinet is

more traditional Scan-Speak domed unit.
Although the side grilles looks similar,
and with their oval shape suggest the

voice-coil former's centre. The voice-coil
overhangs the magnet assembly's front

frequency, the cabinet should be relatively
stiff and vibrationally ' dead'. It is.

pole by quite amargin, which suggests it

concealment of two cones per side, the
Tempo features just one pair of 155mm

has been designed with high excursion —
and this is aclue to how it works in this

The ' feet' of the Tempo comprise short
horizontal, rectangular aluminium alloy

diameter Peerless woofers, reflex loaded
by a generously dimensioned rearmounted flared port — whereas the Virgo
used a pair of passive radiator cones to
augment the driven woofer pair. So, while

design (there's more on this later). The
chassis is secured by bolts that screw into
rubber grommets, which will decouple it

the cabinet. Adjustable spikes at the
extremities, concealed by circular plastics
covers, complete the arrangement. These

from the cabinet to some degree. Around
the cone's rear side there's a little trick
from Audio Physic in the form of a

are areplacement for earlier MDF feet and
are claimed to give superior sound quality.
The Audio Physic philosophy — in fact

'041 uses a 25mm Vifa ' nipple' ringradiator, while the new Tempo uses a

circular grilles would have sufficed, Ican

curved, pushing resonances higher in

tubes which screw to the underside of

its motto and design standard — is `no loss
of fine detail'. Part of Audio Physics'
founder Joachim Gerhard's thinking is to
reduce energy storage and distortion.
Judging from the Tempo, this end has been
pursued via vibration cancelling, cabinet
damping, and driver isolation.
The midrange driver seems to be a
development of Joachim's earlier hard,
stiff, magnesium-alloy-coned design, said
to have 'one third of the energy storage of
polypropylene cones' and ' one tenth of the
distortion compared to conventional
drivers'. This runs down to 100Hz or so,
and therefore handles the critical lower
and upper midrange, handing over to the

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

This ad features afew new products we're excited about, as well as acouple of old
favourites ( which we're still excited by even after all this time!) From top right, going
anticlockwise, first off are the Anthony Gallo Reference 3loudspeakers (£2400/pr).
You can't tell from the picture, but these are actually very compact ( about 3feet tall)
but have the most amazing bass extension and avery open sound. Next, the brand new
Musical Fidelity A5 series amplifier ( 250W/ch) and CD player, at £ 1499 each, are
superb value. They are designed to be better, and cost less, than the popular 308 series,
and don't even feel embarrassed in the company of the famous Nuvista and Trivista
series. The CD even features avalve output stage, just like the late lamented Trivista
DAC! The Duevel Bella Lunas (£3160 to £4160/pr dependent on finish) need no
introduction. This superb Omni design, featured at the recent Heathrow Show, should
be on everyone's shortlist. Origin Live's new Sovereign turntable (£3850 plus arm)
sets new, even higher standards for this already envied manufacturer whose decks
already receive huge acclaim from the press. Next up is something we thought we'd
never see - avalve / transistor hybrid power amp from Tom Evans, famous for their
Groove phono stage and Vibe preamp. The Linear A (£3999) is atruly innovative
design which draws on the strengths of both technologies to give transistor speed and
control with valve naturalness and texture, another milestone for Tom! Many people
will still remember the success we had with the Magneplanar MG 1.6 speakers at the
show. These flat non-electrostatic panels with ribbon tweeters produce the most
amazingly believable soundstage, all for the direct import no-middleman price of
£1500/pr. The new Duevel Shuttle-Disk rechargeable battery CD player (also £ 1500)
is on permanent demo - bring your own CDs and be pleasantly surprised! Lastly, we
had to squeeze it in, what we regard as probably the finest all round ( pardon the pun)
turntable in the world, the Brinkmann LaGrange with the Brinkmann 10.5 toneann
(£8395 in total), atruly staggering combination.

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon anthony gallo apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer dynamic
brinkmann

cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio consonance decca london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino final

lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin lyra magneplanar michell
engineering morch

musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat

roksan shun mook shanling shelter slinkylinks sme something solid sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tc, cables tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den huh voodoo wireworld xlo
tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk

Lab Test
udspeaker
tweeter at about 2.5kHz. This is a much
wider range than is usual for amidrange,
and avoids the typical bass/mid crossover
of 250/300Hz right in the voice region.
The acoustic crossover from woofer to mid

adverse effect on sound quality. It's yet
another example of the company's almost
obsessive attention to detail.
Oh, and I almost forgot, the review

almost a two-way in which both units
handle the upper bass/lower midrange but

samples were built and finished to the
highest standards. The workmanship was
superb and the cabinets flawless — and
that's aveneered object with curved sides
and barely aright angle!

do not radiate deep bass together.
The placement of the woofers close to

SOUND QUALITY

range is at around 180Hz, with a little
overlap between the two. Thus this is

the floor and the midrange above them is
no accident either. This has been done to
minimise the effect of the floor reflection
on the upper bass and midrange.
Another novel touch is the rear terminal

tanel,
i

which looks

quite

ordinary,

From the very first bars of music, the fine
reproduction of detail was vibrantly
apparent. There was very little, if any,
sound of loudspeaker cabinets, and the
stereo imagery was so clear and precise it
was almost holographic. It's wasn't just

Despite the clarity, there was virtually
no trace of the hardness and brittleness
often imparted by metal cones
featuring just apair of matt chrome WBT
connectors. However, this
aluminium
panel is bitumastically damped and
suspended on Neoprene. The aim is to
prevent the transmission of vibrations
from the loudspeakers to the speaker
cables and in turn to the rest of the system,
which Audio Physic has found to have an

your average everyday detail, but micro
musical detail — the kind that speaks
volumes about the musicianship and
acoustics captured in recordings. It is as if
that stiff little wideband cone really does
connect the listener to the performance
through the critical midrange region.
Despite the clarity, there was virtually no

trace of the hardness and brittleness often
imparted by metal cones, and in this
Audio Physic really does seem to have this
problem sorted. At no time did the Tempo
sound aggressive or harsh, even while
delivering all that lovely detail. With the
old favourite, Murray Perahia, playing the
Bach English Suites ! Sony Classical SK

Lab report
The Tempo's frequency response proved to be very
flat between 220Hz to 22kHz on axis, achieving
±3.5dB over this range ( on a horizontal axis
mid- way between tweeter and woofer), though
measured here treble rose by about 4dB from 1.5kHz
to 18kHz. Below 220Hz, the near-field frequency

10

response was 6db up at around 150Hz and dropped
gently below as shown in Fig 1, top left. As two or

60

three dB of this was due to the near field microphone
50

position, in free space the rise would be more like 3

102

or 4dB. The port is tuned to 32Hz and maintained

22

neourrce,.'

bass output down to this frequency, albeit at alower

ETT

level. Sensitivity at 2.83V ( which is 2W into 4ohms)

ewer»
113

was 85dB in the midband (around lkHz).

'

The off-axis curves shown in Fig 2 [ top right] show

i :

very smooth frequency responses, with an average
rising response from 1.5kHz. The smoothest curves

20

were horizontally off-axis ( brown at 15° and grey at
30°). At 30° off-axis, output was extremely flat at ± 2
dB from 200Hz to 18kHz. The crossover region, at
around 2.5kHz seems very well integrated.

60

50
29

I0C

2,
Bey Jency,Ht `

Fig 3 gives the third octave RTA curves for the
listening position ( red) and a 1000- point room-

to 3.6 ohms at 400Hz) and also showed the port

response average around the listening position. Both

tuning dip at 32Hz. Phase is benign, varying between

continued at a low -25dB after 2ms dropping to

show very even and smooth responses, especially

+43° and -50°.

-30dB in 3ms. This looks like the main break-up

through the crossover region, with no floor- bounce

The waterfall curves ( not shown) revealed the

dip and around 3dB rise at 150Hz - which is likely

tweeter to be very fast decaying ( -23dB at 5.3kHz

to be due in part to the extra loudspeaker output -

in one millisecond and -38dB in 2milliseconds). At

possibly augmented by the room. Room gain boosts

11.8 kHz output was -24dB down in 1millisecond

measured output in- room below 150Hz.

and -41dB in 2ms.

Delayed output from the

away to reveal it - after which a 3.2kHz ridge

mode and decaying slowly, but at least this is at alow
level where audibility will be minimised.
Small energy ridges at

bear witness to a little lower frequency delayed

Modulus of impedance, shown in Fig 4, confirms

midrange was low initially but became apparent at

energy,

the claimed nominal impedance of 4 ohms (dipping

1.4 milliseconds when the tweeter energy has fallen

quality loudspeakers. •

www.hifinews.co.uk

lkHz (-23dB in two

milliseconds) and some bounce- back at 857Hz
but again,

less than many other good
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It's all in the detail
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of information from your system. Listen to the difference
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Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.
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It's because we pay attention to detail,
that you can.
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The Phantom B-44 utilises the new Magnaglide stabilisation
system. Graham Engineering have crafted atonearrn that
creates incredible dynamic pictures, coupled with irresistible
musical properties.
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EXCLUSIVE: MORDAUNT SHORT BEEFS- UP THE GENIE
February 2005
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The complete

Picture

State-of-the-art plasmas from Pioneer and Philips

IN-DEPTH
TESTS
•Sky + PVR160
• Denon DVD-1910
• In Focus Screenplay 7205

STOP PRESS: AVTECH LAUNCHES ON THE WEB

Plasmavision. Remember, it's not real.
Not everyone can cope. Even the strong have been known to feel the fear. Because,
with the kind of image clarity you get from a Fujitsu plasma screen, the lines between
reality and fantasy become blurred and anyone can get caught in aplace they never thought
existed. It takes years of experience to make this kind of world. But now we have, nothing will
ever be the some again. Features like Advanced Video Movement processor, built-in amplifier,
and Fine Mode image enhancement mean that nobody knows where the edge is anymore.
If you're prone to faint heart, don't buy into it. If you're not, love it, cherish it, let it change your world.
Call 020 8731 3450, email sales@fujitsu-general.co.uk or visit www.fujitsu-general.co.uk.

For a world without limits.
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A

big thank you' to all AVTech's visitors who voted us the most
popular room at the recent Hi Fi and AV Expo. Then again, we did
have ahuge venue populated with some outrageous AV gear,
including Rotel's RSP-1098 processor and the awesome 777 projector
from Screenplay. Driven with digital, HD video from one of UVEM's
multimedia PCs, this system provided an eyeball-tickling glimpse of
home entertainment, future style. Entertainment, escapism and the
chance to suspend disbelief is what home cinema is all about and
AVTech, like our readers, is passionate about movies and the technology
that delivers it into our homes.
We also like to think that a little engineering know-how on our part
tempers this passion with reliable advice. Anyone wanting to explore the
background to our reviews is invited to download our unabridged Test
Reports on products from this, and past issues of AVTech, from
www.avtechmagazine.com. Bookmark this site for updates on the
evolution of AVTech magazine which, henceforth, will be published
bigger, brighter and in electronic form.
Variety is the spice of this final ' paper' AVTech which is packed with
new products spanning the home cinema spectrum. Denon's fabulous
little DVD-1910 turns out to be the cheapest ' high end' DVD transport
on the market, confidently driving the InFocus 7205 projector and nextgeneration Philips and Pioneer plasmas with digital video. We also have
what is probably the first, fully- installed test of Sky's new PVR160
satellite decoder, complete with its generous hard drive. And to pump up
the volume, there's Mordaunt Short's deceptively demure satellites,
recently boosted by the addition of two Genie subwoofers at amagically
low price. Happy viewing until we meet again on the World Wide Web.

Inside
Denon DVD-1910 DVD player
Digital video made affordable by
achampion of the high end

Masterclass Short:
Pixel Plus 2
It's Take 2for Philios as David Perry
reveals the version of Pixel Plus really
designed for plasma

11 Philips 42PF9966
and Pioneer PDP-435XDE
plasma displays
Two contrasting plasma technologies vie
to set the widescreen standard for 2005

15 Jon T's View
from the Inside
On Qualia and the Holy Grail
of digital projection

16 InFocus Screenplay 7205
InFocus makes avery bright impression
indeed with its top-drawer, single-chip
DLP projector

Paul Miller, Editor, AVTech

18 Sky + PVR160 decoder
The Sky Plus revolution steps up agear

IN THIS ISSUE, MOVIES USED INCLUDED: Donny Darko, Finding Neu, Indiana Jones Box Set, Lord of the Rings - The
Return of the King, Matrix Revolutions, Pitch Black - Special Edition, Shrek 2, Star Wars Trilogy, Troy. MUSIC USED INCLUDED:
Sheryl Crow The Globe Sessions, Steely Dan Everything Must Go, Faith Hill Cry; Fleetwood Mac Hell Freezes Over, and
Paul Simon's You're the One. SPECIAL THANKS go to our industry panelists John Bamford, Roger Batchelor,
Mark Hockey and Andy Whittle.

21 Mordaunt Short Genie Plus
The Genie is out of the bottle as
Mordaunt Short pops the cork on its

Editor- in-Chief: Steve Harris • Editor: Paul Miller • Art Editor: René Andrew •
Contributors: Ken Kessler, Keith Howard, David Perry, Jon Thompson, Peter Thompson
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Denon

DVD-1910

DVD player

Say goodbye to Universal playback and
hello to digital video on abudget.
Denon breaks yet another barrier, says Paul Miller

DENON DVD-1910 DVD PLAYER
PRICE

£230

SUPPLIER

Denon UK

CONTACT

01234 741 200

WEBSITE

www.denon.co.uk

T

here's been some mild controversy over Denon
not supporting either SACO or DVD-A in this
budget player although, as with most stormy

teacups, this is to miss the point completely. You see,
the £230 DVD-1910 is not amultichannel audio player
of any description — even 5.1-channel Dolby encoded
discs are downmixed to a two-channel, analogue
output. Fortunately, it offers both coaxial and optical
digital outputs that support Dolby and DTS bitstreams. And, frankly, it's through these that the DVD1910 should be married to apartnering AV receiver.
However, before you dismiss this budget baby as just

Yep, that's aDVI output, making
this the cheapest digital audio/
video DVD transport on the market!
another run-of-the-mill, plain vanilla DVD player you
should take a look at the rear panel. Yep, that's an
HDCP-compliant DVI digital video output, making the
DVD-1910 just about the cheapest digital audio/video
DVD transport on the market!
4
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It seems the cash saved by abandoning a full-scale
Dolby decoder, bass management, a multichannel
audio output stage and other costly stuff has been put
to very good use in offering adirect digital path from
the player's interlaced-to-progressive video converter.
This is no slouch either — aGenesis-branded Faroujda
DCDi de-interlacer coupled to an HDCP encoder and
digital video output from Silicon Image.
So, with just about every new LCD and plasma
screen, and any projector worth its salt, now coming
equipped with an HDMI or DVI digital video input, the
DVD-1910 is arguably the cheapest route to
unadulterated digital video currently available.
Setting-up the DVD-1910 is very straightforward via
either 'quick' or custom' on-screen setup menus as
there's no multichannel audio output to deal with. The
analogue video output can be defaulted to the SCART
terminal or the component connections as either an
interlaced or progressive signal. The DVI output is
unswitched, progressive and automatically scales its
output according to the source, delivering 720p with
PAL DVD media.
The DVD-1910's transport is not as evolved as the
player's digital audio/video board but is compatible
with CDR/RW discs plus MP3, WMA9, JPEG and
Kodak Picture CD media. The disc management
software allows you to skip through the host of
promotional previews that litter the introduction to
some DVD's (are you listening, Disney?), but its menu
navigation — while secure — is also alittle sluggish by
modern standards. You can download adetailed guide
to the inner workings of the DVD-1910 from
www.avtechmagazine.com.
www.hifinews.co.uk

Feature Review
While the DVD-1910
benefits from afancy
audio and digital
DISPLAY

TV

video processing

ASPECT

AUTO POWER OFF
PANEL DISPLAY
VIDEO

board, the

16 ,9 WIDE
AUTO
ON
ON
BRIGHT
Component(P)

STILL MODE
ANGLE ICON

OUT

mainboard is
sourced from a
generic player.
Hence the un- Denon like DSO which bears
astriking
resemblance to that
used in recent

AUDIO

Cambridge DVD

DRC
LPCM SELECT
DOLBY
DIGITAL
DTS
MPEO

players.

OFF
OFF
ON
ON
OFF

Nevertheless, the etched-look of its pictures is very
impressive and clearly superior to the slightly softer,
noisier look of the same images piped through the
progressive (analogue) component outputs.
Then again, no analogue-only DVD player at this
price can match the delivery of Denon's DVI-D output.
The sound of this player is, perhaps rather predictably,
less impressive (you can download aTest Report from
www.avtechmagazine.com). Even the digital output
has a slightly lightweight cast to its sound. Whether
auditioned through Denon's own AVR-3805 (see
PERFORMANCE
The quality of this player's digital video output is very
high indeed, a testament both to the integrity of its
MPEG video decoder and also the compliance of
Silicon Image's digital video chip. Thanks to the latter,
we experienced no compatibility issues with
numerous displays, including the Pioneer and Philips
plasmas tested in this issue, in addition to the Screen
Play 7205, 5700 and Marantz VP- 12S3 projectors.
Classy companions, no doubt, but the DVD-1910 rarely
disgraced itself in such high-end company.
Animated movies look strong and clear, sharply
detailed and free of banding or other contouring effects
sometimes observed with the likes of Shrek 2 or
Finding Nemo. Take alook at the scenes showing the
oceanic dropoff in the latter and while the DVD-1910
does add a hint of greyness to the 'big blue', the
gradation of colour is both smooth and continuous. So
too is its resolution of the fish's scales and the subtle
luminance that surrounds them as they waft through
the water.
The restored Indiana Jones DVD is revealed in all it's
glory by the ' 1910 which reflects the very bright skies
of the scenes filmed in Cairo as efficiently as it does the
contrasting detail in darker doorways throughout the
marketplace. Colours too, really hit the spot with the
occasional red fez standing out like abright beacon (as
do her pantaloons) among the bleached walls and dry
dust of the streets. There is some very slight flaring
where the sun reflects off the whitest plaster walls just
as there's asimilar crushing of the artificial brilliance
created by the multiple suns prior to the eclipse in
Pitch Black.
www.hifinews.co.uk

AVTech Aug 04) or via something as exotic as the
Arcam AV8 or EAD 8800, the sound of gunfire from
Raiders., lacks the howitzer-like depth and impact that
we've come to expect from this THX-remastered
classic. Nevertheless, and make no mistake here, the
combination of both this digital audio and digital video
output makes for a very compelling home theatre
experience.
AVTECH SAYS...
Sure enough, you can buy a truly universal DVDA/SACD player like the Pioneer DV-575 for just £200,
but as the front-end of a very high quality home
cinema, there's nothing to touch the DVD-1910. It's a
player conceived with asingle purpose in mind, rather
than as abox that's all things to all men. With the DVD1910 as aDVD transport you can now allocate 90% or
more of your budget to both the AV amplifier and
display and yet remain absolutely confident of
enjoying the thrilling clarity of your DVD's digital
video. Which was Denon's aim all along... II

The star of this
economicallypriced DVD
vehicle is the
HDCP-cornpliant
DVI digital video

DUI D OUT IHUCFII
4087300 033

output (
top).

AUDIO
OUT

SCART,
component,

DIGITAL OUT \, 0
(
PCM.BDSIREAle
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composite and
S- Video outputs
S-VIDV)
ou-

service every
other legacy
display device
with analogueonly inputs.
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and sophisticated
To celebrate our Golden Anniversary,
Harman Kardon has created a stunning
range of silver hi-fi and AV products
trimmed in blue light.
Designed to complement the latest
generation of TV screens visually
and technologically, these separates take
home entertainment into a bold new era.
Power where you need it
Take the AVR630 receiver. Behind its
deceptively cool exterior lies a wealth
of advanced circuitry and innovative
10101

DUD / COAX "
DOLBY DIGITAL
I"

features too lengthy to list. Suffice to
say its seven channels of awesome
power can bring out the very best from
just about any audio format, and there's
even multi- room capability built in.
Smart image
The slim dimensions of the Harman
Kardon DVD31 conceal a remarkable player
for all your silver discs: DVD, DVD-Audio,
CD/CDR and even MP3 CD. Pixel- to- pixel
output and accurate movement tracking
(which cleverly ignores static parts of
each frame to focus vital processing
power where it's really needed) deliver
picture quality which is simply stunning.
For more information and to locate
your local Harman Kardon dealer,
phone Harman Consumer UK now
on 020 8731 4670.

Power output 7SW x70 407% THD, 20Hz-2016.
11,
Surround formats: Dolby Digital, Dolby Digital EX.
Dolby Pro Logic II Decoding all DTS0 modes
DVD31
Supported formats, OVO Video, DVD.RW, DVD*R, DVD-R,
DVD-RVV, VCD, CD, CD- R, MP3, Wfs4A. PEG or CD-RW di.,
lby and Pro Logic are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories
e
DT5 is aregistered trademark of Digital Theatre Systems, In<
arman Kardon and Power for the Digital Revolution are registered
dernarks of Harman International Industries, Incorporated 0 2004

harman kardon

Power for the Digital Revolution.
www.harmankardon.com

H A Harman International Company

MasterClass Shorts

Pixel

PIUS for Plasma

Philips' Pixel Plus image enhancement technology has been
reworked for LCD and plasma displays. David Perry explains how

I

n the world of home cinema, the push for
perfection is unrelenting. Take high definition

disappointing to all but the least discerning of viewers
who, quite frankly won't be reading this article anyway.

displays for example, which seem to be poping

What is required is to carefully reformat the video, taKing

up everywhere in different guises. And a browse in any

into account every attribute of the ircoming data and the
nature of the display technology to which it's applied.

major electrical retailer reveals the future plans of Sky
and others to broadcast HDTV in the UK of all places —

Enter Pixel Plus 2, Philips' key to a ' near high-definition

whatever next? But for now, we live in a ' standard

experience'.

definition' world, trapped in the archaic standards of PAL

In practice, Pixel Plus 2encompasses asuite of several
dozer image enhancement and correction processes,

and NTSC and their digital component cousins. So with
HD displays available right now, how do manufacturers

some common, some not and some unique to Philips'

hope to fill such large, high resolution displays witn the

R&D labs since the early ' 80s. The first Pixel Plus came

output of lower resolution sources like DVD, broadcast TV

about in 2002 to address the limitations of the venerable

and even VHS tape?

CRT, although

it was also applied to some plasma

The strategy is summed up in two words:'Pixel

displays with limited success [ see our review of Phlips'

Enhancement'. This generic term broadly describes the

42PF9965 in AVTech, Feb 04]. To ensure the benefits of

acronyms and trade marks emblazoned across the front of

Pixel Plus could truly be enjoyed with emerging disolays

modern display devices: Digital Reality Creation, WEGA

such as LCD and plasma, Philips created Pixel Plus 2.

Engine, Picture Power, DIST and Pixel Plus, to name a
few. All aim at the same goal of sharp and clean, full-

PIXEL PLUS 2 — THE INGREDIENTS

screen pictures. Every frame aRembrandt? Doubtful, but
let's wait for the reviews to sort the wheat from the chaff.
In this issue we'll concentrate on just one of those

Its new pixel-scaling scheme, used to match the
incoming video with the format and resolution of the

feature- list fillers, Pixel Plus or more specifically, Pixel

display, now utilises avery flexible, proprietary filter that
can be optimised for any display technology. Scaling

Plus 2, engineered by Philips. This is agood example of
the state-of-the-art in consumer- level image processing

of

and, although it has many unique features, serves as a

sharpness and fine textural detail.

fine introduction to TV pixel enhancement in general.

begins with ' pixel peaking' which adjusts the amplitude
pixel

data

based

upon

its content to enhance

Allied to this is Luminance Transient Improvement
(LTI), used to sharpen horizontal and vertical edges and

PIXEL PLUS — A BRIEF HISTORY

produce frequencies above those of the original source.

Attempting to fill one of today's high resolution panels by
crudely zooming- in on astandard definition image simply

The idea here is to restore some crispness to softened

won't do. The results will appear noisy, blurred and

is important because up- scaled images can appear soft

www.hifinews.co.uk

edge-detail and create asubjectively sharper picture. LTI
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as their edge transitions become smeared, or broadened.

Fig 1. The LTI
principle

Philips' LTI features some important new capabilities. For
example,

a proprietary edge

detection

and

gradient

adjustment now accommodates new data at a sub- pixel
resolution [ see Fig 1]. Furthermore, and uniquely amongst
consumer level LTI, is Philips' Line Thinning' feature,
which prevents any broadening of the finest details that
might otherwise occur with ' standard' LTI. High-def
pictures include sharply-defined details like thin lines, so
Pixel Plus 2 identifies these details and adapts its
processing to prevent distortion [ compare the tiger's
whiskers in Fig 2].
Interlaced-to- progressive ( I-to- P) conversion is another
key element in pixel enhancement. Accomplished by a
Motion-Compensated, Edge Dependent De-Interlacer or
MC EDDI [ see AVTech Nov 03], this proprietary system
generates motion vector fields for 1-to- P conversion, but
also benefits the 2-2 and 3-2 film- mode detection.

memory now available to domestic products has enabled

PIXEL PLUS 2— DIGITAL NATURAL MOTION

Philips to implement more complex enhancement
techniques with greater precision than ever before. Refined

Another exclusive, yet somewhat controversial feature is
Digital Natural Motion ( DNM). When converting between
frame rate formats ( 24Hz film to 50Hz PAL or 60Hz NTSC
video), simply repeating images will lead to motion judder
and blur as the eye attempts to track the action.
Judder occurs because of the miss- match between
where the eye/brain expects an object to appear and where
it actually appears. Blur occurs due to the overlapping of
repeated images of a moving object or background on the

for each display technology, ' Dynamic Contrast' analyses
the contrast range frame- by-frame according to picture
content, and applies an optimised gamma correction
curve. Meanwhile, a new, motion-adaptive ' 3D Digital
Comb filter' performs signal separation duties on legacy
composite video such as analogue broadcasts and VHS.
Pixel Plus 2 currently runs on a number of powerful
ASICs ( Application Specific Integrated Circuits) and it's
possible, given adigital display and DVI/HDMI connection,

Fig 2. PP2 LTI with line thinning ( left) vs typical LTI ( right)

for the whole process to remain in the
digital domain from source to final image.
Philips plans to move Pixel Plus into a
hybrid configuration where some processes
will take place in software on its powerful
TriMedia processor, while others remain in
hardware using new ASICs.
A considerably enhanced Digital Natural
Motion ( DNM) system is also at prototype

uses motion vectors to create new frames with objects in

stage and will feature a significant
increase in processing power, promising a
major new ' halo' reduction capability. ' Halo' is an edgetype distortion that can occur around moving foreground

their correct positions. More detail is revealed to the viewer

objects and can be particularly disturbing to some viewers.

with much smoother motion and, to some viewers an
agreeable, almost 3D effect.

Philips continues to be at the vanguard of consumer level

Although ostensibly similar to Faroudja's tried-and-

video conversion and enhancement. Pixel Plus 2, and its

tested DCDi technology, Philips' own novel approach to Ito- P conversion is called EDDI or Edge Dependent De-

eventual DNM successor, demonstrates Philips isn't one to

viewer's retina. So rather than simply repeat images, DNM

And so, despite the many advancements of its rivals,

sit on its laurels. •

Interlacing. Here, progressive frames are processed to
isolate the jagged lines, which are then used to calculate
the optimal interpolation angle, resulting in smoother
diagonal lines and curves [see Fig 3].
The motion vector fields mentioned earlier are called
into play again for its ' 3D Digital Noise Reduction system'.
This content and motion- compensated scheme measures
and improves the signal-to-noise profile on afield- by-field
basis which, together with skin tone recognition, helps
prevent smearing of detail in relatively plain image areas.
Another key upgrade from the original Pixel Plus is its ' 10bit & 4:2:2 sample processing'. The move from 8 to 10bit
processing provides a smoother grey- scale rendition with
an increased dynamic range. Sampling has been enhanced
from 4:1:1

to 4:2:2, taking full advantage of digital

component sources such as DVD.
PIXELPLUS 2— THE FUTURE OF IMAGE PROCESSING
The immense processing power and generous increases in

8
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Fig 3. Basic de- interlacing ( left) vs Philips' EDDI ( right)
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Say hello to Genie
Genie is arevolution in home cinema systems, combining Mordaunt-Short's passion for music reproduction with stunning
design. Featuring ahost of ground- breaking technologies Genie delivers truly awesome performance in any environment.
Visit www.rrordaurt-short.co.uk or call 0845 128 3951 for more information.
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Revitalised by Pixel Plus 2, Philips latest 42" plasma takes on the
fifth generation 43" favourite from Pioneer. Paul Miller referees.
PHILIPS 42PF9966

PIONEER PDP-435XDE

PRICE

£4500

PRICE

£4000

SUPPLIER

Philips

SUPPLIER

Pioneer GB

CONTACT

0870 900 9070

CONTACT

01753 789789

WEBSITE

www.philips.co.uk

WEBSITE

www.pioneer.co.uk

F

ew flat- panel TVs have been as eagerly
anticipated as this latest generation from Pioneer
and Philips, two new plasma implementations
aimed at the same, highly discerning market and ., tit
employing fundamentally different panel technologies.
As we suggested in AVTech Feb 04, Philips' use of its
Pixel Plus enhancement, originally conceived for
scanning CRT sets, was not ideal for flat LCD or plasma
panels. Philips introduction of Pixel Plus 2, described
by David Perry in our MasterClass feature, is a tacit
acknowledgement of this, and the performance of its
new £4500 42PF9966 is now more than amatch for the
subtly-tweaked but still rather marvellous £4000 PDP435XDE from Pioneer. Incidentally, both these plasmas
are about £500 cheaper than their predecessors, such
are market forces.
The key difference between these two systems lies in
the nature of the panels themselves. Pioneer is using an
updated version of its progressive plasma display,
10
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complete with the deep waffle ribs and 1024x768 pixel
array used in last season's PDP-434. However, to cut
down on internal reflections, improve brightness,
contrast and colour performance, the front layer of its
glass panel has been removed and an integral 'Direct
Colour Filter' applied around the remaining layer. By
shaving about 6mm off the depth of its glass, the PDP435XDE is not only slimmer but also considerably
lighter than its predecessor.
By contrast, Philips' new 42PF9966 uses the same
Fujitsu-sourced ALiS panel that graced the 42PF9965,
albeit enhanced by the Pixel Plus 2and Digital Natural
Motion technologies that drive it. This is a1024x1024
panel that's updated in interlaced fashion 512 ' lines' at
atime. For more details about ALiS panel technology,
see our MasterClass feature in Feb 04.
Whatever else may have changed, the susceptibility
of this screen to residual images has not. Philips does
offer dire warnings about leaving static images
www.hifinews.co.uk

Feature Review
displayed for too long, but with just about every
satellite channel broadcasting a DOG (Digitally
Originated Graffiti) in one corner of the screen, I'd say
this should be addressed by Philips directly. On amore
positive note, Philips should be applauded for its new
Ambilight feature.
Quite separate from Pixel Plus 2, which processes
the on-screen image, Ambilight takes the form of two
illuminated strips at the back of the chassis. These do
not light the panel itself, but influence the way you
perceive the image by bathing the periphery of the case
in a glow whose colour responds to the ' average' or
dominant colour of the current scene. By 'biasing' your
iris (particularly when the room itself is very dark),
Ambilight can reduce viewing fatigue with movies that
have flashing lights or other bold changes in contrast.
A key enhancement for Pioneer's plasma is the ' Pure
Cinema' facility, now switchable between a 100Hz
refresh rate for smoother TV viewing or, alternatively,
75Hz (PAL)/72Hz (NTSC) for film-based DVD movies.
LIGHTS OUT
Properly set-up, the Pioneer PDP-435XDE delivers
wonderfully dynamic, cinematic images. The green
foliage from the Finding of the Ring prequel looks
deep, saturated and bubbling with detail while its
accurate depiction of highlights ensures the image
looks both vivid and fairly three-dimensional. Fed
from adigital source, like the Arcam DV79 or Pioneer
DV-868AVi, the PDP-435 carves out genuinely solid,
noise-free images, better in many respects than that
posted by some projectors at this price, despite the
difference in scale.
Philips' 42PF9966 offers a slightly noisier-looking
picture than the Pioneer but looks both brighter and
punchier still, with excellent detail in darker areas of
the picture. Gollum's descent into madness is revealed
in painful detail by the Philips screen, which exposes

www. hifi news.co.uk

the etched harshness and rough texture of the rocky
backdrop in a way that emphasises the bleak
hopelessness of the character's condition. Pick amovie
that hits the 42PF9966's sweetspot, and the perceived
depth and contrast of its pictures belies the relative
'greyness' of the panel itself.
Returning to those scenes from The Fifth Element
that had caused the older 42PF9965 so much grief, the
new '66 was sufficiently cleaner-looking that it might
as well have been an entirely new design. The scenes
showing Leeloo escaping through the metallic,
cylindrical tunnels were now free of the aliasing and
jaggies we had seen before. Curved details were now
supremely and smoothly detailed, bringing a 'you are
there' reality to very familiar scenes.
Out on its various roadshows, Pioneer will typically
demonstrate its plasmas with animated material, and
for good reason. From Shrek 2, Monsters Inc. through

The improvement offered by the
42PF9966 over the older
42PF9965 cannot be overstated
to Finding Nemo, the bold and saturated colours
delivered by the PDP-435XDE are both impressive and
unmistakable. The green seaweed (
Finding Nemo) has
avibrant, iridescent glow that permeates the faint but
intentional haze of the seawater to great effect, but it's
only when the scenes shift into the clean, clear water
of the dentist's fishtank that the sharpness of the
animation really strikes home.
The horizontal banding through the blue water is
clear to see, as are the contours that surround the
bioluminescence of the angler fish — distractions that
are less obvious with the more ' smeared' presentation
of ostensibly inferior displays. A noisy source is also

AVTech
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TacT's 10 channel TCS Mk2
system with full theatre
correction, cinema
formats, digital crossovers
and processing.
Simply the most
advanced digital
theatre & hi-fi
processor.

Advanced adj
1 having progressed or
developed well or far
2 modern; new; revolutionary

Akuprelc. I
1K
tel 0870 9100 100
www.tactaudio.co.uk

Feature Review
On the Bench with AVTech

AVTech's Recommended Settings for the Philips 42PF9966
Picture

> Personal
> 85
> 30
> 62
>2
> Warm
> Pixel Plus 2
> Maximum
> Minimum
> On

> Smart Picture
> Contrast
> Brightness
> Colour
> Sharpness
> Tint
> Digital options
> Dynamic Contrast
> DNR
> Colour Enhancement

Philips' 42FP9966
is equipped with an
HDCP-compliant
OVI input together
with three SCARTs,
composite and Svideo inputs. The
TV tuner is
supplemented by
Philips' useful
HyperText facility.
Rather sensibly,
Pioneer has shoehorned all its video
inputs ( three
SCART, S- Video,
component,
composite and
HDMI) into a
companion
PDP-R05XE
media receiver
that pipes
de- interlaced
and pre- scaled
digital video ( and
audio) up to the
POP-435,
minimizing the
number of cables
travelling to and
from the plasma.

Philips 42PF9966

revealed with less sympathy by the Pioneer, which
really benefits from a top-quality, DVI or HDMIequipped player. The extra detail, sharpness and
resolution of fleshtones available from the range of
SuperBit DVDs makes their purchase well worthwhile
when used with such a revealing panel, its vivid
smear-free clarity drawing you into movies like The
Fifth Element or A Knights Tale without distraction.
Compared
back-to-back,
and
with
our
Recommended Settings applied, the Philips panel
looks both brighter and slightly ' pinker' in hue, trading
punch for saturation and delivering ' etched' rather
than
entirely
natural-looking
pictures.
The
improvement between this and the 42PF9965 reviewed
ayear ago cannot be overstated, however, as the new
42PF9966 is markedly less noisy and freer of
contouring, smearing and other artefacts. Philips DNR
is best kept off with higher resolution digital video
inputs, but is useful with an analogue S-video feed
from a Sky box (less so if you use the RGB-wired
SCART).
Digital feeds from SuperBit DVDs are slightly better
resolved with Pixel Plus 2 enabled — the opposite of
what we found with the older Pixel Plus 1plasmas. For
any number of reasons, the 42PF9966 is rather less
impressive with animated material. The undersea
chapters from Finding Nema suffer no more contouring
than they do with the Pioneer, but the shock of noise
that appears between some of the bands can be very
obvious indeed. Furthermore, while the pictures
remain wonderfully bright, its reds and blues are not
quite as deeply saturated — a trade off, certainly, but
one that's acutely judged by this latest Philips panel.

Incidentally, the
'XDE' suffix refers
to the fully- loaded
version of the
media receiver
with its in-built
FreeView digital
TV tuner, PCMCIA
card slot, PC input
and useful
split-screen
(picture- in- picture)
facility.

Philips has evidently scoured thousands of hours of DVDs to
discover that 90% of a movie's dynamic range is squeezed
into about 30% of the available greyscale ( from 30-60IRE)
— and then optimised its panel accordingly. In practice, its
greyscale tracking is not dissimilar to that published for the
42PF9965 in AVTech Feb 04. On the other hand, Pioneer
has

engineered

a far

smoother

rendition

of

the

8- bit

greyscale with a slightly low 6230K colour temperature but
with a useful 20.8FL brightness ( full screen driven). This
increases to 55FL with 20% of the screen driven and a
contrast of 400i:1.
The Fujitsu plasma used by Philips achieves a similar
20.1FL brightness when driven across the entire surface but
peaks even higher at 71FL when only 20% of its surface is
illuminated. Thus gives the capacity for very bright pictures
indeed on the Philips, particularly as its peak output is
reached by 60IRE instead of 100IRE. Furthermore, this
yields a 450:1 contrast ratio at a colour temperature very
close to the 6500K target. Using AVTech's Recommended
Settings, we were able to achieve a similarly broad colour
gamut for both plasmas, though the Pioneer ( below) has just

AVTECH SAYS...

a little extra pizzaz through the green.

Make no mistake, the 42PF9966 is embarrassingly
better than last year's model and only falls marginally
behind the Pioneer PDP-435,(DE in the most critical of
DVD viewing, and most especially with animated

Pioneer PDP-435XDE

material. With quick-paced action films, the choice is
less clear-cut for here the more dynamic and
contrasting performance of the Philips — particularly
with its Ambilight facility in tow — won over anumber
of our viewers. Similarly, the smoother greyscale
rendition, bold colours and very clean ' look' of the
Pioneer plasma won it no less praise from others.
Whatever the preference, while Pioneer has
successfully inched
completed amarathon

forward,

Philips

has

just

AVTech's Recommended Settings for the Pioneer PDP-435XDE
Picture

> AV Selection
> Contrast
> Brightness
> Sharpness
> Pro Adjust

hifinews

> Standard
> 40
>0
>0
> Colour Temp
> Pure Cinema
> DNR/CTI/DRE

> Mid- Low
> Off ( TV)/ Adv ( DVD)
> Off
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DIVA
MASTER CLASS
Rarely in the world of home cinema can you experience the level of video and audio reproduction these talented
divas can deliver.
The DV79 and AVR300 offer that elusive combination of a full feature set with the finest performarce in its class.
DV79 highlights include an HDMI video output offering stunning digital video for use with the world's firest
displays as well as reference quality audio from movie and music sources.
The AVR300 features exceptional performance on both stereo and multi- channel playback. The massive
amplifier section delivers 100 watts per channel into all seven channels and 120 watts into two channels
with the kind of audiophile reproduction you'd expect from Arcam.
Book your front row seat at your nearest Arcam specialist to see and hear these exceptionally talented divas
for yourself.
For the inside story on the Arcam DiVA master class visit www.arcam.co.uk/diva
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ARCAM
DiVA

Bringing music and movies to life.
Tel: 01223 203200 www.arcam.co.uk
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Update

JON THOMPSON'S

VIEW FROM THE INSIDE

E

very now and then there is a must- attend event'
and last year such an occasion was staged in

Amsterdam. For years people had talked about the

hand, still images looked particularly good, demonstrating the
true potential of this projector. As this system uses a
proprietary version of LCcS ( Liquid Crystal on Silicon)

mythical 4k benchmark ( 4096x2160 pixels) as something

technology, the motion looked particularly smooth with none of

that needed to be achieved for digital projection_

Jon Thompson
FBKS and
film director
Shekhar Kapur

Last

the usual artefacts, such as smearing, often associated with its

(Elizabeth/four

September, for the first time, this 4k technology was

kind. Recently, Sony claims to have increased the cortrast

feathers) at

demonstrated in Europe, even if it was under the guise of a

ratio of its Qualia system tc 6D00:1, an astonishing figure by

Cannes 2003

demonstration of HD-Cam SR. This is Sony's new production

any measure.
Either way, this Qualia technology will certainly give Sony an

talking about

advantage and seems to be a worthy competitor to Texas

film- making

and post- production format, currently being used in the
forthcoming Star Wars Episode III (Revenge of the Sith).
Nevertheless, word had spread that the demonstration of HD-

Instruments' DLP. So far DLP has gone largely unchallenged,

Cam SR would take place using a4k Qualia projector even if

despite the best efforts of JVC with its D-11JULCoS derivative

Sony, who had developed this projection technology, had not
even announced it was going to be shown.

[see AVTech Aug 04]. Perhaps Qualia will redress the balance.
In practice, Sony has awhole range of products that boast the

With expectations suitably raised, the event at the Rai

Qualia logo, everything from budget home cinema projectors to

Theatre in Amsterdam attracted the highest crowd probably
ever seen at this show. With the auditorium filled to capacity
and beyond, the organisers were so overwhelmed it took nearly
an hour to get everybody seated. The projector, meanwhile,
was in such aprototype state that it arrived with about ten of
Sony's engineers to nurse it into life. The projector itself
looked to use some four Qualia panels stitched together to

the future of

The projector, in aprototype state,
arrived with about ten of Sony's
engineers to nurse it into life

produce a 4k image. Viewed from a distance — it was
surrounded by agaggle of Sony engineers, after all — the entire
box of tricks was not exactly an aesthetic masterpiece. But

state-of-the-art digital cinema projectors. Of course, this is

what were the pictures like?
As it was clealy aprototype model, Iwill be restrained in

(Grating Light Valve) technology. The GLV uses lasers and can

my judgement, but in the 2k versus 4k demonstration alot of

technology seems to be afew years off, so we'll have to wait

people seemed to think the 2k version looked better. There are

before any GLV projector Is demonstrated.
Sony appears to have avery strong product line for 2005,

lots of issues with moving pictures, particularly concerning
colour imagery. With the trailer shown of 13 Going on 30, the
flesh tones seemed particularly off, with Jennifer Garner

only a ' mid-ground' strategy fcr Sony while its develops its GLV
produce the widest colour gamut ever seen. Unfortunately, this

with the launch of the Qualia display devIces. Blu-ray and
ultimately the PlayStation 3, which is built around Bru ray

trailers are not the best material to use at this kind of

technology. Sony may be launching high-definition 4k in the
home very soon, but the message from them is loud and clear,

demonstration, due to the limited resolution of what are,
typically, duplications of the original negative. On the other

high definition products are here, supported by the launch of
HD- ready equipment in the next 12 months [ see our review of

looking like she had a slight case of jaundice. Ultimately,

www.hifinews.co.uk
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ScreenPlay
hammers home
its supremacy
in the domestic
market with
amid- priced
mallet.
Paul Miller is
stunned
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INFOCUS SCREENPLAY 7205

the projector that manifest in asubstantial boost to its

PRICE

£5000

performance. So while the 7205 is still a single-chip
DLP design, the chip in question is upgraded from the

SUPPLIER

OSE Solutions

CONTACT

01423 359054

WEBSITE

www.infocushome.com

U

p against the corporate might of InFocus,
whose ScreenPlay range represents an all-out

assault on the domestic home cinema market,
all potential competitors face amountainous task. And
if its monumental three-chip 777 model, reviewed in
our last issue, is the Everest of the range then this
single-chip 7205 represents the north face of the Eiger.
Superficially, the familiar grey plastic casework and

realm of Marantz's VP12-S3, our reference for singlechip systems. Like the VP12-S3, the 7205 is also
equipped with a7- rather than 6-segment colourwheel,
the extra dark green element chosen to further improve
its contrast in very dark areas of the picture.
Interlaced video inputs benefit from a Faroudja
DCDi+ I-to-P converter and scaler to best accommodate
the 16:9 aspect of the DMD chip while an enhanced
version of ScreenPlay's customary Carl Zeiss lens
assembly (with manual zoom and focus) completes the
picture.

'handbag' aesthetic are really no different from the
5700 [
AVTech, Feb 04], but while the latter has recently

ON THE BENCH

been reduced to just £2800, the 7205 is pitched at an
altogether headier £ 5000.

As promised by InFocus, the 7205's default colour
temperature is very close to the 6500K standard, but its

The extra outlay has evidently not been wasted on a
fancy new case but, instead, on the engineering guts of
16

5700's 1024x576 'Matterhorn' to the superior HD2+
DMD at 1024x720 pixels. This brings the 7205 into the

FEBRUARY 2005
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contrast is somewhat weaker than expected at — 650:1,
even after our calibration [see AV7'ech's Recommended
www.hifinews.co.uk

Feature Review
Settings]. Furthermore, the colour gamut of the 7205 is
almost identical to the 5700 reviewed in May 2004.
Once again, blues and reds are usefully saturated but
greens are alittle weak, tainted by yellow. Isuggested
that this was due to ScreenPlay's choice of
colourwheel for the 5700 and can only assume the
same cells are used in this 7205 despite the extra dark
green cell, upgraded DMD chip and optics.
In practice, and in common with other InFocus
Screenplay models, the real strength of the 7205 lies in
both its maximum brightness (afull 17.5FL from an 8'
image) accurate gamma and smooth greyscale. Fan
noise is very low at —33.5dBA, light leakage absolutely
minimal and its set-up is about as easy as falling off a
log. The M1 DA digital video input is its only quirk, as
you'll need an adapter to partner it with conventional
DVI/HDMI cables.
LIGHTS OUT
Make no mistake — despite its limited green gamut and
contrast, the 7205 delivers genuinely exciting and
involving pictures. LOR's prequel Finding of the Ring
is renowned for the vibrancy of the green trees, grasses
and rushes that surround the riverbank and, despite its
greens being a little washed out, the image remains
both cinematic and punchy, right up to asubstantial 8'
screensize. Later, as the Hobbits journey to Mordor
through a stark landscape of rocks and lifeless trees,
the 7205's etched image may aggravate a hint of
rainbow flicker for some viewers, but it still conveys
the hopelessness of the Hobbit's task to dramatic effect.
In fact, it's this very capacity to stretch to abigger
screensize while maintaining a high brightness that
marks the major improvement of the 7205 over the
redoubtable 5700. The 7205 provides more than a
suggestion of the immersive, bigscreen performance
generated by the big boys of the projection world, a
level of performance that once started with the £8500
Marantz VP12-S3.
We ended up watching Finding Nemo from,
beginning to end, which says a lot for the 7205's
cinematic quality. Sure enough, it's not quite amatch
for the Marantz VP-12S3 but any shortcomings revolve
around the slight loss in dark-grey contrast rather than
any artefacts or colour distortions. Play amovie with a
stronger black/white contrast, like Donnie Darko, and
the 7205's extra brightness can fool the eye into
believing the picture's dynamic range is actually wider

where car headlamps punch through the night or the
bright light of the sun beams through the windows of a
darkened schoolroom, and the 7205 swiftly sees off its
dimmer rivals.
The dark scenes from Chapter 9 onwards through
Pitch Black are handled remarkably well, the only
noise in the darkest areas of the picture being film
grain off the DVD. The Marantz will pull out darker
blacks but there's little to choose in terms of detail
through mid-grey areas of the picture. Meanwhile, the
flickering torchlight from our cornered cast possibly
represents the toughest test for any DLP projector and
here, while the 7205 succumbs to some rainbow
flicker, the result could have been alot, lot worse.
But I should not dwell overmuch on the 7205's
shortcomings. Watch bold and bright movies like The

The 7205 provides more than
asuggestion of an immersive,
bigscreen performance...
Empire Strikes Back from the restored Stars Wars
Trilogy and the 7205 comes into its own, matching the
fast-pace of the action scenes with aslick, bright and
detailed picture that keeps the eye entertained and the
mind engaged.
AVTECH SAYS...
Frankly, there's nothing to match the performance of
the 7205 in what is the middle ground between the first
'serious' projectors at £2000-£3000 and the true highend beginning with Marantz's VP- 12S3. The only
question is, why has ScreenPlay left abig gap between
its £5000 7205 and £20k 777? An intermediate model
could make a clean sweep of the entire domestic
market for ScreenPlay, from its £ 1000 4800 upwards.

AVTec sRecommended Settings for the Screenplay 7205
Picture > Contrast
> Brightness
> Aspect Ratio
> Gamma
> Overscan
> Advanced

> 66
> 46
> 16:9
> Film
> Off
> Color Space
> Color Temp
> Color Control

than the measurements might suggest. Watch scenes

> Auto ( RGB)
> 6500K
> Red Gain
> Green Gain
> Blue Gain

> 55
> 45
> 47

Inputs a- plenty,
kicking off with the
Ml DA socket ( far
left) for DVI/HDMI
digital video
sources. Pairs of
component and
S- Video inputs are
joined by asingle
composite input.
Trigger and RS232
sockets are also a
must for custom
installers.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Sky's the limit

PAIR16

You can never have too much hard
disc space, particularly with Sky Movie
channels running 24 hours aclay. Enter the Sky + PVR160.
Paul Miller investigates
SKY PLUS PVR160
PRICE

£399 with options

SUPPLIER

BSkyB

CONTACT

08702 40 50 43

WEBSITE

www.skyplus.co.uk

S

orne three years ago, my media room was
included in Sky's preliminary rollout of its
Sky+ service, a mix of beta-testing and
early adoption that was to revolutionize ' IT
viewing in our household. Sky+ as a concept has
not changed - it's still an ingenious combination of
satellite decoder and digital recorder in one little
grey box, originally built by PACE and subsequently
replaced by the PVR2. Anyone who already uses the
Sky + service will probably have aPVR2, although
later Amstrad models have a mirror-imaged front
panel to distinguish them from the PACE-sourced

...enabling two overlapping
programs on different channels to be
recorded simultaneously.
versions.
If there was ever afly in Sky's ointment, then this
was modest size of its standard, 40Gb HDD.
Sufficient for 20 hours of archived or time-shifted
content, the disc space was readily consumed.
Hence the PVR160, amore mature wine in arather
bigger bottle thanks to its slower-speed 160Gb drive
18
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which is both quieter and, in all likelihood, more
reliable.
The new PVR160 will set you back some £399
with afree Sky+ subscription, provided you receive
more than one of its premium channels (such as
Sky Sports 1&2 or Sky Movies 1&2). Otherwise, the
subscription will cost you £10 a month together
with Sky's standard installation charge of £60. The
services are enabled by the Sky viewing card
loaded into the front of the box, adjacent to another
slot that controls the various interactive services.
Over its three year history, both the Sky+
hardware and software have evolved quite
significantly. Both the PVR2 and PVR160 contain
two tuners which enables two overlapping
programs on different channels to be recorded
simultaneously. In much the same way, asatellite
dish with a quad LNB (Low Noise Block) will
support two Sky+ boxes, each with apair of tuners.
This is the basis of Sky's multiroom system.
Sky's EPG (Electronic Programming Guide) is
accessed through the Services menu where all the
available channels are listed and where favourite
programs are highlighted for recording. It's also
possible to flag a ' Reminder' which warns viewers
that aprogram is about to start or set a ' Series Link'
which automatically records future episodes of a
chosen broadcast, just in case you forget. Naturally,
the Sky + system lends itself perfectly to ' Live
Pause' recording should your viewing of a
broadcast be interrupted by a phone call, for
example. Once you've dealt with the message, you
can then resume your viewing five, ten or however
many minutes behind the rest of the world but

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The Sky + Planner
is simplicity itself.

sky
qtssde

2.30pnt Thu 18 Nov
SKY-t-

Two programs may

PLANNER

be recorded

Free 92%
Simpson,
Sim sons
Sim sons
Simpson*
The Planets
Teaser Arnim
The Orittas Empire
Red Dwarf V
Space Odyssey: V..
Car...vale
Press 0

Better pictures with Sky+

RECORDED
RECORDED
RECORDED

Sk One
Sky One
Sky One

RECORDED
RECOR3ED

Sky One
BBC FOUR

VIEWED
VIEWED
RECORDED

simultaneously

—

while ' Series Link'
and ' Keep'
archiving functions

BBC 2 England
Bravo + 1

add to its

UXTV 02

BBC 1South
RECORDED
9 00.m FX

versatility.
Remaining disc

•
to cancel recording. <> options

space is indicated
in the top right hand

You might be wondering why other HOD recorders can

Sky will be launching anew range of products that

squeeze 300 hours of TV or video programming onto a 1600b

will allow recorded programs to be piped between
boxes. Tentatively branded ' Sky on the Go', one
such product would allow programs to be viewed
on what amounts to a portable media player with
onboard hard-drive. Depending on its engineering, I
suspect this will be more than abox to keep the kids
occupied in the back of the car on long journeys...

drive while the PVR160 is limited' to 80 hours. The fact that
the Sky + box has no quality setting' for its recordings is a
clue to the fundamental difference between it and other HDDbased PVRs ( Personal Video Recorders). Conventional PVR's
will record the decoded audio/video TV program content to
disc

with

user- defined

levels

of compression -

more

corner.

compression means more hours but at reduced picture

PERFORMANCE
The best picture quality is realised through Sky's
RGB-wired SCART connection, which also carries a

quality.
By contrast, the Sky+ system records the native stream ( with
Videoguard encryption) directly off the satellite dish. Each

composite feed, while the optical digital output
should be connected to your AV receiver or
processor. Some Sky Movies are delivered with
their 5.1-channel Dolby Digital audio content intact,
which is just another reason to ' listen' via the

stream represents a multiplex of, typically, six channels tqat
often reflect multiple regional variations. One stream carries,
for example, BBC 1Yorkshire, BBC 1East York. & Linc., BBC1
Northwest, BBC 1West Midlands, BBC 1East Midlands and
BBC

1 Norwich. The channels are separated and your

selection recorded intact, without decoding. Hardly efficient,

optical digital output and not the analogue stereo
feed. Sky's MPEG video decoding is of a high
quality, and more than good enough to cope with
the limited (video) data rate of some broadcasts.
Differences in picture quality can be quite marked

but there is a bonus. On playback, this recorded stream is
decoded exactly as it would be from the original ' live'
broadcast, so the picture quality is identical. In reality, the
picture quality is determined by the bit rate of the original

between channels, with some 'specialist' offerings
falling behind that from Sky One or BBC channels,
for example. Flat-out, the best BBC broadcasts will

broadcast and the degree of compression employed by the
content providers.

without missing asecond of the action.

match the performance of a budget DVD player
handling an average-quality disc, but it's still short
of what might be achieved with a DVI-equipped

All Sky boxes are connected to the phone line
which
facilitates
interactive
programming,
including Sky's pay-per-view Box Office in addition
to delivering any software updates. This is
programmed to occur in the early hours of the

player. Roll on HD broadcasting, we say! Ironically

morning but it will put the PVR160 (or PVR2) into
standby mode. Which explains why the Sky box
occasionally seems to have turned itself off, but also
explains why the phone connection should not be
disconnected. Recent software ' tweaks' allow
different picture formats (
4:3 or 16:9) to be defined
for the main and second (RF) locations while
extending the PIN restriction to on-line viewing and
to prevent programs labeled ' Keep' from being
accidentally deleted.
The main external difference between the PVR2
and PVR160 are its USB ports, mounted front and
back but currently disabled. AVTech has learnt that

it's the digital radio broadcasts that really benefit
from this Sky solution, typically sounding cleaner,
clearer and with greater perceived bandwidth than

The two satellite

might be experienced via an ' equivalent' DAB tuner.

inputs feed separate
tuners while the

AVTECH SAYS...

decoded ( video)

Home cinema enthusiasts will need to wait till 2006
(at least) until Sky launches its HD service, which
also means new hardware probably equipped with
HMDI v1.1 connections. Until then, I cannot
recommend the Sky+ system heartily enough. It
will not only revolutionize the way you view TV
but by providing access to a world of movies and
other content it will, inevitably, broaden your
choice of DVD purchases in the future.3

r
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I

The micro movie system
with the big feature.

ir I
1.01011111.

Surround sound from just two tiny satellite speakers
and an elegant sub- woofer
The smallest DVD system available
Dolby Virtual Speaker
Dolby headphone
World-class surround decoding
Optional matching cassette and mini-disc
Fits any room
Plays music, movies, radio, family photos, MP3s from CD's

Denon's miniature DVD system with Dolby Virtual Speaker
Surround sound from just two speakers.

SYS-M51 speakers included
Extruded aluminium and
wood cabinets, only 21cm high
High quality drive units
100 watt subwoofer in
stylish slim design

Visit www.denon.co.uk or call 01234 741200.

DENON

Feature

Out of the bottle and into your
living room, the Genie Plus
is awish come true
Review by Peter Thompson

MORDAUNT SHORT GENIE PLUS
PRICE

£1050

SUPPLIER

Marantz UK

CONTACT

01753 680868

WEBSITE

www.mordaunt-short.com

L

ooking like an extra from an episode of the XFiles, Mordaunt Short's new £ 800 Genie
speaker system has already mutated, sprouting

an additional MS409W subwoofer to form the £ 1.050
'Genie Plus' package reviewed here. In practice, and
although the system has atotally revised aesthetic, the
Genie effectively builds on the longstanding and very
popular Premiere series of satellites and sub. Living up
to the promise of this favourite combo will be avery
tall order indeed, but it's achallenge built on a firm
foundation of these two MS409W subs. For a
discussion on the merits of using multiple subwoofers,
www.hifinews.co.uk

our MasterClass spanning the May/Aug 03 issues is
well worth a read. Meanwhile, each of these silver
cubes houses an active crossover tuneable from 50200Hz and a dedicated 200W Class D amplifier that
drives its downward-firing, 250mm CPC (Continuous
Profile Cone) aluminium woofer. MS has even
supplied a set of rather nifty-looking feet to lift the

The piece de resistance is the
provision of adiscrete sound
pressure level meter...
driver clear of the thickest carpets.
This foundation is strengthened by its dedicated
MS404 centre speaker, with an extra driver and a
tweeter positioned to aid alignment with the two
MS402 front speakers. The system is completed by an
additional pair of 402s as surround speakers.
AVTech

FEBRUARY 2005
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Feature
In addition to the

reading and which track this relates to. You then

adjustable, low-

simply turn the notch filter frequency on the rear
panels to the number that matches this test track and
the notch filter cut control to the highest dB reading.

pass active filter
that acts on the

e
POWER

line- level inputs,

VARIABLE NOTCH FILTER

-----

Of

MS has
0

e

incorporated an
evolved forro of its
ARC ( Active Room
dat

Control) into the
LINE

MS409W. This

1
,4

VOLUME

MOW.

FREQUENCY

eat

PHASE

Oulr

0 G

adjustable notch
filter

-

may be dialled- up
from 25Hz-110Hz
and offers a
suppression of
between 2-16dB.

mORDAUNT-SHORT

Each step on the
filter is associated

MS409W DIGITAL 511BWOOFER

with atrack on the

Power Rating: 12D 240v AC , 5011,

Genie's Test CD
which provides a
series of pure
tones, increasing in
frequency. It's a
simple task to skip
from track to track
(using aCD or DVD
player) and quickly
identify any
dominant room
modes.

22

Max Power Consumption: /SIM

Incidentally, the centre speaker is a good 3dB more
sensitive than the front and surrounds, so this should
be accounted for in the setup of your partnering AV
amp or receiver. Otherwise, both the 404 and 402
employ a mix of MS's 100mm CPC mid/bass driver
(now in its second generation) with a 25mm
aluminium dome tweeter.
Both drivers are
magnetically-shielded, so any of the satellites can be
parked near aTV.
It's clear that alot of
thought as gone into
the design of this
package. The diecast
aluminium enclosures
feel reassuringly solid
as you remove them
from their individual
carrying bags, which
sport
the ' Hello'
branding that extends
to the rest of the
packaging
and
the
documentation.
The
versatile stands are
integrated
into
the
enclosures using aball
and socket joint, so the
satellites
are incorporated
into
almost any
environment without too much upheaval. In addition,
they also incorporate cable management and
beautifully machined, sturdy binding posts. Access is a
little tricky, however, so the chunkiest 4mm banana
plugs may end up sticking out from the sides of the
cabinet.
This quality feel extends to the two subs, which
feature the same machined controls at the back. The
piece de resistance, however, is the provision of a
discrete sound pressure level meter, which looks for all
the world like a diecast remote control, and used to
match the subs to your room.
As the key accessory of MS's ARC (Active Room
Control) this SPL meter is as easy to use as it is elegant
and adds considerably to the upmarket feel of the
system as awhole. Using the supplied CD, you play the
various test tracks and make anote of the highest dB

FEBRUARY 2005
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PERFORMANCE
Dangling from the end of amighty Pioneer VSX-AX101
receiver and DV-868AVi DVD player, it was quickly
apparent that these low coloration' satellites take some
driving if the music — or movie soundtrack — is to fill
the room. Spare the rod and you'll spoil the music, for
it was only when we wound things up that the Genie
really started to drive our 21'x16' room. Now the
system really seemed to melt into the background and
we were left to focus on the music. The transition
between the two subs and the rest of the system was
handled extremely well, thanks in no small part to
MS's ARC facility. It proved very capable of
reproducing the dynamics of Porcupine Tree's In
Absentia DVD-A, attacking the louder tracks with real
gusto and bite, yet also proved surprisingly capable of
handling the sudden changes to the subtler and quieter
passages that are trademark of this album. Finer details
were rendered particularly well and this, combined
with a wide soundstage, resulted in a musical
presentation that was both very easy on the ear and
highly believable.
The good news continued when moving on to more
'flammable' material. Terminator 3was great fun, from
the thumps of the explosions, handled with great
control by the subwoofers, through to the quieter, more
atmospheric
passages, never
once did we feel
that the system
was not the equal
of the material. If
there is a weak
link here, then
this is the MS404
centre
speaker
which, although
being more than
capable
of
reproducing both
dialogue
and
music with great
clarity,
did
occasionally feel
as if it was slightly ' out of sync' with the rest of the
system. This might have been down to its D'Appolito
(woofer-tweeter-woofer) driver alignment but it's
otherwise quite tricky to twist the google-eyed satellite
through 90° and more accurately mimic the dispersion
characteristic if the MS402's.
AVTECH SAYS...
The Genie Plus is a thoroughly capable system,
matching the performance of more expensive (and
much larger) systems at an extremely competitive
price. Where space is an issue, pop the Genie Plus from
its bottle and you'll be toasting awinner. And if space
is really an issue, then you can lose one of the
subwoofers and still not feel shortchanged. For those
needing to fill alarger space, however, just remember
you'll need to drive the system quite hard to obtain the
best results.
www.hifinews.co.uk

digital,
drive

The world's ultimate subwoofer
Complete with fully digital, on board room equalisation system
using supplied microphone and on-screen graphical display.
• Hugely efficient 1250 W Class D energy recovery amplifier.
• Available in 10", 12", 15" and 18" driver configurations.
• Dual tandem voice coils and Kevlar reinforced drive units.
• Fast and articulate in music mode.
• Massive slam and depth in cinema operation.
• On board 8 band graphic equalisation software.
• 6 custom listening modes.
• Attractive and compact cabinet design.

EISA *:*

• Available in maple, cherry and high gloss black.
• Prices range from £ 2000 - £ 3500.

EUROPEAN HOME THEATER SUBWOOFER OF THE YEAR 2004-05

For your local dealer, click on "dealer locator at www.red-line.co.uk

redline
FAS

'moon'

Vel°dyne

.
ARTISCHSI

Distributed in the UK by Redline T: 0131 555 3922 E:info@red-line.co.uk

www.red-line.co.uk

Auditions
loudspeaker

60277 and SK60276] one really could hear
every delicate lyrical phrase — and the
acoustic in this recording was beautifully
reproduced. The Tempo conveys very well
the solidity, weight and harmonic richness
of the pianoforte.
Switching to a very different musical
style — Morcheeba's ' Part of the Process'
and ' Shoulder Holster' from Big Calm —
the swirling synth sounds and Skye's
characterful voice were well captured,
clear and lacking in muddle or harshness.
There is an abundance of high-energy
layering of treble energy in this recording
and while the Tempo exhibited atouch of
brightness, with the speakers pointing
directly at me, it was not enough to spoil
the overall effect. Bass plumbed deep and
clean on ' Shoulder Holster' and also when
playing Pink Floyd's Pulse which I
re-visited for these speakers (and which
re-created this live event in
a very
pleasing and convincing way.)
The Tempo seemed highly adept at
vocals, which were handled with less than
typical levels of colorations and with the
common problems of ' barking' and
'forwardness' avoided.
For instance, Van Morrison's raw, earthy
voice is difficult to handle even when
recorded well, such as on the 20-bit remastered Poetic Champions Compose CD.
On the various vocal tracks, the Tempo
projected his voice clearly and in all its
glory. There was fine clarity, but the
speaker avoided going over the top. His
sultry sax on ' Spanish Steps' hung in the
air and, quite apart from the fine sax
sound, one could clearly hear the keys
working and small amounts of spit on the
reed — in a very natural way without
undue emphasis. Most speakers simply

Attention to detail: horizontal aluminium alloy
feet (above) and abitumastically-damped rear
terminal panel ( below) both reduce vibrations
clarity, it goes without saying that aclean
signal source and good amplification are
both essential if one is not merely to hear
distortion from earlier in the system chain
— but that is not the fault of the speakers.
Nonetheless, there is just atouch of treble
lift on-axis [see Lab Report, 00] and this
most likely contributes to atouch of extra
brightness. This disappears at 30° off axis
and is reduced at 15°. So one can tune this
out simply by angling the Tempos.
Audio Physic suggests either crossing
the axes in front of the listener or — to
widen the image — behind the listening
seat. Itried the latter and this seemed to
work very well, giving abroad deep stereo
spread and correcting the balance.
Now the presentation took on an even
more realistic character and imagery was
even more holographic. The brain seems
to be more easily fooled into believing
what the ears hear when not having sound
fired straight at them — but then that's
another story.
Once toed out, correcting the small
treble emphasis, the overall tonal balance
was very neutral with perhaps a hint of
richness in the upper bass as if there was a

The Tempo is areal achievement,
capable of almost holographic stereo
and reproducing subtle musical detail
don't reproduce these sounds, or they are
so muted as to be inaudible. Here they are
quite clear to hear yet simply remain part
of the music.
Other examples of vocals handled well
included Sting's voice on ' Sychronicity', a
performance that can sound harsh and
messy when heard through some systems.
But the Tempo took it all in its stride.
Meanwhile, Eleanor McEvoy's 'The Rain
Falls' from Yola [
on the HiFi News
Sampler CD, from MSM SACD113]
pointed up not just her superb voice, but
also afine piano sound and deep rich bass
lines. The lack of delayed energy and
clutter seemed obvious here. With all this

www.hifinews.co.uk

little

extra

power

here.

Moving

the

speakers around in the room helped here
and, as per Audio Physic's instructions,
they sounded best brought forward from
the back wall and closer to the side walls.
Bass delivery was deep and well
controlled — very analytical and musical
and without excessive power or bloating
in the deep bass. Perhaps some extra
energy at 150Hz may have masked the
deeper bass slightly, but for end users that
will depend on room acoustics. There was
certainly no hint of a lower midrange
'hole' as can occur due to the floor
reflection from single bass/mid units, and

richness through the lower mid range — no
doubt made possible by the Audio Physics
woofer/ mid configuration.
Summing up, the Tempo is a superb
loudspeaker — a real achievement —
capable of almost holographic stereo and
reproducing subtle musical detail. What's
more, it is superbly built and finished and
costs just £2200 — aprice Ireckon is very
reasonable given the build quality and
overall package. If clarity, detail and
musical naturalness are your thing, and
you are in the market for loudspeakers at
this price the German-made Tempo should
definitely be high on your list. •
David Berriman

Su. ' Her
Aanvil Audio
01359 240687
vAvw.aanvilaudio.u-net.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
Essentially acompletely new design, the Tempo truly
connects the listener with the music thanks to its
precision and resolution of detail. Strong on vocals,
though will reveal any shortcomings in electronics.

there was a good sense of warmth and
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Spectral DMC-15/DMA-100S amp

and power leads were Siltech and Spectral. No

DAC [
HFN Dec ' 041. Nagra is primarily astudio

mains processing equipment was used, though

equipment manufacturer. Altnough

the system was powered from a dedicated 30A

global turnover probably exceeding the turnover of

having a

spur into my living room through unmodified wall

every principal UK audio maker combined, Nagra

£4195/£4295

sockets. Everyth'ng was sited or Robert's elegant

rarely intervenes in the audio market.

Peak Consult Princess speakers

prototype slate and stainless- steel equipment

PRICE
PRICE

£4500

T

his month, something different. Acomplete
system put together by an imnorter: a
combination of brands that aie

rarely

reviewed despite enjoying legendary reputations.
The only make Ispecified was Spectral. The rest I
left to RT Services' main man, Robert Purnell. He

I've owned, among numerous others and with

rack. The whole setup was put together in under

considerable

30 minutes. Hassle-free, tweak- free, no fuss, no

Tri Vista DAC21, various Meridian and Marantz

pleasure,

the

Musical

Fidelity

The setup was put together in under
30 minutes. Hassle-free, tweak free, no
fuss, no posturing and no ' black-art'

knew I'd bought asecondhand Spectral DMC-12

posturing and

pre-amp from a ' civilian' who was upgrading to a

speakers are

immaculately crafted two- unit

now out of production LFD DAC-3. Eac't imparted

DMC-30S. Moreover, he knew I'd auditioned that

bookshelf- sized cabinets on elegant stands. The

their own specific sonic characteristics. The MF

purchase using the owner's Accuphase DP-85

SpectraIs are full-width low- height units taking up

DAC21 was and remains excellent value. The LED

multi- format digital player.

little space and tne Accuphase is state-of-the-art

had adeeply seductive, incisive quality which, for

engineering in an immaculate single- box.

those prepared to pay three times as much as the

Robert arrived with the Accuphase DP- 67
CD player, the entry level Spectral

no ' black- art'.

The

Princess

DMC-15

DACs and had extensive loan of the glcrioLs and

unit — around 30 buyers Ibelieve — made the

line-only pre- amp and DMA- 100S power amplifier

UNDER STARTER'S ORDERS

and a pair of entry-level Princess speakers from

For entertainment and interest only, really, Robert

Within seconds it was apparent that the

Peak Consult International ( PCI). Interconnects

had at my request supplied aNagra two-channel

combination, using the Accuphase, was superb. It
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purchase mandatory.
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Auditions
system review

transient

attack

and

the

musicality

were

magnificent. It must be emphasised here though
that the Accuphase/Nagra combination digital
source retails at £ 11.6k — excluding specialist
interconnects and power chords.
Rumours are that sometime in 2005 Nagra will
launch a CD player. In the meantime though,
stand-alone transports are ararity these days and
although for curiosity my Marantz CD-95 was
pressed into service, the transport section of the
much more modern Accuphase DP- 67 was faster
and more dynamic. Most of my listening with the
Princess speakers was via the Nagra DAC.
Candidly, the stand-alone Accuphase DP- 67
sounded somewhat 'artificial' in comparison —
though not in absolute terms. Perhaps that's
exactly as it should be because even at £4.6k the
player is still ' only' entry level in the Accuphase
line up. Bear in mind that the peerless sound I
heard at my friend's place emanated from the
Accuphase DP-85, at £ 12k.

VALUE. WHAT VALUE?
Unfortunately, Idon't have the gift of total recall,
so what follows here must be coloured by adegree
of subjective inconsistency — for which Iapologise
in advance. If what Isay next impels you to
consider monumental expenditure, then take all
the necessary precautions first, that is, home
demonstrations from asympathetic RTS dealer.
OK, deep breath — Itruly believe that the
Accuphase DP- 85 is the finest digital source I've

Here's asystem put together from some of the
classiest products on the planet: Accuphase,

ever heard. And yes, if Ihad £ 12k to blow on it,
I'd buy it in aheartbeat.
The Accuphase DP- 67, as supplied for my
review, really is a first-rate piece of equipment,

Spectral, Nagra and PCI. Howard Popeck reports

but Ibelieve that the competition is very tough at
this price band and you can probably get
performance pretty close to it, for less money.
Having said this, in both Germany and the UK,

was so ' right'. It doesn't take days to hear this sort

and Spectral.

of thing.

Puppy

Even

inexperienced ears, providing

they're sufficiently open-minded and not
overawed by the sheer price of the equipment,
can and do hear the ' rightness'.
Clearly it's easy and foolhardy to jump to

7.

He's upgraded to the WATT

This

s a monumental

the demand for the DP- 67 as supplied to me has
greatly exceeded supply since its launch. RTS

financial

sells all it can import, and more — so hey, what do

investment, especially when you consider the

Iknow? Clearly then, the DP- 67 is still asuperb
CD player, despite the existence of both the
DP- 85 and the Nagra DAC.

upgrade path he's climbed and continues to
climb. His room is untreated and of modest
dimensions. There's no fancy mains processing

The Nagra is the finest DAC Ihave ever heard

prestigious

either. The sound is so breathtaking that you just

— bar none. If Ialready owned astate-of-the-art

components can't take just a few minutes. But

don't want to leave — and it all starts with his

transport, I'd seriously consider its purchase even

first

Accuphase DP- 85.

at £ 7k. And for reasons beyond the scope of this

conclusions.

A review of

impressions

do

such

create

a resonance

throughout the reviewing process — one that Ifind

Ipurchased his Spectral DMC-12 in an attempt

quite difficult to ignore. With the Nagra in the

to inject a bit more magic into one of my home

chain, nothing was out of proportion. Nothing was

systems. Well, its introduction was a significant

built- into the Nagra would keep my purchase

larger than life, nothing was overly compressed.

step up — but it wasn't really approaching the
'rightness' of his system.

abreast of, if not continually redefining
state-of-the-art digital-to-analogue conversion.

IN-DEPTH IMPRESSIONS

homogenous, there was enhanced pin- point
precision, the bass was appropriate rather than

Piano notes had the appropriate degree of decay,
cellos sounded like cellos, and so on.

review Iam totally confident that whatever the
progress in DAC technology, the latent facilities

With the Nagra DAC, the sound was more

Now, if you'll allow, alittle history. At the home
of a friend of mine resides the finest, most
enjoyable, most jaw-dropping CD-replay system
I've ever heard — bar none. It has, among many

So, listening commenced with the Accuphase as
atransport into the Nagra DAC and then into the
SpectraIs into Princess speakers. It was hard to

impressive and the reverberation was more
natural overall.

other attributes, both ' slam' and transparency. A

pull myself away. The equilibrium between the

very

Accuphase single- box DP-85 multi-format digital

components was exemplary. Iheard detail I'd not
heard in my room before — even on the Revel

player, Spectral DMC-30S pre-amp, Jeff Rowland

Studios, and yet the treble remained sweet and

is, unreservedly. Of course you can get a very

power amp and Wilson WATT Puppy 6 speakers.

pure. Ambience, perspective and depth were

acceptable sound

My friend has had a long history of Accuphase

superb and the sheer speed of the system, the

Accuphase DP-67 is just that — and there are

rare

combination.

www.hifinews.co.uk

It

comprises

the

Most people reading this probably think that
I'm crazy.

Is

he really

recommending the

purchase of a £ 12k CD player or £ 7k DAC? Yes he
for far less money.
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numerous options at considerably lower cost.
However, if you really, really want to get as close
to the heart and soul of the music, then I've heard
nothing better in my room.

SPECTRAL CHAMELEON
The SpectraIs performed flawlessly, faultlessly,
musically, dynamically and reliably. They never
drew

attention

to

themselves;

their

only

characteristic was one of having no character at
all. They were often driven hard, but never ran
hot. But without them, nothing else here would
have worked so well. It was, in a most literally
sense, the pivotal point of the system as supplied,
and how that system evolved — as you'll see later.
The modestly-stated

power output utterly

belies its performance. The pre/power sounds like
amuscle amp — yet retains the delicacy of valves
without ( in my personal opinion) the over-rich
bloom that valves invariably offer. Iloved it. Even
at this entry level, the SpectraIs are £8.2k
without interconnects. However, for most people,
this is possibly the only amplifier they'll ever need
—despite the fact there's no built-in phono stage.
You'll need aDMC-12 for that and no, mine's not
for sale! Spectral is working on phono stages.
Am Iimplying that these SpectraIs are the
finest pre/power amps in the world? No, of course
not. How could I? I've not heard the state-of-theart Cello, Krell, Levinson, Accuphase or Musical
Fidelity KW500 Integrated for that matter and I'd
be negligent to imply otherwise. Nevertheless its
performance is marvellous.

SO WHAT HAPPENED NEXT?
My curiosity was aroused by afew of my CDs with
very deep bass. These included 'Two Time Tango'
from the unfortunately deleted Christine Collister
Live 1994, '
Overture' from Joni Mitchell's Don
Juan's Reckless Daughter [
Asylum 701-21 and
the disturbing but mesmerising ' Weighted Down —
Prison Song' from Alexander Spence's Oar
[Sundazed SC 11075].
These are very demanding tracks for any
system. The bass is so extreme that some
speakers are overloaded even at modest volumes.
Many systems are not sufficiently bass- agile to
properly reproduce the individual bass notes. The

extraordinarily well. In away, the reminded me of

ambience of the original performance was simply

the Revel Studio speakers, albeit with a more
subtle, less in-'yaface presentation. The Empress

with KK's Apogee Scintillas driven by Mus:cal

speakers filled in most cf the missing bass parts,
but not all. Let me explain.
I'm used to listening to a system with active

30/2 plus Koetsu combination. I've nearly heard
it with WATT Puppies driven by Spectral/Rowland

bass with 2 x 12in drivers and 2 x 12in ABRs
giving afast ( believe it or not), agile, rock-solid

wonderful. Previously I've only experienced this
Fidelity kW pre/power amplification using an SME

and Cello/Rowland — and finally, magnificently

and unrestrained with the £ 118k Wilson Audio
and thoroughly articulate bass in my room. I Alexandra X-2 system in a567sq ft room, albeit
doubt if any passive system can equal that bass
using commercially unavailable source material.
performance — but that's another story for another
Here, in my 288sq ft room, with the Empress

People reading this will think I'm crazy.
Is he really recommending the purchase
of a £ 12k CD player or £7k DAC?

RTS system though, with these small speakers
performed magnificently — and very cleverly.
The speakers made no attempt to reproduce
bass

notes they just

weren't

designed

to

time perhaps. Anyway, the Empress provided a

driven by Spectral/Spectral, Igot a respectable

degree of thunder, tremendous bass attack and

measure of that.

worthwhile slam. And if anything, overall these

reproduce. Very deep bass was ignored; in other

speakers were even faster than their smaller

SEEING WITH YOUR WHAT?

words, there was no ' doubling' and yet for anyone
unfamiliar with these tracks, the overall sound
was far from bass- light. The bass articulation and

counterparts. However, compared to what I'm
used to, they were ashade bass light compared to
my preferred extreme bass depth system. In terms

feel, and sonically ' see' — sorry, but it's the only
way Ican describe it — the studio or hall in which

agility on these tough tracks was exemplary. In

of neutrality and detail, they weren't spectacularly

the recording took place. How can Idescribe this?

fact, uncommonly so. There was room-filling bass

Well, think of it this way in that if you are in the

— certainly, but no thunder of course, yet there

'better' than the smaller Princess speakers. That's
how good the Princess is.

was a very pleasing degree of slam and
considerable attack. Nevertheless, curiosity got

Superficially then, the Empress can't be worth
three times the asking price of the Princess —

orchestra, ajazz trio, astring quartet or quintet.
Notice how the sound comes at you not from just

On some recordings, via the Empress Ireally d:d

audience of a live performance for, let's say an

the better of me and yes, Iended up with apair

surely? Wrong. Very wrong. They were in fact

two point sources ( left and right) but full width,

of PCI Empress speakers — 90kg each of them,

adding something I'd not previously heard in my

full

and £ 14k the pair.
These are wonderfully crafted

room, and only very rarely in other systems.

experiencing music in 3D. Iexclude rock music

pieces of

The Empress speakers had a grandeur and

monolithic furniture that happen to play music

scale that on recordings that captured the
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height

and

full

depth.

Truly you

are

via PA systems in this description simply because
PA systems are invariably directional.
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Auditions
system review

What do you mean, 'rightness'?
It's very difficult to put into
words what Imean by ' right'.

and, frankly, even awful music
became listenable — but not

description. As aconsequence

The best Ican offer is that

because the system was bland.
Rather, this was down to the

what was previously ' right' was

'rightness' conveys the magic of
being as close to the original

•.•
STOp

event as most of us are likely to

sense of almost being there.
That's the magic, the rightness.

achieve in our listening rooms.
'Rightness', to my mind,

Nagra DAC into the system, just

embraces ' involvement' — by

to check that it was working,

which

I mean a sound

so

using the Accuphase as avery
expensive transport.

completely immersed in that

the fact that the Nagra had just

way, nothing invades the
experience;

you

aren't

distracted by peripheral

now just right-ish.

But Robert then switched the

captivating that the listener is
experience. Or to put it another

crisp and precise as to defy

been

powered

Despite

up and was

stone-cold, the sound became
so

much

more

vivid,

less

colored, so clear,

thoughts. With your
eyes closed, you might
just be there.
The point is, RTS
got the balance of sonic
The Accuphase CD player
boasts two sets of digital

qualities and signatures of
the various items spot on —
first time. Unfamiliar music

inputs/outputs; pictured far
right are the Nagra DAC and
Princess loudspeaker

electrostatic Earspeakers but only
rarely with room-filling speakers.
Having said this, the Empress were more

Now, focus on that experience. You're somewhere
in the audience. No point sources, OK? Full
width, correct? Good. How many two-channel
systems at any price have you experienced that
achieve this? Very few Iimagine. In fact, despite

intolerant of feeble recordings than the Princess.
I don't mean they became harsh, but flat
recordings lacking in drama, recordings devoid of
sensitive microphone settings and so on, were

pointed out that it's not uncommon for areviewer
to tend to play the music that consciously or
unconsciously they feel might best demonstrate

bland to the point of boredom. On carefully

the review system's capabilities. After all, as a
dealer Ialways did this prior to playing the

occurred to me until the Apogee/Musical Fidelity

recorded material though, they were outstanding.
The far smaller Princess speakers didn't exhibit

customer's choices and so, JH argued, why should
areviewer be immune from this? Agood point.

combination in August 2004.

that intolerance. That's not to imply the Princess

cver 30 years of listening, this hadn't even

The point is this. If you realiy want the 3D
musical event in your home, assuming of course

were bland though. Absolutely far from it. Nor
were they, as best Ican judge, making familiar

FUTURE RECORDINGS
After his wisdom Iconcluded that in future I'd

your choice of music is recorded with that

recordings unnecessarily vivid, or more vivid than

objective in mind, two-channel big speakers

they were in reality. It's just that... well, as Isaid

appropriately driven can sometimes do it and

earlier, RTS got the balance ' right' first time. The

Graham Mitchell for sitting in on one listening

little ones don't do it anywhere near as well. It's

Spectral DMC-15/DMA-100S is a magnificent,

session, and for his cluster of CDs of music that

worth noting that this 3D effect was very

probably

although

noticeable via the Nagra and much reduced when

speakers, and of course vice-versa. The
compulsion to sit and listen to that combination

it was out of the signal chain.
Moreover, when it comes to extreme detail,
then is it worth paying all this money for the
ability to genuinely look into the original event to
hear — in addition to the music — the whispered

faultless

match

for

the

Princess

was for me almost unprecedented.

play awider range of recordings than I'm used to
and so I'm also indebted to my good friend

I don't

particularly like,

generally

understand

or

contributed greatly to my

comments on the Princess and Nagra DAC. The
tracks include& Sara K, ' Vincent' [ from Tell Me

Here I'm indebted to two people. First, last

I'm Not Dreaming, Chesky JD1331; Shawn Colvin,

year Jimmy Hughes pointed out something to me

'Tenderness an the Block' [
Fat City, Sony
CK471221; Heart, ' These Dreams' [
The Road

Ialready ' knew' but had never appreciated. He

comments from musicians in the studio, the
distant police siren outside the cathedral, the
door slamming somewhere in the studio building,
and so on? Well, put like that, of course not.

HOWEVER, LETS THINK AGAIN
Surely any system that can resolve such detail
— even

the

apparently

irrelevant

and

the

apparently immaterial must, as a consequence
simultaneously

be

resolving

detail

in

the

performance of both the musicians and their
instruments that is both relevant and worthwhile?

The Spectral's
smart casework

I'm no musician — so Ican't properly answer that

houses super-fast

question. But it seems logical to me. I've
frequently experienced this with STAX Omega

wide- bandwidth circuits
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Auditions
system review
Cool looks of the

short-cut.

power amplifier mask

purchasing at this level can be very expensive.

100 watts per channel

Why risk it? However, before moving on, let me

into 8ohms

qualify

Experimentation

the

above

in

through

order

to

unwise

avoid

any

misunderstanding. There is no rational reason
why any RTS equipment can't achieve first-class
reproduction with other upmarket equipment
from other distributors. After all, the Accuphase
DP- 85 into the Spectral DMC-30S/Jeff Rowland
power amp into Wilson WATT Puppies remains the
most vivid, most compelling CD sound I've ever
heard. But to get outstanding performance — that
composure and its grip on these much larger

is, demonstrably and consistently better than

speakers was astonishing.

merely 'excellent' — requires patience, a bit of

So don't take my comments on the Empress as
definitive.

' tre

I.e...
.

AiiillII

I put the experiment in here for

luck, adealer with aprofessional approach and an
open mind, and very deep pockets. Without the

interest. My instinct tells me that the Empress

help of askilled dealer you can fiddle around with

deserves to be auditioned, in your home, with
more expensive Spectral units, or possibly

great- sounding pieces of equipment which don't

the Nagra PL-PNPA combination. Or possibly

expensive and

the Accuphase C-290V/P-1000 combination.

rather than ashort one.

Fortunately, as Iunderstand it, any RTS dealer
can offer these combinations.

Next, while you don't always get what you pay
for in any walk of life, if you truly want to hear the

necessarily fully complement each other. A very
potentially frustrating long-cut

maximum soul, passion and emotion of both the

THE FINAL FURLONG
Now that these precious items have gone, what
Home, CDP72438]; Cannonball Adderley, ' Waltz
for Debby'

[
Know What I Mean?,

Riverside

feelings am Ileft with? First, when it really comes
down to it, the most valuable, intelligent and

performers and their instruments in your listening
room, you have to pay big bucks.
I don't really miss the Empress speakers,

Mellencamp, ' Jackie

sensible approach you can make as abuyer at this

excellent though they are, because the Princess is
so damn clever, so forgiving and so wife-friendly.

Brown' Big Daddy, 838220-2]; Bill Withers,

very elevated level is to put yourself in the hands

But I'll miss the Spectral pre/power amp very

'Ain't

of acompetent, patient and sympathetic dealer.

much. And Ireally didn't want to part with the

In this instance, one of the very few RTS dealers.
Never buy any of these items mail-order and never

Nagra DAC at all.
The supplied Accuphase DP- 67 is very good,

buy them without hearing them in the context of
you current system.

great even. But the DP- 67 with Nagra DAC
trumps it. For that money though, I'd go for the

999061;
No

John

Cougar

Sunshine'

[
Greatest

Hits,

CBS

CDCBS323431.

PCI SPEAKERS AGAIN
So what can we conclude from this side- road
experiment on the differences between PCI

RTS demonstrated to me that they understood
Empress and Princess speakers? Well, maybe I what was necessary to gain agreat sound via a
should have auditioned the Empress with the
cluster of commercially unrelated makers. On the
Spectral DMC-30S preamp and DMA- 150 power?
assumption that the RTS dealers follow Robert's

DP-85. Mind you, who knows how I'll feel when
the Nagra CD comes out this year and the single
box Spectral digital replay machine emerges some
time in the future?

RTS offered this, but time constraints precluded

ethos, then they'll know far more about the

me accepting. Having said this, the speed and

permutations that will meet your needs within

I'm acutely conscious that despite my best
efforts here, I've not really succeeded in

dynamics of the supplied DMA- 100S on the large

your budget than you'll have time to learn. In

conveying to you the sheer wonder and magic of

Empress speakers were magnificent. It never lost

short, your dealer should be a very worthwhile

state-of-the-art

audio

components

working

together, in general — let alone the ' rightness' of
the RTS system as originally supplied. Iregret
that. To misquote a truism, ' sounds are worth
1000 words' — which to my way of thinking
suggests you take a listen to the equipment I've
described, but perhaps not unless you've got £ 20
to £ 30k to spare. Why do Isay this? Because it's
very unlikely you'll love your current system as
much as you did previously, after having exposed
your ears to this intensity of excellence. II
Howard Popeck

Supplier
RI Services
01235 810455
www.rtsaudio.co.uk

Hi-FiNews verdict
While each of these components can he mixed and
matched with upmarket equioment to give excellent
results, here we have true synergy thanks to dealer
Empress ( left) and Princess speakers

www.hifinews.co.uk

know-how. And at these prices why take chances?
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
R

alph West's November obituary prompted aletter of
appreciation from areader who added aquery
regarding the Voigt quarter-wave loudspeaker principle

embraced by Ralph. How was it, he asked, that the driveunit's position athird of the way from the closed end has a
deterrent effect on the system's 3rd- harmonic, as it seemed
to him that this location would be more likely to activate it.
Ipromptly sent off afinal page- proof of last month's
'opinion' piece, directing his attention to its discussion of
nodes and antinodes in relation
to standing-waves, which I
thought should settle the matter.
But it didn't, and as the same
point has been brought up by
others over the years, I'll try to
throw alittle more light on it.
More, that is, than I'd managed

How could it be
that the drive- unit's
position athird of
the way from the to shed in that January attempt
to explain the locations of sonic
closed end has a excitation-points in caves.
Despite the use there of a
deterrent effect on quarter-wave column loudspeaker
as an exemplar, with particular
the system's reference to its harmonics, Iwas
at one point inexcusably vague.
3rd- harmonic? This was in stating that when an
air-column divides itself into
segments for harmonic purposes, the accompanying extra
nodes and antinodes are simply distributed accordingly',

without spelling out what that meant.
In fact, those nodal points are unavoidably disposed along
the column in alternating succession and must satisfy the
pressure/velocity situation at each end. This necessarily
confines the overtones of parallel-sided quarter-wave devices
to odd- numbered harmonics ( 3,5,7 etc). But while the
Voigt/West tapered column might suggest adeparture from

nodes and antinodes. Note, though, that at the key
third-way point from the closed end there's anode
representing low or zero sound- pressure, making it the least
likely place at which to excite harmonic activity.
That should solve my correspondence's problem, as it's
actLally the anitnodal point to its right that will have a
boosting effect. But if any readers remain puzzled, Isuggest
an examination of path- lengths and phasing as set out last
month for the fundamental. Using the lower sketch, it will
be found that if adrive-unit is located at the disputed point,
phase- inverted reflections from the open end and their
in- phase opposite numbers from the closed end both arrive
back at the driver 180° out of phase with the cone's ongoing
motions, producing the intended inactive, non-resonant
condition. At higher harmonics there's acomparable
situation, with stimulation always most easily achieved at
pressure antinodes.
All of this concerns just quarter-wave devices closed at
one end, but it's worth noting that their half-wave
equivalents open or closed at both ends accommodate the
full harmonic series. And while the closed version is a
distinctly introverted affair, it has active analogues out in
the 3-dimensional domain. This swhen antipodal reflective
surfaces produce stationary phasing effects at frequencies
(or harmonics thereof) corresponding to their halfwavelength spacing. Indeed, it's largely because of this that
multidirectional standing-waves can be activated
concurrently in rooms, halls and caves, creating the acoustic
possibilities regarding rock-art which set the Stone Age
scene for last month's speculations. Ill

this (as with conical flares which change overtone behavior),
its linear uniplanar expansion does no more than raise the
fundamental frequency by about 16%.
So, assuming anormal quarter-wave regime, the diagram
here may help clarify things. The upper part concerns just
the fundamental, showing alow-pressure node ( N) at the
open end and ahigh-pressure antinode (AN) at the closed
end. But do bear in mind that in terms of vibratory particle

AN

''''' ......... ...........
e

velocity the curve would be inverted, node to antinode, due
to the back-to-back' paradigm mentioned last month.
The lower drawing shows the equivalent situation with a
standing wave at the 3rd-harmonic ( 1st overtone), where the
column divides into three segments separated by alternate
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BINAURAL
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This year we can celebrate 50 glorious years of
stereo music — at first on tape, but with stereo
LPs following in 1958. Barry Fox tells the story

I

nthe late 1940s James Caesar Petrillo, the
union bruiser who ran the American

Federation of Musicians and had cheerfully
banned all recording for several years, was told
about plans for stereo recording. His immediate
reaction was that his musicians would have to be
paid

double

rates.

Fortunately,

30-year old Thomas Alva Edison rushed to get a
patent filed in America on the ' phonograph or
speaking machine'.
Others had played with the idea before him, for
instance Frenchman Leon Scott, who in 1857
described a phonautograph' which traced the

American

waveform of sound on a cylinder covered with

recording pioneer Bert Whyte persuaded Petrillo
that his musicians would benefit because they

recorded. Another Frenchn-an, Charles Cros,

lamp black. But Scott could never replay what he

would have to record everything all over again, so

picked up on Scott's idea in 1877, with aplan for

stereo was good for the union.

converting the smoke-bhackened trace into an

The

first

stereo

tape

recorders,

from

etched groove. But he never made it work, either.]

Magnecord, went on sale in 1949 — the year after

By the time Edison had filed nis key patent ( US

CBS launched the vinyl LP. The first stereo LPs

200 521), he had already recorded and replayed

went on sale in 1958 when Audio Fidelity
Records beat the majors with abatch of titles that
used the new Westrex stereo system that the

'Mary had alittle lamb'. He had also popped into
the editor's office at the magazine Scientific

industry had just adopted as astandard.

'phonograph', turned acrank handle and played a

The Westrex system wasn't actually new and
neither was the stereo tape recorder. Thereby
hang alot of tales. More tales hang on the launch
of music surround in the 1970s, which we will
tell in another article. Perhaps in alater issue we
will also tell the tales of how the cinema went
from mono to stereo to surround.

American,

carrying

a

tinfoi I cylinder

recording which enquired after the editor's health.
Alexander Graham Bell, who had already
invented the telephone, helped develop another
system. His graphophone' used waxed paper
cylinders, not tinfoil. Even when Edison came up
with a wax cylinder, the two machines were
completely incompatible.

Stereo for all: a 1960s EMI portable player
told the manufacturers to get their act together.
'What is the use of having two machines?...

It is easy to date the invention of recorded

At atrade convention held in Chicago in 1890,

have but one machine, and that agood one, and
get the best results you can, and the public will

sound. It was on Christmas Eve 1877 that the

the companies trying the sell the rival machines

be satisfied... just so sure as you show both
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Feature
50 years on

of binaural, dummy- head stereo. When a pair of
microphones is spaced apart by the same
distance as apair of human ears, and separated
by asound- blocking baffle like the human head,
each microphone picks up only from one side of
the head. When the received sound is transmitted
direct to the listener's ears through a pair of
headphones, the left ear hears only the sound
picked up by the left microphone and the right ear
hears only the sound from the right microphone.
This fools the ears and brain into thinking they are
hearing alive sound field.
Binaural stereo has been reinvented, hyped,
and forgotten many times over the last century
and will doubtless continue to be re- invented. The
last major re- invention was Holophonics, by Hugo
Zuccarelli, who in the late 1980s got more
accurate phase, and less hiss, by using an early
digital tape recorder made by Sony.
No binaural system has however cracked the
problem of making front centre sounds appear to
be coming from out in front of the listener's head.
It stays inside or to the sides.
Also binaural stereo only works when the sound
is heard through headphones. When the two
separate
channels
are
played
through
loudspeakers in aroom, the sound channels mix
in the air and each ear hears each speaker. The
surround effect is lost, and most of the stereo too.
Many developers have tried to overcome this by
Showing off your

processing binaural recordings for loudspeaker

stereo: this

playback. The trick is to cancel out the sound
leakage, by bleeding signal from one channel to

selection of test and
demonstration discs
includes three

the other, and reversing the phase to make the
leaks cancel out. EMI's old Central Research

versions of the

Laboratory, now hived off as CRL, was the last to

Decca 'train' record

give it ago, with asystem called Sensaura — now
used to enhance computer games. Not even EMI
took Sensaura seriously for music.

machines at the same time, yoL will lose a
customer', said one delegate. 'You had better take

from a pod. It's why DAT and DCC could never
compete with CD, and why Hollywood got behind

BLUMLEIN'S BRILLIANCE

these machines and pile them up on aten acre lot

DVD to bury VHS.
Even before Berliner had developed his disc,

which created stereo as we know it today, because

and then you are all right'.
He might as well have been talking about

stereo sound was being reproduced. It wasn't

their leading light Alan Blumlein realised that the

called stereo, and it wasn't being recorded, but at

only way to get arealistic spread of sound from a

SACD, DVD-Audio and new blue laser systems.

the Paris Electrical Exhibition in 1881 a French

pair of speakers was to re-think the way the two

The next history- shaper arrived in 1887, when

aviator called Clement Ader demonstrated how

channels of sound were captured.

Emile Berliner used adisc instead of acylinder to

the telephone could convey an uncannily real
illusioi of surround sound. Ader rigged aseries of

to get rid of them, and have one good machine

record sound. He also cut the groove with lateral

The first stereo tape recorders went
on sale in 1949 — the year after CBS
launched the ( mono) vinyl LP

Ironically it was EMI's labs in the early 1930s

In a brilliant bit of lateral thinking Blumlein
threw out the idea of trying to recreate the phase
relationship of the sound picked up by two
microphones accurately. Instead he converted
phase differences into amplitude differences,
either by using electronic conversion circuitry —
called shufflers — or with a pair of directional
microphones.
The amplitude differences create spatial
effects which spread the sound in a phantom

vibrations, whereas the cylinder machines used
hill- and-dale vertical undulation.

80 telephone microphones across the front of the

The commercial muscle behind the cylinder
— and technical problems with inner groove

wires to telephone ear pieces in asuite of four
rooms in the Palais de l'Industrie several

distortion, not suffered by cylinders — meant that

kilometres away.

disc records were not widely available until 1895,

stage at the Paris Opera and connected them by

Visitors to the exhibition queued to put a

image between aspaced pair of speakers.
The effect only works, though, when the
listener is facing the spaced

loudspeakers,

roughly at one point of an equal-sided triangle,
with the speakers at the other two points. The
stereo image collapses when the listener turns

and cylinder recording limped on until : he late
1920s. But the beauty of the system finally won

telephone receiver to each ear and listen to the
sound being transmitted live from the Opera

is why the surround-sound quadraphonic systems,

through; discs can be pressed, in hulk, like peas

stage. What they heard was really an early version

with four speakers one at each corner of the room,

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Feature

50 years on
Edison ( far left) and
Berliner; Blumlein
biography is from

stereo in particular, Bell was in bed with Leopold
Stokowski and his Philadelphia Orchestra.
Stokowski was so taken with audio
technology that he put decibel markings on

Press

his scores instead of piano or forte. In
March 1932 Stokowski and Bell recorded
two short extracts from Scriabin's Poem of
Fire in stereo, with remarkably high
fidelity. Just like Beecham, Stokowski did
not want the musicians to know what was
going on. But during the 1931/1932
concert season he made 128 test
recordings, some in mono, some in
stereo.

In

1933

Bell worked with

Stokowski on a stereo relay system.
Three
passages

systems, that are fine for spectacular movie

Jupiter Sympnony — almost
certainly the first genuine

sound, may do music no favours.
Alan Blumlein filed his famous patent ( BP 394

from

Mozart's

music stereo recordings made in the UK.
But across the Atlantic in New Jersey, at Bell
Labs ( American equivalent of Britain's Post Office

stereo sound reproduction. His challenge was how
to record the two separate sound signals.
The easiest way to do this was with sound film,
by splitting a conventional mono optical

labs), another research team was working on

1935, one of which features aplaylet performed
by a local dramatic society. The sound is poor,
because the half-width optical tracks were noisy,
but the stereo effect was impressive. In the
1970s Dolby Labs made the idea work much
better, by using modified tape noise reduction to
turn the cinema on to stereo — and later surround.
Blumlein realised that he also had to be able to
record stereo on adisc. He did this by combining

phone

microphones

concert hall in

325) on the idea, and even today this stands out
as aremarKably clear and far-sighted grounding in

soundtrack down the middle into two separate
tracks. BILmlein made test recordings this way, in

high- quality

connected

were fatally flawed. It's also why modern surround

lines
in

the

Philadelphia with

loudspeakers on the stage of Constitutional Hall
in Washington. Audio compression and expansion
gave a dynamic range of 75dB, with frequency
range 40Hz-15kHz. So an audience in
Washington listened live to a concert taking

another stereo recording and playback system. In
those days, before international air travel and the

place in Philadelphia.

Internet, neither the Brits or the Yanks knew what
the others were doing.
Bell Labs had already developed the Vitaphone

THREE-TRACK AT CARNEGIE HALL

film sound system which Warner Brothers used for
the The Jazz Singer in 1927. A mono 16inch
disc, running at 33.3rpm was synchronized with
afilm projector. But the disc was mono only, and

Stokowski. And in April 1940 there was apublic
demonstration of these films in Carnegie Hall.

the sound amplified by compressed air.
So Arthur Keller, working with had Rafuse,
developed asystem of recording the left and right

through venerable Carnegie Hall last night as a
specially invited audience listened, spell- bound
and at times not alittle terrified'.
Sadly none of the film survives — it was on
dangerous nitrate stock and destroyed for safety.

channels on separate parallel tracks on the same
side of the disc, one track starting at the edge of

Stokowski was so taken with audio
technology that he put decibel markings
on his scores instead of piano or forte

In the late 1930s Bell used three-track 35mm
film, with afourth track for gain control, to record

The New York Times reported on how ' the
loudest sounds ever created crashed and echoed

But the experiment led to Walt Disney's Fantasia
movie extravaganza which was originally produced
in 1940 with three-track sound ( left, right and
centre screen), and afourth track to control gain
and create surround- sound effects by turning
down the front speakers and diverting sound to
more speakers around the cinema.
Also the movie industry started to make sound

the hill- and-dale vertical recording used by
Edison cylinders, with Berliner's lateral recording.
Blumlein's disc cutter vibrated the recording

the record and the other halfway to the centre.

stage recordings on three-track optical film. This

Later, and quite independently, Bell came up
with the same 45/45 idea as Blumlein in Britain,

movie recordings in stereo.

stylus in two directions at once. Initially, he

and it is now always associated with

recorded one channel of sound horizontally and
the other vertically, but then came up with the

subsidiary Western Electric or Westrex.
'I'd never heard of Blumlein

elegant solution — later adopted as the standard

until the 1950s and I'm sure

Bell's

is how we can now hear some of Glenn Miller's
The least- known part of the stereo story
followed the unveiling of the world's first tape

for vinyl stereo — of recording both channels at

he had never heard of me,'

Edison's Perfected Phonograph,

45° to the disc surface.
The beauty of the 45/45 technique is that it

Arthur Keller told me many

with speaking tube for dictation

years ago when

gives mono compatibility. This is because the

pilgrimage to New Jersey to

lateral

produces asignal that is the sum of the left and

meet hin-. Keller had come out
of retirement to oversee work

right channels.

on restoring some of the old

Test recordings of engineers walking and
talking round a room at the labs in Hayes were

two-track

movement of a mono pick-up stylus

I made a

recordings

he'd

made in 1933. Then, on 19 January 1934
Blumlein took his equipment to EMI's Abbey

made in the early 1930s.
Whereas EMI and Blumlein
were able to work with Sir

Road studios where Sir Thomas Beecham was

Thomas Beecham, who was

making a commercial recording in conventional

fascinated

mono. As atest, Blumlein recorded some musical

sound record ng in general and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Serious listeners now
consider energy control is
fundamental — the RF and
mechanical energy that
seriously corrupts music

Kalino
Eke corrupaon
RF pollution on the mains and
vibration through the cables will
seriously affect your system sound.
Unless you install good MAINS
SUPPLIES and SUPPORTS you cannot
make balanced upgrade decisions!
These items are INTEGRAL PARTS
OF YOUR SYSTEM — not accessories.
VERTEX AQ draws on the
company's specialised aerospace,
ultrasound and RF experience in
designing its SUPPORTS, MAINS
FILTERS AND CABLES. These items
bring such major benefits to system
performance that upgrade decisions
change radically. Haze disappears,
detail emerges, the sound opens out.

Go den
Dragon
essential as far as I'm
concerned, and bring new
meaning to the term
"simply the best!"
Roy Gregory - Hi- Fi- nugazine issue 2.

M ECHANICAL NOISE from motors,
including transformers and loudspeakers, travels along cables
between units, RATTLES THE
CIRCUITS, is turned into asignal and
then amplified through the system.

From less than £ 350 — refundable if
you're not delighted — upgrade your
system FUNDAMENTALLY and
PERMANENTLY. Our advice is free.
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SOUNDS they have ever heard, so we can do
the same in your home. We aim to help
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They're now considered

For instance, EDGY TREBLE or
BOOMY BASS in your current system
could steer you towards aduller
amp or speakers lighter in the bass.

RADIO FREQUENCY interference, is
insidious, everywhere and getting
worse. It affects every circuit, kills
detail and produces glare, edginess
and sibilance.

j

01225 874728
or NEW lo-call

For all your vacuum tube needs

0845 230 7570

www.tube-shop.com
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Feature

50 years on

Disc vs cylinder. HMV
gramophone of 1897 ( left)
and Edison's Standard
Phonograph; ( below) AEG
tape recorder captured by

AEG photo: Ken Kessler, taken at Pavek Museum

the allies in WW II

recorder

or

Magnetophon

at

the

Berlin

Funkausstellung ( now known as IFA) in 1935.
The idea of magnetic recording was first

September 1944 Karajan recording, is stunning.

proposed by Thomas Edison in 1878, and the

Sadly copyright constraints have so far made
commercial sale of the dubs impossible.

Dane Valdemar Poulsen showed aworking metal

Meanwhile in Britain, at the Decca Record
Company in West Hampstead, chief engineer

wire recorder at the Paris Exposition in 1900.
The German breakthrough was in the use of thin
plastic tape.
AEG Telefunken made the recorder, the BASF

Arthur Haddy had been asked by the British

division of German chemical giant IG Farben
made the tape. The Magnetophon's sound quality

the orchestra, one to the left of the stage to catch
the violins, one on the right for the basses, and

was initially poor because it used DC ' bias' to

one in the centre, 2m behind the conductor.

make the magnetic oxide particles more sensitive
to weak microphone signals. The effect was all

'By the end of the war. we had about 200-300
excellent stereo recordings which were stored in a

too evident on recordings made when Sir Thomas
Beecham and the London Philharmonic gave a

bunker,'

concert at the music hall in BASF's HQ at
Ludwigshafen in November 1936, and BASF's
engineers taped it — in mono of course.
In 1940 Walter Weber and his boss Hans

Kruger recalled

in

Bletchley, and record the sound of aircraft
identification transmissions to train pilots, and
record sonar to help hunt submarines. Haddy
built a ' full frequency range recording' FFRR

1993 when the

cutter head that could work up to 16kHz, and

international Audio Engineering Society honoured
him at aconvention in Berlin.

after the war Decca used this to record stereo with
the left and right channels multiplexed at

In 1945, at the end of the war, most of the

different frequencies. One demonstration disc

RRG sound archive vanished when the Russians

had Vera Lynn in one channel and amilitary band

took over the building. But five stereo recordings

in another.
After CBS launched the LP record in 1948

Joachim von Braunmuhl were engineers at the

survived by quirks of fate.

Reichs Rundfunk Gesellschaft radio station in

Two came from the Polish town of Kosten,
where the German army had built a military

Berlin ( this was later renamed Senders Freies

military to develop ahigh quality system to record
coded transmissions, to help the code breakers at

'By the end of the war, we had about
200-300 excellent stereo recordings
which were stored in abunker.'

(after afailed attempt at aconsumer LP system in
1931 by RCA Victor) the industry had to try and
decide whether to standardise on Blumlein's
45/45 stereo disc recording technique, or Decca's
multiplex system. EMI's attempt at launching
pre-recorded stereo reel-to-reel recordings in
1955 had bombed.
The decision was tipped by the American
Westrex

system

which

was

essentially

a

re- invention of Blumlein's 45/45 technology.
Berlin). While tweaking an AEG tape recorder

hospital for war invalids. The RRG laboratories

Indeed in March 1958 when the Record Industry

they

had moved there too. The lab director was von

Association of America announced that it was

feedback and created inaudibly high frequency

Braunmuhl and he organised concert evenings for

backing Westrex system, the British magazine The

feedback that made the magnetic particles on the

the hospital doctors, at which he played the latest
recordings from Berlin on astereo Magnetophon.

publication than it later became) blasted the

of

At the end of the war, two of these tapes,
including awonderful 1944 stereo recording of

RIAA with an infuriated editorial. Wrote Percy
Wilson: ' Columbus discovered the Continent of

50Hz-10kHz with so little hiss that a 60dB
volume range of sounds could be captured with

by the

America; and since that time the inhabitants of

Orchester der Berliner Staatsoper under Herbert

1.5% distortion. From 1942 this let Adolf Hitler
record a speech in one city, for playback and

von Karajan, were shipped back to Berlin in
private luggage and given to Helmut Kruger.

that wonderful land have from time to time
discovered Europe. But only occasionally, it

transmission from another, without the hiss

Three more stereo tapes were later found in

hitherto expected from tape, or cyclic noise

Moscow. A Russian officer had given then to the

The Gramophone stance was that the Decca

characteristic of adisc recording.

Russian state archives, along with 1500 mono

multiplex system was superior — indeed JVC and

inadvertently

pushed

it

into

positive

tape super-sensitive to weak microphone signals.
This high frequency AC bias let the AEG
machine

record

a frequency

range

Bruckner's Symphony

No 8 played

Gramophone (
then

a far

more contentious

seems, do they discover what the Europeans have
been doing — or at any rate give them credit for it'.

It also let RRG start recording record music in

tapes. In 1991, after the Berlin wall fell and

Nippon-Columbia later developed quadraphonic

hi-fi, and in 1943 sound engineers Ludwig Heck

Russia opened up, the tapes were returned to

systems, built on Decca's multiplex technology.

Kruger tried adding a second

SFB. Then SFB and AES engineers copied the

But 45/45 stereo became the world standard, so

magnetic head, to make the Magnetophon record

original 30 ips analogue recordings to CD, with no

we will never know whether aDecca world would

in stereo. Kruger hung three microphones above

processing. The sound quality, especially of the

have been better for hi-fi and music.

and

Helmut

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Lucerne Orchestra re-formed
Wilbur Morris remembered

Classical
JS BACH

Mozart in Norway

Music Reviews

Boston Pops on parade

Elton John, Erasure, Brian Wilson

The Chieftains ' nchums

BEETHOVEN
Triple Concerto

benchmark recording. The Bflat Rondo is abonus,
Choral Fantasy 4

Rondo in B flat

The Well Tempered Klavier
Book 1

Pierre- Laurent Aimard, Thomas Zehetmair,
Clemens Hagen, Arnold Schoenberg Choir,

Till Feliner

COE/Nikolaus Harnoncourt

ECM 476 0482

Warner 2564 60602-2
64m 23s (£££)

116m 58s (£££) two discs
FeIlner's ease of manner at the
keyboard, put me in mind of
Kempff's Bach, rather than that of
Brendel (with whom Fellner has
studied). There are none of Glenn
Gould's manipulations of the
instrument to resemble the

interrelationship between the principal parts. Phrase
matching between Zehetmair and Hagen is

itself: listen to track 5on the second

of the Missa Solemn/s. The finale is hugely enjoyable.
In all this is amodern counterpart to the old CBS

historic set ( EMI's transfers were
better than those later issued by
Naxos). These 2002 Vienna
recordings are good; however,
Manfred Eicher really should do
something about the poor quality of
ECM's booklet photographs: they

however much one might deplore the phrase, it does
sum up this release. CB
PERFORMANCES ATRIPLE WHAMMY!

the pianist is top dog. I
wondered if this was going to be
afinicky reading, but as it progresses it becomes
apparent that the performance represents avery
considerable amount of thought about the

impeccable; the cello writing in the slow movement
sounds analagous to those violin solos in the Sanctus

want to be without Edwin Fischer's

alternative with Berezovsky on Simax).
'Feel-good Beethoven' declared acolleague, and

RECORDING GOOD

tempo and voicing — although there
is acomparable joy in the music

Fellner's Book 1to, say, Angela
Hewitt's on Hyperion but would not

and rarely recorded ( although there is an equally fine

The Triple often emerges as the cello concerto
Beethoven never wrote, but in this ( live) performance

harpsichord, or eccentricities of

disc ( the Prelude in G) and you may
find yourself smiling! Imuch prefer

Nige ' nVivaldi

Marlboro version with Serkin and others.
In the Choral Fantasy Aimard does not try to make
the opening passages sound like an improvisation,
but rather makes the writing as telling as possible.

are often interesting but the

BEETHOVEN

reproduction is mostly awful! CB
PERFORMANCE CLEAR THINKING

Piano Concertos 2 and 3
Martha Argerich, Mahler

RECORDING GOOD

Chamber Orchestra/Claudio
Abbado

are fewer of them in the Third but,

DG 477 5026

her entry at 4m 40s does carry a
touch of the bombastic. What I
admired more here was the

saying) make it ' my version'. There
after the fugal passage in the finale,

orchestral playing and conducting.
In both works Abbado's lively tempi

version, was recorded by RAI Radio

seem entirely apt: some will be

in 2000; the Cminor, which she had

surprised to fnd Arrau and

last played in 1973, was given

Klemperer closely matched in
timings for Concerto 3in alive
performance from 1957

concerto what sound like platform
resonances set up during pedalled
low register keyboard passages are

(Testament SBT2 1351), whilst
those for 2(i), ( ii) are each
approximately one minute shorter

disturbingly audible.

than in the Argerich/Sinopoli DG

An Arthaus Musik documentary
on Abbado has 1995 footage of him
recording the Third Concerto with
Pires and the Gustav Mahler
Chamber Orchestra; I
cannot help
wishing that this had appeared on

Hi-FiNews

cannot resist little inflections to ( as
she is quoted in the booklet as

the Bflat, Argerich's third disc

exactly ayear ago. DG's own sound
is much better, as in the earlier

FEBRUARY 2005

WITH HARNONCOURT

With fine choral singing this is also something of anew

64m (£££)
These are live performances from
the Teatro Communale, Ferrara:

66

s
I

recording.
If I
say that Serkin and Schnabel
brought more to the Bflat Concerto,
Argerich fans must realise I
am only
flag-waving for the Grumpy Old
Men. Her brio and dexterity are

disc. Not that the collaboration with

pretty amazing! CB

Argerich is in any way

PERFORMANCES SPARKS FLY

disappointing: far from it. But she

RECORDING VERY GOOD

www.hifinews.co.uk

BEETHOVEN
Works for cello and piano

DEBUSSY

et de la mer' is

Miklos Perenyi, Andras Schiff

La Mer

ECM 472 4012

MAHLER

almost ugly in its
impact. But this

151m 19s (£££) two discs
As well as the five cello sonatas and

Symphony 2 ' Resurrection'
Eteri Gvazava, Anna Larssen, Orféon

intense scrutiny
does reveal some

three sets of Variations, Schiff and
Perenyi play Beethoven's

Donostiara, Lucerne Festival
Orchestra/Claudio Abbado

breathtaking
interplay and

arrangement of the Horn Sonata
Op.17: agenerous overview, set out
chronologically - as recorded at the
Reitstadel Neumarkt studios at the
end of 2001 and in mid- 2002. The
piano sounds lighter in tone on the
first disc, although this may be
simply aquestion of balance.
My last encounter with these
works was the Heinrich Schiff/Till
Fellner Philips set, depressingly
dull. Now, faith in the music is
restored by these very vital readings
from musicians both from
Budapest, Perenyi aCasals student.
Schiff rightly takes the lead but
varies his intensity to suit the very
different characters of the early,
middle- period and late sonatas. To
give just one example: with these
players the Op.69 scherzo, with its
off- beat accents, the piano chasing

enlarges one's
admiration for

DG 477 5082
105m 30s (£££) two discs
Given in the Lucerne hall designed by Jean Nouvel
(acousticians Russell Johnson's), these live
performances introduce anew elite organisation,
modelled on the original Festival Orchestra conceptthe Mahler Chamber Orchestra (graduates from the
Gustav Mahler Youth Orchestra) providing acore, with

Debussy's score.
The first disc
runs on to the
Totenfeier' of the Resurrection Symphony: Abbado's
third DG recording. Again - although the balances are
less extreme and there's even ahint of moderating
peak levels - much detail is laid bare, motifs that hark

internationally renowned chamber and orchestral
musicians adding lustre. Abbado sees his role as coordinator, leaving much preparatory work to section

back to the Kiagende Lied and forward to later
symphonies. Urlicht' contains examples of solo and

leaders, with the aim of guiding alarge ensemble
thinking as chamber- music players.

first violins prefiguring those glissando night cries' that
come in the Nietzsche setting in the Third Symphony:

He joins aquartet of Italian conductors who have
made outstanding recordings of La Mer: Toscanini; de
Sabata; Cantelli; Giulini. Perhaps none of these has

I'd not noticed them untii now, just before ' Ach mein!'
at four bars after Fig. 4. My one reservation is that the

found so much detail in the score, or even
encompassed such awealth of expression. Largely

Abbado's near-35m timing is not extreme.

this is because of the musicianship of the players; in

Lucerne orchestra. CB
PERFORMANCES ABBADO'S NEW ELITE ORCHESTRA

part it is because DG's recording is almost
unpleasantly close - the very end of ' Dialogue du vent

finale seems somewhat too drawn out, although
The booklet names all the members of the 2003

RECORDING EXTREMELY CLOSE BALANCED

its own tail, just makes you chuckle;
then as we hear the recovery of
composure in the short Adagio, and
contrast all this with the engaging
simplicity of the Medchen oder
Weibchen Variations on the same
disc, the imaginative range of both
music and playing becomes
absorbingly clear.
There's also anew Philips set of
these works, minus the Horn Sonata
transcription, from Alfred Brendel
and his son Adrian, which Ihope to
review next month. CB
PERFORMANCES PROFOUNDLY IMAGINATIVE
RECORDINGS PIANO PROMINENT ON CD2

BRAHMS
Symphony 3 •
Serenade in A
LSO/Bernard Ha itin k
LSO Live LS00056
69m 12s (£)
Two very different aspects of
Brahms's writing are explored here.
The Serenade many collectors will
know from Istvan Kertesz's Decca
recording made when he was
principal conductor of the LSO;
Haitink's later Concertgebouw/
Philips version was no less
distinguished. Dispensing
altogether with violins, Brahms
completed it in 1859. Arguably his
most complex symphony, the Third

www.hifinews.co.uk

-not that often heard in concerts
nowadays - dates from 1883.
Haitink began his first recorded
Brahms cycle ( Concertgebouw)
with the Third Symphony; he takes
the LSO down into rather darker
corridors in this Barbican live

repeat is observed. Oddly, the

the Serenade: why kill the live

opening phrase has awatery

atmosphere? One might as well

distortion ( Iheard two copies of the
CD but not the SACD hybrid

this is alively reading, with the

alternative, the first to come from

version; tempi are generally

LSO Live, which is mid price:
LS00544). I
take issue with the
LSO's production decision to edit zo

spacious and the first- movement

silence between the five tracks for

have astudio recording. That apart,
orchestra's current wind players
well to the fore. ( The photograph
was taken by Gautier Deblonde.) CB
PERFORMANCES MELLOW
RECORDINGS WHERE'S THE AUDIENCE?
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sound is slightly distant and one or
two strange studio noises are heard,
but whereas Paul Lewis's recital ( in
last month's reviews) suggested
someone as yet to find avoice for
Liszt, with Florentino there is
complete command of the idiom,
the extremes of introspection and
overt virtuosity delivered with
natural authority. CB

every phrase in Mahler's scoring.
Decca's sound repeats the
impressive scale and depth evident
in the Third Symphony (September
2004) but Chailly's Ninth is a
disappointment. CB

PERFORMANCES ALIFETIME'S EXPERIENCE...

PERFORMANCES CONCERTO TOO ASSERTIVE

String Symphonies
London Festival Orchestra/
Ross Poole
Hyperion CDS44081/3
203m 14s (££) three discs
Hyperion's cover artwork suffered
more than most in the reduction
from LP sleeve to CD; the first
instalment in this 1985-90 Tony
Faulkner engineered series was a
particularly delightful example.
We get just the twelve string works
here: not the alternative Eighth
rescored with winds included in
Masur's Leipzig budget set or Lev
Ma rkiv's BIS cycle. Pople's readings
are agreeable enough, but he
presents afairly generalised,
cheerful view of the teenage
composer — even in the darker,
minor- key movements. Markiv, with
the superior Amsterdam Nieuw
Sinfonietta, gives amore focused
interpretation. And the music is
frequently astonishing in its
confrontational and driven
aspirations. Additionally, the sound
is markedly different from the three
groups of sessions — always, though,
with upper strings widely separated
from basses, left to right (divided
fiddles would have been better).
Reduced in price now, but still past
the ' sell- by' date. CB

RECORDINGS [ RIO BETTER SERVED

PERFORMANCES CHEERFUL BUT...

MOZART
Piano Concertos — in E flat K271 •
in B flat K456
Norwegian CO/Leit Ove Andsnes
EMI 5 57803 2
59m 31s (£££)
Mozart's two- bar opening solo
responses to his repeated tutti
phrases in K271 marked anew
departure in his concerto writing
(although it's odd that
commentators have suggested it
AND
BER OHCHE'lEen
prompted the flourishes that
O CONCEH
begin Beethoven's Emperor). It is
aricher work than many of the
later, more frequently played
piano concertos. Those opening
bars immediately establish that
the Norwegian Chamber Orchestra will partner Andsnes in a
wonderfully stylish way. I
say ' partner' rather than ' accompany'
because pianist and orchestral players in these performances are
tightly meshed — Andsnes discreetly joins the expositions, adds
unwritten but salient punctuation and, in the slow movement of K271,
enters into an intimate rapport which has an air of almost private
conversation. Mozart's cadenzas for both works are used. The Bflat is,
again, not that often heard, in spite of its quality. With clean, detailed
recordings this makes an outstanding coupling in avery full catalogue.
The only disappointment is that the pedal action is sufficiently intrusive
to put you off headphone listening. CB
,

PERFORMANCES MOZART OF RARE QUALITY, NOT TO BE MISSED
RECORDING CLEAR, SHAME ABOUT THE PEDAL NOISE

DVORAK
Violin Concerto • Piano
Trio Op.65
Isabelle Faust, Jean-Guilhen
Queyras, Alexander Melnikov,
Prague Philharmonia Orch/
Jiri Belohlavek
Harmonia Mundi
HMC 901833
69m 45s (£££)
Akiko Suwanai with Fischer and his
Budapest orchestra ( Philips) are a
hard act to follow in the Dvorak
Violin Concerto. This new recording
under Belohlavek, made in the
reverberant Rudolfinum, Prague, is
more assertive, more vigorous in the
Czech dance patterns; Faust uses
strong vibrato and, at times, toreproduction better suited tothe
Bruch Gminor Concerto— though
she is nonetheless wonderfully
clean in intonation. Trying to scale
the work up to Bra hmsian
proportions does not convince me
but the coupled Fminor Piano Trio
tips the balance. For one thing, it
features the exceptional young
CLASSICAL REVIEWS
AUDIOPHILE
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MAHLER
Symphony 9
RCO/Riccardo Chailly
Decca 475 6191
89m 56s ( especial)
two discs SACD hybrid
Maher's Ninth was chosen for
Chailly's farewell concert with the
Concertgebouw; this studio
recording rounds off his Decca
cycle (the Cooke Tenth completion
with the Berlin RSO).
With the Fifth now routinely
presented as acalling-card by
visiting orchestras and young
conductors, it would be apity if the
Ninth, too, were to become an
orchestral showpiece. Magnificent
in execution it might be, but Chailly's
reading is not one I
would set above
either Amsterdam precedent
(Haitink, 1969; Bernstein, live
1985). The Lândler movement has
acertain stiffness, with some clunky

Piano Sonata and
other works
Sergio Florentino
APR APR5562
76m 42s (£e)
Funereal blacks, the gallop of
horses' hooves, chromatic streams
of colour, the impetus of fugue,
reflectiveness and energy... all these
Lisztian characteristic ingredients
are present in what was to prove
Sergio Fiorentino's last recording
programme: Balladesl and 2;
Funérailles; La leggierezza;
Waldrauchen; the Sonata. The
BEN WATSON

RECORDING WEIGHTY

MENDELSSOHN

RECORDINGS VARIABLE

LISZT

JOHNNY BLACK

SUER • AL'. DISCS, MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE HI-FI NEWS CD SERVICE
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ISTOPHER Ble...INIG

cellist Jean-Guihen Queyras (earlier
CDs include the Ligeti Cello
Concerto on DG and his Harmonia
mundi debut in Britten's Cello
Suites). He and Faust carefully
match their phrasing, although the
piano is rather too prominent as
balanced in this Teldex Studio
production. CB

RECORDING FAIR

PERFORMANCE AN ORCHESTRAI. SHOWPIECE?

full price, EC midprice, Ebudget, Especial POA

NIELSEN

SERGIO FIORENTINO

transitions between sections; the
Scherzo doesn't convey the
woundings by critics; neither outer
movement registered with me as
having much real feeling. With
Ha itin k — even if the playing as such
was below the elevated level here—
you felt asteadiness of resolve, a
clear overall vision. With Bernstein
you had personal identification with

Symphony 5
STRAVINSKY
Le Sacre du printemps
Cincinnati SO/Paavo Jârvi
Telarc CD80615
73m 08s (£££)
'A tamed savage' was Stravinsky's
assessment of Karajan's first
recording of Le Sacre aleague table
heavily tilted in favour of his
amanuensis Robert Craft's
recording. What would he have said,
then, of Jâ rvi's very well engineered
Cincinnati version, which is purged
of anything remotely threatening,
pagan or even monumental? It is not
bland, exactly, because Jârvi is too
musicianly in the way he seeks to
clarify texture and structure —
although 'Cercles mystérieux' loses

www.hifinews.co.uk

its initial impetus after 1m 10s. But
this is hardly aRite to increase your
pulse rate.
Jarvi's attempt to relate Le Sacr,.

VIVALDI
Concertos - Vol.2
BPO/Nigel Kennedy

to the Nielsen Fifth in abooklet

EMI 5 57859 2

foreword has been rejected by
some, found sympathy with others;
I'd prefer to think of these simply as

69m 09s (£££)
Nigel Kennedy's first disc with the
Berlin Philharmonic comprised a

works he wanted to record which fit
easily on one disc - like the earlier
Sibeliusfrubin symphony coupling.

remake of the ' Four Seasons' plus
two double concertos with violinist

For those who find Nielsen's
symphonic thinking hard to follow,
the Fifth makes agood entry point,
and Jarvi's account is easy to enjoy.
However, other conductors Blomstedt, Bernstein - realise far
more drama from this score.
Sad to say, Telarc's very natural
engineering is the best feature of
this issue. CB
PERFORMANCES TOO CAREFUL TO EXCITE
RECORDING FINE TELARC STEREO

RACHMANINOV
Piano Concertos 1-4 •
Paganini Rhapsody

Daniel Stabrawa, his partner here in
RV507, 519 and, with cellist Olaf
Maninger, the triple concerto 578.
RV548 has oboist Albrecht Mayer;
and Kennedy adds the Sonata
RV12 to solo concertos RV230 and
356. As before, the venue is the
JesusChristus Kirche. It's adigital
recording- Kennedy has
expressed apreference for
analogue masters- and the sound
is quite bright.
I
wasn't too taken with Vol.).
(reviewed in HEN Feb 2004) but
these performances seem less
extreme in their contrasts of

Stephen Hough, Dallas SO/

sweetness and assertiveness, fast
and slow. And how nice to hear

Andrew Litton

Vivaldi played dead in tune!

Hyperion SACDA 67501/2
145m 34s ( special)

This new disc is apotent reminder of what asuperb
violinist Nigel Kennedy ( photographed here by Sheila

two discs SACD hybrid
The concertos are from live

Rock) still is, fired in the company of the Berliners to

performances, the Rhapsody an
earler ' dry run' - although when I
first listened I
assumed that too was
live, attributing the lack of applause
merely to the fact that it ends quietly!
Obviously aprestige release for
Hyperion, it is also available in CD

Rachmaninov's own Third and the
Horowitz/Barbirolli on APR there is
expression barely hinted at here. CB
PERFORMANCES LOOKING FOR AUTHENTICITY
RECORDINGS ,' OME INNER DETAIL LOST

play as iat one of his live 'ggs'. CB
PERFORMANCES VEFY LIVELY
RECORDING GOOD

John Pritchard with the RLPO i

collection - with American Salute,

Mozart are the Countess's arias
'Porgi amor' and ' Dove solo' with its
powerfully dramatic recitative ' E

Colonel Bogey, Semper Fidelis,
Strike up the Band, 76 Trombones,

Susanna non vien!'. The Ravel and

marches from Beethoven,
Tchaikovsky and Verdi - is very
typical of the magic he conjured in

Mozart are mono tapes made at

format: CDA 67501/2. There is not a

R STRAUSS

great deal to be gained with the

Four Last Songs ep

1960, the year of SOdersttlim's first

high- resolution stereo.

Capriccio — last scene

ROH appearance, as part of the

RAVEL

Royal Swedish Opera company.
The singing is both powerful and
radiant; what sets Stiderstrbm apart

Hough feels we have lost much of
Rachmaninov's own styling and that
pertaining to the American
orchestras he knew ( eg, at
Philadelphia). Consequently Litton
encourages modest portamento in
the strings- he also reconstitutes
(from the 78s) some wind parts in 4

Shéhérazade
MOZART
The Marriage of Figaro —
excerpts
Elisabeth Sóclerstrdm, RPO/
Antal Dorati, BBC SO/Pierre
Boulez, RLPO/Sir John

Prom concerts, the latter ls from

is her wholly natural
characterisation of roles and
intelligent musicianshio.
It's apity that no texts are incruded
besides Alan Blyth's appreciative

not in the printed scores, atiny

Pritchard

bonus. The composer's cuts in 3are

BBC Legends BCL 4153-2

booklet essay. The I
MG website
reference produced nothing! CB

of course ignored, although in the

67m 46s (££) part mono

PERFORMANCES ALOVELY COLECTION

Earl Wild/Horenstein set they were

There is some wonderful singing on
this SOderstrOm collection and the

RECORDINGS QUITE GOOD, EVEN THE MONO

slavishly copied. Now on Chandos,
that cycle is valuable for
Horenstein's conducting in 1.
Live recording with careful editing
brings obvious gains in tension and
the Hough/Litton partnership is a
strong one. Much of the playing is
exciting and admirable, although
the solo playing is not free of
affectation (the slow movement of 3
for example); and I
am not
convinced that you should try to turn
back the clock stylistically. In

www.hifinews.co.uk

disc allows us to hear Dorati
conducting Strauss: acomposer
with whom he was not strongly
associated. His is alean, forwardmoving Four Last Songs with
especially fine playing by the RPO
horn section and principal ( Festival
Hall, 1976). In the Ravel we have
Boulez and the BBC SO ( 1971), a
warmer account than his recent
Cleveland Shéhérazadewith Von
Otter. Two short reminders of Sir

MARCHES IN HI-FI

Yankee Doodle, and afew classical

Symphony Hall from players drawn
from the Boston SO. Like Frederick
Fenneil with his Eastman band,
Fiedler knew how to conduct light
classics with panache- even
without an audience. Produced by
the Mohr/Layton team, the sound is
among the best in JVC's remastered
series. RCA is now remarketing
'Living Stereo' material as SACD
hybrld discs at mid price; ten titles
were announced last November.
But riedtr fans will have to wait. CB
PERFORMANCES EXUBERANT
RECORDING EXCELLENT TRANSFER

Boston Pops Orchestra/
Arthur Fiedler
JVC JM-XR24020
44m 48s ( special)
Near the end of his career, Arthur
Fiedler made acouple of recordsfor
DG. It didn't seem quite proper.
Fiedler's work with the Boston Pops
Orchestra had long been
documented by RCA; it was apart of
the label's heritage. Thls 1958
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Jazz
THE JEFF KAISER
OCKODEKTET
13 Themes For A
Triskaidekaphobic

Giancarlo Locatelli ( clarinet). Braida
has rethought the piano from the
point of view of sound, treating each
note as apercussive event, yet
retaining asense of the distance
between pitches. He sounds like he
could interpret Cage or Xenakis,
nowhere resorting to the romantic

pfMentum CD013
73m 13s (£££)
The logistics of convening an

flourishes which ruin many pianistic
attempts at Free Improvisation.

18- piece in California to play
ambitious charts must be a

Locatelliis shrill and blunt,
evoking factory whistles and

PIANO JAZZ ON BLACK LION
THELONIOUS MONK
The London Collection:
Volume Three
BLACK LION 877657
60m 46s (£special)
Anyone who knows this crucial
London date organised by Alan
Bates ( 15 November 1971) from
the Black Lion releases Something

nightmare. Trumpeter and arranger

synth-chip alarms. Kowald

Jeff Kaiser has found great players —

embraces the duo's sound world,

especially clarinettists Vinny Golia
and Lynn Johnston, trombonist Eric

dissolving his considerable
character into aseries of structural

In Blueand The Man Lovewill
either find the CD release ( extra
takes, unreleased tunes) annoying

Sbar and organist Wayne Peet.

supports and question marks. His

or fascinating. Monk was playing

Drummer Rich West (whose

arco work remains, though,

brilliantly, and having Al McKibbon

excellent Bedouin Hornbook also

uncannily vocal in phrasing. It's not
just three musicians ' hollering their

(bass) and Art Blakey (drums) —
especially Blakey — is the cherry on
the cake, the mutual
comprehension even outshining

appeared on pfMentum — HFN
January), and bassists Jim Connolly
and Hal Onserud keep things
directed and forceful.
However, composing and
recording for free improvisors isn't
easy: it requires reinventing both.
Kaiser's compositional ideas too
often disappear beneath the generic
clamour of an orchestra tuning- up.
The drums sound echoey and

thing' simultaneously: the trio
achieves amusic of intelliegence,
logic and grace. Aria isn't like
anything else being played in Free
Improvisation at the minute, which
is what the ' idiom' is all about. BW

Monk's classic Blue Notes.
As Brian Priestley points out in his
dependably interesting and

PERFORMANCES ATTENTIVE, DRAMATIC,

intelligent liners, ' Chordially', a10m
warm-up with Monk straying over

SPONTANEOUS

the keys in experimental mode, will

RECORDING SPACIOUS. SYMPATHETIC, FIRM

electrify all Monk obsessives (and if
you're not one of us, why are you

footloose. If soloists aren't to come

DALLAS BONER

over like rhapsodising orchestral

Zero Tolerance For Semis

reading the jazz page?). BW
RECORDING sTURDY AND PRISTINE

players (
àla Butch Morris), but

More 4 Ignore

PERFORMANCE STARTLINCLY ALIVE-

instead register the detail of improv
extended technique, they need to

68m 32s (£££)
This was recorded back in 1996, in
answer to Pat Metheny's Zero

DOLLAR BRAND
(ABDULLAH IBRAHIM)

be close-mic'd. On 13 Themes

Because pianism does not require
the physical effort of horn- playing or

Tolerance For Silence from 1994,
when the emperor of radio-friendly

Reflections
BLACK LION 877662

drumming, it tends naturally to the
cerebral. Like Geri Allen, Ibrahim

bossas decided to salute the advent
of guitar noise ( Rudolph Grey,

56m 22s (£special)

makes this work to his advantage, as

recycling of classical motifs.

if we're hearing the musician

However gifted the individual
musicians, orchestration and
recording remain problems for

Thurston Moore, Stefan Jaworzyn)
with an ugly album of solo-guitar
histrionics. Dallas Boner correctly

Recorded at Pye Studios in London
on 16 March 1965, this is an
excellent account of what you'll hear

improvising big bands ( the London
Improvisers Orchestra, for example,

diagnosed Metheny's febrile

soloists too often take liberties
without personalisation of
technique, resulting in uncritical

if you're lucky enough to hear
Abdullah Ibrahim playa solo gig:

language. Unique. BW
RECORDING STURDY AND CLEAN

African pianist grew up with.

PERFORMANCE MAJESTIC

bassist whisked away from us quite
recently by death. Recorded on

drums and cymbals. His drumset

side, ' His Life Was Put In Jeapordy
By Words' and 'The Heat And

there's howling and chaos worthy of

Impatience Of His Thirst' (all 13
titles derive from Tristram Shandy)
are rhythmically fierce enough to

Jansky Noise, but also interludes of
heartbreaking wistfulness, ending
with children's voices and birdsong.

31 July 2000, this is aduet with

burn off the unpropitious miasma.

Boner never plays beyond his initial
surges of inspiration, and you begin

drummer Reggie Nicholson, long in
the planning and carefully

to trust his sudden lapses and cut-

executed. These are seasoned
players who really enjoy the
resonance of their two instruments.

Live, though, I'm sure this band
will be alerting audiences and

BUT IMPACTRIL

offs as refusals of pretention and
system. He plays to please himself
rather than impress; the results are

RECORDING TOO DISTANT FOR IMPROV

eventually soulful and soothing. BW

KOWALD/BRAIDA/
LOCATELLI

PERFORMANCES SENSITIVE, EGOISTIC,
SELF-CRITICAL
RECORDING IMAGINATIVE AND SYMPATHETIC

creating ascene. BW
PERFORMANCES UNDER- REHEARSED

Aria
Free Elephant 004
64m Ois (£££)
One of bassist Peter Kowa Id's last

absorbed into an expressive

pianistic reflections on the blues,
hymns and ballads which the South

exhibitionism as his Achilles' heel,
and so played music of unabashed
directness and sincerity. Sure,

has solved neither). On the plus

meditate. Big sounds and political
conflicts echo in each note choice,
the lessons of Duke and Monk fully

They create aspecial reverberant
zone around them, and then
improvise within that. As usual,
CIMP's purist recording ethic ( no
adjustment) means that it begins
near inaudibly and then gets too
loud, but it's wodh the trouble. Like

becomes abreathing instrument.
You don't miss the absence of
saxophone at all. Morris uses bow
and plucks, evidently revelling in the
slow and soulful melodies he and
Nicholson have written for the
recording. Morris's off-mic singing
adds to the sense of unshowy ritual.
The definitive manner he has with a
phrase and the way his discursive
argument is embraced by the drum
sounds is truly moving.
This is amusic of emotion

WILBER MORRIS &
REGGIE NICHOLSON

all the great percussionists— from

the mighty storms unleashed when

recollected in tranquillity, echoes of

Drum String Thing

Big Sid Catlett to Tony Oxley —

Coltrane burst modal jazz asunder.

recordings ( 15 September 2002),

CIMP # 228

Nicholson understands that

Aspecial release. BW

this was atrio session in Lodi, Italy,

73m 44s (£££)
Wilber Morris is another great

rhythmic patterns cannot be
separated from the sound of the

PERFORMANCES WARM AND EXPANSIVE

with Alberto Braida ( piano) and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Rock
ERASURE
NIGHTBIRD
MUTE STUMM245
43m ils (£££)

ELTON JOHN
Peachtree Road
Mercury 9868762
52m 05s (£££)
Currently serving athree-year
sentence entertaining the denizens
of Caesar's Palace in Las Vegas, Sir

States flavour, which should be no
surprise as one of his many homes
is in Atlanta, Georgia, where most of
these tracks were recorded with Elt
in the producer's chair for the first
time ever. The first five tracks are low

Elton has used his days off to knock

key, moody affairs, but with its
lyrically flowing chorus and some

upa new album with his oldest and

tasty pedal steel from John

best writing collaborator, Bernie
Taupin. What's truly remarkable

Jorgenson, ' Turn The Lights Out
When You Leave' could be ahuge

about this album is that after 35

country hit. The album's first

while that previous effort seemed to
see them running out of steam, this
one has some added zip. In some

years in the spotlight, and several
impossibly dreary albums, Elton and
Bernie are currently writing songs as
memorable as anything they've ever

Cat', is beautifully constructed with
awonderfully tinny dobro opening,

cases though, it could do with abit
more. ' Breathe', for example, is a
pretty tune set to compelling
rhythms, but it would be better twice

done. Elton's always been at his best
when he lets his American rock
fixations show through, and this
album has adecidedly Southern

It's hard to believe that Erasure have
now reached that difficult 11th
album stage, but here they are with
five number-one albums and 16 top
ten singles under their belts, doing it
again. Four years have passed since
their last album of new songs, and

as fast. The compulsively chugging
'Don't Say You Love Me' works well,
but ' All This Time Still Falling Out Of
Love' is ahi-NRG romp that never
quite hits top gear.
Ultimately, Erasure's big

West Country based singersongwriter Roche is about as far
removed from Britney Spears or
Girls Aloud as it's possible to get.
Most high- profile young artists

strengths are Vince Clarke's
ever- imaginative retrosynth

launched onto the market today
claim to write their own material but

patterns and Andy Bell's engagingly
big voice, and these are both heard

are, in fact, almost invariably
partnered with ageing industry

to good effect on ' IBroke It All In

professionals who do the bulk of the
work for them. Roche, however,

Two'. On the other hand, their
biggest weakness is Bell's lyrics,
which are often worryingly
pedestrian. So, yes, this is their best
effort in years, but it's along way
from acreative re- birth. Whatever
happened to Blancmange? JB
PERFORMANCES MELANCHOLIC ELECTRO
RECORDING SYNTHETICALLY MELLOW

MARIE ROCHE
Roomfull Of Noise
Transmit Records TMR44-01
41m 00s (£££)
Songs as pure, melodic and
sensitively performed as these
are hard to find in today's
over- produced, multi-tracked,
computer-tweaked, pop idol-driven
music scene. Fortunately, young

writes her own songs and arranges
them for her own guitar, before
bringing in her long-time musical

PERFORMANCES CLASSIC TUNESMITHERY
RECORDING WOODY WARMTH

sassy horns ( courtesy of Chicago's
horn section) and agoofy Duane
Eddy-ish guitar solo. There's no new
ground being explored and there
are, of course, some excruciatingly
Marie Roche sings is for real, and
that's going to make her aforce to be
reckoned with in years to come. JB
PERFORMANCES BEGUILING INTELLIGENCE
RECORDING PRISTINE SIMPLICITY

BRIAN WILSON
Smile
Nonesuch 79846-2
46m 59s (£££)
I've always been asucker for the
stunning vocal harmonies created
by Beach Boys' leader Brian Wilson,
but I've rarely been convinced that

I
I
PIN EACH .',i1TH RI RNII
pearls of pop perfection. JB
PERFORMANCES PEERLESS POP
RECORDING METICULOUS CLARITY

A PERFECT CIRCLE
eMOTIVe
Virgin 18946 2
48m 16s (£££)
Joining the anti-Dubya US music biz
groundswell, APerfect Circle have
released what they describe as
'A collection of songs about war,
peace, love and greed'. The band
evolved at the turn of the century out
of the mid-'90s Los Angeles- based

partner Charlie Collis to enhance
them with beautifully understated
touches of dulcimer, fiddle, double-

great lost albums really are great.
That's why I
approached Smile,

bass or acoustic guitar. The result is

most famous pop- music album

avant-garde nu- metal band Tool,
and this album is something of a
departure. Presumably fired up to

music steeped in the kind of
honesty that once thrilled fans of

never released', with scepticism

make an anti- Bush statement, they

and trepidation. Smile was intended

-ealised the futility of trying to write

Joni Mitchell or Tracey Chapman,
and songs that Eva Cassidy, had she

as the follow up to the Beach Boys

an entire album of protest songs and

legendary Pet Sounds but, at his

opted, wisely, for radically

lived, would now be covering.

lowest ebb— overworked, drugaddled and world-weary— Wilson

anti-war classics ever written. This

abandoned it. Almost 40 years later,

could have been adisaster, but their

he has reconstructed and

languid industrial cover of Lennon's
'Imagine' is so stylistically removed

The imagery of 'Two Feet In One
Shoe', the emotional intensity of
'Here And There' and the tender
empathy of ' Take ABow', are
timeless virtues that will make this
album sound as wonderful 30 years
hence as it does now. Every word

which Newsweek has called 'the

re- interpreting some of the finest

completely re-recorded the original
album as he had intended it to be

from the original that it's almost a

back then. It has to be said, the
end- result is astonishing.
Most of the songs — including

different song. The same applies to
Marvin Gaye's ' What's Goin' On',
which becomes almost hymn- like,

'Heroes And Villains', ' Good
Vibrations' and ' Surf's Up— will be

and the.r hypnotic take on Memphis
Minnie'; blues classic ' When The

familiar to Beach Boys fans in
versions that have appeared

Levee Breaks' has to be heard to
believed. There are two original

previously, sprinkled randomly

songs, of which ' Passive' builds
from fragile beginnings to amassive
climax, while ' Counting Bodies Like

recordings are superior in terms of

Sheep To The Rhythm Of The War

performance, arrangement and
sonic quality to the originals. This

Drums' is agrinding no- punchespulled ysion of life in perpetual

album also restores those songs to
the context Wilson first had in mind
for them, finally making acoherent

wartime. This is an astonishingly

listening experience out of what

www.hifinews.co.uk

whole, this will delight Elton's
devotees and leave his detractors
totally unmoved. JB

uptempo offering, ' They Call her The

around several Beach Boys albums,
but virtually all of these new

NDY & VINCE: DIFFICULT 11TH ALBUM

mawkish moments, but then, it
wouldn't be an Elton John album
without acouple of those. On the

existed before merely as scattered

powerLI album, not easy listening,
but often very beautiful indeed. JB
PERFORMANCES PEACENIK NU- METAL
RECORDING PROCESSED AMBIENCE
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OR1G'NR'_ MRS-TER RECORDING -

RYAN ADAMS
BRIDES OF
DESTRUCTION
Here Come The Brides
Silverline 2882609
37m 38s ( Especial) DVD-A
With Motley Crue's Nikki Sixx on
bass and an opener called ' Shut the
F* * kUp', you can expect and will
receive state-of-the-art powerhouse
grunge/punk/metal. If less
sophisticated ( I
can't believe I
wrote
that...) than aCrue recording, it
does have an admirable amount of
fire normally associated with the
less-jaded. Does it need 5.1? No,
just ahelluva subwoofer. KK
PERFORMANCE VIGOROUS
RECORDING APTLY MASSIVE

RL BURNSIDE
The First Recordings
Mobile Fidelity
UDSACD 2026
(45m 13s) ( Especial)
SACD stereo
One of the last of the old-time Delta
bluesmen to be re-discovered,
Burnside has been enjoying
overdue fame in his ninth decade.
His sparse, ultra- pure material
graces everything from ads to
episodes of The Sopranos, yet even
the snottiest of cognoscenti overlook
that because he's, well, amazing.
And there's asting in the tale:
tacked on to the end is abonus, an
electric take of ' Rollin' and Tumblin"
from 1998 that's as deliciously nasty
as it gets. Which means you'll be
online looking for the rest of his
catalogue. KK
PERFORMANCES dRIMAL
RECORDING MINIMALIST

Heartbreaker
Mobile Fidelity
UDSACD 7002
61m 48s ( Especial)
SACD stereo
What acoup for MoFi! Adams is the
(deservedly) hot hero of the
alt.country, Uncut- reading set, a
too- prolific songsmith who's
pumped out seven or eight albums
in five years. This is the solo debut
that proved the ex-Whiskeytown
leader is one of the truest of the
'Gram Parsonians', capable of deft
blending of rock and country music
sensibilities. In short, alittle
treasure of an album. KK
PERFORMANCE YOU CAN ALMOST SMELL
THE COWSHIT
RECORDING ...AND HEAR IT TOO
release. They'd crossed over before
from trad Irish folk to awider
audience, but this was to their
canon what The Healerwas to John
Lee Hooker. Fans joining in
included Van Morrison, Sinead
O'Connor and Ry Cooder, but Mick
Jagger singing the title track is a
wonderful surprise. The sound?
Fantastic. KK
PERFORMANCES INVIGORATING
RECORDING COMPLEMENTARY TO THE MUSIC

PHILIPPE SAISSE
ACOUSTIQUE TRIO
WITH KELLI SAE
Ready To Go
JVC SVCD1047
(49m 37s) ( Especial) XRCD24
This amazing sers nine originals are

DISCOVERY

bracketed by ,, , of Bee Gees
and Cat Stevens songs, the first of
which at first ve be urTecognisable
to you and the second possessing a
majesty that belies the
instrumentation of but three pieces
and no vocals. Maybeirs the utterly
gorgeous sound - XRCD at its best or asoul elemere that lifts this above
most jazz lite. Far once, ' Big In
Japan' doesn't necessarily mean
'Shite Everywhe-e Else'. KK
PERFORMANCE COOL AS ACUCUMBER
RECORDING EVEN COOLER

MARTIN TAYLOR
Artistry
Linn AKD 235
50m lOs ( Especia')
SACD multi-channel

Klezmer
Chandos CHSA 5027
69m 22s ( Especial)
SACD multi-channel
There's now aplethora et modern
klezmer recordings available and
the revival is no longer anovelty.
But this one has much to c.ffer as
an introduction as it's pure rather

Hollywood Rio
Chesky JD276
42m 25s ( Especial)
96/24 recording
Nice use of aChesky mainstay:
bossa nova versions of Hollywood
hits and standards. Sexy as hell, but
you can't help feeling that it should
be subtitled 'Variations On The Girl
From Ipanema'. KK
PERFORMANCE SO BREATHY YOU CAN SMELL
THE TIA MARIA
RECORDING SULTRY

Long Black Veil
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 762
58m 57s ( Especial) Gold CD
Ideal candidate for gold, the
Chieftains' guest-star- laden 1995

www.hifinews.co.uk

Spirit Of Django
Linn AKD237
60m 34s ( Especial)
SACD multi channel
These decade-old acoustic: guitar
recordings work wonderfully as
SACDs, but they beg the question
SACD supporters don't want to hear:
their use of surround is so subtle,
and yet the sound is so satsfying in
stereo, why bother with rear
channels for music? Whatever, the
playing is invigorating, the sound is
dazzling, and the tribute to Django
Reinhardt has added poignancy
considering Taylor's link to the guitar
legend via Stefan Grappelli. File
alongside your Forcione discs. KK
PERFORMANCES FLUID
RECORDINGS HEAR THE FRETS
111KLEZTORY

ANA CARAM

THE CHIEFTAINS

If ER IF

KLEZ TORY
usici de Montreal'.
Yuli Turovsky

than showy, and it gives a
wonderfully broad overview of this
traditional Yiddish genre.
Sublime musicianship.
informative liner notes - check it
out if you like raucous roots music
that's heavy on the clarhEt and
violin. And rest assured, the rear
channels here are purely
atmospheric. KK
PERFORMANCE POLAND 1927
RECORDING CANADA 2003
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e7JThe
-

dither

habit

A golden rule of digital audio is that before every quantisation or
requantisation you must add dither noise to prevent the introduction
of distortion or noise modulation. But, asks Keith Howard, is dither
sometimes applied unnecessarily, to the detriment of sound quality?

N

umerous explanations have been offered down the years
for the cold reception offered 20- odd years ago by
audiophiles to Compact Disc, ranging from rampant jitter
to a preponderance of hi-fi systems adapted to the
particular foibles of LP. But perhaps the best candidate
is poor appreciation of the importance of dither in both
the audio and recording industries, as they came to
terms with what, at first, seemed an alien technology.
Two decades on, largely due to the work of Stanley
Lipshitz and John Vanderkoov at the University of

There is no longer any excuse for
audio signals not being dithered
correctly, but it still happens If

76

essentially benign. All it does is raise the noise floor a
little, and that probably won't be noticed. But my
experience contradicts this, at least where dither at the
16-bit level is concerned. Ihave been experimenting
for awhile with converting 24-bit audio files to 16-bit,
aprocess known as word length reduction (WLR) or bit
depth reduction (BDR) and which is in common use
today to prepare 24-bit recordings for release on CD.
WLR is arequantisation process and so conventionally
requires the addition of dither. But in practice this
dither is often unnecessary and, moreover, it is not
always benign: it can have adistinct and undesirable
effect on the sound quality of the resulting 16-bit file.
REPRISE
Although dither is often mentioned in passing in these
pages, it is many years since HFN carried a feature
concerning dither per se. So the subject will probably
be unfamiliar to many readers, making a quick
recapitulation in order. The context here will be linear
PCM, as used in CD and DVD-A, but the basic
principles apply across all methods of encoding
analogue signals digitally.

Waterloo in Canada, the importance of dither and the
correct means to apply it are well understood. There is
no longer any excuse for audio signals not being
dithered correctly, although that doesn't mean it never
happens. Icould, for instance, name aprestigious FFT
analysis software package whose signal generator plugin offers up tones that are not correctly dithered and
therefore useless for audio measurement purposes.
But does the opposite also happen? Is dither
sometimes applied unnecessarily? Almost certainly

Fig 1 shows a quantisation performed without the
use of dither. The blue curve represents the continuous
signal to be quantised, here asine wave. To make the
quantisation process clear, the signal's peak amplitude

the answer to that is yes but the conventional view is
that excess dither, so long as it isn't too excessive, is

the quantisation step size), so that the quantised

FEBRUARY 2005 Hi-FiNews

is just 8 LSB (least significant bits, where one LSB is
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Fig 1. Undithered
quantisation. The
blue trace is the
input signal, the
red trace the
quantised
approximation to
it and the
difference
between them the quantisation
error - is shown
in orange

Fig 2. Dithered
quantisation. The
addition of dither
noise results in a
quantisation error
that is itself
random noise,
not distortion

WYho,d*Miii

waveform, in red, obviously takes the form of a
staircase approximation. The difference between the
input and quantised waveforms — the quantisation
error — is shown in orange. Although this is sometimes
referred to as quantisation noise, the advisability of the
former terminology is clear in this example since here
the error waveform looks anything but noise-like. In
fact much of it resembles asawtooth wave. Since the
quantised signal comprises the (desired) input plus
this (undesired) quantisation error, it is obvious that
the quantisation process has added distortion — of an
objectionable kind — to the signal.
An obvious way to minimise this distortion is to
make the quantisation step size small relative to the
signal amplitude — much smaller than illustrated here.
But music signals have such wide dynamic range that
there is no escape from the problem even if 16 or more
bits ( 16-bit coding corresponds to 2'6 = 65,536
quantisation steps) are used to encode the signal.
Compare this outcome with that of Fig 2, where
dither noise (to be precise, RPDF dither with apeak-topeak amplitude of 1LSB) has been added to the input
before quantisation. The origin of the term dither' is
clear from what happens to the quantised waveform:
rather than being neatly stepped as previously, now it
has blurred transitions, as if undecided what the
output value should be. This uncertainty has a
dramatic effect on the quantisation error, which now
looks like — and indeed is — random noise rather than
nonlinear distortion.
To appreciate just how effective dither is in
transforming the quantisation error in this way,
compare Fig 3a and 3b. The first shows a spectral
analysis of a 1007.8125Hz tone at an amplitude of 60dBFS, quantised using 16-bit encoding with no
dither, at asampling rate of 48kHz. Here the spectrum
is awash with spuriae which give the sound of the tone
www.hifinews.co.uk

avery buzzy, distorted character. In Fig 3b we see the
result of adding dither prior to quantisation (again,
RPDF dither at an amplitude of 1 LSB peak-to-peak).
Because the dither has the effect of decorrelating the
quantisation error and the signal, the distortion
products have disappeared to be replaced with flatspectrum random noise. The noise floor is far lower in
amplitude than many of the distortion products visible
in Figure 3a, which emphasises an important point: the
dither does not mask the distortion, it eliminates it. It

The origin of the term ' dither' is
clear from what happens to the
quantised waveform
has turned an inherently nonlinear process —
quantisation — into alinear one, the only cost being a
small penalty in signal-to-noise ratio.
The effectiveness of dither depends on two factors:
its amplitude and its probability density function
(PDF). In the above examples RPDF (rectangular
probability density function) dither was used at an
amplitude of 1LSB peak-to-peak. It turns out that this
form of dither, while effective at eliminating nonlinear
distortion, does not prevent noise modulation effects
on complex signals. For this, TPDF (triangular
probability density function) dither with an amplitude
HI-F1News FEBRUARY 2005
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Fig 3. Spectrum analysis of ( left) an undithered 16- bit tone at an amplitude of - 80dBFS and ( right) the same tone with RPDF dither
applied prior to quantisation. Odd harmonics and anharmonic spuriae in the undithered spectrum disappear when dither is applied

of 2LSB peak-to-peak is required — the standard form
of dither used in digital audio. Conventionally it has a
flat spectrum and introduces anoise penalty of 4.7dB,
thereby reducing the maximum signal-to-noise ratio
obtainable with 16-bit encoding to 93.3dB.
WLR
Dither is not only required when converting analogue

16-bit coding. But is this always, or even usually, the
case? Actually there are good reasons to believe that in
many 24-bit recordings it is not.
As a first step in justifying this statement, let's

signals to digital. Whenever a digital signal is
processed in any way — for instance, filtered or
adjusted in amplitude — then dither has to be applied

consider the internal noise generated by high quality
microphones. Microphone noise is usually expressed

again. This is also the case when word length •
reduction is applied, for example if a24-bit recording
is converted to 16-bit for release on CD.

as an equivalent noise level in SPL, atypical figure for
a professional quality capacitor microphone being
around 15dB SPL (A-weighted) which, assuming aflat

The simplest way to achieve this is to add
flat-spectrum TPDF dither within the requantisation
process. But in the early 1990s, in an attempt to retain
more of the dynamic range of 20- or 24-bit recordings
transferred to CD, noise shaping techniques were

noise spectrum, corresponds to an unweighted noise
level of about 17dB SPL. By adding this figure to the
signal-to-noise ratio of TPDF-dithered 16-bit encoding
(93.3dB), we can calculate that arecording's full-scale
amplitude must correspond to around 110dB SPL for
the microphone to achieve 16-bit-equivalent noise
performance. To put this another way, unless the peak
SPL to which the microphone is subjected during
recording is 110dB or more, and assuming the record

Dither is not only required
when converting analogue signals
to digital ones
introduced. In these, TPDF dither is still applied but,
using error feedback and filtering techniques, the
spectrum of the dithered quantisation error is
manipulated to account for the ear's frequencyselective sensitivity to sound. Usually the noise level is
increased at high frequencies, where the ear is less
sensitive at low sound pressure levels, in order to
remove noise from that part of the spectrum where the
ear is most sensitive, around 1-6kHz.
Figure 4 illustrates the effect of one such noise
shaping algorithm — ExtraBit (red trace) — in
comparison to flat TPDF dither (blue trace). By piling
more of the noise up at high frequencies, ExtraBit
reduces the noise floor between 4and 13kHz by about
15dB, allowing 16-bit Compact Disc to achieve a
performance equivalent to an 18.5-bit carrier over this
frequency range. Many different noise contours have
been tried, with varying degrees of success. Different
mastering engineers tend to have their own favourites
among the various noise shaping algorithms on sale,
78

although some have concluded that each introduces
artefacts and so prefer to use flat TPDF dither instead.
The presumption inherent in the noise shaping
approach is that the source material has an inherent
signal-to-noise ratio which exceeds that available from
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gain is adjusted so that this corresponds to OdBFS in
the recording, there is agood reason to suppose that
the microphone's noise will be sufficient in itself to
provide the necessary dither in a16-bit recording — or
one converted to 16-bit from a higher resolution.
Particularly in purist recordings of acoustic music it is
unlikely that the peak SPL at the microphone will be
this high, and even if it is there may be other
components in the signal path that contribute
sufficient noise for the resulting recording to remain
self-dithering at the 16-bit level.
In my experience so far, if you measure
representative 24-bit recordings most of them display
an inherent noise level significantly above -93.3dB. A
typical result is shown in Figure 5. This shows the
spectrum (red trace) of a short excerpt from Sara K's
Brick House, which Irecorded to hard disk for analysis
from Chesky's
Super Audio Collection
and
Professional Test Disc (CHDVD171) via S/PDIF from a
DVD-A player that supports 24/96 on its digital output.
The analysed section is taken from the left channel
very near to the beginning if the track, after the gain has
been raised but before the music begins. For
comparison, the blue trace illustrates the level of flat
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Fig 4. Noise floors of flat TPDF dither ( blue trace) and

Fig 5. Noise floor from 24/96 track Brick House (red),

ExtraBit noise- shaped dither ( red trace)

compared with that of 16- bit, 2 LSB pk-pk TPDF dither ( blue)

TPDF noise required to dither a 16-bit recording.
Clearly, the inherent noise is such that, even though we
don't know its PDF (it could easily be established), we
should expect to be able to convert this recording from
24- to 16-bit resolution without further dither.
A simple way to establish that this is the case is to
extract the quantisation error produced by truncating
the 24-bit file to 16-bits, amplify it and listen to it. If the
quantisation error sounds like random noise
throughout, then this suggests no dither is required as
part of the WLR process. I've written asoftware utility
to do this, and so far pointed it at six commercial 24bit recordings to which Ihave access in pristine form
(by which Imean either original files or recordings
transferred via S/PDIF without downsampling in the
player — access that only some DVD-As will allow). In
each case the result has been the same: the
quantisation error has sounded and measured like
random noise throughout, the single minor exception
being ashort graunch at the beginning of one track as
the gain was raised.
In circumstances like these, which I suspect are
more the rule than the exception, adding dither in any
form — be it flat or noise-shaped — is not only
unnecessary, it is counter-productive since it
compromises the noise performance a little. But the
degradation is small. If the noise excerpt of Fig 5 is
converted to 16-bit using either flat dither or ExtraBit,
the change in the noise floor is so tiny that the spectra
largely overlap. This suggests that adding dither as a
default is asensible policy since it is unlikely to result
in a noticeable increase in noise. But if, instead of
theorising about it, you listen to 24-bit material
converted to 16-bit with and without unnecessary
dithering, adifferent picture emerges.
SURPRISE
When Ifirst experimented with truncating 24-bit files
to 16-bit without dither, having first tested that the
quantisation error would be innocuous, Ididn't expect
to hear much if any difference between the undithered
16-bit file and one generated the 'regulation' way, using
flat TPDF dither. But Ihave done this with avariety of
files now, always with the same result: Iprefer the
sound of the undithered file to the one with
unnecessary dither. In preparation for this article I
burnt a DVD-A (authored using Minnetonka's
www.hifinews.co.uk

discWelder Chrome) containing three versions of five
different 24/96 recordings: the 24/96 original, a16/96
requantisation
without
dither
and
a 16/96
requantisation with flat TPDF dither. Note that the two
16-bit files were not downsampled to 44.1kHz as they
would have to be for CD, so the only factor
differentiating them from the 24-bit original was the
reduced resolution and the absence or presence of
redithering. Comparing the tracks using an Arcam
DV89 DVD player, the result was the same as I've
experienced before: the 24/96 original rated best, the
undithered 16-bit track was a notch down in quality
but retained much the same sonic character, while the
dithered 16-bit version had less colour and air, taking
on some of that grey, homogenised quality associated
with CD. Of course, all the tracks were checked
beforehand to establish that the quantisation error in
the undithered file would be random noise throughout.
These experiments have convinced me that adding
dither unnecessarily in WLR to 16-bits is something to
be avoided. Moreover, although the evidence is only
preliminary, it seems that many — perhaps most — 24bit recordings have sufficient inherent noise to make
redithering redundant. If noise-shaped dither sounds
better than flat dither in the circumstances, Isuspect
this is because the noise added unnecessarily is at least
pushed to areas of the spectrum where it is least
noticeable. But adding no dither at all during WLR
will, in appropriate cases, give an even better result. II

The dithered 16- bit version had
less air, taking on some of that
grey quality associated with CD
• For readers who have access to 24-bit files and would
like to experiment for themselves, Ihave posted the
utility which extracts the quantisation error for
truncation to 16-bits — ExtractQuantisationError —
on the freeware page of my website (www.audiosignal
.co.uk/freeware). To perform the conversion from 24- to
16-bit you will need an audio editor like Adobe
Audition that allows its user to specify whether dither
is or is not added. In Audition (or Cool Edit Pro) the
controls are accessed via Edit>Convert Sample Type.
HI-FINews FEBRUARY 2005
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Unique Sound & Vision
JVC digital reference allows you to enjoy asound quality that is closest ever to that of
the original master. The AX-SD1 GD represents our idea of ' no- interference energy
amplification' to achieve the purest of pure sound. First, there's the independent
3- block construction separating the power amp, preamp and control section, to prevent even the slightest interference. Then, the signal paths are trimmed to the shortest length possible, to keep signals contamination-free. Finally, the extra thick power
cable enters the chassis through a hole in the bottom plate, directly running to the
power transformers, reducing power- related interference. Parts and circuits, including
terminals on the rear panel are laid cut in total symmetry for the left and right channels, to ensure the sense of true stereo that gives substance to the music. Also, the
three point suspension provides an unshakable support to the entire unit.
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Power output: 70W x2 into 4 ohms at 1kHz with 0.7% THD (IEC 268-3)
Advanced Super-A in push-pull configuration
Quality parts: Dual power transformers (one for plus, one for minus voltage), thick
OFC (Oxygen-Free Copper) power cable, low- leakage El-core power transformer,
copper- plated rear panel
Staggered- resonance heat sinks with tapered fins
Ultra phono stage MC and MM
High output discrete phono equaliser amplifier
3-mode Presence' control
Gold-plated brass speaker terminals
System remote control
Enhanced COMPU LINK Control System
RM-SASD1U Remote Control Unit (included)

With the AX-SD1 GD you will experience sound quality like never before, simply out
of this world'
Since JVC started in 1927 this is the best pure amplifier they have ever made.
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tries (and ïgety succeeds) to toucti all bases aserious audiophile could possibly want. It's
interestiagly styled. largely superbly built, has no superfluous
many usefLM features. great
()motional flexibility and superb sound. As an SACO spinner it's peerless at the price - especially via the tube output stage. This marline s simply tzar sweeter, wanner and more arialopi..
sexridinq than ranything I've heard at the price; some may fix] it too much so, otters might
•I
:
,
•
I, for one. arn n the latter camp ..
David Price Editor - HiFi World

Teac Reference D70 Multi DA convertor

ffighly outer trareparent and ', slow

sound flakes this o, of the surprises ci
lie year. Thoroughly recommended.

Simply the best in the world. HDCD compatible wide
range of input sampling frequencies 32 to 192khz,
phone for details.
These are just some of the examples of the special products we have in stock. Unique
Sound & Vision are delighted to provide our customers high- end sound for less money.
How? To find out and experience something you've never experienced before phone now
to arrange an appointment.
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Show resort

1: Dynaudio
Audience 72SE
2: The Onkyo
NC501V network
media player
3: Themescere
RD50 DLP 50in
rear projection —V
4: Jan oE-750
floorstander
5: Inca Design
Talon integreer
amplifier

Manchester

show

W

It was stereo and cutting- edge TV in the
spotlight at 2004's Home Entertainment
show, as David Allcock discovered

Fed by DVD scaled from the UVEM

Nova, anew £ 1400 mains filter

CD player. This simple system

borne theater PC the video was
inc-edibly natural. With aprice-tag

derived from the Titan, bat

provided awarm, rich sound which

modified to perform optimally with

pleased many. Likewise Sugden's

dominated by home theatre, this
year marked areturn of stereo and

of £ 20,000, this represents the

source components. A brief

Masterclass CD player, pre-amp and

state of the art in projection

demonstration of the system on the

HDTV. Sponsored by retail group

bechnology, though at aslightly

mains and on the Nova suggested

power amp combination were
working very effectively witn the

Practical Hi Fi, the Show was held
in association with HiFi News.
A discreet, yet important, launch
was from ThemeScene, with its new

mare affordable £ 11,000 was
SIM2's HT300 Link, using the
latest Dark Metal HD2+ chip with

this will surpass the SubStation.
Another lsotek product, the
Multiway Titan, appeared in what

compact ProAc Response One SC
speakers. Meanwhile, Henley was

digital video link between another

was comfortably the most expensive

with its Roksan atOrtofon Rohmann

hile previous years
saw the Home
Entertainment Show

busy promot ng tne cause of vinyl

rear-projection displays. Both sets

JVEM home theater PC. Playing
scaled DVD video, the image was

system at the show: the £ 100,000
Emotive Excellence Honeyman Scott

B-fronted system. Vienna Acoustics

feature HD2+ 1280 X720 DLP
chips, HDTV compatibility,

outstanding, but the move to native

System One, here fed by the DCS

excellent partners to the

Faroucja DCDi image processing,
DVI with HDCP and HDMI digital

HDTV material showed what we

La Verdi Scala transport/upsarnpler

accompanying Roksan pre-amp,

have in store when Sky launches its

and Elgar Plus DAC, with Emotive

power and phono stage. Staying

video inputs. In both 50in and

HDTV service in 2006. Ihave never

Excellence's own monoblock

with great sound, Dynaudio

60in variants the pictures with

seen video looking so realistic. See

amplifiers. These are 100W units

launched its new Audience 72SE

regular DVD were vivid and free of

HDTV and you will want it.

expected to cost under £ 1,000

which thrived on the end of Cyrus

motion artifacts. The 50in set costs
£2000 and the 60in £4000.
Stunning, though slightly less
affordable, were the projectors from
SIM 2. In the Mission room,
partnered with the Mission
Elegante E80 system, powered by
the Arcam AVR300 with aUvem
home theater PC, was the
three-chip HT500 LINK projector.

www. hif i
news. co. uk

Mozart speakers Droved to be

each. Based on their performance

source and pre/power electronics.

ends of the spectrum, with Inca
Design showing its 75W/ch Talon

with this astonishingly revealing
system, they'll will be abig hit if

showed its next generation NetTune

Audio was represented at both

Looking to the future, Onkyo

integrated aplifier with four single-

they make it to full production.

ended inputs and abalanced input
making remarkably good sound with

Sugden and ProAc were showing
some old faithfuls in surprising

the Katana CD player and PMC GBI
speakers. Priced at £695, it looked

system configurations, with ProAc
showing its Response D15 speakers

twice the money. Sitting at the

(£1795) with modest Sugden A21

software. This can provide ‘Aeo
from aPC or dedicated AN server.
The hardware s expected on sale

bottom of the rack was the Isotek

integrated amplification and CD21

early next year.

client, the NC501V, an AN client
which can access NetTune audio
and work with new NetTure

•
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The high cost of high- end hi-fi
tremember reading some of your readers'

Dynaco ST-70:
designed in the
1950s, over
30,000 were
manufactured.
The ' revival' Series
II version, updated
and sounding
rather different,
appeared briefly in
the early 1990s

comments on the ridiculously high price of
high-end audio gear, in particular top-notch
speaker cables and accessories. Istarted to toy
around with hi-fi some 30 years ago when Iwas
in high school. Since then Ihave owned various
amplifiers, from Musical Fidelity, Audio
Research, Krell ( admittedly not their top
models) and others. Ibelieve top-end ( read
expensive) cables or accessories may have a
market, but not for me or the public in general.
1do believe they can change ( improve?) the
presentation of asystem and Ido enjoy reading
your reviews on million dollar systems/gear - so
don't ditch them - but recently Ihave become

partnered with different speaker systems.
However, the ST- 70 is the amplifier Iwould like

interested in the DIY arena and have designed

to keep for years, partly because it is not worth

and built valve and hybrid amplifiers.

much! By today's standards it has no top, no

At the moment, to my surprise, Ihave only

Value-wise its worth is not much more than apair
of budget interconnects, let alone afoot length of
some exotic speaker cables.
By the way, do you think the audio industry

bottom, no power, no speed, no transparency and

car recreate something like the ST- 70?

one commercially produced amplifier in my

it even distorts at high - actually not very high -

CC Wong, Melbourne, Australia

room. This is the humble Dynaco ST- 70

levels It does nothing right, except that it can

amplifier ( restored, but neither modified nor

give rile immerse listening pleasure regardless of

II The ST70 was 'recreated' by acompany called

armed with exotic components) from the

the source, whether SACD or vinyl. Iam aware of

Sound Valves for Panor Corporation - and later

1970s. Icannot say that this is the best amp I

its limitations but when properly partnered it

under their own name - who had purchased the

have ever owned as the amps mentioned above

simply conveys the music. It does not shy away in

Dynaco name in 1990, and this Series Il version

did not co-exist in my room and they were

asystem pricea at many times ( 100x?) its cost.

was reviewed by Ken Kessler in HFN, April '82.

Recording by numbers (2)

varying resolutions up to 96kHz/24-bit. There's no

Usually they comprise many components that have

Bob Harvie [' Views', Dec ' 041 writes of the merits of

PC involved: merely connect the unit to the 'tape- in'

to compensate for sensitivity mismatches between

96kHz/24-bit recording and continues the

and ' tape-out' on the amplifier ( and/or any digital

the different drivers and/or aberrant resonances in

discussion on the use of PCs for archiving vinyl. I'm

connections that are available) and treat it like a

the drivers or cabinets themselves. This very subject

sure that many HFN readers will share the ' hi-fi in

turbo-charged cassette deck.

one room, PC in another' situation, and would

HFN readers looking for an off-air recorder to

is discLssed in your feature in the same issue on the
history of the LS3/5A.

welcome asolution offering the same facilities, but

archive radio brcadcasts would be well served by

without the need for abeige box and monitor next

this machine as up to 30 hours of 16- bit audio can

compensate for these factors with the TacT room

be stored on the hard-disk and archived to CD as

correction software (sensitivity mismatches between

and when time permits.

the drivers should be relatively straightforward), but

to their Soundstyle, Target, or Seismic Sink support.
Step forward the Alesis Masterlink ML-9600;
hard-drive recording, CD burning, EQ, digital signal

Interested readers can find the manufac:turer's

Of course, it might well be possible to

software correction can only do so much. Extreme

processing, all in one box no larger than astandard

specifications at its website: www.alesis.com.

correction, particularly at higher frequencies, which

cassette deck - and with the same ease of

Graham RCrawford, Scotland

may be needed to correct asharp resonant peak or

connectivity. This unit is aimed at professional
users, but slots easily into adomestic hi-fi setup.
Taking Mr Harvie's vinyl archiving as an example,

TacTful correction?
Iam surprised you offered no comment on Josep

trough, can introduce undesirable phase problems.
1expect most loudspeaker designers would readily
admit that the most tricky and time consuming

the archivist can record from the ' tape-out' on the

Armengold's letter ['Views', Nov ' 04) suggesting the

aspect of producing abalanced result lies in getting

amp or from aphono stage output to hard-disk at a

active two-way digital crossover in the Tact 2.2X

the crossover right, aprocess that can take months

variety of word lengths and sample rates, from ' Red

might be used in place of the passive crossover

of trial and error and careful subjective evaluation.

Book' 44.1kHz/16-bit up to 96kHz/24-bit.

incorporated in most loudspeakers. Such an

Anumber of editing and processing options are

arrangement might be viable if the passive crossover

Tackling the job oneself with the TacT 2.2X is
also not to be consideren lightly, as it is all but

available, including fade-in and out, track splits and

in question comprised just two components (one to

impossible for the lay person to fathom the room

joins, along with abrace of DSP facilities, including

roll off the bass above acertain frequency and the

correction set up procedure because the relevant

level adjustment, parametric EQ, compression and

other two roll off the midrange/treble below a

section of the owner's manual is so woefully

limiting. When the time comes to archive to CD,

certain frequency), but the vast majority of passive

inadequate, nence the need for ahome visit from a

this can be done as standard 16- bit CD, or at

crossovers are considerably more complex.

suitably experienced consultant. Even then, the

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778
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Views
adjustments that need to be made to improve the

response can be fine tuned to any desired response.

Idid mention the pained reactions of disciples to

subjective result are often counter intuitive. For

Driver time alignment can easily be implemented by

his late mellowing and his plea for freedom to

example, if you ask for abit more bass, the

measuring the time difference Td between impulse

compose according to shifting needs.

on-screen adjustment required seems to be to drag

responses of individual drivers. Td is then

the line down abit at aselected frequency rather

programmed as adelay time into one of M/S 2150

journey from late-romantic chromaticism to the

than up. Curious but true.

channels for perfect driver time alignment. Level

serialist rule-book does, Iagree, suggest asort of

balancing can be accomplished by CRO filter design

logic, and if this had simply determined his

TacT has plans for an improved and more lay

Jayne Wilson's helpful rundown of Schoenberg's

user-friendly set of instructions, but even when that

or by using amplifiers level balancing feature.

personal style and he'd been aman of less

is available, it may not be possible to produce a

The M/S 2150 can be programmed with five

evangelical disposition, there'd be no problem. The

software-generated substitute for apassive

different CRO filters. Each filter can have different

difficulty is that despite the option to ' sidestep'

crossover, painstakingly designed for aparticular

characteristics and different CRO frequencies. The

atonality àla Britten, Shostakovich et al, serialism

combination of cabinet and drivers. And the

CRO filter shape around crossover frequency (in

eventually became apropagandist ideology, claiming

crossover in the 2.2X is, after all, only two way.

particular the way how low-pass and high-pass

to point the way ahead for music in general.

Then again, you never know.
Julian Stevens, Bristol
II Dr Radomir Bozovic of TacT responds: The TacT 2.2
Xroom correction system is designed to perform
room/loudspeaker response correction based on a
user-selected target curve. Room correction is

No amount of juggling with dynamics,
rhythm and instrumentation can offset the
loss of tunefulness and harmony

performed on four channels: L/R and subwoofer
L/R. During the correction process the user can

filters overlap) can be used to control loudspeaker

However, the vast majority of music- lovers have

chose to embed high-pass and low-pass crossover

directivity response. In the M/S 2150 this feature is

remained unconvinced, finding that no amount of

(CRO) filters into L/R and L/R subwoofer correction

called DCD - digitally controlled directivity

compensatory juggling with form, dynamics, rhythm

Schoenburg revisited

tunefulness and harmony. Although Ienjoy alot of

cutoff frequency TacT 2.2 Xcrossover filters and

In response to last month's letter from Jayne Lee

quite tough 20th Century music, the primary role of

room correction software are not designed for

Wilson concerning my June '04 Opinion' piece, I

dissonance is to provide startling or gloomy

loudspeaker crossover design applications.

must point out that this was mainly about what

interludes from which the ear returns with relief to a

happened after Schoenberg had devised his serial

consonant foundation. Systematic abandonment of

process than just setting CRO cutoff frequency and

scheme, not the man himself. But in the light of

that foundation, employing the intervallic scheme

filter slope. To accommodate speaker CRO design

Schoenberg's injunctions on the need to study and

evolved to provide the widest possible scope for the

needs, TacT offers the M/S 2150 digital amplifier,

respect earlier masters (who I've now discovered

music it sets out to supplant, signifies an aesthetic

programmed to operate in loudspeaker CRO design

included Offenbach and Johann Strauss!), Iwas

oxymoron. An 'aberration' indeed, despite Jayne Lee

mode. In this mode, it can be programmed to

wrong to claim that he consciously set out to

Wilson's denial.

output the low-pass section to left channel and the

'liberate' music from its past. In mitigation, though,

John Crabbe, Walsden, Lancs

filters respectively The CRO filter selection offers a
choice of only two filter parameters: filter slope and

Loudspeaker CRO design is much more complex

high-pass section to right channel output. The filter
design package can produce low-pass and high-pass
filters with arbitrary user-defined filter response.

and instrumentation can offset the loss of

Thank you, John

The M/S 2150 combined with 2.0S, 2.2X or TCS

death of John Peel requires that Iensure that his

Mk11 measurement feature is an extremely powerful

passing does not go unmentioned. Like many

loudspeaker design system. The designer will start

other readers, Ifeel sure, John was responsible

by programming M/S 2150 with initial low-

for awakening and then broadening my interest in

pass/high-pass CRO filter with cutoff frequency and

music, and consequently my passion for

filter slope as recommended by the driver

reproducing the music that Ilove.

manufacturers. After that, for example 2.2X can be

His astounding breadth of taste and knowledge

used to measure the loudspeaker anechoic or near

of all music was quite possibly unique, as his

field response. The measured response is then

record collection ( Ibelieve, the largest in the

imported into the same graph used to draw the

world in private hands) attests. His humanity and

initial CRO. By comparing CRO response and

humility as abroadcaster, and constant

imported measured loudspeaker response designer

championing of new musicians over four decades,

can identify possible problems and measurement

has been an inspiration.

deviations from the desired response. Once the

As along-term reader and subscriber Ihave

problems are identified CRO filter response can be

often been tempted to write to you over some

music in our hobby, in order to mask aless easily

modified to correct them and then new CRO filters

minor matter, only to shelve the idea in the

justified obsession with the medium, but for

can be programmed back into M/S 2150 for

confidence that one of your contributors, or

those of your readers whose priorities are the

another measurement. Performing afew

another reader, would satisfactorily raise or

converse, John will be terribly missed.

measurements and CRO modifications, loudspeaker

resolve the issue ' on my behalf'. But the recent

Ross Heyward, email

A lot of lip service is paid to the importance of

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to `The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address ( which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at
our discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.

www.hifinews.cr).
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Competition

1REL's new £ 1000
Storm 5subwoofer

You could own this high-performance, craftsman- built remote- control
sub- bass system with 10in driver and 200 watts of power!
Back in 1991, REL was founded by hi-fi enthusiast and engineer
Richard Lord. He'd built a highly successful subwoofer for his own
music system, and soon found himself building more, until what
started as a spare-time passion became a full-time obsession, and
finally aflourishing business.
Unlike others on the market at that time, REL's active sub- bass
systems could be connected to any system wthout degrading the
signal, they could be precisely adjusted to complement the output of
the main speakers, and they were built with the same care that top
manufacturers lavished on their full- range cabinets.
Since then, with the rise of the subwoofer as an essential part of any
home cinema or multi-channel music system, REL has stayed at the
forefront with an ever more sophisticated range of designs to suit all
systems and all pockets.
Like the Stampede and Strata 5 before it, the new Storm 5
incorporates a sophisticated digital control regimen, which offers
unmatched ease of use together with precise and comprehensive
control of calibration parameters through alarge blue front-firing LED
display and awireless handset.
REL's acknowledged expertise in optimising acoustic and electronic
design has extracted maximum performance from the Storm 5's ultracompact sealed cabinet. It offers a performance ( down to 15Hz inroom at -3dB) that is said to be greatly superior to that of its
predecessor ( Storm Ill), even though the Storm 5is physically smaller.
The Storm uses a 10in heavy-duty long-throw cast-chassis driver
(down-firing), powered by an integral 200W DC-coupled MOSFET
amplifier, housed in

its own enclosure. As well as marking a

Storm 5 is constructed from 30mm MDF and finished in arange

significant upward shift in performance from the Strata 5, the

of six real-wood veneers: Black Ash, Maple, Cherry, Walnut, Light

Storm 5 offers a number of added features including right and left

Oak and Rosenut.

low-level inputs, LEE in and out and ahigh level balanced input. The

Enter today! Don': miss your chance to win this great sub!

•

HOW TO ENTER
Competition rules

Complete this entry form ( or aphotocopy) and post it to REL Competition, HiFi News, PO Box 531.

Entries roust be received by Friday, 18 February 2005. 11 The competition

Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA - to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 18 FEBRUARY 2005.

is open to UK readers aged 18 and over. except employees of IPC Media,
REP or their agents Overseas readers are not eligible to enter
21 Photocopied entry forms are accepted, but only one entry per reader is

Answer the following three questions:

accepted, multiple entrants will be disqualified. 31 There is no cash or
other alternative to the prize offered. While every effort is made to ensure

(1) What is the claimed inroom bass extension (-3dB)
of the new Storm 5?

that all information regarding the prize is correct at time of going to
press. IPC Media cannot be held responsible for any errors or
discrepancies. II The winner will be selected shortly after the closing
date and will be contacted by post. Si The Editor's decision will be final

20Hz

and binding and no correspondence will be entered into The Winner's
name will be published in the May'05 issue of Heft News hi the winner

18Hz
II
Il 15Hz
II 22Hz

should be prepared to co-operate with publicity arising as aresult of winning the prize. 7) Entry to this competition implies acceptance of the
rules. All entry forms submitted become the property of IPC Media
News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal
information to process your entry. Would you like to receive e- mails from

(2) What is the rated power ( 3) What is the diameter of the
of the Storm 5's built-in DCheavy-duty cast-chassis drive
coupled MOSFET amplifier?

n200W

unit used in the REL Storm 5?
8in

I
— I150W

165mm

120W

200mm

n20W

10in

Hi Fi News magazine and IPC containing news, special offers, and

Name

product and service information and take part in our magazine research
via e-marlf If yes. please tick here J

Address

News magazine and IPC would like to contact you by post or
telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services

Daytime tel

Tick here if you prefer nuns hear from us J IPC may occasionally pass
your details to carefully selected organisations so they can contact you by
telephone or post wrth regards to promoting and researching their
products and services Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted J
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essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components
that we've reviewed, updated every month. The
emphasis is on real value for money - though this
doesn't just mean that we've always gone for the
lowest-cost options. Rather, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive components that
genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for
the audiophile. Listed are the issue date ( month/
year) where you can track down the original review,
and the author's initials. For the full-length review
contact our Back Issues service: 01733 370800.

CD players
Make/model

Arcam CD33T
Arcam Diva
CD73
Chord DAC 64

Pric

Tested How we rate it
'/03

£1300

AH
/04

£399
£1960

here with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound . Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.

'02

Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

H

concluded, ' It's lot its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route cr musicality and natural timing.'

03

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,

£700

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
6500

Linn Ikemi

£220011

)6

Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

£899 1

NaimCD51

£825

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

$110W
$800

Rotel RCD-02

£380

Unison
Research Unico

£1100

Purcell is aDID converter that ' upsampes' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable

H

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link

38/99

£2000

£7050

extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

/99

Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr-Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual
instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/E8U digital outputs.
The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asense of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

£12.0001

Musical Fidelity
308CR

Naim CDS3

multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.
The replacemerit of the Burr Browr DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off

re

Creek CD50

Linn Sondek
CD12

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, ins.ght and agood grip on rhythm. While

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more ; nformation.

7103

DA was mesmerised by the sound fromthis 24- bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's

DA

sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: 'natural' and ' urforced'.

104

Aplayer punching well above its weight. the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal

DA

impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

7
,
/
03

Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player- high-resolution format or

MC

,
)therwise

104

Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become justifiably famous: pace, rhythm and timing. For

ards

many listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when ir comes to modern pop and rock material.

/31

Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, comnuncating the illusion of real

DA

- according to Martin Colloma Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.

musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capabiliry for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail orderonly in UK.

J02

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now maker. DVD players and AV

'As

receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-ch -innel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

/03

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that cornes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio and SACD players
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

02,03

Arcam
DV79

£1000

05/04

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

PM

Denon
DVD-2900

£850

PM

performance. Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, it rema ns afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

11,02

Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV-747A, but with added Maranta touches such as ' rl DAM' output

Marantz
DV8300

£1500

Pioneer
DV-868AVI

£1000

Sony
XA9000ES

£2400

86

AG
PM
03

03

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CC player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpna 7SE.
Its depthof field, fine eye for detail and subtle textures place you in the thick of te action while sonically this player offers just about the mos:
convincing multichannel DVD-Audio performace heard to date. Rises to meet the challenges of the very best display systems, to boot.
Made an excellent imiyession against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling arti an extremely competent
performance fo- not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
Smooth imcl natural-sounding on both CVO-Aand SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video

PM

stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are iy her players with more sparkle and clarity.

PM

scaler peoviding tighter, noise-free andcontrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

8.04

Sony's current lagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced

PM

sound with thevast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of thoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD
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Tad RCS 2.2X pre- amp

F."

o

o

£3195

Many companies have promised room correction, but few
have delivered asystem that's truly versatile. By using the
latest DSP engine to number crunch the huge amounts of
data involved in processing sound so that it suits the room
in which it is heard, TacT has come up with a neat, and
highly effective, solution. If you are thinking of spending
even £2000 on an upgrade, an audition of the RCS 2.2X
is mandatory. It's likely to do more for recreating the
musical experience in your room than any other upgrade.

Turntables
Make/model

Pr ice

Tested

Avid Diva

£1100

02/04

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01

Linn LP12

from
£1015

I
0/97

111

AH

KK

Prolect
RPM 9X

Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to
the engineering concepts of Avid's bigger mods, and the sound is not far behind them either.
Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base
and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outbcard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston model'; but wrh tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves
room for improvement with better power supplies: now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.
Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A

Michell Gyro
Pro-Ject Debut
Mk11

How we rate it

neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£440) and aclamp - the latest version uses aDC motor.

£120

u7/00

£1000

19/04
TB

TB

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm ard Or,ofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).
Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved
definition beween leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, he Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems
are athing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best

SME Model 10

ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's youhear the music and nothing else'.
Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged

Rega P2

(there's still no subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.

Roksan
Radius 5

Price quoted includes the Nina tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a 'listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect 'real dynamic
contrast and timbrai colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it
With better controls than previous models, the Dfal is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include

Arcam DT81

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear. dstinct way of opening upa broadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

Creek T43

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path

Magnum
Dyna lab MD102

Toronto-based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue FM-only tunes. This one has optional remote control for fine-tuning and

Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

distortion are displayed. I
Hfound it had 'afut -bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable.., excellent value.'
switching between five presets. AG thought it 'muscallysuperior to any other tuner that I've heard... In every respect it's nothing less than stunning'.

£600
£330

9/01
1F1

Three wavebands and RDS; for I
Hthe sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.

7/03

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for

AH

upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured c-esentation and the controls are simplicity themselves— atop-drawer procuct.

Oracle Delphi Mk V

£3180

Something of a legend among vinyl
enthusiasts, this classic three-point
suspended subchassis design is now in its
25th year of production and available in
the UK once more after some years'
absence. Sounding fast, transparent,
precise and airy, the Oracle digs up bags of

www.hifinews.co. uk

textural information and excels when it
comes to female vocals. Thanks to the
attention lavished on the suspension and
main bearing, the Mk Vversion also proved
an incredibly quiet turntable. The deck was
tested using the ' Turbo' power supply,
available as a £ 600 option.
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Amplifiers
Make/model

Arcam FM1 A32

hi-fi buyer's shortlist

Arcam A85

ct)
cn
cu

Audio Research
VS 110
Audio Research
Ref Two

Price

£1100

r ' fir
AG

How we rate it
This top-of-the-range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the
most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

£700

0.5/0
AH

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

£4000

03/03
013

With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

£10,000

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

Bryston 3B-SST

£1725

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

Tested

93/0C

Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,'said MC.

03/011

Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

5//00
sr

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
David Al lcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to
• dhe rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly - he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.
Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched- mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and

£4040

,90
AH

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE
Conrad-Johnson
Premier LS2

£3000

5:/03
MC

Creek
P43R/A52SE

£350/
£600

0'100
TB

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m-m or m-c

£700

02/D1
All

Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, in time.

£350

02/00
131(

Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

£1500

01/00
y.

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation

0Y04

This gorgeous- looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market

Creek 5350
Croft Vitale
EAR 864
GRAAF GM5OB

£5000

£3950

Icon Audio
Stereo 40

£990

Krell KAV-30011_

£3900

00104

us

transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to ' SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of
the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2,
detail was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.

Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.
thanks to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.
UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode.

02.04
TB

TB liked its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.

10,01

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the

£2698

06/04
DB

This 'entry-level' 203W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch

£2590

IA /CO
60

Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed-node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.

£1000

05/03
DA

£800

06.1114
DA

£9350

OVA
KK

Nairn NAC 552

£11,750

)61)3
lo

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than

Nairn NAC
112/NAP 150

£6251
£750

03/01
AH

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts

Naim NAIT 5

£800

02/01
AA

amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.

Pass Labs X350

£9950

02/00
AL

very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

Pathos 11-RR

£3250

08/55
KA

£1500

06,59
AG

volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

I
lei

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.

Krell KAV 400xi
McCormack
pre-/power
usica
Fidelity A32
Musical
Fidelity X150
Nagra VPA

Primare A30.1
Quad QC
24/11-forty

£4000

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

£250/
£350

TacT Audio
RCS 2.2X

£3195

irk

Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
drama and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in m-m phono input of very adequate quality too.
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going

Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The

Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
Quality needn't break the bank. Rotes remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line
inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the
listening position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers

Make/model

Ave ntga ide
Uno
AVI Neutron III

Tested

£7350

rivo'i

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeoker at44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

SH

sensitivity of 100dB/W.SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

ri IAN
It

With its 5litre volume, this m niatu re ( 265 x140 x205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric do me t
wee t
er an d127 mm Vifa

)7 00

Though small, the Kevlar-zoned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall

£500

£260

B&W DM303

£180

B&W
Nautilus 802

£0 "
nn

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

Dynaudio
Contour T2.5

£2460

Elac CL82 Mk II

£340

Energy
Encore 2

£150

E
p os M12

All
AG

u"

r17/C2

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

KH
i
di

capacity to sound huge, butwith holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
i)

AC

/@1
)
9
20iid

,, Nds

£1500

.
5,02

iMlab
Cobalt 816
a
Utopia Alto Be

£860

£8970

described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

,8/00

Jamo D830

Ma rtinLoga n
Prodigy

TB

vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. ( Special finishes availa ble at extra cost.)

£1300

£635

simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.

re

;,,99
mc

Linn Katan

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get
One of B&W's finest ever oudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801

Ai",

Ha rbeth
Compact 7ES

£11 ,000
•

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.

harder when pushed. Overa id, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped soundthat makes it keep control at higher volumes.

AC
£5 ,,

How we rate it

resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.

12
,
01

AL

Elac's aluminium compcsite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high
volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.
Satellites use aluminiumclome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to
reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or lull-scale orchestra at realistic vdumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adapta ble for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by barn-000r standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with
the boundaries between ma nshell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Something of abenchmark_ SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

All

Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but

A3

the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.

-, 214

With ahigh sensitivity (90d 3/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth

AG

and scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be rito sounding oppressive even when loud.

i
i))

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

AH

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

Ano

wc

Abig hybrid electrostatic:, aid arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional
spatial qualities and fine seise of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this Martin Loga nmay be the one for you.

£2500

,, E./ 03
0
,
;•xxx

This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but aiso featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis

Mission fs2-AV

£800

r00

The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available as atwo-channel sub-sat system), the
f52-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.

Quad ESL- 989

£4000

'

Ruark Etude

£500

'JV02
4

Ma rtinLoga n
Clarit

Ruant
Prologue
Sonus Faber
Cremona
Son us Faber
Stradivari
Ta nnoy
Dimension TD12

T otem Arro

/00

'çk

£5000

£22,000
i
,
6500

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

£9000

Benesch
Discovery

£5500

Wilson WATT/
Puppy System 7 £22 , 500

if mews. co. uk

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (
86dB), and aclean and

neutral sound: amildly laid-back

presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
takes over at 1.8k Hz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Another beautiful boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002

+K

Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.

0
'GM(

/pi
:7/99
AH

£120

Larger, wider-bandwidn take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

,/02

MC
£840

sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/m ids and a28mm silk dome that

£950

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

Wilson

G

Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry
of Sonus Faber's founCer, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.
With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has
Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening mom, the Arro has an outstanctng ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the
speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the sea mlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

.
/01&

An opinion divider. KKfound 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.

:2/01

AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.

/
,,i9,3

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open midband
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

OH

/
99

High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a

AG

rather bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

_
,
./01

A150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.

,
'H

Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.

)/02

o

Even compared with tne

excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more

dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

Blueroom
Mini pod

Price

I

Accessories Club
EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HFN oot FLUXDUMPER Magic Brick' for valve amps

£30

HFN 002 TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'

£25

OUR NEW YEAR SALE!

£140

HFN 004 BLACKHEAD Moving- coil transformer
HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

We're offerng some great SALE PRICES and SPECIAL OFFERS on the following

£12

items, with fantastic SAVINGS compared with the regular prices in the main list

HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide

on this page. Check out these special sale prices and deals before ordering!

LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d) £85
CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d) £ 99
CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) o 165(d) £ 99
HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3rnm £ 13
HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£ 12

HEN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£ 12

HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack oft2

£ 18

HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4
HFN 031 IEC LINE SOCKET

SOVTEIVELECTROHARMONIX VALVES: 25% off all stock
FERRITE RF block cable ciamos: Buyone pair, get one pair free,

BOOKS: See last month's issue fordetails of our book sale.

o

either size.

AYRE System Enhancement Disc: £ 10, was £ 16.

£ 10

£8

HFN 032 SORBOTHANE FEET 40mm hemispheres ( each) £4 o
Blue ( Soft) 0-4Kg per set of 3

£ 12

Red ( Medium) 5-8Kg per set of 3

£ 12

Black ( Hard) 9-12Kg per set of 3

£ 12

DEOXIT/PROGOLD: Buy both for £22.50.

o

HFN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table £85

o
D

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

MOTH MkI IRecord Cleaning Machine: now avaialble asa

STEREOPHILETest CD 1/2/3: Package price of £30. Regular

package (£450) including 5Litresof RCM Fluid and 200

price £ 13 each.

Nagaoka-style inner sleevesat no extra charge.

KABSpeedStrobe: £56. Normally £70- 20% off!

NAGAOKA-style LP inner sleeves: get 50% extra free! Buy now

ROCKBASE Music Database V2: half price £20.

and get 150 for the priceof 100(E191.

CHESKY Ultimate DVD: £ 15. Regular price £22.

BEDINI CD system: half price (hand-held version). Now £35.

DENSEN DVDMagic Demagnetiser: £20. Normal ly £251

LAST RECORD CARE: FreeStylusCleaner (£ 15) or Record Cleaner

CLEARCOVER Turntable Lids: we have accesstothe remaining

(£15) with Power Clean/Preservat iye/Stylast package (£77.501.

stock of Clearcover Turntable Lids, all avai lable at knock-down

GRYPHON Exorcist and Black Exorcist: buy both for £ 175.

prices, please ring for details.

INCOGNITO ARM PLUG JIS 5-pin

£12
£45

INCOGNITO ACRYLIC PLATTER (Rega)

PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS
2kVA UK/Euro 230/230V

£800 O

SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Rega)

£30

2kVA International 230/120V or 120V/230V

£850 13

SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Linn)

£35

lkVA UK/Euro 230/230V

£450 C

SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Thorens)

£48

IkVA International 230/120V or 120V/230V

£500 O

SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT ( Roksan)

£48

500VA UK/Euro 230/230V

£345 O

SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Martricore)

£43

500VA International 120/230V or 230/120V

£395 O

SRM FELT TURNTABLE MAT

150VA UK/Euro 23W230V

£200 O

SRM SILICONE TURNTABLE MAT

£25

150VA International 120/230V or 230/120V

£230 D

SRM TURNTABLE SPIRIT LEVEL

£15

£9

RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre

£4.50 D

SRM PRO CARTRIDGE MOUNTING KIT

RABEO EARTH CABLE FVD, per metre

£6.50 D

MFSL GEODISC cartridge alignment gauge

RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre

£45 C

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£60 C

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke, kit

£35 O

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way

£99 13

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 6- way

£199 C

SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

£99 C

£6
£40

CD/DVD CARE & PROTECTION
CD ' 1EWEL' CASES
Standard 5in complete, pack of 10

£6.50 111

Maxi- single slimline, pack of 10

£6.50 D

Slim double, pack of 5

£6.50 I:

Standard double, pack of 3

£6.50 D

Sin PVC protective sleeves, pack of 30

£6.50 O

VALVES AND VALVE ACCESSORIES
SOVTEK/EH 3008 Triode matched pair

£200

SOVTEK KT88

£35

SOVTEK 6550WE

£25

SOVTEK KT66

£25

SOVTEK 5881

£12
£8

SOVTEK 6SN7GT

£8

SOVTEK EL34
SOVTEK EL34WXT

£12

SOVTEK 6L6WXT

£15
£18

SOVTEK GZ34

£16.50

SOVTEK EL84M
SOVTEK EF86

£13

SOVTEK/EH ECC81/12AT7

£12

SOVTEK/EH ECC82/12ALI7

£12

SOVTEK/EH ECC83/12AX7

£13

SOVTEK/EH ECC88/6922

£15

PEARL COOLER for small signal tubes, with damper

£7

PEARL COOLER for output tube

£9

PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution system, 12- way

£145 D

METAL CIAD 32A Mains distribution block, 10- way

£95 D

METAL CLAD 324 Mains distribution block, 6- way

£85 O

DENSEN DMAGIC CD demagnetiser

METAL CLAD 32A Mains distribution block, 4- way

£70

DENSEN DMAGIC DVD demagnetiser

£25

SUPRA LO RAD Mains cable, 2.5mm, per metre

£15 D

AYRE System Enhancement Disc

£16 O

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs per 4

£12 D

SUPRA LO RAD Mains cable, 1.5mm, per metre

£12

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£15

MICHELL Tenderfeet, Small, per 3

£10 O

£10 D

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

£330 D

CHESKY ULTIMATE DVD 5.1 setup disc

£22 O

MICHELL Tenderfeet, Large, per 3

£14

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Assembled

£400 O

ULTIMATE Stereo Hearing & Equipment Refresher

£15 D

FERRITE RF BLOCK Cable ciamos, 6mm, per pair

£12 D

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit

£218

STEREOPHILE Test CD1/2/3, set of 3

£30

FERRITE RF BLOCK Cable clamps, 6mm, per pair

£14 D

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Assembled

£300 D

XLO/REFERENCE Test and burn- in CD

£24 El

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£15 0

£12.50 O

DE-OXIT Contact cleaner

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY' Booklet

£22 0

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS Volume 1

£15 D

VINYL CARE 8t PROTECTION
LP OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50

£ 20 L,

LP GATEFOLD OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 25 £ 20 C
LP INNER SLEEVES Paper, per 100

£ 12

LP INNER SLEEVES Poly/paper, per 100

£ 15 D

LP INNER SLEEVES Nagaoka style, per 50

£ 10 D

LP STORAGE BAGS 12in sealed, per 100

£ 10 D

DECCA 2+21 Record- cleaning brush

£ 13 C

SHURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge

£ 24

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g £ 220
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital turntable level

£ 220

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 1

£400 O

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 1Kit
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk u

£225 D

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer
BIB DVD CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit

£15 O

PRO- GOLD Gold contact preservative

£14 O
£14 O

SID Sound Improvement Disc

£18 O

ROCKBASE V2 Rock Music Database CD

£39 O

SID Sound Improvement Disc

£18 O

FM ANTENNA Powered indoor antenna

£25 D

BEDINI CD Treatment System ( handheld)

£70 D

ROTH WELL Attenuator, per pair

RINGMAT Statmat Mk II COI

£18.45 D

RINGMAT Statmat CDi, blue

£37.50

£39 D

AUDIO ONE XLR/phono adaptor ( specify in or out), per pair

£45
£100 D

GRYPHON EXORCIST System Denla gnetiser

Visit www. hi fi accessories club.com - emai Iorders welcome

accessories club order form
Name

_

£450 D

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 11 Kit

£ 255 D

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk II Pro

£ 500 D

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1litre

Address

£ 17.50 El

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5 litres

£35 111

RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringmat

£ 50 C

RINGMAT Anniversary Ringmat

£ 70 C

RINGMAT LP Blue Statmat/Statcap

£45 O

RINGMAT LP support system full spacer set, blue £ 145 O
NAD PP- 2Phono stage, m-m/m-c

£ 50 0

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

£ 27.50 O

LAST LP preservative

£27.50 El

LAST Record cleaner

£ 15 O

LAST Stylast stylus treatment

£27.50 C

LAST Stylus cleaner

£ 15 O

Post code
Tel ephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
'HFN Accessories Club'

or

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*

Card Number

UF]

nl

-11

GRYPHON EXORCIST Cartridge Demagnetiser £ 100 O
CARDAS Sweep LP

£25 O

ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol

£ 37.50 D

MICHELL Tecnoweight ( Rega)

£67.50 D

MICHELL VTA adjuster ( Rega)

Expires ( date)

Signature

£ 25 O

MICHELL Unicover ( universal

£44 D

KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source

£ 75 O

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices

HFN Accessories Club & CD Service

include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Rega) 1.2m

£ 115 D

PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( universal) 1.2m

£ 169 D

OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028

EXPORT

INCOGNITO VTA ADJUSTER ( Rega)

£25 C

OR Telephone: 01234 741152

Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will

INCOGNITO CARTRIDGE TAGS per 4, gold

£ 18 C

OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com

be

OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. 140E.

INCOGNITO ARM WIRE 5colours, per metre
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£25 D

SALES

Export

subject to additional

sales

are

always

shipping at

cost.

very

welcome.

Please

contact

wwvv.hifinews.co.uk

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
CHRISTMAS OPENING
SUNDAY • 19 DECEMBER
MOST STORES OPEN
CHRISTMAS DAY
ALL STORES CLOSED - HAPPY CHRISTMAS!
BOXING DAY
ALL STORES CLOSED
NEW YEAR'S DAY
ALL STORES CLOSED - HAPPY NEW YEAR!
SUNDAY • 2 JANUARY
MOST STORES OPEN
Due to local variations, please call your local

WINTER
SALE

STARTS 11 DECEMBER 2004

store or visit our website to verify opening
hours before travelling.

SUNDAY OPENING
Many of our stores are open on Sundays during
December and January.
For up-to-date information, please call your local
stone or visit our website.

NEW STORES

We have hundreds of unmissable bargains available
in our fantastic WINTER SALE.
For information on all the latest offers, call your
nearest store or visit our website.
vvvvvv.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

EALING

SWINDON

The long-awaited store
in Ealing is now open.
Part of anewly
developed parade in the
heart of town close to
Ealing Broadway tube
and on the fringe of the
Ealing Broadway
Shopping Centre, the
store offers an unrivalled
experience to shoppers searching for the best in
audio and video equipment.

ABERDEEN

We're back.
The Swindon store
has reopened after a
short break with an
improved range of the

We are pleased to announce our new exciting
Aberdeen store opened on the 30th October.
Situated on Crown Street, which is only ashort
walk from Union Street, the store has three
fantastic demonstration areas where you can
audition the very best in home cinema and hi-fi.

best in hi-fi and home
cinema. The excellent
facilities and quality of service remain the same.
The store is located in Commercial Road, close to
the town centre with parking nearby.

Easy parking available at the rear of the store.

57 CROWN STREET
ABERDEEN

24 THE GREEN
EALING

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD
SWINDON

01224 252797

020 8579 8777

01793 610992

49 STORES NATIONWIDE FULL DETAILS ON PAGE 7

vvvvvv.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

WINTER

Seven oaks

SALE

SOUND & VISION

STARTS 11 DECEMBER 2004

l
1 14

Project
SALE
(Colours) E SALE

"A perfect

,c0

Debut Ill Turntable

I1 combination of
i
early Arcam
I refinement and

Arcam DiVA
CD192 CD Playes £849.95
Ilq0 Amplifier £849.95

&Hey. combined
with new-found
vitality and
freshness ." OVA CD192

(
Black) E

"Building on the Award-winning design of its predecessors, the new Pro-ject Debut Ill
delivers athriilingly good sound for the money... Products like this should really
reinvigorate your interest in hi-fi."

*****

Mission m31i
Speakers
£119.95
"Overall, the little m31i
speakers are great, and

Marantz
CD5400 CD Player £119.95

the team at Mission
should consider this
upgrade jot well done.
The i in the model
name stands for
'improved' and these speakers fully deserve
the suffix."

"Th sis aremarkable player for the money,

tremerr

with superb sound, looks and feel, which give you
no clue as to the budget phce... A very solid buy -

AWARDS 2004

Cyrus
8vs Amplifier £ 799.95
CD8 X CD Player £999.95
Cyrus has been
(Developing high
performance hi-fi
systems for oye- 20
years. Today their
uogradeable, modular
product range includes
multi- room systems,

1404904141.10
CD PLAY •
MIS 4444

tha - advances the
prececessor by an
almost absurd degree.
The Cyrus 8vs is an

¡IKON.

"

Amr"' £ 239.95

"This is one of the most powerful amps in its class, at

"The added ' x'

combination of poise and impact. Stick with fast,
dynamic speakers such as B&W DM601 Sas or KEF's

MED

equally capable 01s and the results will amaze."
•

factor brings alevel
of CD playback

arid 8vs amplifiers, has
their performance while

o

dance to abig orchestral work, offering adelbous

* * * * *

preamp circuitry.

•

95w per channel, and ff sounds it with anything from
*****

systems. The new 'VS

dramatically improved

The Quake delivers bass with both power and finesse."

wow

oi the world's finest hi-fi

incorporated in tie 6vs

cinema system.
"It's such acapable subwoofer - it handles
both music and movies exceptionally well.

aosol rte superstar."

home cinema and some

to

Bass reinforcement for
both your hi-fi and home

"Here's amachine
ability of its excellent

and alot of fun"

REL Quak
Subwoofer
£349.95 Riffle. Black)

previously unheard
at this price."

ÍPure Digital DRX702ES
Digital/Analogue Tuner £269.95

CD6 X

Roksan Kandy
CD Player £649.95
Amplifier £649.95

the CD8 X is aheavily
revised version of
the CD8.

1,21411

è

"The Kano's,/ CD player offers agreat array of talents learn it with its amp stablemate and you have something

"This tuner sounds superb... The overall balance is

close to the deal visual and sonic combination."

powerful, clean and crisp, making this afine tuner

"The result is abreathtaking Best Buy amplifier that betters
competition with ease'

Cyrus 6vs Amplifier £599.95
"A. significant upgrade to what was
already an impressive amp - Cyrus'
new entry-level integrated is apeach"

UMW
* * * * *

CANDY AMPLIFIER - AWARDS 2003

• i

by any standards, and asuperb buy given its
}

,

xcellent flexibility."

Harman Kardon TU970
Digital/Analogue Tuner £249.95
With Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) capability, this high-quality tuner delivers more stations and offers pure, distortionfree, CD-like sound, while providing useful radio and data services. Combining ease of use with interference- free
receotion, Harman Kardoas TU970 features the newest digital technologies from one of the oldest hi-fi names_,!

o

C

When you purchase any product from the following brands -

LAIM UP10

ARCM • B&W • CYRUS • ROKSAN • REL • ROTEL

25°
ACCESSORIES

Choose Accessories FrDm QED • GRADO • SOUNDSTYLE etc

FREE

CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM

10%*
15%'
20% .
25%*

WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER

£250
£500
£1000
£2000

•
PERCIENTAGEAPPIIIES TO ACTUAL SPEND ON BRANDS SHOWN ABOVE NOT IN COMM.' ION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION
PLEASE NOTE - SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CARL TO CHECK AVAILABILITY BEFORE TRAVELLING.

KEF
Q4 Speakers ESALE
Q Compact Speakers ESALE
The 04 fioorstarder, is one of
the latest additions to KEF's
acclaimed Q Series.
Featuring KEF's Uni C driver
array - an arrangement that
makes the speaker much
easier to place h the mom.

Musical Fidelity

This has been combineo
with adedicated 130rnrn LF
unit for extended bass

A5 Amplifier

ÇFRIES
£ SALE

AS CD Player

ESALE

output which belies the size

Musical Fidelity has introduced the new A5 series CD

of its diminutive cab net.

player and integrated amplifier. The amplifier delivers
250 wpc and is capable of reproducing proper
dynamic range into all but the most inefficient
loudspeakers. The CD player is, according to Musical

Wharfedale
£SALE

Fidelity, "the best player ever made." Visit you , nearest
store for more more information and ademonstration.

"The overall balance of the speakers is their finest
characteristic. Thanks to near- perfect driver integratzn,
music sounds wonderfully natural and transparent .. This
is abar-raising effort from Wharfedale: these are
rid culously good speakers at the budget price level"

X-SERIES
X-80 Amplifier
X-150 Amplifier
X- Ray" CD Player

ESALE
ESALE
ESALE

The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 ir npkiers
are part of Musical Fidelity's revamped X - Series. Both
models feature adual-gang analogue volume control
and high- output transistors for each channel. The
X-1,50 also includes ahigh quality phono stage.
The X-Ray" CD player, replacement for the legendary
X- Ray, uses the same DAC and upsampling principles
as the acclaimed Tri Vista SACD player.

Roltsan Caspian WI Serie
CD Player £1099.95 Amplifier £999.95
"A real class-contender, the new M Series- 1is acanny
piece of kit and well worth the money."
"A fine piece of equipment

to

PA SERIE41 CD PLAYER

SERIES, AMPLIFIER

Quad
99 CD- PCD Pre Amp ESALE
99 Power Amp SALE
111 Speakers E SALE
This system package includes the
multi Award-winning 11L speakers

Preamplifer/2 xMonoblocs £3449.95

combined wit`a the exceptional 99 CD-

"This Roksan is an excellent buy that puts most of the

R CD player and 99 power amplifier.

opposition to shame when it comes to sonic ability... If
you want the most honest- sounding amp you can get for
your money, this combo can't be ignored."

r
r

---

"So, we have three talented pieces of
kit and the result is „ excellent."

PRICING POLICY

FINANCE OPTION*

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.

Svead the cost of buying.

In the event you can find the same products and excetent service al

0", inance option is available on tile inaioit4 at products we stock.

abwer price, please bring it te our store managers' attention.

Ostuls In repent. Lereneed co.«

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE

cut,

Ilanomue balance £400, Ilaaaect le stabs.

BEFORE TRAVELLING.

'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER, ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 13/01/05, E&OE.

e

WINTER

Sevenoaks

SALE

SOUND & VISION

STARTS 11 DECEMBER 2004

Monitor Audio

Rotel 0 Series
RA- 1062 Amplifier £ 594.95
RCD-1072 CD Player £ 594.95

SILVER
56 Speakers
£499.95

'At the heart of the 60-watt RA- 1062 is atoroidal
transformer and apower supply, which Rotel claims.
helps the amp maintain performance even a: high

"These are rather magical

volumes... Crank up the volume and, as promised. the

speakers, with apoise and

Rotel keeps its composure and balance... If you want a

grace that belies their ability

£600 integrated, be sure to audition the RA-062.

to turn on the power when

First impressions of the RCD-1072 are excellent. This is

required. Pair them with a

the slickest machine in this group: the casework feels

good CD player and suitably

solid and the finish exceptional at the price... On its own

accomplished amp, and you

terms it remains an enjoyable and informative CD player.'

won't go far wrong."

-ià s

a
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GOLD
Reference 20
Speakers
£SALE

CD RECORDERS

Acoustic Energy
Aelite Three
Speakers £ SALE

"Monitor Audio has

"Acoustic Energy's new

made an immensely

Aelite Threes weigh WI,
a/ a

accomplished pair of

hefty 18kg aOre, and their

speakers ir the GR

curved, real wood finished
catipnts both lorak ha: leisure
and make good acoustic
sense... So how do floe!
perform... Give them abig
room and positon 'hem in
free space and they'll delivet
great things... If you want a

20s. In sonic and
physical terms there

Yamaha -- i-FID13L.,,i1 £479.95

is little to cnticise;

New replacement for the Award-winning CDR-HD1330.

even the price is

Now includes alarger hard- disk for extra storage.

Pioneer PDR-609
£199.95 LIMITED STOCK AVAILABLE

highly competitive.
We have no choice
but to recommend

Product
°Meyer
2002

them highly."

big sound for sensble

BRONZE B2
Speakers £179.95

money, don't hesitate to
audition the Aelffe Threes."

"Monitor Audio's

"Features include
*****

Bronze B2s sound

24-bit/96kHz digital-analogue-

much more expensive

conversion plus manual recording level c,ontrols, ideal

than their £200 price

when making compilations to standardise levels. Ail this

tag would suggest. In

means you get great copies from the Pioneer... and

fact, they sound

remarkable value."

B&W
704 Speakers
£1399.95

6;2213

superb... In the
competitive world of
budget hi-fi, speakers
don't get much better
than the B2s."

are part of B&W's
new 700 senes.
These floorstanding,
two- and-a- half-

Acoustic Energy
AE1 MKIII Speakers fSALE

way, vented box
!.peakers are
available in a
\,ariety of attractive

We.ttfr

finishes. In arecent

'AWARDS "1004

What Hi R? Sound

°vs*

"The legendary AE1 lives on in this groundbreaking third
version... The Mk Ills are worthy of the AE1 name, taking
small- speaker performance to another level.y

and Vision group
test the 704 offered
"Remarkable
qaenness and
irrivalled at

Denon DM31
UD-M31 CD Receiver f189.95

this price."

"The D- M30 was exemplary, as its three What Hi- F7 Sound

clarity that is

and Vision Awards clearly show. The D- M31 is even better,
making it phenomenal value for money."
NB - DENON DM31 PRICE EXCLUDES SPEAKERS

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 13/01/05. MOE.

o

CLAIM UP TO

25°
ACCESSORIES

FREE

When you purchase aly product from the following brands:ARCAM • B&W • CYRUS • ROKSAN • REL - ROTEL
Choose Accessories From QED • GRADO • SOUNDSPILE •

CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM

10%*
15%*
20%*
25%*

WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER

£250
f500
£1000
£2000

•
PE FtO.. NTAGE APPLIES TO ACTUAL SPEND ON BRANDS SHOWN ABOVE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION.
PLEASE NOTE - SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL TO CHECK AVAILABILITY BEFORE TRAVELLING.

SUGGESTED
HI FI SEPARATE
SYSTEMS
Ssvenoaks has carefully chosen four
hi-fi separate systems. Selected for their
performance, reliability and compatibility,
these systems offer superb value for money
with massive savings on the individual
component prices. Simply add speaker and
interconnect cables and other accessories
f-om our extensive range available in-store.

Rotel
RCD-02 CD Player
RA- 01 Amplifier

1

LILE

Monitor Audio
Bronze B2 Speakers

f649.95

SAVE LEES

NIKE EXCLUDES CARES & STANDS

S8EM'

LoN.J.A."

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

Arcam
CD73T CD Player
A80 Amplifier

The right accessories can make or break your hi-fi
or home cinema system. Our carefully selected
ange will ensure you get the very best
performance from your system.

KEF
Q4 Speakers

.

(YHE4 tt- ER OR PROMOTION

QED CABLES
Audo & Video
Interconnects • Speaker
Cables • HDMI Cables
•Component Video
Interconnects
•Comprehensive Custom
Cable Service

GRADO
HEADPHONES

SAVE ff

PRICE EXCLULKS CARES

Roksan
Kandy KD1 MKIII CD Player
Kandy KA1 MKIII Amplifier

Range includes
the Awardwinning SR60
and highlyacclaimed RS1
plus the worldfamous Grado
Cartridges

Monitor Audio
Silver 56 Speakers

SOUNDSTYLt
-RACKS &

4.100%e
L:••

£1149.95

•

The all-new Soundstys_
of Equipment Supports and
Speaker Stands offer the
discerning enthusiast an
unsurpassed combination of
leading-edge styling,
outstanding finishes, modular
flexibility and class-leading
sonic performance

g a PRICING
MR POLICY

£1499.95

>-

SAVE ELLS

'ma DICLuIXS CABLE
El SYSTEM 3 - NOT IN CONJUNC TION MTH ANI OTnER 0181 ROB PROMOTION

usical Fidelity
XRae CD Player
X-150 Amplifier
onitor Audio
Gold Reference 10 Speakers

We always try to ensure our prices are
highly competitive.
In the event you can find the same products
and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention.

3

999.95 -WE
PRICE exauCKS CAKES ISTANEK

fffs

WINTER

Sevenoaks

SALE

SOUND & VISION

STARTS 11 DECEMBER 2004

TURNTABLES
Goldring

1

Michell

SE/B300

£ SALE

Michell

noDec (Ex km)

£ SALE

£129.95

Project • hut Phono SB

£ SALE

Project • ' Put Ill (Black)

£ SALE

Project - nut III ( Colours)

£ SALE

Project 'pression

£189.95

Roksan • ,,. el:us 5 (Wood)

£749.95

TUNERS
Arcam ' 10/A 161

£229.95

Cyrus

£499.95

Denon ' ' KI)

£99.95
£249.95

Hannan Kardon 13,570 DAB/AM/FM
Maranta ' 14000

£99.95

Pure • : 101ES DAB

£189.95

Pure • , 02ES Analogue/DAB ....

£269.95

Roksan

£549.95

andy KT I

CD PLAYERS

Arcam DiVA CG1731

£849.95

Arcam FMJ 00331
Cyrus

1
11

Cyrus

il X

PACE

£399.95

Arcam DIVA 00192

£ 1349.95
£ 599.95
£999.95

Cyrus • X

£1099.95

5485

£119.95

Linn

ESALE

Linn

£ SALE

Marantz 1:6400

£119.95

Maranta ' ,
AI 1Si

£ SALE

Musical Fidelity X- Ray r

£ SALE

Musical Fidelity 03.2

£ 699.95

Musical Fidelity 05

f SALE

Musical Fidelity 0308'

£ 1399.95

P

Roksan

E SALE

mdy (Di MKIII

Roksan

£ 649.95

M

Rotel

£ 1099.95

q12

£ 379.95

Ratel *, 072

£ 594.95

iECORDERS
Pioneer ,'
DR609
Yamaha

£199.95
£479.95

11 111 -

£SALE

REL :furie (Black)

£ 549.95

Acoustic Energy AE1 MI(11)

£SALE

Panasonic '

E95 DVD-RAM ...2 SALE

£SALE

REL

£ 699.95

Panasonic

r500 DVD-RAM ..£ SALE

£ % Ai i

Wharledale

AVI

111V

£ SALE

SAW " 1:01 S3
SAW L1M602 S3

TOP OF THE PAGE

Arcam /AA93

SAW 705

8699.95

£ SALI
'

£ SALE

Monitor Audio 11ronzen

£179.95

ver Si

£299.95

Monitor Audio .' er S6

£ 499.95

Monitor Audio ..nr S8

£ 799.95

Monitor Audio 01(1 Reference 10

£699.95

Reference 60

£ 1999.95
ESALE

Quad :2L

SALE

Quad 22L

£SALE

Ruait Epilogue t

£ SALE

Ruait Talisman Ill

Lm
Denon

£ SALE

£ SALE
' rond 9.1

INhattedale

£ SALE

tic Evolution 30

uX Power

£ SALE

ISYSTEMS
1
aSpeakers

£479.95

Denon • 101 Ex Speakers

£299.95

Denon

£189.95

aSpeakers
music aSpeakers

1131

Linn

Teac Legacy

15

Ex Speakers

Ire

£199.95

SC- M51 Speakers

£449.95

Denon DFIT-500SD '
ne 5.1 Speaker Package

£429.95

Denon ': 1•11-550SCI Inc 5.1 Speaker Package
Jamo . 1R50/A305PDD Inc Speakers
KEF 611100 Inc Speakers

£ SALE
SALE
£799.95

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

Cyrus

Hitachi '',PMA550TE 55"

£ SALE

sAMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESFn"
SEE

OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE

£999.95

Arcam /F1300 AN Receiver

£ 1299.95

Arcam • . 0/P7
Cyrus

Pre/Processor/Power ..

£5749.95

AN Processor

£1099.95

Denon / D-AISRA AN Amplifier

E SALE

Denon : C- Al XV AN Amplifier

£ SALE

Denon . R1705 A/V Receiver

£199.95

Denon : 81905 AN Receiver

£ SALE

Denon • • :02105 AN Receiver

£ SALE

Denon : 82805 AN Receiver

£ SALE

Denon

mi Receiver

£799.95

Hannan Kardon AVR330 AN Receiver

£ SALE

,,3sn5

Hannan Kardon AVR630 AN Receiver
Harman 'Cardon DP132005 Mi Receiver
Maranta

1•

10 AN Receiver

£ 2999.95

Ksener 250

£3499.95

£ SALE
£ SALE
£299.95

Maranta . ;
05500 AN Receiver

£ SALE

Pioneer JSX-D814

£249.95

Receiver

Pioneer VS((-W.3 AN Receiver

£ SALE

Pioneer VSX-2014i AN Receiver

£ SALE

Pioneer VSX-AX5i AN Receiver

£799.95

Pioneer /SX-AX5Ai AN Receiver

899.91
£

Pioneer -/
SA-48100v AN Amplifier
Rotel ,

£ SALE

056 AN Reciever

£1199.95

Rotel , 1067 AN Receiver

£1799.95

Ratel

£1799.95

Rotel

,-11066/RMB1075
-01098

AN Pre/Power

AN Processor

En94.95

Yamaha ()SR-N(750SE AN Amplifier

£ SALE

Yamaha DSP-Z9A/V Amplifier

£ SALE

Yamaha //X-V550 AN Receiver

£299.95

Yamaha 11X-V650 MI Receiver

£369.95

Yamaha RX-V140ORDS AN Receiver

£629.95

Yamaha XX Vi 5001105 AN Receiver

£ SALE

Yamaha RX-V2400R0S AN Receiver

£679.95

Yamaha BX-V2500R05 Mi Receiver

AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE

PAGE

Arcam AVR250 AN Receiver

A,

E SALE

SPEAKERS & PACKAGES

SEE OFFER

AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE

£ 199.95

Acoustic Energy ( 15A1

f429.95

£ 799.95

(Each) £1199.95
£169.95

Linn LX85

£ SALE
£SALE

Jamo JVH50/A355PDD lnc Speakers

SEE OFFER

£ SALE

Cyrus

£ 1099.95

Linn Kolector

£ SALE

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon ADV-M71

Hitachi : 2P05200 42"

£ 599.95

£ 599.95

Denon

£279.95

Ruait

Hitachi . 005200 32"

£ SALE

Mission ' 30SE

Wharfeda le

Fujitsu

£SALE

Mission , 134i

Monitor Audio ,

£ SALE

£ SALE

£119.95

Monitor Audio

Fujitsu 12F11-1A30 42"

£ SALE

JR 520H HDD/DVD-RW

£ SALE

Mission ' ,Ji i

Mission

£ SALE

Pioneer

Pioneer ' h/R.920H HDD/DVD-RW

SALE

Yamaha MusicCast MCA r,,
Yamaha MusicCast MCX 1000

£ 599.95
£ 1799.95

Acoustic Energy

£ SALE

51

Artcoustic

£ SALE
£949.95

DVD PLAYERS

SAW ' 1.100AV

£699.95

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE

KEF

1005

£299.95

MAKE & MODE

KEF

0)05.2

REGION 2

Arcam ' IVA EA/78

MULTI REGION

£ 699.95 £ 699.95

KEF -

£SALE
£ SALE

-1,005

£ SALE

Arcam ,' VA 0V79

£999.95 £ 999.95

KEF 0/AV

£ SALE

£ SALE

Arcam '. IJ DV29

£1599.95 £ 1599.95

MM K5

£ SALE

£1199.95 £ 1199.95

Maranta PM4400

£ 139.95

Cyrus . D8

M&K K3

£ SALE

Maranta PM7200

£ 239.95

Denon /D-1710

£ SALE

£ SALE

Pil&K Tenon 25

£ SALE

£ SALE

Denon /D-1910

£ SALE

£ SALE

M&K ' 0CS35N850

1D-2200 Universd

£339.95 £ 349.95

Mission '.. T-1AV Pack

£489.95 £ 499.95

Mission

Maranta
Musical Fidelity X-80

£ SALE

Denon

Musical Fidelity X-150

£ SALE

Denon ./D-2900 Universel

Musical Fidelity 03.2

£699.95

Denon • /D-2910 Unrversal

£SALE
£399.95
£SALE

ee82 7.1 Package

£ SALE

£ SALE

Mondor Audio Bronze B2 AV

£799.95

:
OXHA30 50"

£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE

Panasonic TH37PW7B 37'

E SALE

Panasonic TH42PW7B 42"

£ SALE

Panasonic TI-137PE3OB 37"

£ SALE

Panasonichi42F908 42"
Panasonic"' ,DOPV306 50'

£ SALE
£ SALE

Pioneer

XDE 43"

£ SALE

Pioneer ur435FDE 43"

£ SALE

Pioneer ,DP505.)DE 50"
Yamaha

5

1:14210 42"

E SALE
£ SALE

LCD TV
Hitachi

1)0

28"

Panasonic ' 2LX2 22"
Panasonic •" GLXID1 26"
Panasonic • 12LXD1 32"

£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE

Philips ' 06 32"

£ SALE

Sharp Aquos L5-20S1E 20'

£ SALE

Sharp Aquos IC-26GA3/GA4 26"

£ SALE

Sharp Aquos LC-32GA3/GA4 32"

£ SALE

Sharp Aquos LC- 32601 32"

£ SALE

Sharp Aquos LC- 37601 37"

£ SALE

Sharp Aquos LC-37GA3/GA4 37"

£ SALE

Sharp Aquos LC-45001 45"
.

,

SALE

[
ORS

FREE SCREEN WITH SELECTED PROJECTORS
Marante '."P 1283 DLP
Screenplay

£ SALE

DLP

£1299.195

Screenplay , i00 DLP

211.10.65
£

Screenplay

1 1005

205

DLP

Sharp .: EDLP
Sharp

Z200 DLP

SALE
f1499.95
£ SALE

Sharp - V-Z201 DLP

£ SALE

Shiva XV Z201)0 DLP

£ SALE

Sharp XV212000 DLP

£ SALE

Sirn 2Domino 18 DLP
Sim 2Domino 20 DLP

2099.95
£
£ SALE

Sim 2,:
,:
rnino 20-H HOMI DLP

£ SALE

Sim 211o011110 30-H HDMI DLP

£ SALE

Sim 2HT300 Xtra HDMI DLP

£ SALE

Sin 2HT500 Link DLP
ThemeScerie H30 Cinema DLP
ThemeScene 057 Cinema DLP
IhemeScene H77 Cinema DLP
Yamaha • • " DO OLP

E SALE
£ SALE
£ SALE
£3499.95
£ SALE

REMOTE CONTROLS
Maranta . s,:,.fitu

£399.95

Maranta liC9200

£799.95

Philips 'ronto RL11000

£ 399.95

WINTER SALE
STARTS 11 DECEMBER 2004
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR

Musical Fidelity A3.2 Pm

£699.95

Denon

£ SALE

£ SALE

Monitor Audio Bronze B4 AV

£949.95

Musical Fidelity 03.2 Power

£699.95

Denon . 71-A11

£ SALE

£ SALE

Monitor Audio aadins 270

£499.95

VISIT OUR WEBSITE

Musical Fidelity AS

£ SALE

Harman '
Lardon

£199.95 £ 199.95

Monitor Audio

£869.95

FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

£ SALE

£ SALE

Mordaunt Short • ne

fSALE

£ SALE

£ SALE

Quad

f SALE

£ SALE

£ SALE

Wharfedale

Musical Fidelity A308
Quad •

SALE

Quad
Roksan

£ 1399.95

Power
,,
indy

ESALE

KAI MKIII

Roksan

spian M

Roksan

spian M Pre

ID-3910 UniverSal

£ SALE

f SALE

Pioneer ' VR-72011 HDD/DVD-RW

£ SALE

imond SW150

£ SALE

£ SALE

KEF X01

enttex Black)

£ 349.95

£ SALE

320 DVD-RW

£ SALE

KEF 0Compact

(Brillez Black)

Pioneer s/R-4201-1HDD/DVD-RW

f679.95

Cyrus

Cyrus

Pioneer

Acoustic Energy F3‘ 38

£849.95

Xvs Pre

£299.95

£ 649.95

£ 1199.95

Cyrus

£219.95

Cyrus

Arcam ". 12 A32

Cyrus

£199.95

£ 389.95

.......

VA 480

Pioneer • DVD-RW

£1399.95

KEF 04

5

1249.95

SAW 704

Cyrus Iinkserver 160

OFFER AT THE

Arcam DiVA A65 Plus
Arcam

E85 DVD-RAM ...£ SALE

Teac Legacy 70111 5I00n Inc Sneakerc

a)-Rw

AMPLIFIERS
SEE

REL

Panasonic '

Quad

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE

Quad

£ SALE

£SALE

£ SALE

Linn *. r1

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE

Denon

Panasonic OMR-E75 DVD-RAM . £ SALE

Acoustic Energy Aelite Three

Acoustic Energy Aelite Two

SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE

Harman Nankin .

"

I

Maranta .: v450(1
Meridian 698

51

,nond

£69.95 £ 79.95

Pioneer DV575A Universel

£119.95 £ 129.95

£ 1249.95

Pioneer DV668Av Universel

£ SALE

£ SALE

£ 749.95

Pioneer DV868Avi Universel

£ SALE

fSALE

SAW' .

£59.95

£69.95

MJ Acoustics Pro 50 (Black)

£ SALE
£ SALE

£ 649.95

Roksan

M Stereo Power

Roksan

M Monobloc Power .(Eacr £ 1899.95

Toshiba 30240E

SUB WOOFERS
SEE OFFER AT THE TOP OF

a

£ 249.95

Toshiba 30340E

£69.95 £ 7995

Ma Acoustics na) 100 (Black)

Rotel

,
2

£ 349.95

Yamaha DVD-S550

£ 119.95 £ 119.95

MJ Acoustics

1062

SPEAKERS
SEE OFFER AT THE

£594.95

TOP OF

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three

o

Yamaha DVD-S1500

£ SALE

fSALE

THE PAGE
£129.95
£249.95

MAKE & MODEL

Panasonic " ,1E55 DVD-RAL1

100 (Blaclq

NU Acoustics 'ef 200 (Black)
M..1 Acoustics 11ef 1MIal (Black)

DVD RECORDERS

THE PAGE
OUM

Rotel
Rotel

ESALE

9HOP

Pioneer DV370

£999.95

Quad

SALE
£ SALE

MULTI REGION

REL

£199.95 £ 219.95

REL

F (00ttex Black)

£724.95

REL

(thiiez Black)

£999.95

REGION 2

Panasonic '''. E65 DVD-RALI £ SALE

SALE

rakIl erittex Black)

SALE
£ SALE

£499.95

PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION
OPERATES A PRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS
PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE
AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
"Added Value Enfers- From range available in-store.
Not in conjunction with any other otter.
Advertisement valid tinta al least 13/01/05. E&OE.

When you purchase any product from the following trands:-

25
ACCESSORIES

ARCANI •B&W • CYRUS • ROKSAN • REL • ROTEL
Choose Accessories From QED • GRADO

FREE

CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM
CLAIM

10%*
15%*
20%*
25%*

SOUNDSTYLE etc

£250
£500
£1000
£2000

WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER
WHEN YOU SPEND OVER

•
PERCENTAGE APPLIES TO ACTUAL SPEND ON BRANDS SHOWN ABOVE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION.
PLEASE NOTE SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL TO CHECK AVAILABILITY BEFORE TRAVELLING.

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE
ABERDEEN 57 CROWN STREET
01224 252797

(NEW)

Vision

in

1972,

DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES

Sevenoaks Sound &

is one of the largest

and

most

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in

among the finest

the country.

complying with full THX specifications

Each

in the country,

many

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store

stocks a wide range of quality products,
covering all categories of specialist home

BEDFORD 29-31 ST PETERS STREET
01234 272779
BIRMINGHAM ARCH 12
0121 233 2977

Founded

entertainment,
systems

UVERY STREET

to

from
DVD

Hi Fi

separates and

players,

widescreen

plasma televisions and projection systems,
all at highly competitive prices.

BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROM)
01273 733338

HOVE

BRISTOL 92B WHETELADIES ROAD
0117 974 3727

Friendly staff are available in all stores to
advise, demonstrate and guide you through
the home entertainment jungle.

CLIFTON

BROMLEY 398 EAST STREET
020 8290 1988

NORWICH 29-29A ST GILES STREET
01603 767605

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH 5TREET
01223 304770

NOTTINGHAM 597-599 MANSRELD ROAD
0115 911 2121

CARDIFF 104-106 ALBANY ROAD
029 2047 2899

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET
01865 241773

ceiling and the complete system operated via remote control.

CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD
020 7352 9466

PETERBOROUGH 36-38 PIRAL ROAD
01733 897697 OPEN SUNDAY

standards in all areas and provide a prompt, reliable

CHELTENHAM 14 pirrviLLE STREET
01242 241171

PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWALL
01752 226011

installation

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD
01293 510777

POOLE LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 I-161-i STREET
01202 671677

CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
020 8665 12030mm/row

PRESTON w41 LUNE STREE1
01772 825777 OPEN SUMO

EALING 24 THE GREEN t\NEW)
020 8579 8777 OPEN SUNDAY

READING i- 4KINGS WALK SHOIRMG CENTRE
0118 959 7768

EDINBURGH 5THE GRASSF/PRKET
0131 229 7267

SEVENOAKS 109-113 LONDON ROAD
01732 459555

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group

EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET
01372 720720 OPENSUNDAY

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAE, HEELEY
0114 255 5861 OPEN SUNDAY

SPECIAL OFFERS

EXETER 28 COW1CK STREET
01392 218895

SOLIHULL 149-151 STRATFORI) ROAD
0121 733 3727

GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD
0141 332 9655

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDl ill ROAD
023 8033 7770 °nil:WNW

GUILDFORD 738 NORTH STFEET
01483 536666

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CHASE SIDE
020 8886 2777 OPEN SONOAY

HOLBORN 144-148 GRAYS IAN ROAD
020 7837 7540

STAINES 4TRAMES STREET
01784 460777 OPEN SUNDAY

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

and professional service. Whether you're looking for a
multi- room

RTFIET

a dedicated

home

a retractable screen

and

cinema
built-in

Sevenoaks Sound & Vison has a diverse range of
products available to cater for all your requirements.

FREE 8 Page Custom Installation Brochure available
now from your nearest store or via our website.

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE
and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store.

There are hundreds of special offers and stock clearance items available from our stores
nationwide - many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit
www.sevenoalcssoundaricNision.co.uk and click on special offers

PRICING POLICY
Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are highly
competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selection, demonstration
facilities and excellent pre, during and after sales service and the lower price might not look
such good value.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please

IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET
01473 286977

SWISS COTTAGE 21 NOR -T.-MAYS RDE
020 7722 9777 ope,
Wil4P

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD
020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28- :0ST JOHNS ROAD
01892 531543

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET
0113 245 2775

WATFORD 478 ST ALBANS FIDAU
01923 213533 OPEN SUNDAY

(NEW;

bring it to our store managers' attention. We will always endeavour to offer you the best deal.

FINCHLEY RD

LEICESTER 113 LOSEBY LANE
0116 253 6567

WEYBRIDGE 43 CHURCH STREET
01932 828525

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET
01522 527397 (Off HIGH STREET)

WILMSLOW 3-5 GROVE SPREE" (Deane NID-JANUMY)
01625 419747 '
SUEJEC.T FO LEGAL COMPLETION

MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET
01622 686366 OPEN &WAY

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 1THE GROVE CENTRE
01376 501733

MANCHESTER 69 HIGH ST
0161 831 7969

WOLVERHAMPTON 29-za CLEVELAND STREET
01902 312225 OPEN AWAY

NEWCASTLE 19 NEWGATE aREET
0191 221 2320

system,
with

speakers or an integrated control or lighting system,

SWINDON 89 COMMERCIAL R.JAD
01793 610992

CITY CENTRE

home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in the wall or

Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest

HULL 1SAVILE ROW SAVILE STREET
01482 587171

OPEN SUKNY

Sevenoaks Sound & Visiog's Custom Installation Service enables the integration at a

tevsi

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
' Pick-up a copy of our NEW 72 PAGE GUIDE
at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
store or order a copy via our Website The
brochure will be posted to you : UK

TFE QUADRANT

--ainland addresses only) free of charge.

2

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPFONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL: [
insert store locationjOsevenoak• sounclandvision co uk

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

Lifetime warranty

Densen Audio Technologies

-The best warranty in the industry

The most sexy designs
- The remote must have caused competitors
to tear their hair with envy" Hi-Fi4all

Award winning musical sound
- " So, do Ilike this Densen amp. No, Ilove it." HiFi Choice

Whether it is Madonna, Miles Davis, Mozart or AC/DC; all
have put their heart and soul into their music. No matter if
the quality of the recording is good or bad. Reproduction
of music is supposed to be made with all the energy that
Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
HI-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Belbroughton
Tel. 01562 731100
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688
Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontiers
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230

has been put into it by the artist. You might think that this
comes natural for any HiFi system. However, it does not!
Too many systems today are only able to play perfect
recorded music. Though it is a fact that only a fraction of
today's music is really well recorded. So what do you do
when you want to listen to The Beatles?!? On most systems
it is better to use your Beatles CD's as Frisbees than actually listening to them! High- End systems today have a tendency to sound very boring and not being able to play
ordinary recordings. It is our finest mission to make music
sound as engaging as it was intended. The way we see it,
a HiFi system is a musical instrument that must be able to
play all kinds of music, regardless the quality of the recording. Music must make you want to stand up and play the
airguitar or be an "air conductor" and forget all about the
HiFi. If you always end up analysing the quality of the
recording and not listening to the music then your system
might just not be able to play music!
We challenge you and your system. Experience the musical difference. Experience Densen.
Life is too short for boring Hi Fi.
"The best advice Ican give you is to audition the beat for
your selves. It does so much right that really expensive
amps get wrong, that it might even start you thinking!"
B-100 in HiFi Plus
" Iabsolutely loved the Densen. Ican confidently state that
the B-200 gave me more of everything that Itreasured, not
in the sense that it emphasized any aspect of the music
but rather that it brought me closer (as far as Icould tell) to
it. Ibought the review unit, and it is now part of my reference system."
B-200 in Secrets of home theater

Densen

Lundevej 10

6705 Esbjerg 0

Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14

Denmark

E-mail: mail@densen.dk

www.densen.com

Hazlemere Audio
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle

Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Poser supply
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

If you

Avid
Garrard
Oracle

SOUND & VISION
STORAGE

ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A

Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral

Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)

Call High Wycombe

(01494 865829)
art; oudspeakers

Tidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs,Audio tapes, LPs,
MDs or Talking books into one of our range of lowly cabinets. Styles
from traditional to contemporary, achoice of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrochure please
phone (24hrs) mix or email to

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
Creatworth Park, Banbury, Oxon OX17 2HB

Tel: 01295 760017 Fax: 01295 760177

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare

irrbejohn-ausin-furniture.co.rik
wwwjoan-anstin,furniture.co.uk

Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle

Award Winning Retailers...
KEeej
M

m

ckers.
The North of England Hi Fi Specialists

Mi
MJ
Monibe
Mond()
NAD

Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Nor

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

Opera

Over 35yrs experience.

Origin

Comfortable dem rooms

Ortofon

Main road location

Pathos

Qualified staff
Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Picker'

Insurance estimates

Primare,

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit*

Pro- Ac

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status

Project „

PService Dept.

Delivery & installation

QUAD

only 20% deposit

PPart Exchange

REL

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

Roksan

Visa, Access, Switch etc

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Shanling
SME
Sugden
TAG Mc
Tannoy
TEAC

411.11111«.11111.1millms

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Trichord
Unison R
Van Dei
Wharfe
Yamaha

www.hifinews.co. uk

alists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967
Hi-FiNews
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Audio Specialists -I-Another Vision

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF

LISTENING
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Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference D/A Converter
In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will come to be regarded as
amilestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one
sentence, what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like
nothing on earth has ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.
Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed
digital, DSP programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and a
perfectionist's obsession been gathered, with the sole objective of creating
the world's best digital to analogue converter, from first principles, without
assumptions or compromise.
DAX Discrete is the result, and it's a radically new converter. Easily able to
handle all digital audio formats, including DVD-Arm and SACDTM, through a
custom interface and with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most
important ability is its capacity to convey emotion enthusiastically and
convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection to your heart. And it will do
this especially well with your existing CD collection — many of which you will
simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of
converters which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX
original, followed by DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and
DAX Decade can be entirely upgraded (read ' exchanged') to the new DAX
Discrete. Please note that although it shares the same well-respected name as it's
predecessors, DAX Discrete shares no common circuits with them. In fact the
electronic design concept and execution of DAX Discrete is aworld-apart from
any other converter in existence today.
Website:

audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com

Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Ulephone:

+44(0)115 922 4138

Fax:

+
44(0)115 922 9701

Emails: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technicaI@audios nthesis.co.uk
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All items available for home demonstration cnly by pricr arangement.
Cables are also on asale or return basis, as cables are always system dependent.
Home trials are essential to get the right purchase.
An advise line on our website to exchange and share views is also available.
Home demos within the greater London area will be most welcomed.
AFTER

SALES SERVICE

Most items will be dealt with directly " pending on location" or collected
by couriers and promptly dealt with.

=1=111k

Will be considered depending on the age and condition of equipment
and the item required
Email

joseph.gallart@ntlworld.com or
parm_ehema@yahoo.cono
phone
020 7565 2979 or 07956 141819
mobile
07811 594 537
opening hours We never cose
All manufacture's products that we deal with. can be viewed on our website

www.homescapeav.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

atutielosi
Do You Speak our Language?
The A-Z of High- Fidelity
Hi Fi — aterm invented in the 1950's when
an American journalist identified an emerging
breed of audio equipment. This aspired to
convey not merely sonic information but the
reproduction of the recorded event. Today the
term HiFi is abused, and even well-reviewed
separates are mass-produced and sold on the
High Street. Real hi-fi is carefully conceived,
crafted and calibrated. It is not made obsolete
annually to gain fresh publicity and acquire
the latest fashion, but rather it evolves along
an ascent towards an ideal. The goal: allow
the music and sounds to speak vividly for
themselves, free from sonic signature and
mechanical restraints.
Continued from last month:
Part 2 ( 0 to Z)
Oracle People get very emotional when you
mention the Oracle Delphi turntable, and
we have been selling it for over twenty years
as the French-Canadian company coursed
through its chequered history! But the good
news is that the Delphi is back, in Mk V
status, as seductive as ever, and available
from only £3,180 in basic specification,
excluding arm. It is extremely rare to find a
fine tonearm, so we are fortunate to have
discovered Da Vinci Audio in Switzerland;
further information upon request.
Origin Live Okay, this is THE new company
who have succeeded in graduating way
ahead of modifying Rega arms, and the very
latest Conqueror at £ 2,500 will persuade
any listener that the tonearm is crucial and
influential in vinyl replay. Turntables start with
the £970 Aurora all the way up to the worldclass Sovereign at £3,850 which many
reviewers consider under-priced.
Parasound We ignore at our peril
audiophile products crafted in the east, but
with pedigree. The reduced production costs
combined with the American expertise has
made Parasound highly respected. Consider
the John Curie monoblocks. At £5,200
(per pair) these should cost double and even
more with adifferent badge; and frankly, they
would not sound as good. You need to see
and hear them to know what the reviewers
meant when they raved!
PATHOS What can you say when you
encounter an integrated amplifier like the
Classic ONE which sells for £1,325, or the
Logos which sells for £2,750? How do you
react to the gorgeous Inpol-2 and what more
can you expect from the company's flagship
InControl pre-amplifier, InTheGroove
MkII phono stage and InPower
monoblocks? Does it get any better than
this? If you are in the market for amplifiers,
you make abig mistake to overlook Pathos.
It has everything in its favour. Pathos is
overwhelming.
Primare We do not like what we hear in
home cinema, but Parasound and Primare
are the coveted agencies in the UK of CSE
who need no introduction to film buffs who
want it all at home!
ProAc We have long been aProAc Dealer
and for years used them at home!! We tried
all the others, but we always come back to
ProAc's natural sound. With due respect

to the LS3/5A and its fans, ProAc's minimonitors eat 'em and beat 'em, without
question. And now, the top of the range,
£15,000 Response D100 loudspeakers
reproduce music, not only in full detail
and natural timbre, not only imaging and
soundstage but what is unique is the palpable
3-dimensional quality of sound you get from
live music; but never before from mere Hi Fi.
We cannot imagine why some people would
spend more on another brand!! Obviously they
have not heard the ProAcs! The ProAc range
at affordable prices and reasonable dimensions
makes amockery of so-called rivals at the
same prices. Listen to the Response D15
and D25.
Revel When aloudspeaker company is
headed by Kevin Voecks and has the heritage
and resources of Harman International
to research and manufacture, you would
expect something special, and you would not
be disappointed. Remarkable as surround
products, the B15 (£ 2,500) is asubwoofer
which puts the others in the shade. Our
favourite Revels include the stand-mount
M22 (£ 1,795) and the F32 floor-stander
(£3,250) which employ the marvellous
ceramic cones. The flagship Salons
(£15,000 in premium finish) are effortless
and monumental in their musical presentation.
Shanling We were the first dealers in this
apogee of Chinese audiophile excellence.
Beware of imitations. Beware also of greyimports. Only the UK export models boast the
premium proprietory parts and the correct UK
transformers. The famed CDT- 100 (£ 1,650)
was followed by alesser known front loader
CDT-80 (£650, we are not kidding) and
the SCD-T200 which of course plays SACD's
as well as CD's. The latest versions are in
two-tone silver and have improved heavygauge chassis and other upgrades. Amazing!

large production runs. You would expect the
price to be high, and you would be pleasantly
surprised! The legendary A21 integrated
amplifier and CD- 21 cost £949 and
£1,049; the Bijou components offer the first
true high-end from small stylish cabinets; and
the MasterClass series inspires those who
want world-class without paying the earth.
Sumiko Budget cartridges are alottery,
you take your luck — but not if you choose
Sumiko. The legendary Blue Point Special
has been updated and downpriced based on
the lower US$ and higher production levels.
The BPS EVO III now costs £239. Enough
said. A new product from Sumiko is an event,
and the Blackbird high-output Moving Coil
with boron cantilever costing £589 is a
serious and rewarding purchase. Strongly
recommended.
Thiel Nothing prepares you for the level of
performance from Thiel's latest generation
of loudspeakers, and yet everything suggests
something special. The universal acclaim, the
quality of the cabinets. Your brain tells you
that these are just well-made moving coil
loudspeakers. Your ears will immediately and
convincingly make you keep on listening. And
then you will hear new things. And then you
will not be happy with your loudspeakers.
Because the Thiels unveil several layers of
distortion and congestion. It's never been
done before. The effect is to drastically
reduce what you need to spend. It's bad for
business!!

VAC We cringe when magazines talk about
valve amplifiers or the typical valve sound
because they vary from "noisy but nice"
designs of the past to 21st Century blends of
traditional plus latest components and circuits.
From budget to esoteric price levels, VAC
continue to astound anyone lucky enough to
hear one. Demand for the production means
Simon Yorke The series seven turntable
that few are exported, but our clients deserve
(including tonearm) is the essence of real
the best; so we don't hold back! The new Phi
hi-fi. An evolved design from the mind of a
BETA integrated amplifier (+ separate power
man who can see the horizon and make the
supply chassis) is the 8th wonder of the world;
connections, and that man also possesses the
small wonder it has created asensation; the
skill and patience to make every piece to a
waiting list was created by its price, £13,500
degree of precision that translates into sublime —ahuge sum of money, but afraction of the
sound, free from all mechanical artifice. Two
cost of amplifiers which only come close.
pieces per month are the maximum possible.
Thus the VAT-inclusive price of £7995 is
Unison Research There are always
further proof of the idealism of its creator and
exceptions to the rules, and the Absolute
it does not begin to express the market price
is an integrated amplifier costing £22,500
or suggest the quality of the product. For
and based on the 845 tubes. It is very like a
those who have ears to hear.
Ferrari; drive one and you will leave the heavy
German metal to the unenlightened. At last,
STAX The name says it all, and the UK prices there is the Performance at £5000 which is
of these ear-speakers make them the rational
apretty close approach. And until the lottery
decisions for anyone in the market. Why buy
win, happiness comes in the shape of the
mere headphones? STAX Expensive? The
Unico amplifiers and CD players which cost
Basic system SRS- 2020 costs £349 including £950 and £1190; they redefine affordable
the energiser. At Reference level the SRhigh-end. The ones to beat.
007 costs £2,495. Somewhere in between,
you will find your long-term investment in
Zingali For the price of an ordinary
atransducer which transcends any moving
loudspeaker, most people are unaware that
coil loudspeaker and avoids the problems of
you can buy ahand-crafted, horn-loaded
room acoustics. The detail which emerges
system with audiophile quality components,
is amazing. Comfort is something STAX
Omniray dispersion and compression drivers.
achieved along time ago.
Prices start from £1200 because your money
goes into the parts rather than the marketing
Sugden We love Sugden because it is
and dealers. Many Italian loudspeakers look
completely different from CD players and
as good, but none of them sound like Zingali.
amplifiers from other British companies. It
If you despise the industry spin, you should
is designed from traditional and high-tech
travel to hear this brand and discover for
principles and built and calibrated by hand.
yourself why very few people upgrade or sell
By avoiding ambitions to sell millions, there is
them.
no way Sugden will sub-contract production
or substitute cheaper or integrated circuits on

Audio Salon Ltd, The Townhouse, 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland, UK
Telephone 0141 333 9700 IFax 0141 333 9097 Iinfo@audiosalon.co.uk jwww.audiosalon.co.uk

ALIUM AUDIO

01273 608332

01273 325901

Distributors Qt• • " consonance audio products
"REFERENCE

"REFERENCE

SERIES"

SERIES"
2.2 CD Player
2.0 SACD Player
24/192 Upsampling
Balanced Solid
State Outputs
6H30 Valve
Phono Outputs

INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIERS
6550 ( 70wpc) P/P
6550 (50 wpc) P/P
300B (9wpc) SET
300B ( 18 wpc) SET
Remote Control

"M" SERIES

"CYBER" SERIES

INTEGRATED

222 PRE-AMP
Using 6SN7 Valves
Remote Control
Switching for
Input/Volume
Matching Monoblocs
available

AMPLIFIERS
EL34 (40 wpc) P/P
6550 ( 50 wpc) P/P
30013 (25 wpc) P/P
300B (9wpc) SET
Remote Control

cíú
—„.
ia Y70/1ileti

Quality Hand-Built Italian Loudspeakers,
High Efficiency 92dB-94dB Sensitivity, Stand- Mount, and Floor-Standing Designs

E- Mail sales@aliumaudio.com

in

all forms of art you will ...

Website www.aliumaudio.com

... discover true masterpieces

Acoustica, Chester

01244 344 227

Acoustica, Stafford

01785 258 216

Adventures In HiFi, Wigan

01942 234 202

Audio Consultants, Reading

0118 981 9891

Audio Salon, Glasgow

0141 333 9700

Audio with Vision, Ayr

01292 260 149

et Harborough

01858 432 999

dio, Birmingham

0121 224 7300

High Wycombe

01494 865 398

orner Glasgow

0141 226 5711

HiR Corner, Edinburgh

0131 220 1535

HiR Corner, Edinburgh

0131 556 7901

HiR Corner Falkirk

01324 629 011

moorgate Acoustics, Sheffield

0114 275 6048

Practical HiFi Plus, Warrington

01925 632 179

Sounds Perfect, Dundee

01382 226 592

The ALIçiiQ Republic, Leeds

01132 177 294

The Audio Room, Hull

01482 891 375

The Audio Works, Cheadle

0161 428 7887

Divne Auci0,Grif
Huzelr nere

"mammal

series
•

artloudspeakers
overseas ( ANJ International Ltd. Hong Kong)
tel 00 ( 852) 2418 0088
anji@yardway.com.hk
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OH
Simply Stax is the leading Stax equipment supplier in the UK.
We provide the entire range of Stax electrostatic audio
products deliveredl direct to your door.
All products are genuine UK sourced and
warrantied Stax products and all come with our
industry leading support and warranty service
that allows you to return your purchases to us
for afull refund if you aren't entirely satisfied.
We also have detailed information on all the
latest Stax products, alongside the world's
most complete knowledge resource for all Stax
heritage products since 1952.

NEW PR0 DUCT RA\GE

audio research
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DEFINITIO
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accuphase // sterzovox

T+A // avi // densen // 47 Laboratory

(01563) 574185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
www.hifinews.muk
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The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

West Midlands
F

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS
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HI

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi- ti and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tammy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
NTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
SA •ACCESS • SWITCH • AMES • DINERS

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON GOLDFIELD.

BIRMINGHAM B17 801..

WEST MIDLANDS 892 81

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS. 673 STD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX 0121

354 1533

London

dee O'Brien HiFi

D

EOM

• AKG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • BEYER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM DESIGN • DENON • DENSEN • DIAPASON

511110 ‘51I,11.1 I

• DYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO • GRAAF • GOLDRING • GUTWIRE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO • MOON • MYRYAD • NAD
• NAIM • OPERA • ONKYO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • QED • RESOLUTION • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER
• SONGS FABER • STANDS • UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SUDDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5 mina walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mino Waterloo • 5 mino from A3 ( Raynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mino M25 Junc 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
Audio
Audio
Audio
Audio

Analogue
Analogue
Analogue
Analogue

WAS

NOW

Bellini Pre (s/h)
£625
Donizetti Power Amp (sis)
£595
Puccini (exidem) black £495
Puccini SE ( new)
£895

£
395
£
450
£
399
£699

Audio Analogue Maestro CD ( new) £ 1700 £
995
Copland CDA822 ( ex dom)
£1598 £
1125

£500

£2110

Gryphon Pre rn/c phono+PSU's (s/h)
£ 1150 ProAc Studio 250 R/W (o/Ir) excellent condition £2700
Martin Logan Aeon (ex dom)
£3150 £ 1750
Quad FM4 (sill)
Monrio Asty ST amplifier (50 Watts ex dom)
£450 £299 1
ISequence SW120 ultra slim sub woofer ( sib) £
Monno Asty amp (ex dom) black £450 £299299

£750

Opera Super Pavarotti (new) cherry
Opera Centro (centre channel) (S/hi

MOO

Copland CDA288 new mechanism(s/h) £ 1799 £799

Opera Duetto (s/h)

£ 1325 £1195 Theta Data 11 CD (new mech) £1500
5430 £225 1Transparent MusicLink Plus (1m) new £299

£225
£149

11111

MOM
KRELL

£249

0% Instant Finalice Asailable
Written details on relilICSI
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifi.co.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com

Devon

UK Wide

Audio Destination
Devons Audio Specialists

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy
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spec,al,sts

SPEAKER

HIGHEST

fl ( One enrertenme , t

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Solen Inductors
Snlen Fast Caps

P Akl
e
i
l
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•HI-FI • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
Stockists of: Audia, Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Avid, Bel Canto,

,--tNSkaaning
‘
z
-ey Loudspeakers

Fostex

3213 Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email into@audiodestination.co.uk

UK Wide

rega
krell
audio

research

sonus faber
pathos

ftirkgs

vifâ

research

unison

morel'

Totem Acoustics, nube Technology and many more.

TeL 01884 243584 Mon • Sat 9.00 •5.00pm
MIKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU

sugden

ACOUSTIC PANELS

McIntosh, Musical Fidelity, Parasound, Primare, Rel, Ruark, Thiel,

•CHILDS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION

naim
cyrus

DEFILEM

Chapter Audio, Chord, Exposure, Isol-8, Monitor Audio, Moon,

FREE ADVICE IN A RE LAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPH ERE
•o% FINANCE AVAILABLE* 2 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

linn

baw
spendor
jm

lab

the audio room

LP G

NÔÉDOST

rEMN

2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH
tel* 01482

891375

www.theaudioroom.co.uk
open mon-sut 911 rrl

bp
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LAID-I3ACK AUDIO LTD

scanspeaK

tar Me sweet sound from a single- ended

A V INTERNATIONAL LTD
AVIS NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE " EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U.S A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
cmvi Inforeladisound corn
Web Page Slip /
a/. madtsound corn

valve amplifier made by hand.
For more information

Phone

mail@laidbackaudio.co.uk
www.laidback-audio.co.uk
01905 640028 • Fax 01905 641596

What HiFi 5 star and best buy
To find out more quickly
www.ayihifi.com
TEL:01453 752656
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To advertise in this section
Call

020

8 26 8323
www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guide
Naim Audio Specialist

Hertfordshire
thesoundpractice

tom tom audio

laboratory
avid
shahinian
lavardin
electrofluidics
livingvoice
borderpatrol
neatacoustics
isoblue
resolutionaudio
tomevansaudioriesign
dnmireson
audio
slinkylinks
audiophysic

The largest selection of mint, pre-loved
Nairn Audio components on the planet.

Help & ad
Dem fac
Mail ord
Open 7
Products t

Tel: 01727 893928
www.tomtomaudio.com
tunes

THE
DIRECT
DISC

VINYL VINYL VINYL
Thousands of records always in stock
+afull range of sought after
compact discs.
Extensive search service for
wanted albums.
Comprehensive 96 page
full catalogue available at £ 1.50

stalbans: 01 727 893 928
www.thesoundpractice.com

tomtomaudio.com

Telephone 01493 651019
Or visit our website on
www.directdisc.denton.co.ul.

To advertise in this
section please Call

Wanted
Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems
ALSO

HIGH END SALE

Accessories or Literature

020 8726 8323

(.111 Good-HiFi

KRELL-FPB-600
5500
KRELL SHOWCASE proc 3300
MARANTZ SA- 12 (unused) 1500
KRELL KAV-30011
2000
KRELL KPS-25sc
POA
TRANSPARENT CABLE (
various)

0845 644 3340

Gloucester

All units mint with original packaging,
accessories and manuals

3 Suffield House, Avenue Road, St Neots

Tel: 0148 021 6039

Tel: Plnewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

By appointment, at your convenience

Mobile: 07860 351113

HI FIDELITY AUDIO

Absolute Demos

Specialising in Custom Home Audio
Paul Letteri - Froprietor

hifidelityaudio.co.uk
We sell products that are sonicly superior in
these respective categories backed by our 14 day
money back guarantee!!

CO
•
go
ce)

"
•
CO
Crà
p.

Audiogram IME12- Integrated Amplifier
Auchogram MB1- Amplifier
Apogee Mini Grands Loudspeakers
Audio Research DAC1 - 20 • DAC
California Audio DM CD Player
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
Copland COA288 - CO player HDCD
Goldrnund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player

-

Krei KAV250P - Preamplifier
O Krel KRC3 Preamplifier
.«». Kral KPE Reference - Phono Stage
Kral KPE-PS Power Supply for above
Krel KSL Preamplifier
Krel LAI 2Loudspeakers
Martin Logan Ouest Electrostatic Loudspeakers

Ls.

E Martin Logan Script - Electrosatic Loudspeakers

Dynavector's SuperStereo puts you in the same room as the intlic

O
O
•
O

without affecting the signal to the front speakers.
Simply add 2small sub-speakers to your system fed by aDynavector SuperSterco Adaptci.
"Superb"

HiFi World

"Produces astonishing results from stereo recordings" HiFi +
"Extraordinarily convincing" HiFi Choice

Make the most of your LP's & CD's with an Adp-2 (£895) or Adp-3 ( 1,495).
Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: 44 + (0)1202) 767873.

dynavector@onetel.com

Web: http://web.onetel.com/-d_ynavector
www.hifinews.co.uk

•
o
•
gc

Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic Speakers
McIntosh C200 - 2chassis Preamplifier
McIntosh
Mcintosh
Mcintosh
Mcintosh
PS Audio
PS Audio

CRIS Multizone control system
MC58 - Amplifier
MC202 - Amplifier
MHT200 - Home theatre processor
Ultralink II - DAC
Reference Link - Digital Prearnp

Sorge Fat. Concerbno Horne Loudspeakers
Theta Ckgital Dreadnaught - 5ch amp
D
ca
uv
B
id l
L..C
.0
1/
sD
pV
ea
Dk
wil st
The
o
anDA
Audio
i
gui

D
ers
" Silver
Wilson Audio CUB If w/stands Black
o Wilson Audio Witt il Loudspeakers Black
tr 2 Systems RD01. Transparwt Digilai Equalizer

£265.00
£219.00
£3499.00
te00.00
£349 .
00
£720.00
£ £650.00

1099.00
£1099.00
t1400.00
£899.00
£1599.00
£2000 00
£1099.00
£465.00
£1900.00
£12650.00
£2400.00
£1225.00
£1499.00
£6999.00
£4200.00
£2299.00
£1719.00
£1999.00
£1700.00
£999.00
£1999.00
£429.00
£4739.00
£2999.00
£2900.00
£5499.00
£54100.00
£1850.00

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1year full warranty
FEBRUARY 2005
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

Surrey

Cables

Stockists of: ARCANI • DI \\ I'si Po\ •

I\ \ • 1.0EME

•MICROMEGA • NUM it DID • \ I01 • REGA • ROTH
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAL . 1 \ % HA & MORI.

Norfolk
The Old School

High End Cable

School Road, Bracon Ash
ti Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: ( 0150/3) 570829

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system
with quality new and previously
owned cable from some of the

n ioeiit yY
indecently good hi-fi

High Street. Hampton Wick. Kingston upon Thames.
Serres KTI 413.5 Tel: 020 8543 3310
Oper Tues - Sat 10am - 6pm

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Nairn.
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

worlds leading manufacturers
such as Chord, Nordost,
Acoustic Zen, van den hul,
Isol-8, Transparent

www.basicallysound.com

and many more

Cartridges

Tel:

01775 761880

Suffolk

or call for a FREE Brochure

Front End Problems?
¡hen ( °Wu( :

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
Plus cartridge re- tipping service

www.cartridgeman.com
thecartridgeman(iatinternet.com

Web Site:

Emad

020 8688 6565

Visit the Website for our current stocklist

vivAthighendcableicoluk

sign

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;

www.servicesound.com

hi fl

or phone Geoff on 01424 216245

for grow

ilia &di

Specialists in Valve and

6c,iy'1

reel to reel tape recorders

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
Money back guarantee

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

HUGE expensive " High End"
"potted" transformers

(
less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas , within 30 days )

that our " Hi Fi Myth Exposed" are true ! Customers use our amplifiers with " High End"
speakers like £ 8,000 J M Lab Mezzo Utopia Yamaha NS- 1000M Studio Monitors
with Beryllium metal dome midrange + tweeter . Linn lsobariks RTL transmission
lines . £ 3,500 Martin Logan , Quad ESL 57 , ESL 63 . smaller Sonus Faber
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 1) Our £ 1,000 " High End" 80 watts + 80 watts VALVE
anplifier will probably sound as loud as £ 10,000 160 watts + 160 watts
TRANSISTOR amplifiers because most transistor amplifiers clip violently
(and audibly) and most 6 inch speakers struggle with 10 watts of bass, so the rest
of the amplifier power is as useful as 160 m.p.h. cars in crowded town centres !
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 2) The most important sound on the CD of your favourite
singer is the voice of your favourite singer. Our £250 valve amplifier + hilariously
priced £ 250 " 3way" speaker + good " live" recording will trick you into believing that
the singer is in the room with you ! Our £ 1,400 " High End" valve amplifier will do this

Unbelievably

^huge
transformers

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

Ultra Linear
£ 1,050 £ 1,150

Compare our HUGE powerful
"potted" transformers
with f4,000 amplifiers

trick, with 10% to 20% of studio recording. We challenge you to do this trick with
transistor amp or transistor / valve hybrid amp, £ 250 cable, £ 250 of modification
control, capacitors. etc. We also promise huge reduction of
irritating sibilance ( e.g. " his" sound like " hisssssk" ) , even with £ 250 valve amp !

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £1,400
Reliable valves
have 2years
guarantee, and
NOT the
*typical"
90 days
guarantee

vil'h £ 10 voltimrs

Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 3) Most people will prefer our MODIFIED IN ENGLAND
valve amplifiers ( from £ 600+ ) to most transistor amplifiers, most valve amplifiers

Looks
Euro 2,00);

like TAC 34, TAC 88 , TAC 834, Roger Cadet , £4,000 power amplifier and
(
about £ 1,500)
£25,000 monoblocks. There is a difference between " High Price" and " High End" TAC 834
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
review in Gramophone Magazine and
Summary of 21 testimonials
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompany.com

Powerful 40 watts + 40 watts
Twee as powerful as old Quad II
old Leak Stereo 20 . oldEL84
Roger CadetECL82

and more powerful
than
ECLI36
valves

mcdels. 2 years guarantee for most
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Larger
transformer
'huge
transformer

£1,000
80 watts + 80 watts
Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
40 watts
40 watts

4 years of proven reliability, for many
mcdels. 1 year guarantee for £ 250 amp

EL34 valves are bIgger

,

£30 «reel 30 days

1_3(

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000 dim
KT88 Triode Connection
)
we 1year guarantee + £50 for carriage
wItt, 1 years guarantee + £50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600 £700
www.hifinews.co.uk

audioplay

Eiectronics for those who prefer music....

Todd Warnke • Soundeage
Greg Weaver - The Stereo Times

41P

DEMONSTRATOR AND

£2250
£4250
£7500
£7200

-Von Schweikert VR-v Ref meeitors (Chewy xdernonstraTtorrl
-Von Scaweikert VR-2 Ref FleorstanderS rHazelwood xœmonstraban)
•
Wadia

6( digo volume. 4digital inputeopeputs. cmk4 'POS transport)

-Cardas Golden Cress imerconnect 1m )C_R
-Gerdes Golden Cress interconnect 1.5m aka
-Transparent Muscle/aye Ulra 85,w,re spades
-Transparent MusiciWave Ultra interconnect 1m R.
-Transparent Husic.Premnan PDG digs-link

£1,095

N/A
1295
5999
2999
9000
2250
6290
2990

399
979
2995
1695
5995
1899
2499
1195

Clearaudio Unify Unipivot Tonearm New & Boxed
Clearaudio Accurate MC x-dem
Clearaudio Victory MC New Et Boxed
Heed Quazar 2box MC/MM Phono stage New
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable New& Boxed
Linn LP12/Syrinx PU2 Valhalla S/H
Linn LVII Tonearm S/H N/A
Lehmann Black Cube Standard New
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New Et Boxed
Rega Planar 3/Heed PSU/Bias S/H
Systemdeck XII900 / RB250/Denon103
VPI Scoutmaster/JMW9" Unipivot x-dem

795
2800
1030
550
N/A
N/A
N/A
299
650
630
N/A
2499

599
1699
699
395
1399
399
479
229
449
239
250
1699

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier x-dem
Audio Research LS9 Solid State Remote S/H
Conrad Johnson LS17 MK2 Valve Preamplifier 9 mths
Hovland HP100MC Preamplifier S/H
Spectral DMC12 Preamplifier S/H
Rega Cursa Preamplifier Black x-dem

625
1949
5300
5495
4200
598

499
899
3399
2999
2499
429

Audio Analogue Corelli Stereo Power Amplifier x-dem
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers x-dem
Audio Research VT200 Mk11 Valve Power Amplifier S/H
Arcam Diva A85 Integrated Amplifier Black S/H
Bel canto EVO2i Integrated S/H
EAR 509 MKI mono valve Amplifiers S/H
Cyrus 7 Integrated Black S/H
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 Power Amplifier 9 mths
Nagra VPA 845 Valve mono S/H
Gryphon Calisto 2100 S/H 3500
Primare A30.1 Integrated x-dem
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x-dem
Rega Mira 3Silver x-dern
Rega Maia Power amplifier Black x-dem

695
1050
9998
800
2999
6500
N/A
7500
10000
3500
1500
1000
598
548

479
729
6999
499
1799
1995
395
5299
7499
1899
995
649
429
399

Audio Physic Temp32 cerry x-dem
ATC Active 10 SL x-dem
ATC Active 20 SL x-dem
ATC SCM7 Cherry x-dem
Kef Reference R101.3 Rosewood S/H
Martin Logan CLSII Anniversary Electrostat. 7mths S/H
Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S/H
Peak Consult Incognito Rosewood x-dem
Rega Jura Floorstanding Black Ash S/H
Rega ELA Cherry X- demo
Roksan Ojan3X Rosewood S/H
Verity Fidelios Black Lacquer x-dem

2300
1650
3250
499
N/A
6700
875
7500
450
749
1299
8000

1699
1999
2399
375
199
4295
499
5799
199
579
449
4499

Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
BCD 1000 3tier stand S/H
'rem Isopower 6way distribution Black S/H
Madrigal MDC 21m Fatboy Digital cable New & Boxed
Shun Mook Isolation Board Small with Mpingo S/H
Transparent Music Link Super 1m RCA S/H

550
1299
425
319
199
599

375
699
199
159
119
299

£1995
4.495

£4500
£300
£3900

£3250
£395
£2800
£'395
£ 195

£385
£9495

£745
£2095

£500

£2395

£300
£970
£2700
£900
£350

4395
£545
£if 195
£350
£195

AMPLIFICATION

•
Laos Aleph 3 slereo power p3Owpc pure classAI
• so Labs X150 power II5Ovepc SS clase AM
'-ad Johnson Premier 140 stereo power ( 140wpc PP.
300b neo-classic monoblocKpower. (12sec se 22wpt PP)
-Rogue 28 mag stereo powery60wpc pusb-pull .' 30wpc eatodei
-Kora Galaxy Ref power (50wOc Mode)
-Audible Illusions Mel 3a Pre,(line ,mrn'horncl silver
-Ore. SP100 evo ( rJ0wpc)
Ore. XTC Pre II prearreekher

Cyrus DAD324Q CD Player S/H
Densen Beat400+ x- demo
dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non Firewire S/H
dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H
dCS Verdi SACO/CO Transport x-dem
Meridian GO8 CD S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Theta Pro Basic Il DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

LA Zra

Call now for pricing. litereture and toorrange ademonstration ,'consultation either at home or at our
business premises

email: audioplayettinternet.COM

CROYDON'S
KIMBERLEY
AUDIO Eig VISUAL
352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON CRO 7AF

TEL: 0208 654 1231 / 2040

SOUTH LONDON'S DEALER
• QUALITY HIFI SYSTEMS
& HOME CINEMA EQUIPMENT
• MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS
• COMFORTABLE LISTENING
ROOMS
• HOME DEL/VERY
• CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
• QUALITY SERVICE FROM OUR

ITEMS

SPEAKERS

wwwvonschweikert co,

Von Schweikert Audlo

USED

CABLES & TABLES

ML 2.1 lamps se sono power

We Have awide selection of Nordost, Siltech and Spectral cables
at very favorable prices. Please ring for details.

www.midlandaudio -xchange.co.uk

EXPERIENCED STAFF

Stockists of ARCAM, ATC, BOSE,

DENON, KEF LEXICON,

LINN, MISSION, NAD, NAIM AUDIO, PIONEER

PRIMARE,

PROJECT, PURE, QED, QUAD, REL, ROKSAN, SENNHEISER,
TEAC,

TUBE

TECHNOLOGY.

VIENNA

ACOUSTICS,

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA AND PRODUCTS FROM HITACHI,
JVC, LOEWE, PANASONIC, SONY & TOSHIBA
www.hifinews

t.01562 731100 f.01562 730228 m.07721 605966
THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD
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Staffordshire

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST

Spares and Repairs

shunyata research
—

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

the

professional's

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can

reference

AUDIO ATMOSPHERE
to, 01758 711232
WWW

Rheinstr, 30, 58068 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: + 49-261-38824 • Fax: + 49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

tell i
best
you
nyour
what
system.
cables will work

sltarleneltostmosphore corn

1COMPONENTS
HL1CCESSORIES
I
UP TUBES

Nottingham

I

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consuhation
(215) 862-4870•fax (
215) 862-4871

Chantry Audio

[

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

fresh approach to the World of Specialist

Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Sonus Faber, D.N.M, Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myryod,
Michell, S.M.E, Reel, Denon,
Now
£695

Yorkshire

£1,495

Premier Audio

£995
£599

Me,

v,At.tauk,

Now SLRILIRLIRUALUail

pcs tiger,

Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plimus C'D lad &

250 Power, Verity Fidel° & Sanas Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, Isotek Sub Station, RDA Equipment Stands
2

Audio Acre, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD ,Amp, Martin Logan i' Audio Physics Speakers,

relaxed surroundings.
End Enthusiasts.

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street Broughton Astley. Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com

£795
£695

Moil Order Avoilobk
service and advice in
First- Line Buyer to High

LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

• Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt,
Vifa-Scanspeak, Peerless, Morel etc. for use in AR, Gale.
Heybrook, IMF. KEF, Mission, ProAc. Rogers.
TDL plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound. SCR 8. Hovland Musicap),
cables, damping and grille materials.
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.
Phone today tor your FREE FULL COLOUR Catalogue
or check out our webslte

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

NB. All Ex Deer items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering ominimum of 2years and up to 5
years. depending upon the product.

Friendly

j

comPnny
qt CAritE

Audio Research, 88W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sire Projection,

CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
155W CDM7NT Speakers, boxed, cherry ( s/hl £ 1,250
Rotel RSX 1055 AV Integrated
receiver/amp, boxed
( ex dem) £ 1,195
Ratel RSP1066 AV processor/pre, boxed (ex dem)
£995
Pink Triangle 3box, transport, Dac, DC,
external bespoke supply, boxed
(sib) £4,500
Myryad MDP 500,
pre processor, Silver, boxed
( ex deer) £ 1,800
Myryad MDV 300 DVD player, Silver, boxed ( ex dem) £900
Please contact us foro lull list of eu deer equipment.
To see our 611 up to dote listings go to www.chantryaudio.com

Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

met/e lum

THE

Avid, Iota, Prirnaluno fvolve), Krell, Marlin Logan, Theta, Copeland,

EASY ACCESS

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH

audioatmosphere corn

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100
•60 brands, 238 cable products
•FREE of all US taxes

A

panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue
Replacement

CHOKING

Arcici Equipment Stand, lsotek Sub Station P/S
Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aero - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Korn - Ptinius

FREE PARKING

Siltech - Amid - BDA s. Pink Triangle

Avid Turntables - Project - °Potion - Van den Hull « Mirage

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr, Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone ( 01777) 870372 Facsimile ( 01777) 870437

P/X welcome ‘14ome
•

demonstration

good selection of SA-land

Celebrating
1or

lriciitlit

otorld's

this section
Call

020 8726

8323

of

Sound

thur & On/11%11.1111111 1,1

\eltange allowance always available.

oville oi'

JOHN BLEAKLEN
welcome). Generous

p

\isi
iicies include ATC • AV1 • Rryston • Chon1 • Gamut • Lesiiiiii
•'mord.4 • Prima's. St stems • Red Rosy • REE • Spend« • Wilson Bent, h
•Ihe Profekkirrnal NIonitor to • ‘ stilas • %% mho .!! xl many mare.

We are 10mins J39 - Mt
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

To advertise in

o Decode

10 .171.111Ë.0

finest audio equipment contact
LEEDS (
0113) 204 9458 (
evening calls

qE

Surrey

11.1, Ice 01

*cou./.c

•

RRR

Weia - ctioRtie)

RED/ RIDS E

GamuT
Phone:
Fax:
E- Mail:
Website:

son cenesch
LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458
(0113) 253 3098
inbeaudioreflections.co.uk
www.audioreflections.co.uk

REALITY AUDIO
Are you hearing all there is on your CD's.
From budget to high end systems
can be dramatically improved with
the right treatment of CD's,
player and leads. For a demonstration
of just what can be achieved
call 01306 885793 (
Surrey area).
£45 a visit ( as long as it takes) but I
expect to be with you for some time,
you'll want to hear more and more

as
of

your music as you've never heard it
before. Just prepare to be shocked and
I'll leave you with a smile on your face.
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PO Box 30429, London, NWrifer—
Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Ahsolute_Analoguedemail.msn.com
wwm.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

hifinews.co.uk

Upgrades & replaces
motors & power supplies for
ALL belt drive turntables

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In

HI FI WORLD

word, gobsmacking."

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

of 2004 award

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ... but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
I-11 FI NEWS

new benchmark for musical communIcatu ) r:

"

a

COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

STEREOTIMES

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of Hi Fi - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of

One of the truly special products 1,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

The new generation of toncams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you

outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that
improves on the hest of other power supplies costing over 4times as much or
your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn

can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. \X'hy not arrange for

Lingo / valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of a

demonstration now.

drop in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box.

Tonearm Models
Conqueror -£2.7>00

Demonstrably better

MasteiCard

Why not order now? - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

Illustrious - £ 570

Advanced dc Motor Kir - £339

Encounter - £ 70
Silver - £599
01.1 from -( 124

Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
lipi!raile DC 200 motor -£ 129 with kit

www.originlive.com

Connoisseur 2•4u_ctio
GUARANTEE
• TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE
• Minimum 24 Months WARRAMY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT

Tel : 0845-166-1249

6MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
•

Email: sales@connoisseuraudio.co.uk

sal

FULL RANGE OF NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM:
AUDIO ANALOGUE , AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALYSIS-PLUS, BEL CANTO, BLUENOTE, CROFT, DYNAVECTOR, EAR/YOSHINO, ECOSSE
FINAL, GRAAF, LYRA, OPERA, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, ORTOFON, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, PLINIUS, PS AUDIO, SUMIKO STAX, TRIANGLE
UNISON RESEARCH and others ALL WITH GREAT PART EXCHANGE DEALS!

4111111son
fiE5Efifia

www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk
SELECTION FROM PREOWNED and EX-DEM EQUIPMENT
Please Phone or Email For Full Details/Prices
Selected Ex -Dem Equipment: Audio Physic Virgo 3, Avanti & Spark3 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD - Bel Canto DAC2 - Bluenote 1/Tables & Stibbert CD - Chord Phono
£875 - Clearlight ROC Racks - Croft CGI Twinstar - EAR 509 Jubilee LE Monoblocs XLR - Enri‘ge Legend SE XLR - Diapason Adamantes - Lyra Argo - Opera VQuinta - Triangle
various - Pathos Logos-Classic t- Sumiko Bluepoint Spec. - Triangle Celius zoz - PS Audio P500£ 2200 - Unison Research Hybrid Amp 8c New TEAC Mechanism Unico CD Unison Research Szlc
Selected Pre-Owned :..Arcam FMJ CD23 £525 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD Processor £ 1275 - Audio Physic Virgo 2 - £ 1499 - Cary 300SE LX-20 New Valves £2200 - Croft
Epoch Pre plus Twinstar Power £2599 - Diapason Adamantes 8z Stands Walnut -£3499 EAR Vzo Int. £2495 - EAR 834L Chrome Deluxe £699 - Graaf Grdzo OTL £2799 - Opera
SP2 £ 1075 - ProAc Response 1.5 Yew £999 - Pathos Classic 1£ 1175- Roksan Kandy MkIll Twin Amps £699 - Sonos Faber Musics Amp £ 1250 - Triangle Ventis £ 1949 - Unison
Research S6 £ 1249 -UR Smart 845's £2799-Unison Research Hybrid Amp £799 - YBA2 Pre & Power £ 1499 -Tag McLaren DAC2o £55o -Musical Fidelity A3.2 Cd £525 -Roksan
Caspian Amp £375 -Philosophy Cables XLR Interconnects £ 175 -Tara Labs Dig. RSC Decade XLR £375

Full Range Audio Physic, Analysis Plus, Audio Analogue, Bluenote, Bel Canto, Croft, Diapason, Dynavector, EAR/Yoshino, Final, GRAAF,
Lyra, Opera, STAX, Sumac°, Triangle, Pathos, Unison Research — Call For Great Part_Exchange Proposals

www.hifinews.co.uk
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A MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES
GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS
Prestige

SR- 60

£ 75

SR- 80

£90

Goldring

£295

£76

1006

N/A

£62

GEX

£52

£140

1012 GX

£95

£76

GEX £ 67

£ 265

1022 OX

£124

£100

GEX £ 86

1042

£143

£114

GEX £ 100

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

510

£34

£ 635
£450

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of QED Switch Boxes,
Cables & Interconnects available
See website for details.
CARTRIDGES

Ortofon

STYLUS

Loud

N/A

£130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme

£304

£258

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme

£452

£385

EX

N/A

Way too Loud

The cost is only £ 39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

£22

MC 15 Super II

Too Loud

Its a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.

£ 17

EX

£ 175

RS- 2

Shure

N/A

£330

SR- 225
Reference RS 1

Grado

£28

AT 110E

Technica AT OC 9ML

0 0 0

STYLUS

SR- 125
SR 325

Denon

EXCHANGE

CARTRIDGES
Audio

Does This Seem Familiar?

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice. Hi Fi Vvor
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at wwwAnt-audio.com

•
Lockwood Aud
io

DL 110

£79

N/A

Kontrapunkt a

£412

£351

EX

N/A

DL 160

£ 95

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£530

£451

EX

N/A

DL 304

£210

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

£40

£27

Kontrapunkt c

£824

£700

EX

N/A

VINTAGE GEAR

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

N/A

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

EX

N/A

AND RECORDS

Prestige Black

Prestige Gold £ 110

£ 73

M97 XE

£ 98

£ 58

£304

£213

V 15 V xMR
V 15 V MR

N/A £ 158

V 15 III MR

N/A £112

Sumiko

or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

FOR SALE AND WANTED

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

Spares and repairs
See the 'FAWN Cones
Hotline at

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50

Call for appointment to

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

01376 521132
07802 483698

visit us at Ruislip on

+44(0) 20 8864 8008
or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

lbas•

VISA

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

IMPACT AUDIO
For The Best In Audio Components

I.- \ I \ II: soundstageffinellineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk

VISATON loudspeaker kits, drive units
and accessories.

BY APPOINTMENT ONI

Chelmsford, Essex
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AFC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS- BUYER COLLECTS- IMMACULATE £3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4- BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1295
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SAI00 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£649
EPOS ESI2 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£ 299
EPOS ES 14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE LOVELY CONDITION£ 349
GARRARD 30I/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARDBOARD MOUNT
£ 599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£W9
LED PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £ 695
LINN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £ 1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LINN KARIK 3/NUMERIK CD PLAYER/DAC
£ 1295
LINN MAJIK ILINE LEVEL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED
£449
LOEWE ACONDA 32" FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1295
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£199
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK
£895
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£149
NAIM NAP 250 NEW STYLE 2004 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 1895
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER IMMACULATE CONDITION
£ 795
NAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH LATE 1995 MODEL
£995
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£59 PROCEED AVP AUDIO/VIDEO PRE AMPLIFIER AC- 3, DTS, THX.DPL ( NEW £4700)
£ 1795
PROCEED AMPS 125 WATT 5-CHANNEL POWER AMP THX APPROVED ( NEW £5K) £ 2295
PROCEED MDT MODULAR DVD TRANSPORT ( NEW £5500)
£ 2495
QUAD 44 PRE AMP GREY DIN BOXED AND SUPERB WITH INSTRUCTIONS
£ 299
QUAD FM4 FM TUNER GREY CASE DIN SOCKET BOXED SUPERB
£ 299
QUAD 66 CD PLAYER WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
ti429
QUAD 33/303 PRE/POWER AMPS LOVELY CONDITION
£299
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE
£ 995
QUAD 606 MK1 LOVELY CONDITION WITH MANUAL
£499
REGA ELA BLACK FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS MK ILOVELY
£ 199
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK RB300 ROKSAN CORUS BLACK. REGA MOTOR UPGRADE
£ 279
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £ 229
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £ 249
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 249
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS- OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£ 2295
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£ 1495
THORENS TD 160 SUPER BLACK/SME 3009 IMPROVED
ti279
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT MONTHS OLD
£ 1295
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£ 995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RI\( IOR 11 Rif)) R DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL

%‘ii.sound-stage.co.uk
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Excellence for over 35 years.

o
(2

MHT 12 - Ribbon tweeter

Advanced technology drive units using state
of the art materials - titanium, ceramic and
polyester.
A superb range of High End drivers capable
of stunning results

8
0

°

de speaker k,,

Impact Audio offer craftsman built cabinets to
complement all Visaton kits. These are available
in awide range of real wood veneers.

ti 200 - Rillrange speaker

To see the full Visaton range, visit our website
or send for the new 2004/5 catalogue and
price list.

TI 100 - titanium cone mid/bass

IMPACT AUDIO
www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883243

Fax: 01270 882241

rifoe/Impactaudio.co.uk
Partway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PP

VISAT N
www.hifinews.co.uk

the

buy your hi-fi
sell your hi-fi

One might expect the Stereo 401
to cost in the region of E2,000..."

hi-fi

trade-in hi-fi
we collect your hi-fi
uk next-day delivery
all major credit cards

shop

free credit avilable

Please visit ,, Iii-fishop.com for a complete up-to-date list as
the list changes daily. Why not subscribe (free) and recieve the our
complete list by email every Monday.
Basement

MRP

Special

RRP

P955 - 7££

I4s-s4s4sys4sisis

5500
D£i
-£

95745 ££2

199 0£E
PP

94S
49 2££
5W
S
3£0

,3 £00£I
95

95£4o
g65o

495 £ ?75
-

9£45
75 1£

3oo£
boo

giterecs 401 EL34 integrated 40+40w ( or 19+19 Triode)

3£oo 1£
5o
PO SEE
FS

Offers

MRP

RRP

Awarded Hi Fi News Editors Choice2083
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power and built to a good standard"

95 £.6£2
995

Amplifiers
Aragui lAurum Pre Arnp (mint)
ARTAudo DiavoioSteeo (volume control)
Audio Research Ref 2 Pre-amp mk11 (silver)
BOW Warkxk SE Pre Onc phono stage
Cary SLP-5o Pre-amp (9ker, good c
Cary SLAM 'too rrionobW6 pair (silver)
Krell KRC HC Pre-amp (seppsu)
Krell FPB-600 Paler Amplifier (mint)
Gryphon XT 2-box Pre-amp (black)
Mari< Levinson 436 Monoblod<s (pair)
Mark Levinson 335 Power Amp (25owpc)
Mark Levinson 380 Pre-amp (mint)
Mark Levinson 28 Pre + Power Supply
Mark Levinsori 32 Ref Pre -amp (mint)
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre -amp (mint
Parasound JC1 Mori:obit:I& Power (Pair, silver)
Shanling SP-8o Integrated (tiny mark)
Unison Reseamh Absolute 845 Int Amp

g,54 g543-1

beso
£9s0
£.7P £2,750
&role
£5.500
£3,995 £1995
fiffl
£1,200
£5,4o0 £Z400
£1694, £2,990
£12,900 £5
,
503
£4eDo
£1,750
£91790 £,000
£8.495 £4,495
£11495
EleSci
£12';1
5
ElSoo
EMS%
£B,500
E11,995 £8,500
f5;2oo
f3,995
f000
E22,500 6£ 995

'S

Digital
Audio Research CD3 midi CD
silver)
BOW ZZ-E ight 16-bit CD Player
BOW ZZ-Eight 2:092 CD Player (lad)
Copland CDA-277 CD Player (silver)
Cyrus DADe
t
ence
4CD Player
Manley Re
mid)
Mark Levinson 31 CMss
nsportDAC
(mint)
Mark Levinson 360s Dac (mint)
Mark Levinson 36oS Dac (mint)
Mark Levinson 37 CD Transport (mint)
Musical Fidelity TrUsta 21 DAC (mint)
Perpetual Tech PA-3DAÇ PA-1A
Upsamper 8t Power Plant PSU (silver)
Wadia 861CD Player (deck, mint)

ESSco £3,/S0
£4,995 £2.750
ESA.% £.1-7-50
£rt649 £699
£995 £395
£8,143 £.3.495
£8,995 £.129S
£7,495
E1495
£1495 £.1495
£4495 £2,250
b.195 £700
E1,990
E1,250
£e9s

£4,495

HI Fi News Feb ' 04 said,

"ample.

deep, bass, underpinning a

lucid and effortless midrange and treble".."I liked the impeccable
finish and feeling of bomb-proof solidarity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that have heard at home". Tony Bolton

Ha One else gives oil all Ms Mlle en& £89g95!
•Beautiful see through valve cover (included in the price)
•Choice of Mullard, JJ, EH & Svetlana valve upgrades worth
over £ 100.00 inc at NO EXTRA CHARGE ( limited offer)
•Switchable Triode Mode, ( highly praised in tne reviews)
•Tape Monitor, essential for Tape, CD- Rand home cinema
•Tape out ( essential for any kind of recording)
• ' Soft Start', protects from switch on ' power surge'
• HT Delay to protect valves & extend life (optional extra)
•Circuits developed in Leicester, manufactured in China
iv Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester
•Part Exchange facility for your old equipment. ask us!
To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet
Features : nclude: All Triode front end

Hand built ' Point to Point . wiring.

Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control
Gold

plated

terminals.

No printed circuit board.

Audiophile components

by

Solen,

Rubycon,

Silver audio cable. Japanese long grain transformer steel. 4 & 8ohm

Home Cinema / AV
Krell 25oa/33-channel PowerArnp
PrimareSPA2o Digital Controller Amp

sel
exd

Speakers
ART I
rxxispirekers Impression 2
ATC Active SCM-icioASL (LI icily)
Audio Physic Virgo 2(
blad</mahogany)
Audio Physic Avantis Speakers
Martin Logan (LS Ilz (oak)
Monitor Audio Studio 6o (rare ebony)
Pixie Future 2 (walnut) RiLi.i Speakers
Pro Ac D25 (ebony, as new)
Revel F3o Speakers (maple, small mark)
Zngali Overture 3s Omniray Hom Speakers

exd
exil
s/h
sel
s/h
s/h
s/h
exd
-Vh
exd

Other
BOW Wand Peri lute Control (silver)
Tara Labs RSCAr3XLR im pair

sih

£4,698
E2,950
£2,oaici £i,595

speaker matching. Stainless steel & alloy plate construction. Soft start
Stainless steel & Plexiglas valve cage included. Upgrade options

ISIterecs -1101
£24,S95
£533
£2995
E7,500
£4,998
£5,995
Elo,P5
LIPS
£2,995
£4,250

£12.995
£P45
£1395
£1750
E
2,995
£2,750
£1,995
£2,9S0
£
1 395
£2,495

£329

£149
£
175

£380

maestro'

Call 0141 333 9700 today or
visit www.hi-fishop.com
Tthe Hi-fi Shop Ltd is owned and operated by
The Audio Salon Ltd. 4 Park Circus, Glasgow, 03 6Ax.
Reg office and showroom.

www.hifinews.co uk

price".... Hi Fi Chince June ' 04
£
930
2
£
0
95

Analogue
Audio R29331th PH-3Phono stage
Crown Jewel SE MC Cartridge

-

The sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty of
depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass below
10Hz" ..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery sharp

S MC)

Bargain

Arcam Alpha io Integrated (black)
ATC SC.M-7 d
r
3.ierrl
ATCSCM-7 :1
Audio Note ( 1"fl e Transport
Cura CA.21 Loudspeakers (black)
KEF Concerto One
Linn Kelidh Speakers (walnut, tatty)
Micnomega Duo CD Transp & Pro OK
Missior1753 Speakers (black, good con(f)
Mission Cyrus 2, PSX
MyryadT6o PowerArnp (silver, good cond)
Ortofon MQ5FL
Pnmare \h_5 DVD Player
Sonuf Faber Concerto (walnut)

EL34

40w(19 triode') integrated V399.95*

Stereo •
ti
ie EL34 40 watts integrated
!Stereo
O
EL84 15 watts integrated

£599.95 *

/...1k Z3

£599.95 *

NI 13 25

Triode Line Level pre amp
300B PP 28w Mono blocks ( pr)

£599.95*
£1799.95

Ask for an illustrated leaflet Auditions by appointment.
New Entry Level Version of 40i Only £599.95
Exactly the same spec & finish, without tape monitor loop,
triode facility or Silver audio cable. Triode only conversion
£50. Mullard & European valve upgrade £ 50
Beware of imitations! Other amps may look similar. but our circuits are unique
to us adesigned for UK 240v operation. Full repair aalter sales in Leicester UK.
'Try fct 30 days refund if not delighted' ( 1JK only conditions ,ippjy)

Visit our new website at www.lconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio co.uk
;C_0711._ G471.LCI10- 351 Aylestone Road Leicester

LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

HI-FIN
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Lintone Audio
specialists in audio and -ideo

Heatherdale
eaudio limited

DRIVERS:
> ATC

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ

4?

> AUDAX

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page wwwbel-stereo corn

> ETON
> FOSTEX
> LPG

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

> PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

Spectral DMC 12 line pre-amp

Rote) in the North of Englard

Spectral DMA 90 power amp

AIL Oii LL/t321
à44y
Arcom Alpha CD
£1
ATC 10 loudspeakers
Audiolab 8000a amplifier ( black)
11
Audio Analogue Bellini the amp ( silver) £ 275.
Audio Analogue Donizetti power amp ( silverj £.325.0Q!
Audio Analogue Paganini CD ( silver)
B&W DM602 s3 ( block)
• ( Silver. new)

<
,4)
I
lutt)t, S

hti.11,1 AU- * V.:(r'
S / StOgt S / Dr.r„s

Reson Mico
I •• • • 1MO Corr , • • 00nIs old)
Itvk /Lit vi , • • :0supreme
ni

> VIFA

MH 750 3m Speaker Cable

A small selection of some of our usea items

All boxed & mint

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE

new £ I0,870 Our price £4,995

MOST DISCRIMINATING
SPEA KARS

LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.

Tannoy 15" HPD drivers with cross overs ... £395
Orchid PLL1 Speakers ( retails £6,500)
£ 2.495
Revel Ultima Centre Speaker ( mint)
£ 1.795
Genesis 350 SE Speakers 10 months old
(retails
£35,000) £ 16.995
Tannoy Monitor Gold 12" in Lancaster
size Cabinets
£795
Rel Strata 3 Sub Woofer (ex demo)
£750
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Acoustic Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers .. £275

HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.
Contact

PRE-AMPS

fee'

Audio Research LS9 Pre-amp

with remote ( mint, boxed)

,tinpros 100 si,x,risi : vs oak. ex clem
Mirto, Logan Pr. , 11 ,ity loudspeakers

Mark Levinson ML32 Ref Pre-Amp
with Phono stage
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre Amp

•
si amplifier
Hselle deck
L. I

£1,095
£10,995
£1,495

£1,395

SOLEN

£3,995

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

AMPLIFIERS

ML342 ( 400watt) Power Amp
(ex demo, 5years warranty)
Krell KST 100 Amp
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
Accuphase A20V class Aamp ( as new)
(retails £4,000)
Mark Levinson

I ,, o4Vel
I
.• \1:""

otp

See www.lintone.co.uk

Mark Levinson ML33 Reference Power Amp
(mint condition)
Advantage Integrated Amp
Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks,
superb condition
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp & PSU

for latest stock - Mail order available

CD PLAYERS 6 TRANSPORTS

t3t:r..1u I
rev , P *".`,

£—
1, read schuco to rEC
Li
. 111(i DSPro Bust 3 CD/DAC £27

> VISATON

> VOLT

4x MIT- 330 Interconnect
Cost

> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE

Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949
Email: solenOsolen.ca
Web: vvvvvv.solen.ca

£5,495
£1,495
£895
£2,950
£16,495
£1,495
£4,995
£3,495

To advertise in this

£695

Krell KAV 300 CD/HDCD Player . (retails £4,290) . £1,495
Mark Levinson Reference CD System ML30.6 DAC +
ML31.5 Transport (ex demo, full warrantee)
£17,995
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DAI and ROK DS4 PSU
£895
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport NEW £1,495

section please Call
020 8726 8323

MACS

Lab 47 Progression DAC ( as new)(retails £2.270) £ 1,595
MISCELLANEOUS

The hest value audio cables we -ve

hear)

Musical Fidelity

Music Wave + 3m speaker cable
£250
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) .. £17.50
Transparent

Shunyata Aries interconnects 2m RCA (ex demo)
(retails £ 1,275)
£495
Shunyata Aries 1m RCA (ex demo)(retails £850)
£495
Kondo Digital 1m RCA (as new)(retails £ 1,200)
£495
Selection of high quality Kontak Audio Cables,
balanced and single ended

TUENTAEL •S, CARTRIDGES & TONZ.ARMS
ue • ear urn a
pate.
SME Vtone arm (ex demo
£9,995

I•

-

kMini Sub G2

Ite
KEP.Atement

Atlas BIOMMMO

Creek
Nairn ,,

Cyrus

'

Meridian,

Atigiliklusical Fi

Ilase.Chood

Lintone Audio

7- 11 Park Lane

Gateshead NE8 3J'A

www.lintone.co.uk
inforMinfone.co.uk
TeL UK 0191 4774141,m ,à,
112
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Project 6.9 Turntable (no cartridge fitted) (as new)
(retails
£600)... £425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new) . £2,995
My Sonic Eminent Cartridge (as new)
£2,750
Dynevector DV-DRT XV1S cartridge (as new)
(retails £2,900)
£ 1,995
Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(as new) ( retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(as new)(retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS-Al with rotary headshell
(as new) (retail £850)
£595
Dynavector DV-507Mk11 bi-axial arm
(as new) (retail £2995)
£ 1,795
ZYX R1000 Airy1-x (0.24mv) cryogenic
treated copper coils (as new) ( retail £ 1650)
£ 1.195
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE' (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS or MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel:

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
01903 872234

Evenings
Fax:

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

,,,,-------,---,--Falcon Acoustics Ltd
"

....."___S
.
----Falcon

Electronics, Basically S

latp://uwwfalcon-acoustic.,

full Price List and Focal details on Web Site
i
,.VE U% . . FOCAL &seas and apick of the best from other manufact, ,
00. CR.T.',..2AiER NETWORKS - Active F. Passive. Components. Accessone'
Sew LS3/5A type Crossovers & Components
PLUS P.A./Professional Sound Equipment
Speaker Repairs also available - Contact for details.

COMPONENTS

SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFO. lo 100ned.
NEW Vanes:- 3.0mFd 400v 5% 89.1mFd 250, 2.5%
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 10mFd
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors ( Non-Polar):
50v, 100v 8. Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd.

FALCON Custom-wound Inductors.
FERRITE - Standard, High Power, Super Power, Super-Super Power
AIRCORED 0.56 — 1.25mm wire: IRON DUST. lmm wire
TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mH in IrrH steps 6. 0-1mH in 0.1mH steps
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
year sets of Speaker Budder, Audio Amateur AGess Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
Altogether 50+ books end Audio Amateur's magazine year sets.
2001 to 2091 year sets on CD Ronly

RYCAll
Prie List

'
State of the Art' Units & Kit Deigns

Focal Unit Range
/Sr Unit Specs FREE on Web site available in .pclf format

Winter Sale
10% off all Focal Units; Publications & Software.
(Ref. PL31, Stock items only)
On all orders received during January & February 05
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send tor our FREE price Int PL31. Just send alarge SAE. (
47p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas,
Europe USS1 bill or 3International Reply Coupons CRC) to:- ( Dept HEN) Unit 12 Damgate
Industrial Estate. ()ample Lane. ACLE, Nonech, Norfolk, NR13 3DJ Tel (0)1403 751100

www.hifinews.co.uk

definitive audio
Definitive Audio creates a co,, u is . iif musical experience that is irresistible.
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all
others.
Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Rondo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the M7 Line. M7 Phono. M77 Phono, the Neiro Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others. Border Patrol. Art Audio and Sugden.
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge. the Kuzma Airline. Triplanar 6. and SME Series V tonearres.

acoustics

Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the
Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference

Omega Drive

We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2
More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life,
interest and fascination into your relationship with music
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment

New Western Electric 30013 valves available from stock.
DCS Elgar Plus Purcell

Verdi

Verona

05/01 certificated except Verona 101/041

OUT OF THIS WORLD!

Fully current spec including fire.,
Four box CD playing solution

Nagra PLP pm- amplifier Looks good

£ 16000 £24000

£4000 £ 7500

Clearaudio TOI Master Reference tonearm - massive acrylic linear tracking
thing - unusual opportunity - spotless and as new but no box. Major mental
health problem forces sale.

f1900 £ 31360

Merlin Music Systems VSM Millennium loudspeaker Obscure here, popular
there - unusual US design with cult following - includes BAM bass module

£ 2500

Living Voice Avatar 2 - European Maple - scrumptious

59000

f2000 £ 2700

Living Voice OBX-R Mk 1 Even more scrumptious.

£ 2600 £ 4000

Alela PST 11 01i

Hi-end 2 box line pre- amp - spotless - boxed

£ 1500 £ 2800

Art Audio Vinyl One. MM/MC valve phono stage Very good New!

£ 1300 £ 1900

Art Audio PX25 - 5 watt stereo power amp - big with Lowther fans

£ 2500 £4500

Nott'm Analogue Interspace with Space arm and Living Voice Mystic Mal

£ 550

£ 1180

Tom Evans Groove plus - phono stage with external Lithos PSU

El 700

£ 3500

Tom Evans Vibe Pulse - line stage with external Lithos PSU.

£ 2400 £4800

Tom Evans Micro Groove- moving coil phono stage - 0.8mv/lKohm
ATC SCM7 - cule mini- monitors on saucy bright finish Partington stands
Roark Crusader II loudspeakers. Black Good condition

£ 300

£ 400

£ 400

£ 700

£ 700

Eastern Electric Mini- Max - cute line pre- amp. New and boxed - half price. £ 400

£ 800

Epos ES30 loudspeaker - substantial floorstander - some marks - giveaway £ 499
Cardas Neutral Reference 2.5m speaker cable with spade term - new
Cardas Neutral Reference 1m interconnect - new
Art Stiletto Ebony plus Orelle 100 CD player and amplifier
Vitavok RH330

£ 500

£ 775

£ 300

1 lot boxed - new

Pair of the onginal four-cell mid- range horn

£ 500

£ 1900

C3650

£ 500

£ 1200

Canary Audio Stock Clearance - High End bargain Unto
CA309 - 45 watt 3008 monos

Fantastic sound and build

Illustrious giants

with champagne facia Boxed almost new

£ 4000 £ 10000

CA303 - 22 watt 300B monos Beautiful sounding amp. 100 hours use at one
Hi -Fi show Boxed What a bargain ,
CA301 - 22 watt stereo power amp
CA300 - 10 watt 30013 monos

£ 3500 £ 7250
Huge performance for giveaway pece

Unused. boxed

£ 2500 £ 5450

Tel: 0115 973 3222
intemet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

• Made by SHANLING

£ 1500 £ 2500

CA801 - Two box dual mono line pre-amp. Very venous state of affairs

£2250 £ 4500

• "Top-flight" Japanese NPC SM5847

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shoutOdefinitiveaudlo.co.uk

over-sampling and filter chip.
• Eight Burr-Brown PCM1704 K-Grade DACs,

turntableworld!

four per channel in parallel for single-ended
30b LarchlieldSt, Dadington, DL3 71E
01325 241888 or entail anorak3hilisound.co.uk

Like to audition a number of different decks in one place?
Love to compare a modified tonearm with the original on the same deck?
Want to hear a new cartridge for yourself before you buy?
For some time now its been nigh on impossible to make informed choices about analogue products because while reviews
are agreat start point, no reviewer has your individual listening preferences - let alone your very our personal ears ,
We are here to offer every customer the chance to decide tor themselves what they like, by offering genuine
choice and service in what we call lumtableworld From January 2005. our dedicated dem room
will be available and filled with selected products from the manufacturers you have come to know and love

differential configuration for balanced output.
• Twelve Burr-Brown OPA627 Amplifiers for I/V
conversion and low pass filtering.
• Four Electro-Harmonix 6922 double-triodes

Whether it's time to spend scary money or not, you'll still be talking to someone who is genuinely interested
turntableworld has selected items from

with gold plated pins in the valve output-stage.

Audio Technic», Clearaudio, Dynavector, Goldring, Grado, Graham Slee Projects,
G F C Hadcock, Lyra, Michell Engineering, Moth, Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon,
Project, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord Research and Wilson Benesch
...all on dent right now!

• Separate power supply and mains conditioner.
• Famous Phillips "King of Rock" CDM-4

Plus our own range of accessories including agreat wall shelf with twin level acrylic platform
and two superb digital stylus pressure gauges from lust £29 ,

Reference Grade swing-arm Transport.

We can also offer Home dems by appointment and full set up of lust about any deck in your own home
With part exchange upgrades continuing to be our speciality, you'll also have
access to the widest range of used items in the UK - many from manufacturers
you'd half forgotten existed, and still supported by our in house warranty of course.
Please call for details of current stock.

hifi

output, four per channel in parallel/

• Multiple anti-vibration construction to isolate
the Transport mechanism.

sound

306 LarchfieldSt, Darlington, DL3 71E
01325 241888 or email anorak3hifisound.co.uk

Acoustor Enero
Audio Analogue
Opera
Rohsan
Tnanglo

• Custom-made aluminum-alloy chassis of

On Demonstration - New goodies in our new dent room...
Selected speakers
New Puccini, Paganini and Primo items
The delight, ul Mini
New Caspian M Series, co, integrated and monstrous Pre/Monoblocks
Selected models including the new version of the highly reviewed Antal

superb build quality and finish.
• INTELLIGENT DISPLAYS® technology LED

Digital selection
AVI
Krell
Micrornega
Nairn
Rotel

S2000Reference - ex, superb
CD-DSP - ex, clear and smoked lids, remote, stunning
Tno - ex, the ultimate Micromega
CO5 RD0980 and RDP980 Transport and DAC - ex, very very rare

Amplification selection
AVI
5,2000mP/S2000mMs -vgc, pre and pair monoblocks, will dnve just about anything!
Linn
LK100 - ne mint, boxed
Meridian
501 and 505s with MOR - ex, pm and boxed pair monblocks
Meridian
555 - ex, 100wpc stereo power
Michell
Arecto - ex, Monoblocks
Musical Fidelity
X-A2 - sr mint, boxed integrated
Musical Fidelity
X- P100 - nr mint, boxed remote pm
Musical Fidelity
X-AS100 • or mint, boxed power
Primer°
A20 - nr mint integrated

599
1499
1449
Due in
449
999
299
1199
499
899
399
399
399
379

Speaker selection
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Energy
AVI
ATC
Impulse
Spender
Quad
TAG McLaren

AEI - ex, black grittex
AEI rnk2 - ex, black ash c/w fluted stands
AE2 - ex, piano black c/w fluted stands
Nu Neutron • ego, amazing baby
SCM20 - sr mint, boxed, yew finish
H2 - ex, very efficient 3 way monsters. awesome
SP1 - on, dive stone stands
Systems and other items
66,67 system - 67Cd. 66Tuner. 66Pre, 606Power and system remote
120 - ex display, boxed

ITEMS TO SELL? CALL US - WE WILL GIVE YOU MORE

• "No compromise" three-point support system.

395
595
999
299
799
799
299
1199
699

display screen
• Limited production run of 300 units.
• RRP £4000

Real hi-fi
35 Water Drive, Standish, Lancs, WN6 OEH
Tel: 0870 909 6777
info@realhi-fi.com
www.realhi-fi.com
Please visit our website for our authorized dealer's list.

COMMISSION SALES TOO!

www.hifinews.co.uk
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QUALITY USED

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

TEUFAX

0121 747 4246

E3

mbi

11.-1

EQUIPMENT.

KGENTR*i.
-

BOUGHT. SOLD.
PART EXCHANGED

9

t1_11)_11

Also agents for

Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B A T • Boulder • Hovland

•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs
•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
AUDIO LAB CDM/ DAX
AUDIO NOTE M3 LINE PRE
AUDIO NOTE 72 REGA RB600 AN 103
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE BLACK GATES
BAT 51SE PRE 6MTHS OLD
BRYSTON BP25 PRE
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,TO1 ARM
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TQ1 LINEAR ARM
DCS PURCELL FIRE WIRE
DCS DELIUS FIRE WIRE
DCS VERDI
DENSEN BX340 NEW
DENSEN B400XS NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
EAR V20
GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA IMTR
HOVLAND SAPPHIRE
KIMBER 4TC 2X4 MTR BANANA'S
KRELL KAV 250A
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
LED MISTRAL SILVER SIGNATURE INTEGRATED
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
MARANTZ SC12SI SACO DVD CD
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED AMP
MARK LEVINSON 39 CD
MERIDIAN 562V
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD
NAIM CDX
NAIM 140 OLIVE
NAIM IXO
NAIM 112
NAIM 92
NAIM CDS MK1 LATE MODEL
PLINIUS CD LAD PRE
RED ROSE PASSION 70 WATT
REGA ELA CHERRY
REL QUAKE BLACK
REVOLVER R33 CHERRY NEW
ROKSAN XERXES XROSEWOOD XPS5 DS1.5 NEW UNUSED
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3NEW SEALED CRATES
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK11 IMTR RCA
SPECTRAL MIT 330 MK11 2MTR RCA
SPECTRAL MIT 750 MK11 12 FT SPADES
SPECTRAL DMC15
SPECTRAL DMA100S
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS CD
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
TAND ATALLIS 5.1 NEW UNUSED
THETA PROGENY
VPI TNT HRX
WADIA 861SE SILVER 6MTHS OLD
WADIA 270SE / 27IX
WILSON BENESCH ACT 2

RRP
N/A
3700
1585
1400
2000
3750
7950
1500
6020
7575
5000
6500
8000
1850
2500
1000
3500
5000
400
7000
250
3698
7639
950
N/A
3500
6500
5000
1300
5000
2000
2500
800
500
660
N/A
4000
2400
2500
800
360
600
2000
8295
11850
1500
500
1500
4600
4600
2700
4000
2300
2200
1100
9250
10400
19000
9000

NOW
995
1595
695
695
995
1995
3995
895
3295
3495
2995
3995
4995
1195
1695
650
1995
2595
195
3495
150
1595
3295
495
150
1495
3495
2695
395
1995
495
1195
295
250
395
95
1595
895
1195
295
225
195
1395
3495
6995
695
295
795
2995
2995
1695
2495
595
1295
295
5995
6995
11995
3495

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA

price cable

1/2

when you buy aPowerBlock
PLUS FREE UK Mainland Delivery

roc

PurifierBlock)

(he Huss Andrews Powerfilock
"...capable of making afabulous
difference to clarity and stereo imagery
that needs to be heard to be appreciated.
Brings out the best in your system;
makes adifference that can't
easily be obtained by
other means."
Juttlny Hughes,
HIfl Choice Oct 2000

Or; 2000

2001

PowerBlock £ 51
PurifierBlock

f401

3ft Reference
PowerKorem

499- f49.f.

mu, RA I
6A pug. Orhe-rcoble lengths available
Onler Tema & Coadelans: I. Offer ends / rape 20012.Not to tensed in
cOsoscflOo wan «earner ode, Ldoosfo,n de Poreerldunneelo,
o1hi,the60DayHome Trial pared you nwn freturn 'fie cable tn anyynal condo., to
plea Ad 'Weld taut usual term and trondinons apply • see ow catalogue.

more offers online at
Or çall

www.russandrews.com
0845 3451550

Ill(lecaitilate

quote ANEWS

Exclusive UK Retailer for

KIM3ER '
CABLE
Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd,
FREEPOST NWW881A, KENDAL LA8 9ZA
Tel, 4.44 1539 825500
Fax, . 44 1539 825540

Solutions for better music & movies

MANI

HIFI

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE
NEW

NATIONWIDE

YEAR

MICHELL ORBE
£2050
£1800
MICHELL ORBE SE
MICHELL GYRODEC
£1000
£800
MICHELL GYRO SE
f340
TECNO ARM -A .
DENON DL304
El 75
SHURE VI 5VXMR
£270
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£800
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
£585
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER W
£1900
KOETSU BLACK
£800
KOETSU RED T
£1300
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £1700
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION
£700
GRAHAM TONEARMS
£P0A
RESON LEXE
£1050
£475
DECCA SUPER GOLD + POD

DELIVERY

SALE.

TRICHORD DINO
£250
TRICHORD DELPHINI
POA
TR1CHORD DINO/DINO+
£425
POA
WHEST AUDIO
GRAHAM SLEE
POA
POA
JAN ALLAERTS
POA
ZYX
VAN DEN HUL
POA
GRADO RS I
£ 625
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
£ 490
SUMIKO BPS EVO III
£ 190
SUMIKO PEARWOOD SIGNATURE £ 845
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE £ 1975
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE £ 3300
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500
TOM EVANS VIBE
£2200
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE £ 350
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+ £ 625

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE 8AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW 8 BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS.
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 600
TEL: 01283 702875 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Introducing a new Music & Movie DI '
ll Library Service

Now you can enjoy an endless choice of
the most highly rated Classical, Opera,
Jazz & Popular DVDs. PLUS! Top Movies
is View all the DVDs you want with no need to buy unless you want to
a NEW! lowest hiring charges of only 45p per day saves you afortune

McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN . TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website•
E-mail:

11.

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

FEBRUARY 2005

Special Offer to Readers of Hi-Fi News ‘for this month only

FREE membership of the Musk & Movie DVD Library Service
PLUS! Enjoy aselection of up to 4DVDs entirely free of charge
CONTACT US NOW FOR FREE CATALOGUE
. DETAILS OF ALL OUR CD & DVD SERVICES

WILSON STEREO LIBRARY LTD PO BOX 32
ST LEONARDS EAST SUSSEX TN38 OUZ

Long Established Supplier (43 years)

Tel: ( 01424) 718254

www.wslonline.co.uk

e-mail: infoginvslonline.co.uk

Fax: (01424) 718262

www.hifinews.co.uk

HICAM
Like new, nothing like the price!

www.audiolincs.com

•ATC SCM 100 With C6 Subs

Speakers

Latest SCM 100's finished in piano lacquer black.
New in 2004, this extraordinary system includes forward

facing ATC C6 subs and PS Audio 1200 PowerPlants.
Cost £30,500 only months ago!
Now £15,495

•AUDION

Silver Night

Silver Night single ended triode integrated amplifier.
New matched pair of a34 valves. Beautifill.
Only £745

•AUDIO RESEARCH LS22

Pre-amp

A pristine example of this deliciously musical line-level
pre-amp. Fully inspected and serviced. Absolutely flawless in
all respects. New price E3,995
Incomparable at £ 1795

•BAT VK-51SE

Pre-amp

An astonishing performer, especially with the new
VK-150SE power amps. Words just aren't enough!
Bought new late 2004 at £7995

Now: £4,595

•BAT VK-150 Valve

monoblock power-amps
Authority and subtlety, a giant leap for the high end.
Bought new in late summer 2004, these are
absolutely unblemished £ 15,500
Now £ 10,595

• BRYSTON 4B ST

Power Amp
250 wpc Unblemished, 17 yrs warranty remaining.
Other Bryston models in stock.
This one: £ 1,595

•CARY CAD- 300-SE LX20

Monoblocks

Beautiful, supplied with Western Electric 30013 valves.
A very reluctant sale.
Only £2,495

• CLASSE Omega Mk111

PreAmp

Latest version of this outstanding two box pre-amp.

Bought new in 2004 and absolutely as new condition.
Cost £ 13,500 this summer
Now £7,995

•CONRAD JOHNSON EF1

Phono-stage

Supremely flexible phono-stage provides for a wide
range of loads and offers three levels of gain. Absolutely
as new. Was £ 1995
Our price: £ 1,095

• CONRAD JOHNSON Prem'17LS2

Pre-amp

One of the most musically convincing pre-amps
available. As new, was £5000.
Our price: £3,295

•
•DCS Verdi la Scala/Elgar Plus
CROFT Vitale

Pre-amp

This must be the audio bargain of the decade.

£325

CD/SACD

Probably (almost inarguably) the finest, most musically
convincing CD/SACD player on the planet. New in 2004
and still boxed without even the transit screws having
been removed. Cost £ 19,000
Still 'new' £11,995

•MUSICAL FIDELITY A324

DAC

Upsampling enriches CD sound. Keep your own player as
atransport and just listen to the music! Like new £895

•MUSICAL FIDELITY A3
•MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2
Absolutely mint combination.

Pre & Pwr Amps

Unbeatable at £995

CD Player

Pœminent amongst the new generation of players that
dam-straw just how far CD replay has come, this suparb
A3.2 appears to be quite amodest invesunent.

•PATHOS Logos

Now £495

Integrated Amplifier

Beautiful to kazik at and, with 110 valve watts per channel,
it cieri‘xfs superior subtlety and dynamics through virtually any
loudspeaker. Like new was (2,750
Now £ 1,895

•

PERPETUAL TECH'

P- 3A / P- IA/ P-3B

Legendary digibits to music transformation DAC system.
Every 'bit' as good as they say. Typically £ 1,695 (UK)
Could be alifetime investment?
As new £ 1095

•QUAD

ELS 57

Loudspeakers

Very late pruduction models in truly outstanding condition.
No dings or dents or to the black grills.
£895

•SME

30/2

lbmtable

British engineering at its world-leading best. Probably the
finest investment for any vinyl collection. As new. £8,295

•VERITAS C400 / P400

Pre 6. Power Amps

Check the reviews - possibly the 'clearest' amps ever
and with 400 wpc! Beautiful as well, see our website.
New in excess of £4,500
Like new £ 1,995

MINT CONDITION HIGH-END
ITEMS BOUGHT FOR CASH

Tel: 078 2192 5851
01476 591090
MOST CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

•
HIGH- END
REPAIRS
AND
SERVICE

ACCUSTICS ARTS AMP 2200 WPC POWER AMP
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANINI 24 96 CO PLAYER
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO CD PLAYER
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI PRE AMP MIAMC REMOTE
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130WPC
MONRIO ASO CD PLAYER 24/96
MICROMEGA 51102,3 1TRANSPORT/SAC
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETI MONOBLOCKS
ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE CONTROL
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SETTANTA INT AMP 70 WPC
GRAM VENICINOUE INT AMP
AUDIO VALVE EKLISPE PRE AMP BALANCED
AUDIO VALVE ASSISANT 20S INTERGRATED AMP
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP NEW
AUDIO VALVE AVALAN MONO POWER AMPS
CLEAR AUDIO SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE IA'C
ACCUSTICS ARTS DAG 1 32/384KHZ DIA CONVERTER
EMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCA/X111 INPUT
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 124196
AVI LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
MODOSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
AVI NEW LAS SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONO DAL
XVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
AARON CANTOS LEISURE ISE STANDMOUNT SPKS
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
BLUENOTE BALDINOTTI MC CARTRIDGE
BLUENOTE BORROMED TONE ARM
BLUENOTE DUCALE REFERENCE QUALITY BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
BLUE NOTE BELLAVISTA SIGNITURE TURNTABLE
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1MTR PR INTERCONNECTS
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO IMTR PAIR NEW
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MTR PAIR
BLACK RHODIUM HARMONY IMIR PAIR NEW
MONRIO MPS POWER MAP 135 WPC
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
CROFT VITA PRE MAP
CROFT TWIN STAR POWER AMPS NEW FROM
CROFT DAKSHINI ALL VALVE POWER AMP NEW
CROFT GCI INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I IMETRE PAIR NEW
DENSON 030 POWER AMP 200WPC014 OHMS STUNNING
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
EARAUDIO MATRIX RECORD CLEANER MACHINE
FARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/MC
324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
'. SON RESEARCH UN/CO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
4, 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
-634P CHROME DELUXE MM MC PHONO NEW
... 834P MNVFAC PHONOSTAGE NEW
-690 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASSA NEW
899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
ELE INTRERGRATEDPRE/MAIN AMP NEW
HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW .
.H 864 PRE AMP NEW
/1, CL 310 2JET SPEAKERS NEW
AC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
GAMUT 1MTR TEFLON COATED INTERCONECTS RCA/ALA
LAC F2t1 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDINGGLASS BASE
GAMUT 03 PRE AMP BALANCED IN/OUT.
GAMUT 0230 MK3 POWER AMP NEW 2COWPC
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
HALCRO DM8 PRE AMP fRCA/BALANCED
HALCRO DM 38 STEREO AMP 180WPC
HALCRO MCA70 7 CHANNEL POWER AMP
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
MICHELL OC PSU NEW
EXIMUS DPI DAGPRE 24/192 BALANCED CLASSA
MICHELL GYRO SURB300 ARM
MICHELL ORBE ONE BOARD NEW
CLEARAUDIO BLUE MOTION TURNTABLE SHEARS WARRANTY
CLEARAUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RE 300 ARM NEW
MICHELL ISO HERA MC PHONO STAGE USED
CABOSSE PIANOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 036 MY
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 038 MV
CASASSE RO5 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUE NEW
STELLO P200 PRE AMP RCABALANCED
STELLO 01320 : NTERGRATED AMP
STILLS OP 200 DAG PRE AMP RCABATANCEO
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC
CABASSE THOR ACT
SUR
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6FT LONG
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS DAV.0 RCA ! MIR PR
CABOSSE SUMATRA FLOORSINDING SPEAKERS CHEERY
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS
ORELLECAIOOSP100 PRE POWER NEW
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED AMP 70 WPC
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER EX OEM
ORELLE SA 100EVO ea AMP 80WPC R/C NEW
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE MM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
PLINUS 9100 INT AMP 240WPCM4OHMS EX OEA
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPCO8OHMS
PLINIUS M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
POEM
/ PARE ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE UPE RAY FINISH BOXED USED
RUARK VITA 100 51SP( SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUB
RUARK VITA 120 51SYSTEM NEW
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
OED FULL RANGE
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
SAE SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES ERRA
SUBS ARM EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMIR NEW
WIREWORLD ALANIIS 5IMIR INTERCONNECTS NEW
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NARA OWNERS DIN DIN
STAX SR 007.5E164007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAX SRS 2020 MEO EARSPEAKERS NEW
FAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
SUFAIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
SIMKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMTR INTERCONNECT NEW
WITIEWORLD FULL RAIN* OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
WIREWORLD STARLIGHT 5HMI 1MTR CABLE
TRICHORD Imo POWEREILOCK NEW
TRICHORD DELPHINI /AKVNEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
TRICHORD DINA PSU NEW
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWEREILOCK NEW
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MAS PHONO. LARGE PSU NEW
VDH P85 8MTR INTERCONNECT NEW
VDU THE SOURCE HS 08METRE NEW

900
1195
60
625
895
3000
1150
2300
1899

1200
1499

95
135
150
60
1095
597

12 ,u
1500

2000

1083
2298

600

895

141)0
1695
1998
1499
1199
1470
970
1570
1970
1700

500
995
1695
1695
900

1126
1615

hi- ft by enthusiasts
We

NOW
5375
600
1195
30
450
3690
595
600
795
2350
425
1500
2100
1500
1899
2450
770
2900
2531
2895
1299
POA
1399
1399
795
1499
1400
999
1800
1900
70
95
135
37
795
375
990
1500
OECD
1250
800
595
297
810
1490
230
2400
1395
2440
975
715
3075
3250
2690
2275
1850
799
799
599
2499
195
499
3430
3990
6100
750
9480
13550
5100
795
1145
1249
495
440
2531
1083
2298
695
655
700
295
525
690
2250
695
1195
1685
1495
1495
995
125
380
995
1295
POE
1325
1199
POE
1470
970
1570
1970
1250
2250
2250
275
225
450
750
1500
800
POE
1250
159
2643
1000
1400
5273
995
499
149
POE
109
2495
349
995
589
65
69

199
425
1270
299
285
900
20
35
20
VIVANCO F1.018080 RA HEADPHONES NEW
69
WIREIVORLD SOLSTICE 5SPX CABLE AWARD WINNER
FROM [ 132
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR
219
WIREIVORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT .
149
AGENTS FOR EAR TRICHORD AUDIONOTE MICHELL MYRYAD. AGI SIPS LAI RAC RUARK
EMS PLINIUS. BLACK RHODIUM LYRA SUMIKO OED GAMUT ORIGIN LIVE ORELLE
WIREWORLD TRANSFIGURATIDD 499 ,1,1CP¡iPC 4f 011,c, 41, III I'IHH31/LO
/
CLEARAUDIO. ALOIA •. • 435

Open Mon-Sun 9am - 6pm Now in Northampton
2minutes off A508
For further details
Tel/Fax
Mobile
Email:. . .
Website

www.hifinews.co.uk
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NOTEWORTHY AUDIO

i?!2

01604 842379
07973 233380
PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
HICAM.CO.UK

think we are a refreshingly different hi ti shop.

why not pop in, visit our web-site or call us and see if
you agree.

Special offers
Below is asmall selection of some of our ex demonstration
and part exchanged special offers For more information and
photos of most items please see our website.
Turntables

Was

Goldring GR1 turntable ex dem

140

Linn Basik 015th Basik LVX arm ( marked lid)

CD Players

10'1.
170

Manticore Mantra/Musician in Mahogany
Michell G ro SE SME IV D navector D2OX

Now

395
2,348

1.650

1.100

875

600

475

,

Audio Note CD-T1 transport. Ex dem
Exposure 2010 CD player in silver. Ex dem
Rega Planet cast case version
Marantz DV8300 SACD/CD/DVD-A. ex dem

500

325

1.500

995

Sony SC D-777ES stereo SACD/CD player
Talk Electronics 3.1 CD in silver. Ex dem

1.275
1900

1.700

Tuners
aRadio ori.inai cast case version

150

Amplifiers
Chord CPA22001SMP600 Pre/Power

5.295

3.795

Chord SPM3300 220w integrated

6.305

4.650

Consonance Reference 1.1 valve line pre

2495

1.995

Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black

600

Exposure XIV & IX Alba rare two box preamp
Icon LA3 valve line level pre amplifier

495
1.975
450

Icon Stereo 40 Integrated 40w valve amp

900

Magnum MP 300 & 2x MF300 pre.monoblocks

795
795

Magnum A50 monoblocks. Factory modified

1.200

Primare A20 line level integrated amplifier

350

Quad 99 Stereo power amplifier Ex dem
Rega Elex integrated with MM phono stage

550

485
215

Rega Mira Cast case with MM stage

245

Rega Maia 2000 power amp in Silver. Ex dem

498

Rotel RC970BX & 2xRB971 pre'pwr marked
Sugden AmpMaster stereo power amplifier
Tube Tech Seer/Unisi svalve • rei•ower.

375
300

698

395

3.000

1.500

S. ,akers
Beauhorn B2 Gold. ATD driver & Vibraplinth

2.895

BC Acoustique Tibre in cherry ex dem

890

Cura CA- 10 Birds eye Maple. marked

800

365

1.000

545

Elac Jet 310i in White with matching stands
Epos M12 speakers in cherry. Ex dem
Harbeth Super HL5 in Eucalyptus

500

375

2000

1300

JM Labs Cobalt 816 in cherry!grey
JM Labs Micro Utopia including stands

730

900

400

4.250

2250

KEF Coda 70 in Maple Ex dem. marked

200

Linn Kaber in Black

135
750

Piega C3 in brushed aluminium finish

2.600

1.250

Rethm * Second Rethm' serious Lowther horn

7.000

3.999

1.500

925

2.500

1475

Ruark Templar floorstanders in Black
Vienna Mozart in Gloss black li•htl

230
marked

Home Cinema
Denon DVD-A1 their flagship DVD player
Nad T532 DVD player New
Pure 601ES Processor and 5ch power amp

330

250

1.050

725

Stands Uni • ue Fathom subwooter in silver

210

Mains
Isotek Cleanline 6out•ut filter. New

295

265

Cables
Cable Talk Signature BNC digital cable

95

Kimber Power STD 1 IEC mains cable

70

NOTEWORTHY DIY
•Stoetkit superb range of Valve
amplifier kits starting from £ 395
-Audio Note Dac Kits from £ 550
-Lowther drive units
•PHY -HP Drive units
-Wonder Solder
-Eichmann phono and 4mm plugs
-Furutech IEC sockets and plugs
-Inca Gold plated mains plug
-DeoxIT/Pro Gold contact cleaner
-Unsleeved 0.5mm Pure silver
wire
'Voodoo pure silver plated 4mm
plugs
Visit noteworthyaudio.co.uk/diy for further details or call to
receive acopy of our DIY brochure.

Clearcover
We hold what we believe are the last remaining stock from Clearcover, who sadr,
ceased trading in May 2004. Whilst stocks
last we are able to offer these superb
turntable covers and bases at discounted
prices. Call for more information or visit
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk/clearcover
see details of sizes and models available

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk
FEBRUARY 2005

AUDIMUNIBLE
2005
ANNUAL SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN
HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:
THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE, TONBRIDGE, KENT

SUNDAY 13TH FEBRUARY 2005
10.30AM - 4.30PM
Stalls £25.00 Admission £3.00
9.30am Early entry £ 10.00
Bookings/Enquiries 01892 540022
Reli.eNhments available all day
Main line Railway .Siation within walking distance

*Valve Amps * Inners * Records
*Speakers * Components * Books
*Cassette Decks * CD Players

www.audiojumble.co.uk
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Whyfi
Convincing arguments

PPUU
Beauhom, Border Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason,
EAR/ Yoshino, Experience, Filtration, Final,
LED Audio, Lyra, Music First Audio,
Nottingham Analogue, Opera, Pathos Acoustics,
Quadraspire, Transfiguration, SME, Shun
Mook, Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio.
Demonstrations by appointment

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
e: peterealternativeaudio.co.uk
Bromplon Ralph, Taunton, Somen.et

116

FEBRUARY 2005

Hi-FINews

brighten
FID41-exchange

ae

email
daveehifiguy.co.uk

telephone
01424 201 157

www.hifiguy.co.ule

mobi
07734 436 180

we are the south coasts
leading stockists of quality
new, used and ex-dem HiFi
equipment
we will travel anywhere
in the country to pick up or
deliver your equipment.
we update our website
everyday with used and exdem equ pment so visit regularly !

Sp37.Airrtidrks

£3,5üt.
ACCUFHASE DP67 CD PLAYER
£3,500
ACCUPHASE DS- I200 POWER CLEANER
£650
AUDIONCTE E40 INTERGRATED
£400
AUDIO PROJECT AP60 INTERGRATED
£2,400
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONO3LOCKS
£1,900
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI6 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH VS I10
£2,500
£2,995
AUDIO RESEARCH VTI50 MONOBLOCKS
£1,900
BATVK 60
£350
CARDAS GOLDEN CROSS IM BAL INTERC
£1,900
CAT RFERENCE PRE
£1,500
CLEARADIO EVOLUTION/TANGENT TA001 ARM
£2,750
CONRADIOHNSON I
7LS MK2 PREAMP
£1,900
CONRAD JOHNSON MF2500 POWERAMP
£995
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 10 PREAMP
CONRAD JOHNSON ART 2 PREAMP
£6,000
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER II
£1,600
£500
CONRAC JOHNSON PV8 PREAMP
£1,500
CROFT C-iiARISMA 3PREAMP
£10,995
DCSVER.D .LASCALA/ELGAR PLUS
£950
DEUVELVEN.US SPEAKERS
f1,Sn
GAMUT CD I
R
GOERTZ AG3 DIVINITY SPKR CABLE 4metrcs X2
fI
£2, .
GRYPHON CALISTO INTERATED
£4,250
HOVLAND RADIA POWERAMP
£5,995
JEFF ROWLAND 8TI POWERAMP
£1,900
JEFF ROWLAND SYNERGY PREAMP
£3,250
JEFF ROWLAND CONCENTRA mk2 [ INT AMP]
£1,800
KHAMA CERAMIQUE CE3s
£1,700
LAMPROS 200 mk2 SPEAKERS [ LATTEST ONES]
£350
LINN KATAN SPEAKERS
£650
LUMLEY ST7C VALVE POWERAMP
£1,600
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD208 RECIEVER
MCINTOSH C200 2BOX REFERENCE PREAMP
£3,250
£1,200
MARANTZ MA24 MONOBLOCKS
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED
£3,500
MARK LEVINSON ML335 POWERAMP
£3,750
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
£2,
MARK LEV NSON ML360S DAC
f _
MARTIN -OGAN ASCENTS
£1,900
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST Z
£895
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS
£650
MICHELL GYRODEC SEJRB300
£850
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD 1
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
£295
£325
NAIM NA,IT 31NTERGRATED
NORDOSTVALHALA 4M SPEAKER CABLE [BOXED] £3,995
NORDOSTVALHALA I.5M SPEAKER CABLE [BIWIREJ £1,700
£1,700
PROAC PO NT FIVES
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOS
£2,450
£3,500
REVEL F50 SPEAKERS
£2,650
TOM EVANS THE GROOVE PLUS
WADIA 7&9 REFERENCE 4BOX CD PLAYER
£6,500
£15,995
WILSON SYSTEM 7 [AS NEW]
£16,500
WILSON MA,)0<
£1,300
VAESSEN BO X SPEAKERS
£i
VTL 85 VALVE POWER AMP
f
ZINGALI OVERTURE 2s

£5,530
£6.000
£2,000
£1,200
£8,000
£3,700
£4,000
£14,000
£4,500
£895
£5,000
£2,500
£5,300
£4,000
£3,5D0
£I
6,000
£3,750
£2,000
£N ' A
£20,000
£1,800
£2,750
£5,000
£4,500
£8,000
£14,000
£5,50)
£6,995
£5,000
£3,500
£600
£2,450
£2,995
£7,000
£2,800
£6,000
£8.000
£4,500
£7,995
£5,50C
£5,995
£2,00C
£995
£1,500
£1,200
£N/A
£7,000
£4,000
£3,500
£4.400
£6,500
£3,850
£23,000
£22.00C
£38,000
£2,800
£1,850
£2. 495

.• .
Acoustic Zen IAudience FAucgoValve IBAT
Border Patrol IBoulder 1
1 Cabbase I C.A.T
Clear Audio IGamut IGraham IHalcro
Hovland
Lavardin IOracle IPass Labs
Plinius
Reference 3A
Rogue Audo IS.P.J Record Players ITransfiguration IVincent
www.hifinews.co.uk

;12P.fitd

You can now choose to pay in 2006 at KJ West One
Right now we are offering our
customers the opportunity to
choose any system, or component
upgrade for that matter with the
option to pay just 20% deposit and
then nothing to pay for 12 months.
We are committed to making it
easier for you to upgrade to your
dream system.

.410

systems below. All of us at ig take
considerable pride in our
endeavours to audition and put
together dream systems. We are
fortunate to be able to choose
from the world's finest range of
musical components.

In the final analysis we do feel
that our guiding criteria has to be
outright performance versus
Whilst equipment reviews are investment.
helpful we quite often find that the
We think we've got it right!
Take alook at our own featured sum of the parts do not actually

SYSTEM 1
CYRUS CD8x

£1000.00

ROKSAN Caspian Amp

£999.00
£399.0

Honed System Price
DEPOSIT

SYSTEM 2

*****

QUAD CDP

£1000.00

UNICO CD player

£1175.00

QUAD 99 Power

£550.00

UNICO Amplifier

£825.00

HAD 221 Spkrs

.00

£2398.00

Normal System Price

£
480.00

DENIM--

£2445.00

£500.00

Deferred 12 month ll j191 .
8.911 "elected 12 months £ 1,945.9 ..
Interest Free Option on Request

•

SYSTEM 4

FEATURED SYSTEM
*****

YSTENI 7

T£3999.00

ADIA 302 CD Plyr

£3995.00

T+A VIO Amplifier
SONUS FABER Cremona
Normal System Price
DEPOSIT

* * * * *

Interest Free Option on Request
SYSTEM 5

£1649.00

MERIDIAN 608 CD Plyr

Normal System Price

£2999.00

DEPOSIT

£600.00 ..

re!! 1.
2 lee.hs
Interest Free Option on Request
SYSTEM 6

* * * * *

SHANLING CDT- 100

****

SYSTEM 3,

£2249.00

AUDIONET ART V2 CD

£2299.00

PATHOS Classic 1Amp

£1325.00

COPLAND CSA29 Amp

£1899.00

KRELL KAV400xi Amp

£2699.00

SPENDOR 56E Spkrs

£1499.00

PROAC D15 Sp

£1799.00

SONUS FABER Auditor

£2548.00

Honed ystem Price

£4473.00

Normal System Price

£5947.00

Honed System Price

£7546.00

ding1.110MIII £ 895.00

DEPOSIT

£1190.00

DEPOSIT

£1510.00

111111.1.11k. £ 3578.00

Deferred 12 genths £ 4757.00

jeerred 12 months £6036.00

Interest Free Option
SYSTEM 8

* * * * * * *

SYSTEM 9

*****

*

SYSTEM 10

*

*******

THETA Compli Uni Plyr

£4482.00

AUDIO RESEARCH CD3

£5189.00

PATHOS Inpol 2Amp

£5500.00

M(INTOSH (2200/M(2101

£12,993.00

£10,000.00

WILSON BENESCH ACT

£9000.00

MARTIN LOGAN Odyssey

£6798.00

WILSON Sophia Spkrs

£2600.00

Normal System Price

£18,982.00

Normal System Price

£21,987.00

Normal System Price

£30,788.00

£3800.00

DEPOSIT

£4400.00

DEPOSIT

£6200.001

£4999.00

Deferred 12 months £ 0,393.00

DEPOSIT
Deferred 12 months

ion on Request
A Perfect Painerslip.
With the Wadia 302 at the helm
signalling accurate, detailed information
into the absolutely amazing and
innovative 70 watt integrated valve
amplifier from T+A diving the full range
of micro dynamics through the most
elegant affordable speaker from the
master craftsmen at Sonus Faber. Yes,
we have the perfect partnership. A sonic

£15,182.00

SUBJECT TO STATUS; WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST.

HIGH- END HOME DEMONSTRATIONS BY
APPOINTMENT. PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

IMMEILliem IIIÍIliIiIlitJ

AUDIO RES. LS25/VS110

£9798.00
£11,992.00

Deferred 12 months £ 17,587.00

Deferred 12 months di £ 24,588.001

1111=2=1=1

Interest reo Option on Request

)--

KJ W EST O NE
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
LONDON Wi G 8TY
Tel: 020 7486 8262/3

West I One

alliance at, dare we say, abargain price.
* FINANCE

work that well. Our ten featured
systeriis we know are totally
compatible and will provide atruly
satisfying musical experience.

PETERBOROUGH
(01733) 341755

lhelUnid's Finest
Sound (I
.
- isfim Srslems

Full System Reviews featured at

www.kiwestone.corn

The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

£3900 (£ 1100) new, trust service escrow from

interface, outstanding performance, excellent

Germany free, requests: itproject@t-online,de

condition, original packing etc, offers invited.

Plinius Odeon 7channel, immaculate £3950. Theta

Tel: 0049 2204 23980 [ MB17]

Tel: 01945 463077 [AC17]

Dreadnaught modular amplifier with 2channels,

Mark Levinson 23.5 dual monoaural power amplifier,

Krell KRC HR reference preamplifier with PSU

perfect £ 1950. Eclipse TD512 single driver

200wpc, balanced/single ended, mint, boxed £ 2250

boxed, £3000.00 ( 7000.00), plus: Interconnect

speakers, immaculate £ 700. VMPS RM40

(£7500 new), Sonus Faber Gravis B1 subwoofer,

cables terminated with balanced XLR connectors i.e.

award-winning ribbon hybrid speakers, perfect

200W, immaculate, boxed £650 (£ 1100 new) Tel:

1of Pair of 3metre lengths Transparent Musiclink

£2000. System Audio SA2K speakers, new, £600.

(07941) 102890 [ MB17]

£130.00 IC Pair of 1metre lengths Madrigal

Tel: 01159 258581 EMB21501

Linn Lexus with matching stands £ 140. Inca Tech

£80.00, all items in mint condition Tel. 01384

Audio Innovations P1000 pre-amp, re-valved, boxed

Claymore offers. Mission 733 floorstanders and 75c

371586 day or evening. EAC221

£500. Dunlop System Deck, Transciption model

centre £ 150. MarantzCD6OSE £45. Partington 5

Linn Wakonda pre phono ( MM) £ 500 ono, LK140

signet arm, boxed £ 175. Marantz CD63SE, boxed

shelf rack £60. all excellent condition. Tel: 020 8345

power, £ 500 ono, boxed, manuals, no remote,

£75. Tel: 020 8776 0044 ( evenings) EMB171

5899/01708 742345 [ MB17]

Quadraspire stand, beach ash, three shelves, almost

For sale

Red Rose R3 Loudspeakers Ribbon tweeters and very

Nordost Blue Heaven spades 2m £ 160, 3m bi-wire

new £ 150 ono. Tel: 0117 955 3690 ( Bristol) [ AC17]

light use. Excellent condition. Boxed. Pictures

£245. Red Dawn RCA 4m interconnects, £420.

Audio Research Ref 2, Mk 2, Nordost Valkyrja 1.0m

available. Priced to sell at £995 (£3500 new),

El- Dorado 2m, £ 180. Cardas Hexlink Golden- 5C XLR

XLR 3600, Harmonic Technology Magic One 1.0m

including shipping from Dublin. Contact Barry

3m £ 385 (£ 1400) Tel: 020 8661 5329. email:

XLR £00. Stephen 07973 793892 email:

(00353)872310778 [ ME]

zhuo_deng@hotmail.com [ MB17]

srapage@yahoo.co.uk [ AB14]

TDL Reference monitors, Rosewood, exemplary

AVI S2000 mono amps and pre-amp £975. AVI

Quad FM4 tuner, grey, late model, mint condition with

condition £400 ono. Audiolab 8000Q, vgc, boxed,

S2000 C/D £385. 5shelf Hi-fi rack £ 55. Atacama

original box, instructions and service manual £245,

manuals £ 160. Audiolab 8000T, vgc, boxed,

speaker stands £45. Bi wire speaker cable £ 20. AVI

Audionote AN-VX interconnects, silver litz coax with

manuals £ 120 ono. Panasonic 21" colour TV, remote,

Pro 9plus £495. All items mint, boxed, new 3years

silver plugs, half metre £ 175. Tel: 01274 632492

VSC £ 50 ono. Tel: 01403 251935 John. All owned

ago. Tel: Julian 07795 671932 ( Hinckley) IM B171

[AB14]

from new. Email: john501hifiman@aol.com [ MB17]

Boulder L5AE pre-amp, immaculate, boxed, superb

Hegel H2 power amp 150 wpc £3950 (£ 2500),

Sonus Faber Guarneri speakers plus dedicated

£750, cost £3500. Audio Research Interconnect 9

American Acoustic Developments E48, 3way, slim,

stands. Like new condition with full packaging.

metres WBT. Boxed £250, cost £ 1000. XLO digital

floorstanding speakers £225 (£ 599), Pathos 7 class

£3500 ono (£ 5350 new). 1.5 years old. 3m pair of

cable 0.9 metres £40. XLO digital 0.5 metres £ 20.

A, hybrid integrated amplifier with phono section and

Nordost SPM speaker cable £ 1300. 4.5m Quattrofil

Items ono. Tel: Bob 01604 720122 [ MB17]

remote Tel: 01202 767873 ( Dorset) [ AC17]

interconnect with RCAs £ 1100. Tel: +353 91

Audiolab 800 Transport 8000 DAC remote cables,

Mark Levinson 390 CDS CD processor, only four

637745 evenings ( Eire) [ ME34]

boxes, manuals £845. Lumley Reference Passive

months old, perfect condition, UK specification C/W

Roksan Ojan speakers, rosewood finish, immaculate

pre-amp, boxed £ 275. Arcam Delta 290 £225. Delta

box, manual and balanced interconnects £4250

condition £380 ono. M & KK5 speakers, black, as

290P £ 195. All good condition. Tel: 07905 338232

Tel: 07769 972227 ( Godalming) [AB14]

new £ 170 ono. Nordost Flatline gold bi-wire speaker

anytime. [ AC17]

Wilson Audio Watt Puppy System 7, as new, still has

cable 3meters &2meters £40 ono. DNM Reson Mk11

ProAc Response ISC speakers, c/w Target stands,

the protective film on the cabinets, perfect condition

speaker cable ( 4x3.5m) £40. Tel: 01268 887730

beautiful sounding 3550 complete, JPS super

comes with crates and manual, original price

[MB17]

interconnects, 1metre, WBT connections, pristine

(£23000) £ 15995, BAT 51SE (£8000 new) £4000

Rogers Studio 1Monitor speakers, black ash finish,

£300 ( new £ 500, amazing sound, both no offers.

Tel: John on 07960 041559 anytime [AB14]

boxed with stands £ 150. Revox B77 Mk11 HS £ 500.

Tel: 01623 740872 [ AC17]

Linn LP12 Akito K9, excellent condition £ 500,

Linn LP12 Ittok arm Karma cartridge £ 500. All mint.

Audio Synthesis Dax Discrete Variable DAC,

project phono box £ 75, Arcam Delta 60 £ 50, Sony

Tel: Mikeon 01383 733550 [ MB17]

upsamples to 706k, SACO and DVD-A compatible,

tuner STSE500, barely used £40, Sony Walkman Pro,

Musical Fidelity Nu Vista M3 Integrated Amplifier,

18 months old, mint. £3195 (£6000 new). Contact

boxed, mint £200, Heybrook 0.5 plus Target stands

No. M300408 of limited edition (£3,000). Boxed as

Ian on 07941 424322. [AB14]

£50. Tel: 01748821634/07773 848982 ( North

new £ 2,000. Sony SCD1 SACD player (£3,000)

Quad 989, fully serviced £3200, ES Lab DXS4

Yorks) [AB14]

boxed as new £ 2,000. Contact: 020 8340 3235 or

£12700, Audio Research LS3 £ 1000 Tel: 020 8317

JVC AX SDI integrated amplifier, five-star review in

07970 651481 or email bfdredrock@yahoo.co.uk

2116/07958684247, email:

October 2004 edition of Hi-fiWorld, brand new,

[MB171

medwayview@hotmail.com [AB14)

boxed and sealed, suggested price £ 1995, absolute

Ruark Paladin Speakers £400 Arcam Alpha 9Power

Faroudja VP400AU Quadrupler ( 960p), latest

bargain at £ 1125. Tel: 01273 307696/07949

Amp, Alpha 9Intergrated Amp, Alpha 7CD, Alpha 7

calibration, improves CRT projector video display

392607 [ AC17]

Tuner £600. All Immaculate and great sound.

1,000%, brightness 125%, extends tube life

Meridian DSP 5000 loudspeakers in ash black also

kathrynchris@btopenworld.com or 01905613064

threefold, as new condition with original packaging

Meridian 500 transport system in mint condition,

EMB171

etc, offers invited. Tel 01945 463077 EAC171

including original remote, cables, manuals and boxes.

Pass Aleph 3Power Amp, boxed with manual, £ 1150

Musical Fidelity A3 Dual mono pre-amp £400,

£2600 ono Tel 01383 413695 or 07971 632162

o.n.o. (£ 2400), rated better than Levinson 383 by

Musical Fidelity A300 dual mono power amp £ 1000,

[AC17]

Stereophile magazine; Aleph PPreamp, £ 1350 o.n.o

B&W 802 Matrix series2 £750. Tel: Mark 01258

Krell FPB600c amplifier £ 7900, Krell KCT pre-amp

(£3500); Graham Slee Projects Elevator MC Head

817669 or mark@l000exup.fsnet.co.uk [ AB14]

£6900, Wadia 27ix DAC and Wadia 270 Transport

Amp £ 290 o.n.o (£499). Check tnt-audio.com for

Usher CP631I floor standing speakers, stunning

£9750, Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers,

reviews of preamp and head amp. Tel: 01491

looks and sound, only two months old, bargain

including Granite Plinths £ 7900, MarantzCD7

682910. EMB251

£1100, Linn Classic, silver, boxed, 1year old £645.

CD player SE (champagne) £ 7900. Tel: 01629

Conrad Johnson valve power amp MV55 £ 2300.

Tel: Julian 077956 71932 [ AC17]

814151 [AC17]

Conrad Johnson pre-amp PV10A £ 1500. Tube

Roksan Caspian integrated amplifier, boxed £400,

Hovland HP- 100 line stage £ 2200, 18 months,

Technology Fusion CD64 £ 1500. Sony Dab

Roksan Caspian power amplifier, boxed £300, Epos

boxed, Tannoy 0700 loudspeakers, black, new high

STD777ES £250. Alon Lotus Elite Signature

ES12 speakers with HNE bespoke granite stands

frequency tweeters £ 750, BAT VK-3iX, 3month old,

speakers £ 2850. Various interconnects and cables.

£300, all as new Tel: tom 07748 480222 ( mobile)

mint boxed, remote control, £ 1900 (£ 2450),

all boxed, all mint. Tel: 01945 420710 or 07979

01473 327525 ( evenings) [ AB141

Fadel Art speaker cables, 8ft pair £75, Acoustic Zen

915992 [ MB23]

Electrohome Marquee 9501 Acon projector

Hologram- II biwire, spades £ 525 (£875). Tel: 07753

Audio Research VT200, valve amplifier 2x200 watts,

HD-GT17 lens, extras include modules for HDTV,

700 426; fchen@nildram.co.uk [ AB1650]

black, European specifications, near mint, boxed

image shifter, RGBHV video, Extron 109xi VGA-UXGA

Perpetual Technologies PIA + P3A& Monolithic PSU
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The Market
£950, total hi-fi bargain, only selling due to major

power amp or through pre-amp). One of best under

upgrade. Tel: David on 020 8641 3911 (evenings,

£10k in 2000, detailed, smooth, dynamic, fast.

including high quality silver interconnect Tel:

Sutton, Surrey) [ AC17]

Stellar reviews. £2450 ( 6500 new). http://

07764988486 [ BD17]

Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Pianos with slate bases,

www.audiorevolution.com/equip/no.39/index.html,

KEF 104/2 speakers, rosewood finish £320,

mint condition £ 950 ono Tel: 020 8764 5458

Levinson 380S preamp, Special edition classic pre-

Audiolab 8000A amplifier, boxed £ 110. Tel: 01268

[A814]

amp at bargain price, £3500 ( 6500 new), rave

786491 ( Essex) [ B8]

Transparent Super Bi Wire speaker cables, 8feet or

reviews, all boxed, remotes, as new. JM Lab 920

Audio Synthesis DAX DAC with rare and expensive

manuals, and Meridian system remote £ 1200

2.4 metres long, boxed as new, £ 1250 includes post

Electra 10" floorstander, as new, £ 1100 (£ 2500

Ultra Analogue chipset, HDCD filters, checked by

and packing. Tel: Ken on 01383 825287 ( Dalgety

new).Tel: 07779 880889 ( London) EBD271

manufacturer and mint, silver digital lead included

Bay, Scotland) [ AC17]

Musical Fidelity Elecktra E100, integrated amplifier

£495. Tel: 01424 203192 [ B8]

Hi Fi Collection for sale including AVI S2000MP,

70 watts p/channel v.g.c. (£650) selling £250 ovno,

TNT turntable £4200 ono, Koetsu offers, high-end

system remote £395, Pink Triangle, Linn LV-X Ortofon

Chord Odysseys/cable 2x1.2 metres, 4x4and 2x4

silver cables, offers around £ 900. Tel: Mon- Fri,

MC 10 super perfect £375, Acoustat Spectra Il

£150 per pr. Some Imetre and half metre cables and

7-8pm Janette. Tel: 07788 881184 EBD171

Electrostatic Hybrid elegant loundspeakers £400,

digital, silly prices. Also Marantz CD 5400 (£ 149

Snell Type N11, Oracle Delphi RB250, Audio

Heart Rhythm 300B single-ended power amplifier

new) £ 90. Tel: 01491 612883 ( Oxford) [ B8]

Research VT- 100/2, Teac Trichord T-1, Quad ESL- 57

£750, Lowther Acoustas new Dx3's Phase Equ i
I
izers

Chord Electronics CPA3200E and SPM600,

with Quadrapod stands, Thorens TD- 125 SME 3009,

£500, Tag McLaren DAC 20 seven inputs, mint

excellent condition £4000 together with original

Saec tonearm, JR 149, Snell type K. Possible P/X.

£495. Tel: 01363 83072 [AC2650]

packaging, remote and manuals. Call 01344

Tel: 01179 556555/07979 514450 II3D14]

Horning Agathon Silver Signature speakers 97DB

469118 working hours or 07709 316326 at other

Meridian 508-24 compact disc player, boxed with

sensitivity, light oak finish, internally upgraded with

times. Email: confripp@btopenworld.com [ BC14]

booklet, cables etc £ 550, also Rock turntable, SME 2

silver wire, built with PM2C and DX3 drivers, separate

Cal Tempest 2SE CD player classic, rare opportunity

arm, Ortofon 75th Anniversary cartridge, excellent

tweeter, this speaker is superb with sets and OTL's,

£850 ( bargain) accompanies T105 tuner £ 200. Tel:

condition £ 195, plus 200 classical LPs, offers.

mint condition £ 1650 ono. Tel: 01384 271571

01745 339842 ( home) 01745 352537 (work) [ B8]

Tel: 07831 589405 [ BC14]

(West Midlands) [ AB1670]

Wadia 861 CD player with remote, instructions and

Valhalla 0.8m RCAs or XLRs. £ 560 (£ 2000). Various

box, as new, £3650. Tel: Dave 01306 886606 days

available. Brand new 1.0m VDH First Ultimates

01293 772052 evenings. [ BC141

£129, Red Dawns £ 195. 2.0m SPM speaker cables

Theta David II CD/DVD transport, excellent condition

£780 (£2300). Isotek Cleanline 6-outlet power

£1750, worth it for the CD replay alone. Mark

Wanted

conditioner £235. email: shashaesmail.net

Levinson Proceed AVP I, AV pre-amp, excellent

Tel:01895 677714 [AC17]

condition £ 1250. Tel 07773 374508 or 01538

Meridian 562, 517 DAC 500, 506, 504,power amps

Meridian 502 and 557 pre- and power amplifier

399347 [ BD171

5series, 605 etc. Tel: 01243 576073 [ AC171

combination with factory fitted moving-coil phono

Meridian 500 transport and matching 563 ( 20 bit]

Urgently. Manual re-winder for audiocassette tapes.

stage, absolutely mint condition, complete with boxes

DAC in immaculate condition with original boxes,

Tel: 01744 24528. [ B8]

and manuals £ 1900 ono. Tel: 01463 811779 [ B8]
Graff GM20 OTL, 3months old, boxed, mint
condition, manuals not been used, power mismatch

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi_ads@ipcmedia.com.

with Soundlabs, was £3500, £2,850. Tel: PM only

For your security, do not include acredit card number in any email. Please call our reader

01603 616866 [ BC14]

ad department on 020 8774 0631 with your credit card details.

Border Patrol S10 amplifier dual power supply

Hi-FiNews

Weston Electrics 300B valves just one year old mint
condition £4,000 ono. Lowther Acousta enclosures
without drivers any of latest range will fit. Reasonable

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

offer accepted. Phone 01208 872316 Cornwall

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17.

[BC14]

Additional words 50p each.

Sound Audio VP3, Line level valve pre-amp, superb
sound and build, quality wondercaps alps etc £ 550
ono. Wanted Roger Junior Ill stereo or master

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

pre-amp, also heathkit USC1 stereo pre-amp and
manual. Tel: 07976 904381 [ B8]
Mark Levinson 3905 CD player, mint, boxed £3750.
Tel: 01803 293805/07876 451279 [ BD171
Mark Levinson Reference 32 Pre-amp £ 7500 ( phono
£1200 extra), ML 33H monoblocks £9250, ML
37/360s Transport/DAC combo £4750, Wilson
Watt/Puppy 7system £ 13995, all mint condition.
Tel: 07795 173094 [ B8]
Quad 22/1I power amplifiers, control unit, AM tuner,
FM tuner, ES speakers, spare valves, manuals. Quad

Please publish the above advertisement for

303/33 power amplifier, control unit, FM tuner, ES

FOR SALE

-I

WANTED

insertions under the heading:

-I

Name
Address

speakers, manuals. All excellent, offers, Tel: 01243
377692 ( Hants) [ BD17]
Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers £7900 ono,
excellent condition, Arcam AVR200 5.1 surround
amp £390 ono, excellent condition, Arcam DVD 88
Plus £690 ono, excellent condition. Tel: 01384
877737 [ B8]

Cheque/postal order enclosed for

( pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge my AccessNisalArnes•

1MEILIMEI
Expires (date)

Card Number

EIMEIME

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Signature

'Please indicate which
• No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

Send to: Classif red Ads. Hi Fi News IPC Media. Focus House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.

Levinson 39 CD player/preamp (can be run direct to
www.hifinews.co.uk
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AlIDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC POWER CORD
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE._____ GNLM 05/2.5 (CSA2.5)
TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with a considerable quan- £48 for 1.0m, £58 for 1.5m,
tity of homogeneously fine high quality ferrite powder.is extruded around £68 for 2.0m.
i
/

the copper conductors. GNLM cables are further protected with a foil
shield and a drain wire, specifically manufactured for High End audio use.

NEW for 2004 CSM Analog, Digilal and Video Interconnects, with extruded ferrite -, £ 75 for 1m pair.

GNLM 05/04
£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m.
£86 for 2.0m. Both GNLM cables
are available off the reel and for
export.

Power cables are fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug
Cable is also available with our all steel 4, 6 and 8way distribution blocks.
We can rewire the distribution blocks with Eupen cable as an extra cost option.
Refer to our web site for details.
i-WDUSA
00M Sii ink
stranded, silver on OFHC plus three strands of OCC for improved bass performance. Mylar infill and with designed in protection against RF and EMI.

[AT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker cable better than most at double the price.
We have developed a cabling ( weaving) pattern along with

an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the

Small Royal. 60cm aluminium platter.topped
with a6mm acrylic platter and leather mat.
Nylon thread belt - weight 25kg, rrp £ 1280
without tone-arm

garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes
advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge
and with PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £ 75, 1.2m
£88, 1.5m £ 101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available
and.off the reel. 4, 6 and 8way all steel mains distribution
blocks fitted with UK. Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested &

LAI AC- 2Power cord
compare
811,8818881.88......._
with products
costing ten times as
much, then decide

approved mains distribution units manufactured of heavy

Solid Machine Small with 50 cm aluminum
platter and leather mat weight 20kg RRP

gauge steel, finished in black and fitted with highest quality
13amp sockets. It has no filters, circuit breakers, surge pro-

£1095 without tonearm

tection, transformers, resistors, capacitors. LED's, on/off
switches, chokes, regulators, just fitted with 1m of AC- 2
mains cable.From £ 166 for 4 way. £ 198, 6 way, £229 for 8
way. interconnects IC-200, IC- 100, IC80, IC50, Video Vi-6,
VI-6 Component, Digital - DI-20, Speaker SS800 and SS1000

ii5itubtufite
'111

1-111'l

S/5000e.
2 x250w
power
amp

Bosendotfer. One to One, Acoustic Active
Principle, like no other loudspeaker in the
world. Models 1, 2, 7, Wall and Centre finishes include piano black, hand
matched veneers, white and with
Swarovski Crystals

Stasis
pre amp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

ESTABLISHED TOM WILLIS 1988

Valve Amplifiers from £ 2,450 - f20,000 hand crafted and built in the UK

VALVES
UK distributor for the complete range including the
KT88 reviewed by Chris Binns Hi Fi+ Issue 34
"Truly aworthy successor to the esteemed British King"
(THE ORIGINAL MO KT88)

Send for our list of Cryogenic treated valves

vva
.ttsichanne
pushpuli.

Stockists and information

Valves 845B
8Hz - 45Hz

London - Hear Here

Black,clircme volume optional

Tel: 020 8875 969

Have your amps tailor made in
our workshops at Nottingham

7
11/41

74tidial

email hearhere@onetel.com

Midlands and North - Hear Here
Tel: 07774 477542

email sam.hillreaches@ntlworld.com

62 Vaughan Avenue, Hucknall, Notts NG15 8BT
visit our website at: www.artaudio.co.uk

email twillisUentlworld.com

next month in FIFFINews
Our March- issue Definitive Test offers
afull technical and subjective review
of Nagra's outlandish Pyramid
amplifier, but we'll also cover the
gorgeous Hovland HP200/Sapphire
combination. Arcam's latest DVD
player with HDMI undergoes afull lab
test and we'll also review the newlyrevised Townshend TA- 565 universal
player. Heading our speaker reviews
for March will be the long awaited
high- end sensation, the Wilson
Audio MAXX 2. Plus another
exciting prize competition! .7

Don't miss HiFi News, March issue, on sale Friday, 4 February
www.hifinews.co. 1J k
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
/

... ¡ me for another catch-up' column, this being the busiest
time of the year ' nall. And the best thing to happen to
me lately, listening-wise, was the acquisition of aLondon

Maroon cartridge.., for mono playback.
Many readers will be aware that, among the LP-scenti such
as reviewer Michael Fremer and cartridge- maker John Grado,
there's amono revival going on, especially ' real' mono, ie
pre- Microgroove pressings. And it has been postulated by
numerous mono- maniacs that the only way to hear genuine
mono vinyl ( as opposed to stereo microgroove LPs with amono
signal) is with abona fide mono cartridge. Taken even further,
and you'd have amono amp and asingle speaker, but let's not
get too carried away.
Suffice it to say, there's an awful lot to gain if you own apile
of great mono LPs. In my case, I've been using the London to
play back prime recordings from Louis Prima, Billy May, Louis
Armstrong and others. Capitols, Columbias, Mercurys, RCAs —

SACD suffered
because of the
obsession with
multi-channel, awar
with DVD-A and,
most impossibly, with
the notion that it
would replace CD

the recent stuff, a21st Century John MayaII & Friends' Along
For The Ride [
AFZ 016], stays in two-charnel.
If you forget all about format wars and think ' sound quality',

every single one has benefited in
anumber of ways, not least

then you're ready for the Audio Fidelity titles, which bear

being the change in character

eclectic, from British Invasion rock to post-war blues to reggae

and physical location of tracing
noise or minor crackles. ( Gimme

to jazz to crooning. And Hoffman is approaching the raw
material with the criteria expected of vinyl reissuers. One disc,
John Lee Hooker's Boogie Chilien' [
AFZ 0051, even includes a

abreak: we're talking about
45-year-old LPs once played on
a ' phonograph' with flip- over
stylus.) The sounds are more
solid and palpable, the noise
less intrusive, the bass more
controlled and extended, the
treble more punchy. Iknow: this

prices similar to those of normal CDs. The catalogue is wildly

track mastered from a78rpm acetate. And it's dynamite!
Leaving aside the fact that nuthin' beats original vinyl, I
have to say that, in every case, these SACDs exhibit just what
the format promised when announced: hare-to-fault, easy
access to vintage material. The Zombies' Greatest Hits
[AFZ 001] has detail and bass not found on any of the many

is aminor niche in this big ol'

CD collections I've tried, while I've already reported that the
Searchers Collection [
AFZ 018] just may be the best-sounding

hobby of ours, but every person

Pye-era digital release yet. It goes on, through live Mel Torme,

who's heard my system during

Donovan's Storyteller and others. But you take the rough with
the smooth: Jimmy Reed At Carnegie Hall [
AFZ 020] exhibits
all of the worst excesses of left-right, echo-riddled stereo circa

the last few months has walked
away... stunned.

From mono to SACD may seem abig leap, but there's a
philosophical connection for anachrophiles. Correct me if I'm
wrong, but Ithought the whole DSD project was about

1961. No carping, though. Ijust hope SACO survives long
enough for Audio Fidelity to reissue some Dave Clark Five.
Lastly, I'm pleased to report that the Saturday Morning Sad

zero-compromise archiving, so major labels, like Sony/CBS,

Bastards weren't kidding when they said they were organising

could ensure that irreplaceable recordings would be available
for future generations. Like everything new, however, bean-

an audio flea market/fair. They're calling it V3 ( as in V- cubed),
which stands for Vintage, Valves and Vinyl. im Creed tells me
that they've already secured the top LP vendors on the circuit,

counters and techno-freaks ensured that the original raison
d'etre was diluted with commercial distractions. Thus SACD
suffered because of the obsession with multi-channel, awar
with DVD-A, the inability to educate record retailers and — most
impossibly — with the notion that it would replace CD. Yeah,

vintage audio dealers like John Bell have committed to it, and
they want the fair to appeal beyond buying and selling: Nagra
expert Bob Marriott and LS3/5A wizard Paul Whatton wil ,be
there with ' mini- museums', so it will be aperfect opportunity

format is still considered ' new', and at atime when the next

to pick their brains.
For years, I've been nagging about audiophiles at street level

generation of buyers doesn't expect to pay for software at all.

to be pro-active about this hobby, to use their enthusiasm to

right: in aworld where even this almost-quarter-century-old

So it's with deep respect that Imention Audio Fidelity
SACDs, now available in the UK via Hot Records [ 01403740260]. I'd reviewed one or two over the past couple of years,

22

founder and mastering wizard, are former DCC Compact
Classics personnel. And the hybrid SACDs they produce are
resolutely two-channel and mainly ' of acertain vintage.' Even

attract more music lovers to good quality sound. V3 is precisely
what Imeant. So mark your calendar: Canterbury's Westgate
Hall, Sunday, 20 March, 2005, and keep tabs on it at

my interest in the brand due to familiarity with its predecessor:

www.vintagevalvevinyl.com. Ain't no way I'd miss this one.

Marshall Blonstein and Steve Hoffman, respectively, the

Hell, it's right on my doorstep.
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osymmetry

In an age of constant hype, with too many
manufacturers enshrining their specifications (and
the misinformed sowing seeds of confusion) only a
few stand out as being capable of producing
components that are truly high fidelity.
At Symmetry, our business is the identification and
assembly of quite simply the finest audio/video
systems. To achieve this we ensure that every item
we distribute is the absolute best within its
category, an approach that leads us to source
products from across the globe.

t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w:

www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Symmetry is proud to be associated with many
of the world's finest manufacturers - companies
whose products and reputation have withstood
the test of time. If you share their belief that
only the best will do, contact us.

essentials
The heart and soul of music
and film reproduction.
ft_y r e

o

Components that do not follow style
but set the standard. In aclass by itself.

Universal Players and Transports
that define digital playback.

ESCÍFERIC

Hand fabricated equipment supports made from
Carbon Fibre and Aircraft Grade Stainless Steel
Individually calibrated for your system.

11»rand Prix Audi>t

Moving Coil Cartridges from Japan
Handmade and individually tuned by ear.

LYRA )

larlITP-r
ievinson.

Three Decades of the finest equipment.
From the company that helped create 'The High End'.

II

The worlds finest Electrostatic Headphone Systems.

STAX

An industry standard.

The most precise Audio Cables in the world.

High Output Moving Coil Cartridges
that define affordable Analogue playback.
l
i
be worlds foremost range of Phase Coherent
and Time Aligned loudspeakers.

"i.311111

rui Sonus faber.
look to the

past to

hear the future

Sonus Faber Cremona

Sonus Faber
Cremona Centre

Franco Serblin is too much the artist, too passionate adesigner
to sit still. After 20 years, he remains driven to discover better
methods for reproducing sound. And just as his views change the
way we look as loudspeakers, so has his medium Sonus Faber
evolved alongside his need to further the loudspeaker art.
Sonus Faber loudspeakers have developed into three distinct
ranges all the heder to address the needs of an increasingly
sophisticated marketplace. After all, with maturity comes a
clarity of vision and intent. At the time of Santis Faber's birth,
there was no home theatre to address, and digital audio was in
its infancy. In 2003, the world of home entertainment
encompasses discrete 5.1-through- 7.1 channel surround sound,
purist 2- channel analogue audio and the latest digital music- only
technologies, SACO and OVO Audio.
Sonus Faber welcomes the future, yet it shows respect for the
past, the most vivid example being the award-winning,
standards- setting Homage series. This luxurious range now
consists of the stand- mounted two-way GUARNERI and the
three-way floor standing AMATI, both embodying artisan skills
of centuries past: the beauty and warmth of hand- fashioned
cabinetry, wrapped around components which deliver sound
worthy of the names of the greatest stringed instruments of all
time. And the Guarneri itself has been responsible for changing
the face of loudspeaker cabinetry, the first boat-tailed speaker
^d Ctill the very best.
-

Sonus Faber Guarneri

To accomplish the difficult task of satisfying both the audiophile and the
movie- lover in you, Sonus Faber offers the full CREMONA SYSTEM.
Able to provides the versatility to satisfy the demands of both movie scores
and soundtracks, as well as the pure music of LP, CD, SACO and OVO A, the
original floor- standing CREMONA, the matching CREMONA CENTRE, the
smaller CREMONA AUDITOR and the CREMONA SUB are milestones in
both aesthetics and sound quality, adream come true for the audiophile
and the cineaste.
Also presented by Sonus Faber to serve amultitude of channels is the
dazzling, ultra- modern Concerto Home series. This handsome range
contains everything from CONCERTO HOME satellite speakers and the
slim floor- standing CONCERTO GRAND PIANO main speakers to the SOLO
centre channel and the rear WALL LOUDSPEAKERS and the GRAVIS
subwoofer. True Sonus Faber elegance and expertise at surprisingly
attainable prices. Above all, every model bears the stamp of Franco Serblin.
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